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PUBLISHERS’S NOTE
“Open this book to read Mama in chapters, the deep and the depth, the intrigue and the fun,
the drama and the music, the conflict and the resolution, her perfect and her imperfect.
Mama was life itself. Mama remains. All strands of life are present in Mama’s life, all life
elements communed with her, intermingled with her, played their part and continue to roll in,
in roles. Pain was present just as joy was. A great spirit is born out of one who felt life in
every cell and atom of her body, and pain is the very loud announcement of the presence of
life wherever pain is felt. When not in pain, Mama’s smile beamed and radiated, touching
people worldwide and when in pain, her screams were heard and became her life stream”.
Such is the opening which ushers in this dawn, this dawn of tales and of telling, of
questioning and of answering. What is death. When death happens a story rises. One
question death always asks is ‘did you live?’ and life always answers with a story. Death
itself is a story. A story which life tells. Sometimes it can be a beautiful story, for what one
makes of a thing it becomes. A story about life not the end of life. An opportunity to create, to
give, to be productive, to expand. To leave and live a form. Death can be a friend, a release
and a rise. The beginning of its story is usually the delivery of its news and the questions that
rise to continue the tale. Mama has left, Mama has gone. Was how Sir Angus Adịmọra
delivered the news. The news, the beginning of this story where one is both the story teller
and the story told, the story listener and the story medium, media, analogue and content.
This book is a philosophy monument being erected in honour of Mama, the
LOVE-Honourable LOVEbearing LOVEbeing Harriet Ijeakụ Adịmọra PMD, LRCB, the
Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide, who passed on 30 December 2018 in
the town of her birth, Ụga Ntụtụakwụ. The book approaches death from a story-telling
perspective. The compilation is the first of its kind because it is a “Touch LOVE philosophy”
textbook for the study of the meaning of LOVEbearing and LOVEbeing published at a time
when the body of Mama, the LOVEbeing who inspired the book, is awaiting interment. The
book will be installed in the same space Mama will be lying in state so as to lie in state with
Mama on 9 May 2019. Its unveiling at the interment ceremony is a special performance in
itself. It is the University of Touch LOVE Worldwide’s tribute to its Chancellor.
The compilation contains words of Mama and writings inspired by Mama including tributes
from around the world. As a philosophy book, the compilation presents and explores life in
death and death in life through Mama, her body, her life, her passion, her passing. It is the
first ever compilation by Touch LOVE Worldwide in which life and death are explored
through the study of an identifiable LOVEbearing Mother with deep roots in Africa which
route to reach all continents. Mama is a happening, a phenomenon and an expanding scent
of beauty touching, connecting and embracing all peoples of the world. The book is not only
an encyclopaedia of the meaning of LOVEbeing and LOVEbearing but also a preservation of
aspects of a people’s story, a people’s way of life and a celebration of alternative narratives.
Due to the nature of this work and the speed of its compilation, mistakes are inevitable.
Mistakes are part of life and have a place in a book of life. Absorb the LOVE in the book and
let it correct all mistakes.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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BOOK REVIEW
“I have been given a book to read, but really, this isn't a book … a legend who
makes you taste life twice; in the moment and in retrospect … she was, still is
a museum of life with a language - Love, a dialect - Igbo and origin – Nigeria.
… … she planted good seeds on her tracks so they could lead her back home
… The entrance into this, is like entrance into a sanctum but all bound in
human form. It is the domain of…, philosophy and… real mystics don't hide
mysteries, they reveal them. They set a thing up in broad daylight, and when
you've seen it, it's still a mystery… My words cannot reach the peak of how
beautiful this piece is…”1 - Sam-Richards C. Ofodile

THANKS SO MUCH
We thank everyone who helped make this compilation possible. That you all rallied
round to produce this treatise at very short notice and in the period when Mama
hadn’t been interred is a great testament to how you all surrounded and cared for
Mama in life. We say thank you.

We know the incredible effort everyone made to ensure that their contributions
reached us and the obstacles many overcame in the process. Your efforts are a
tribute in themselves and speak volumes about what Mama means to you. Your
painstaking efforts remind us of Mama’s efforts and determination.

Mama made every effort to write or reply letters. She will dictate the words to be
written and one of us will script the letter. If she receives a letter written in English,
one of us will read it out to her in the language she understood.

We thank you all for bringing this beautiful memories of many moments of letter
writing back to us, with your kind gestures and most cherished efforts.
Thank you
Mama’s children

1

Sam-Richards C. Ọfọdile’s review. See full piece titled ‘FOOTPRINTS’ in Chapter Touch LOVE Worldwide
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MAMA HARRIET IJEAKỤ ADỊMỌRA PMD, LRCB
Mama is Present, Moving around, Doing good – PMD
Mama is LOVE, Radiating, Creating Beauties - LRCB
Do not forget
That
Mama is
Present
Moving around
Doing good

Do not forget
That
Mama is
LOVE
Radiating
Creating Beau

PMD, LRCB
Mama’s degree
The degree of LOVE
The call of the earth
Mama’s LOVE
Mama’s spirit
Is in the words
You are about to read
Mama’s body
Has been called
By the earth
And is needed
By the earth
To continue
To nurture and nourish
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

xi

ADIEU MAMA ANGỌ
To everything there is a season, a time for every purpose under heaven: A time to be
born, and a time to die; A time to plant, and a time to pluck what is planted. (Ecc 3:1
& 2).
Mama we weep because we love you we equally laugh because of your life well spent.
We mourn because we are going to miss you but we dance because you lived a
glorious life that touched everyone that passed through you.
Mama on December 30, 2018 you left this sinful world to go to your maker and left us
to continue with your legacy. You taught us that it is better to give than to receive, you
preached forgiveness. {Were iheọma merie ihe ọjọọ.} You taught us to live in peace
and love one another. {Nwanne bụ ihe etinyeghi nnu ma ọ n’atọ ụtọ}. You taught us to
carry each other’s burden and I promise you that this legacy will be carried on
from one generation to the other.
Mama your children Angọ, Chikeziri, Ngozị, Nnedim, Nne Nnedim and Nkechi are
missing you. Alụemenwa is missing you. Your grandchildren are missing you; your
great-grandchildren are looking for you. Your sisters are missing you. Your brothers
are missing you. All those you touched are missing you.
ADIEU MAMA
ADIEU MAMA ANGỌ
ADIEU BANK ỤMỤAGBARA
ADIEU NNEOMA HARRIET IJEAKỤ ADỊMỌRA

Those are the words of Sir Angus Ikemdịnachukwu Afamefuna Adịmọra (Angọ),
Mama’s only son. As Mama would say to a reader, ‘gụta ndụ’, so her children led by
Sir Angọ wish every reader a ‘life-increasing reading’. Mama’s children have openly
shared their mother with the hope that readers will absorb life-giving LOVE,
knowledge and experience, gain life-giving insight, and acquire life and ‘depth’.
Mama has not gone, Mama remains a life-giving force, an open book which will
continue to inspire generations to come. May Mama’s LOVE continue to expand,
touch and lift spirits worldwide ‘na aha Jesus’ as Mama would say. Amen as we
would chorus.
xii

PREFACE
“Ihe dị omimi unu amaha, ebuka”. The deep you don’t know, abundant. So says
Mama. Mama the LOVEbearer, the LOVEbeing, the poet, the dancer, the ‘MANY LOVERS
BOOK 4267’ film star, whose very life is a poem and an endless story and who has left us,
her many ‘LOVERS’, a philosophical film as a gift from beyond. Mama, the philosopher who
was crowned the Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide on 28 December 2015.
Mama, the genius who successfully calculated large complex numbers without the
assistance of a paper and pen or any calculator. Mama, a leader and a mathematician who
was the astute treasurer of the Ụga women’s meeting, Enugu branch and whose candidness
and diligence earned her the reputation and title ‘Bank Ụmụagbara’.
Enter the deep that we don’t know called Mama. The ageless who is called Mama by all
ages. The powerful who willed herself to be in her own very room in Ụga for her own last
breath. The one who exhaled in that very room where she wanted to exhale wearing a
beautiful t-shirt on which is inscribed “PROUD”. The one who told of the deep story of
‘NSỤKỌ’, a story told on 2 September 2018 whose origin is in Ụga but which many Ụga
people do not know.

Welcome to the era called MAMA. The era of LOVE for all, the era of trend-setting, the
magnanimity and opulence of one who exclaimed her husband’s name as her own
exclamation and worshipped LOVE in all she did. There is only one Mama. No other one like
her. Mama remains.

Mama was life itself. She was LOVE and remains LOVE. All strands of life were and
continue to be present in Mama’s life, all life elements communed with her, intermingled with
her, played their part and continue to roll in, in roles. When you open this book, you open
yourself to journey beyond self.
Mama would say to readers, ‘Gụta ndụ’ acquire or obtain life from reading. This book is life
giving as it is a book of LOVE, filled with the spirit of Mama’s LOVE as well as the spirit of
the LOVE of many LOVEbearers and LOVEbeings from around the world. The book is not
just a monument being erected in words but also a philosophy book, the first of its kind,
inspiring deeper understanding of the deep. Reading this book will give you a different
perspective about death, a different narrative which will equip you with the LOVEbearing
skills that lift spirits and bodies above losses. Gụta ndụ.
Harriet Nkechi Adịmọra Gore
Founder
Touch LOVE Worldwide
xiii

CHAPTER LIFE AFTER LIFE

THIS IS A BOOK ABOUT
LIFE AFTER LIFE
A BOOK ABOUT THE
HISTORY OF A PEOPLE
THROUGH THE LIFE OF A
PERSON
A LIFE GUIDE
A GUIDE TO INSIGHTS
THE PHILOSOPHY OF
GIVING AND THE
TRIBUTARIES OF
TRIBUTES
Enter Mama’s life after life
1

THE JOURNEY OF THE ALPHABET

a b gb d e f
g gh h I ị j
k lmnṅo
ọ p kp r s sh
tuụvwy
z ch gw kw nw ny
A B GB D E F
G GH H I Ị J
KLMNṄO
Ọ P KP R S SH
TUỤVWY
Z CH GW KW NW NY
2

The language is Igbo, the dialect is Ụga, a place, a town, a people. Mama spoke it,
Mama was it, Mama lived it, Mama cooked it, chewed it, tasted it, served its delicacy
and made it into a delicacy. Proverbs and sayings are part of Mama. The alphabet,
the tonal which existed before her physical appearance but which was in her and
came out of her, her breath which expressed her feelings, her emotions, her story,
her journeys, her deep. The alphabet played a part in Mama, in the making of Mama
and Mama played her part in it. So to tell her story, the abode of the alphabet is
visited, to pay homage to the breath, the life and the spirit. The Igbo alphabet is
sacred. Breath is sacred. Mama’s breath is sacred. Mama’s words are sacred.
Sacred messages, sacred songs, living words, words are clothes which can be worn.

You have entered the abode of the
spirits
The sacred space of letters
Letters are spirits
Letters are sacred
Words are Sacred
These letters
These words
The Igbo alphabet
The breath
MAMA’S WORDS
IN THE LANGUAGE SHE SPOKE
3

ỤWAMỤỌZỌ
MỤ
NA
UNU
My next life, me and you (you is plural)
Or
In my next life I will choose to be with you (people)

4

IHE DỊ OMIMI
UNU AMAHA
EBUKA
The deep you don’t know abundant

5

WERE IHE
ỌMA MERIE
IHE ỌJỌỌ
Use good to defeat bad

6

KWỤWA
AKA GỊ ỌTỌ
Be upright or Be a person of integrity

7

KWỤRỤ
NA
EZI OKWU
Stand for truth

8

YỊRỊ
EFE NDIDI
Wear cloth of patience

9

MMADỤ
WỤRỤCHA
MMADỤ
EWERE
MMADỤ
MEWEGỊNỊ
If all humans are humans, what will humans be used for
or
If every human is responsible, what will humans be used
for

10

NWANNE
WỤ
IHE
ETINYEHE
NNU
MA YA ANA
ATỌ ỤTỌ
Beautiful family relationship is something to which no salt is
added but is very delicious/sweet
11

MAKỤỌ
CHUKWU
KA
APALỊ
SI
AMAKỤ
OSISI
Tightly embrace/hug God as a climber/climbing
plant tightly hugs a tree

12

ANAM
EZUNYEGHỊ
OSHI ỤKA
I am stealing to you theft of
words
or
I am letting you into a secret
or
I am revealing to you a
secret
13

Hello
Ihe m nagwa unu wụ…
Hụ mmadụ ibe gị na anya…
Onye ọsọkwaraya ya wụrụ
Ọwụ onye ojii
Ọwụ onye ọcha
Ofu ihe aha
Kama na anyị amaha
Ọwụrụ na anyị matara
Adam na Eve
Ọya mụrụ onye ojii
Mụọ onye ocha
Owere nye anyị onyinye dị iche
iche
Ya wụ
Were ihe ọma merie ihe ọjọọ
Ihe ọsọkwara sị mee ghị
Hello, what I am telling you is – LOVE your fellow human beings. Whoever it is.
Whether black or white. The same. But we don’t know. Because if we know. Adam
and Eve birthed both black and white and each is given special talent. So, use good
to defeat bad whatever is done to you.

14
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THE RADIANT MAMA THE AGELESS LEGEND - AN OPEN BOOK

MAMA’S AGE
Do not be surprised if you hear that Mama was a thousand years old or 110 years
old or more. Mama in deed and in smile became a living monument of generosity, an
17

inspiring legend made of and by thousands of years of elemental forces, a timeless
being whose LOVE energy was not only legendary but is time itself which continues
to spark more than a hundred tales, spanning a sea of life-giving presents and
zillions of kindnesses.
Mama was and remains as ageless as timeless. A legend whose real age remains
her radiance and magnanimity of spirit. Born at a time when record of date of birth in
a birth certificate was not mandatory, Mama’s date of birth spans eternity. Her
chronological of 89 or 95 or 96 is no comparison to her huge personality which
inspired and made everyone, home and abroad, who met Mama to bow in awe and
respect of her by calling her Mama.
Mama has always been ageless. As a child, an adult and an elder, her personality
was such that those who were older than her will call her Mama and she was indeed
their Mama because of her wisdom and keen interest in bearing everyone’s burden
as a good mother does. Mama made everyone’s business her business and felt
everyone’s pain and joy. Mama’s age spans eternity because her real age is her
good deeds including the birthing and raising of her children. She and her husband
continue to live in them and through them.
Mama was a LOVEbearer who bore LOVE and was blessed with 9 pregnancies. The
first pregnancy produced a holy daughter named Theodora who was as fair as the
glow of the morning sun, a dazzling black beauty, her beauty shone like the sun.
Theodora transited to glory when still a baby. Mama’s seventh pregnancy was as
sacred as the maker made and went before it became, leaving a memory but no
name. Mama’s ninth pregnancy brought to the earth the joy and beauty named
Njideka (fondly called Njii), a very joyous, playful, intelligent, beautifully made
cherub, the last born, a daughter whom the maker called to the heavenly abode
during the Nigeria/Biafra war through what is believed to be malaria fever.
Mama’s other 6 pregnancies produced one son and 5 daughters who are the writers
of Mama’s biography and in whom and through whom Mama continues to live and
her LOVE continues to shine and radiate. Timeless, tireless and timely, Mama’s
children never get tired of calling her blessed time and time again, the blessed
LOVEbearer, bearing LOVE in body and in spirit. Mama’s children are shapes of
LOVE, delivered to the earth through her.
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Mama’s age remains her mind which was strong to the end. Mama knew what she
wanted at any particular time and followed through her resolve with great
determination. Mama’s age is also her wisdom and generosity of spirit which all who
LOVE her continue to celebrate and which continues to live beyond her biological
lifespan. For her send-off celebration, Mama has been given the age of 95 years but
was Mama 95 years of age in 2018 when she passed? Who knows? Not even
Mama.
Mama would say that she should not be called old. She said she had not reached
90. Even if she reached 90 and beyond, Mama’s mind was productive, energetic,
LOVE-active and young. A timeless being cannot be set in age when ageless is her
age. In terms of biological age, Mama did not have her first menstrual period in her
parents’ home but in her husband’s parents’ home. This gives an idea of her
biological age and how young she was when she married and moved to live in her
husband’s parents’ home under the tutelage of her husband’s mother. The beautiful
thing about not knowing one’s own date of birth is that one is at liberty, not
constrained by any date but can choose from amongst many ages, the day, time and
year of birth which suits, and remain right in LOVE, ageless and timeless.
The known and important time and date of birth of Mama remains 3.45pm on 30
December 2018 when she ascended to the abode of the spirits. Mama did not pass
away on that day. Mama passed her unbearable pain, an exam and a degree which
led to her being born into the world of guarding and guiding angels from where she
connects in spirit to continue to do her LOVE works.
Mama’s spirit of LOVE lives on and have become the word made manifest as she
transmits her LOVE to touch, comfort and heal. Mama’s birth day to remember is
30 December 2018. Her birth that afternoon when she exhaled in her room to inhale
in the spirit world to become the highly charged uncontainable expanding state of
spirit and energy, with her body becoming the seed that will be sown on 9 May 2019
to continue to give off LOVE energy from the very core of the earth. Her air in the air,
her water joins the streams and the rains, her stored energy uniting with the rays of
the sun and her inexhaustible LOVE continuing to radiate far and near, here and
worldwide.
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CHAPTER BIRTH AND AFTERBIRTH

What gift do you give to those who are no longer here

What gift do they give to those who are still here

The gift of story telling

The gift of memory building

The gift of words that live

The lesson that has been passed
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BIRTH
Mama will say:

“Iche na awatara m na nkụ”
Do you think I was axed/carved out of wood/firewood?
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THE DOMAIN OF NAMES, MAMA’S NAMES
What’s your name, you ask
What’s in a name, my thought
Am I in a name
Is a name in me
A name can be anything, everything or nothing at all2

The name. The name Mama. Let’s look into Mama. Let’s look into her many names.

Mama’s full names, formal title and qualifications are Nneọma Mrs Harriet Ijeakụ
Abel Adịmọra (née Alahaa Umeoke) PMD, LRCB, Chancellor University of Touch
LOVE Worldwide, Mama.
Nneọma which is a title given to Mama by the Church means good mother.
Harriet, Mama’s non-Igbo name came from the era when becoming an Anglican
Christian meant taking on the mantle of an English name. One can change own
name whenever one chooses but Mama did not change any of her names and was a
bearer of her names and continues to bear her names.
A name is a responsibility in itself which one has to bear and a life which one has to
live. What name chose Mama in that era when names appear to choose their
bearers? What really is in the name Harriet. What is inside that name? What is the
meaning of Harriet? What is Harriet made of?
Inside Harriet is a journey. A journey from Germany to France, from France to
England, before appearing in Nigeria. A name is a language spoken in letters of
many languages. Inside that name Harriet is a story. A story of translations. Inside
Harriet are many powerful elements. According to online3 resources the name
Harriet is derived from Germanic Heimiric, derived from the word elements heim
“home” and ric “power, ruler”. The name then travelled to France, acquiring its
French version where the home part of the name translated into “estate, home”

2
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before migrating to its English version in the 17th century. Other sources added
“motherly” as part of the meaning of Harriet. Mama was all that and more and
remains all that and more. When the name Harriet arrived Nigeria to search for
Mama to be its bearer, it wanted a new story.
The name Harriet took on an Ụga identity when it chose Mama to bear it. It wanted
to be one with Ụga earth, with Ụga food, with Ụga stories, legends, music and
dances. It became an Ụga version of itself tracing ancestry through Ụga to become
ancestors of other names.
Inside that name Harriet, Mama was and is not only motherly but also a powerful
female ruler of home and estate, an administrator. A traveller journeying across
languages, peoples, diversity, countries and continents. A uniter of languages in
whom many people of diversity find a home. A powerful female ruler who advises
people to LOVE one another and tells the story of how all humans are related and
have similarities regardless of geographical origin. The inclusive but expanding voice
of Harriet, powerfully continues to ring out the “LOVE all always” advice from a video
and a music recording. Mama no doubt was and remains Harriet in name and in
deed. A powerful LOVEbearing LOVEbeing delivering LOVE in form and in formless.
Ijeakụ, Mama’s Igbo name is derived from word elements Ije journey Akụ wealth.
Mama no doubt was and remains Ijeakụ to the core. She was and remains wealthy.
She was and remains a traveller, journeying many journeys, wealthy in more ways
than one.
Mama was given the name Ijeakụ at birth and remains Ijeakụ till now, creating wealth
wherever she journeyed. She is Present, Moving Around, Doing Good (PMD). She is
LOVE-Radiating Creating Beauties (LRCB).
Journeys tell tales. Tales of Ijeakụ. In 1970, after the Nigerian/Biafran war, Ijeakụ
and her husband Abel Ọkwaraụnanma Egbuemenwa Adịmọra left Ụga and
journeyed back to Enugu. Her beloved young husband passed to the abode of the
spirits on 19 October 1971, 21 months after the Nigeria/Biafran war. From that date,
Ijeakụ single-handedly nurtured the minds of their 6 children to bear nothing but
LOVE whilst fulfilling her husband’s dying wish of ensuring that all their 6 children
were educated to whichever level of education they desired including University
levels.
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Ijeakụ tirelessly found a way to ensure that their children’s school fees were paid,
thereby, producing a world class Surveyor who is also a Knight of the Anglican
church, a respected and honourable Rtd Headmistress and regional NUT Chairman
for years, an internationally qualified Accountant and business tycoon, a Chartered
Accountant and the first black USA State Auditor in her role, an American Registered
Nurse and a recipient of Florence Nightingale Special Recognition, and a UK
practising Barrister.
Whilst raising her 6 children single-handedly, Ijeakụ also built a new house for her
own mother Mrs Alice Nwaụga Umeoke, an artist, who at the time was a widow living
in a house needing repair but instead of Ijeakụ just repairing the leaking roof, she
constructed a new house for her mother.
Ijeakụ did not stop there but also paid the school fees of extended family even as
she was struggling. She created the most relaxed, peaceful, and welcoming
environment in the 2 rooms she rented at No. 16 Grant street, Ụwanị, Enugu, and
hosted numerous extended family members whom she took in as though they were
her own children. She supported both the Adịmọra and Umeoke extended family
members including in-laws, even when things were extremely difficult for her. An
example is that Ijeakụ was known by some people at Enugu as Mama Emma.
People did not know that Emma (Sir Emmanuel Ụba) is not Mama’s biological son.
Indeed, Sir Emmanuel Ụba himself sees himself to this day as an offspring of Mama
and a custodian of many memorable stories of Mama including stories of Mama
visiting him at Afikpo Government college to stand up for him.

Mama continued to be Ijeakụ and continued to create wealth with her every breath
until her last breath. She used her land resources to support relatives as well as
outsiders, using her earnings to support those whose pains became her pain and
using her words to nurture, advise and guide whilst embracing all with her
inexhaustible LOVE.
Journeys tell tales of Ijeakụ. When in about 1993 Ijeakụ retired to the village after
living at Enugu from 1970/1971, Ijeakụ resurrected her passion for agriculture and
started farming. She farmed the land she and her husband had bought. She and her
husband had planted orchards of exotic commercial trees including ‘gmelina’,
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cashew and mango which set the estate apart whilst providing beautiful shaded
entrance on both sides of the long stretch of the private well-maintained mango treelined avenue leading to the house, a memory still cherished till today.
Ijeakụ harvested the abundant palm fruits from the palm trees in the landed estate
and produced palm oil as well as other farm produce with which she trained and
financially supported relatives and others – from paying hospital bills and school
fees, through erecting and completing building projects, to providing capital for
businesses - too numerous to count. This was in her later years following her
retirement from her food and provision selling business. Even whilst living in America
in the last few years, Ijeakụ never missed any opportunity to help those in need in
Nigeria. Whilst in America, she very much missed being in Ụga to farm her lands, to
look after her turkeys and her chickens and as a substitute, had to visit a farm in
America where she harvested farm produce.
Abel is Mama’s husband’s English name.
Adimọra is Mama’s husband’s surname.
So returning to the question of Mama’s names, what does the name Mama really
mean? The name Mama means mother and is what Mama’s children and other
members of her family call her but it is also an informal title used by others as a mark
and ‘call’ of honour and respect, a name which callers call Mama in reverence as a
larger than life motherly personality.
Mama was a virtuous woman who was called Mama or Maama by everybody. A
woman of noble character and LOVE, Mama until her last breath, lived by her
mantras: ‘Were ihe ọma merie ihe ọjọọ (Romans 12:21), Kwụwa aka gị ọtọ (Be
upright), Kwụrụ na ezi okwu’ (Stand for the truth). In the words of Sir Emmanuel
Ụba, if Mama is given sainthood by the Church for her service to humanity, it will be
in order.

Looking into Mama through her names, Mama was the abundance who lived the
name Mama as though she was born to be everybody’s mother. She lived her name
Harriet and Ijeaku to the full. She was and remains wealthy, she was and remains a
journey and a traveller, she was and remains powerful, a LOVEbearing LOVEbeing,
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a female LOVE-led ruler of home and estate, a connector and uniter of variety and
diversity, a mother feeding all that come her way.
Every human is a seed on earth or in earth. On earth, Mama was that seed which
chose the name Ebuka4, became resourceful, and throughout its life was a life-giving
force to many beings, and when the great wind embraced it, and danced with it to
the ground, continued to be life-giving in earth, to even more earthbeings, its body
becoming the modern day big bang phenomenon, spreading sparks of life-making
energy far and near, transforming spaces, becoming life in different forms,
supporting life in different ways, manifesting as resource, scents, music, video,
musical instruments and merging with the land which it LOVED so much to become
a supportive atmosphere empowering beings to reach their potentials.

The music at the beginning starts at the end. What’s in a name? A name can be
anything, everything and nothing at all. Mama Nneọma Mrs Harriet Ijeakụ Abel
Adịmọra PMD, LRCB, Chancellor University of Touch LOVE Worldwide are all her
names. The names which chose Mama. Mama’s life was full of journeys. In Mama,
many names lived and continue to live. In her names Mama lived and continue to
live. Mama lived her many names. Her many names lived her. Harriet, Ijeakụ are her
names. Journeys of wealth. Powerful home ruler and estate owner, she lived both
names till the end and lived the name Mama as though she was born to be
everybody’s mother.

4
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CHAPTER NOBILITY
“Adị m nnọọ ezigbote mma” – Mama 23.12.18
I am really well
Mama was born in Ụga5, into the renowned and noble family of Nze Alahaa Umeoke
in Umunaọsa, Awarasi Ụga. Her father, Alahaa Umeoke, an Ọzọ title holder, was
one of the leaders of his community. Mama’s mother, Mrs Alice Nwaụga Umeoke
hailed from the renowned Ụzọegwu family of Ụmụoru Ụga.
Before Mama’s birth, Mama’s parents suffered the pain of having and losing about 7
infants. Ụga people term this kind of loss ‘ụga ọmụmụ’. Mama became the first
surviving daughter and the ninth birth of her parents.
There were 3 other surviving children, her elder brother Umeugokwe Umeoke, her
younger brother Peter Umeoke and her only surviving sibling and sister Mrs Bessy
Umennewụakụ whose presence by Mama’s side in Ụga was a source of comfort at
the time of Mama’s last breath.
Mama’s last breath remains presence present in Ụga. Mama’s body returned to Ụga
to be present in Ụga. Ụga, the land of nobility, fertile and welcoming. A beautiful
town with a population of 64,1796. A land of stories which births and bears stories
and storytellers. Mama remains present and presence synonymous with Ụga,
birthing stories, bearing stories, being stories.
Mama as a storyteller, told the noble story of nsụkọ. She told of how the people of
Ụmụihiekwe were the only clan known for the awe-inspiring phenomenon known as
nsụkọ, where a noble will pass in state, lying in a particular position of the noble’s
choice. The noble will arrange own self in that position, lying in that position as the
noble passes to the degree of ancestors. It was a wonder associated with and
achieved only in Ụmụihiekwe. Mama told this tale in September 2018. Mama
attained this high state and status herself in December 2018. She achieved this
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nobility, wonder and glory on 30th December 2018 in her own room, lying in the very
room she willed herself to be for her passing, passing on her own terms.
Ụmụihiekwe people no longer answer Ụmụihiekwe. They changed their name to
Ụmụibeka. They say that Ihiekwe was the ancestral mother and they cannot be
called children of their ancestral mother. They say Ibeka was the ancestral father
and it is the tradition to be called children of their ancestral father. The prefix Ụmụ
means children.
Mama is associated with Ụmụihiekwe clan because Mama’s first daughter Chikeziri
married into the clan in 1973 when it was known as Ụmụihiekwe. In a telephone
discussion Mama had with her youngest child Nkechi, in September 2018, Mama
reminded Nkechi that Ụmụihiekwe is now known as Ụmụibeka. Mama told Nkechi
the reason for the change of name.
Ụmụibeka is part of Ụmụeze, the nobility which produces the King in Ụga. Eze
means King. Ụmụeze means ChildrenKing. Mama herself married into the
Ụmụnwaezeaka clan of the Ụmụeze people. Ụmụeze people are direct descendants
of Ụga. Ụga is a story, a parent, a place, a person, a people, an ancestor, a land.
Ụga the person, the ancestor, the parent, the story had 4 children from whom the 4
peoples of Uga came to be. The 4 peoples of Ụga are
Ụmụeze
Ụmụoru
Awarasị
Ọka

It is said that Ụga, the parent ancestor settled in Ụga because of palm fruits. This is
how the name Ụga ntụntụ akwụ came to be. Ụga picker of palm fruit. Akwụ is palm
or palm fruit. Mama made a statement in 2018 during a telephone conversation with
Nkechi which stirred thoughts in Nkechi. Nkechi had said something about Ụga the
picker of palm fruits, in a way that meant that Ụga was a male. There is no doubt in
any Ụga person’s mind that Ụga was the male ancestral father of all Ụga people.
However, during this telephone conversation, Mama stirred Nkechi’s thought to the
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intrigue of alternative narratives when Mama said onye ma (who knows). Nkechi
understood Mama as saying who knows if Ụga was male or female. Mama continued
by saying that the tradition in Ụga land is that only men climb the palm tree, women
do not climb the palm tree. Nkechi understood the logic in Mama’s statement and got
excited about the possible alternative narrative which positions Ụga, the ancestral
parent as a female.
Why was a man picking palm fruits? If traditionally, females do not climb palm tree,
does it follow that traditionally women are the ones who pick fallen palm fruits? Is
there a tradition which stems from the days when a female first picked palm fruits?
Was there a female who picked palm fruits and settled in the present day Ụga land
where the fruits she picked were? Questions and intrigue. This is a tale of
magnificent proportion, a tale to be cherished as an alternative narrative, a new lore
in the horizon, a new philosophy based on current tradition and previous prohibitions.
Is it really possible that Ụga was a female picker of fruit?
Whether or not this possible narrative is collectively explored, accepted or dismissed
by the Ụga people, it is reflective of the nobility called Mama, illustrating the fact that
Mama was a deep thinker, a questioner who did not claim to know what she did not
know. A people born out of stories do not stop creating stories. Mama, a storybearer,
a storyteller, a story in being inspiring many more stories by merely expressing her
thoughts. The newly created thought, legendary and deeply intriguing.
Onye ma. Who knows? Who really knows every single detail of the past. Who really
is the expert of the past when even the present with all the advances in science and
technology remains unknown. Ụmụihiekwe changed name to become Ụmụibeka.
Why did Ụga, one person, need to pick so much fruits? Was Ụga really one person
at that time or a collective or a group or a family? What actually is the fruit being
picked? Is akwụ a metaphor? A metaphor for a human being? Referring to a female
or a male as a ripe fruit? Referring to a female as the akwụ being picked? Is ‘picking’
a metaphor? An Ụga figure of speech referring to something other than a literal
meaning? Was Ụga busy courting a human Ụga chanced upon? Ụga people will say
as a figure of speech, “I saw a ripe fruit in your compound which we have come to
pick” when they are referring to a human they have come to marry. Can it be that
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“Ụga Ntụtụ Akwụ” is a similar form of speech applied in the saying that Ụga was
picking palm fruit?7
Onye ma? Who knows? Who really knows? Was the Picker alone or with family and
dependants? Where did this Picker of fruits come from? Where was the Picker of
fruit heading to? What more does the picking tell us? The beauty of the fruit being
picked? The impact of a fruit that changed the course of a journey to become a
people, causing a person’s name to change to include the fruit’s name as part of a
person’s name? The attraction to the nature, colour, utility of the fruit? That the fruit
must be so powerful to detain the picker and compel the picker to settle down? The
abundance of the land which produced the fruits? Its fertility? No need to climb when
abundance was all around? Why climb when what you need is at the ground level?
The patience in picking not in gathering?
Ntụtụ not mkpokọ picking not gathering or heaping? With picking comes choice?
Choosing the good, choosing the best? Who is this patient? Who has this patience?
Who really is Ụga? Not just the gender but the characteristics, the personality, the
psychology, the guiding philosophy? What really was Ụga, a settler who did not
settle by a river but by a palm? What is the connection between people, settler and
palm? What is the make up of palm, its force, its power? Who celebrates palm in a
festival? Why is the new yam celebrated in Ụga but not the palm which forms part of
its name? Should the Ụga people resurrect the story of the palm and dedicate not
just one day celebration of the palm but a whole week of research, of storytelling, of
exhibition associated with their deep relationship with the palm? Nkechi told Mama
she will write about this thought inspired by Mama’s Onye ma. Nkechi has written
what she told Mama she will write. Nkechi told Mama she will suggest to the King of
Ụga, King Igwe Chidi Ezenwugo to consider creating a festival of palm, a storytelling
denominator uniting all Ụga people and highlighting the significance of palm in the
story of Ụga origin. A festival LOVE, the LOVE that is Ụga, Ụga land, Ụga people,
Ụga stories. Will Nkechi make this suggestion to the King? Onye ma? Who knows?
Who knows Ụga? What is Ụga? Who is Ụga? The story as always told is that Ụga
was a man, wandering and journeying until he encountered the palm fruits and

7

Ụga ntụtụ akwụ. A worldwide intrigue. Adam and Eve and the story of the fruit. Always about the fruit. The power
of fruit. The power of a metaphor. The picking of fruit, the literal, the concept, the metaphor, the philosophy.
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settled down by the palm fruits. The unverified story Nkechi encountered on
facebook group Ụmụ Ụga Ntụtụ akwụ in 2019 through her questions is this:
“Nnewi amụghị Ụga
Kama na otu n’ime ndi nwunye ya si Nnewi
Nwanyị abụọ ka ọ lụrụ
Nke mbụ mụtara Ụmụeze na Ụmụoru, ebe, nke abụọ mụtara Ọka na Awarasị
Aha ha bụ Ihuokwe na Udunwanyi
Ihuokwe bụ nke mbụ mana nke abụọ bụ Udunwanyị bu ya ụzọ wee mụta nwa
Ọbụ ya mere o jiri wee bụrụ nke mbụ
Udunwanyị bụzị nke mbụ, ọ bụ onye Agbaje (Nnewi)
Ọ mụtara Ụmụeze na Ụmụoru
Ebe Ihuokwe bụ nke abụọ bụ onye Akwụ Akọkwa, ọ mụtara Ọka na Awarasị
Daalụ
Harriet Gore history agwaghị m onye mụrụ Ụga
A sị na Ụga bụ onye njem (a traveller)
Ha na-agafe, o wee hụ akwụ sara asa machara mma
O wee banye ịkpa akwụ, oge o mesịrị, ọ hụrụ na ndị ya na ha so agharala ya
Ọ maghịzị ebe ọ ga-esi chọta ha
O wee birizie (settled down) ebe ahụ tupu o lụbazie ndị nwunye ya
Daalu
Ọ bụ ya mere e ji akpọ anyị “ụmụ Ụga ntụtụ akwụ” – Amaka Jacinta
Ụga, the area is located in Agụata Local Government Area in Anambra State,
Nigeria. It is a place of nobility in many respects. It is told how its River Agwazị
produced bees that drove away the white men when they attempted to invade the
Ụga land. It is said that the present location of the market known as Nwagwazị (Child
of Agwazị) was the previous location of the River.
Agwazị river, a stream of immeasurable beauty with powerful spirits which protected
both plants and animals. It was home to monkeys who will chew their chewing stick
and mischievously throw it at passers-by. It had the sacred python, the protector of
the land, held sacred by the Ụga people who will give its sacredness full burial rite of
equal status as given to a human.
Agwazị had its sacred rules. It had its sacredness which must not be violated,
polluted, contaminated with metal or plastic buckets. Its sacredness was such that
only earthenware water pots were allowed in its sacred space. Water is fetched from
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its belly with clay pots and with bare feet. Nothing plastic or metal was welcomed in
its sacredness, in its sacred space.
Agwazị and Obizi rivers feature in Mama’s tale. Mama would fondly remember and
tell the tale of how her name Ijeakụ will ring through Agwazị and Obizi river path and
echo in the beauty of the dark as she was called by fellow maidens calling out to her
‘IJEAKỤOOO’ before the morning twilight. The hours when the beauty of the night at
its best and the spirit of the day are in their final LOVE embrace before parting to
meet again. The maidens’ call, a beauty, a chant emanating from the beauty of the
night. The early morning night. They call because Ijeakụ’a speed of lightning had left
them behind after she had bathed in Obizị stream, fetched water and got home
before everyone. They call because they are wondering what has become of her.
The beautiful Agwazị river and its sister river and stream Obizị, the glistening spring
and fountain, play prominent roles in instilling a deep sense of belonging and
confidence in Ụga descendants through traditional Ụga response to the traditional
greeting Dee Nnee (for females), Dee Nnaa (for males). Dee Nnee Dee Nnaa
greeting is traditionally offered with a bow and genuflection to elders and people
recognised as being related to one’s own origin, primarily through female lines.
Relatives of a person’s mother and any traceable people of maternal lines will
receive this greeting. The proud recipient of the honour Dee Nnee Dee Nnaa
beaming with smile will respond with a hug or a touch and say Ezi nwa m, Oyoyo
nwa amụrụ na Agwazị saa na Obizi (good child, beautiful, child born in Agwazị and
washed in Obizi). This response recognises the person offering the greeting Dee
Nnee Dee Nnaa to be a deeply rooted, valued, respected and precious descendant.
Ụga is located at the border of Anambra and Imo States and played host to an
airport during the Nigerian/Biafran war. It accommodated and fed many people
fleeing from that war.
Mama wanted to be in Ụga for her last breath and communed with her maker, asking
for the grace of being in her beloved native land when the time her maker chooses to
call her to earth arrives. Mama communed with the spirit of her LOVED ones and
ancestors. She called upon them by name in her time of pain. She made songs
which exalted them as great spirits and sang out when she was in great pain. The
song was her own self-administered medicine which took her mind away from the
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pain and took her spirit to the sphere of LOVE spirits. She recognised these LOVE
spirits in her song as great spirits. Mama wanted to be in Ụga so much that she
focused her energy on that one last request she made of her maker, made it a task,
willed it to happen and worked so hard for it until it happened.
Mama reached Ụga on 20 December 2018. Her feet touched her beloved Ụga land
on that day. She thanked her maker in spirit and in all. Her journey to Ụga which
started by air from USA in November 2018 fruited joy and thanksgiving as she
stepped on beloved Uga soil where her husband has been since 1971. She and her
beloved husband worked together to build their Ụga house to make it a home. Her
joy both on the phone and on land on 23 December 2018 whilst she was in Ụga, in
her own room without any pain can light up the whole world. Adị m nnọọ ezigbote
mma she excitedly and happily said on the phone to Nkechi. Nkechi danced and
jubilated. Mama, Nkechi, Bessy were effervescent with joy, singing and talking
excitedly.
Mama’s maker granted Mama’s request and gave Mama many joyful moments as a
bonus. Mama was in Ụga for that last breath. Mama was surrounded by LOVE, by
familiarity, by Ụga air and spirits of the land.
Mama’s mother was from Ụga. Mama’s father was from Ụga. Mama’s husband was
from Ụga. Mama was born in Ụga. Mama was connected to all corners of Ụga.
Mama inhaled Ụga at birth and her last exhalation became one with Ụga. Ụga, the
land of nobility will be absorbing the energy that is Mama’s body as part of its nobles
and ancestral spirits to keep her connected to all strands of Ụga and beyond.

Mama I have done it
I have written the story I told you I will write
I will meet the King to make the suggestion I told you I will make
Touch LOVE Worldwide
The movement you supported and encouraged
Compiling the story I told you I will write8

8

Nkechi 16 March 2019
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TRANSLATION
“Nnewi amụghị Ụga
Nnewi did not give birth to Ụga
Kama na otu n’ime ndi nwunye ya si Nnewi
But one of his wives came from Nnewi
Nwanyị abụọ ka ọ lụrụ
Females 2, it married
Nke mbụ mụtara Ụmụeze na Ụmụoru, ebe, nke abụọ mụtara Ọka na Awarasị
First one gave birth to Ụmụeze and Ụmụoru, whilst, second one gave birth to Ọka
and Awarasị
Aha ha bụ Ihuokwe na Udunwanyi
Their names are Ihuokwe and Udunwanyi
Ihuokwe bụ nke mbụ mana nke abụọ bụ Udunwanyị bu ya ụzọ wee mụta nwa
Ihuokwe was the first one but the second one Udunwanyị gave birth first
Ọbụ ya mere o jiri wee bụrụ nke mbụ
This is why she became the first
Udunwanyị bụzị nke mbụ, ọ bụ onye Agbaje (Nnewi)
Udunwanyị who is now the first, is from Agbaje (Nnewi)
Ọ mụtara Ụmụeze na Ụmụoru
She gave birth to Ụmụeze and Ụmụoru
Ebe Ihuokwe bụ nke abụọ bụ onye Akwụ Akọkwa, ọ mụtara Ọka na Awarasị
Whilst Ihuokwe the second is a native of Akwụ Akọkwa, gave birth to Ọka and
Awarasị
Daalụ
Thank you
Harriet Gore history agwaghị m onye mụrụ Ụga
Harriet Gore, history did not tell me the person who gave birth to Ụga
A sị na Ụga bụ onye njem (a traveller)
It is said that Ụga was a traveller
Ha na-agafe, o wee hụ akwụ sara asa machara mma
When they were passing, it saw palm that was ripe and beautiful
O wee banye ịkpa akwụ, oge o mesịrị, ọ hụrụ na ndị ya na ha so agharala ya
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It then entered to collect palm fruit, when it finished, it saw that the people it was with
have left it and gone
Ọ maghịzị ebe ọ ga-esi chọta ha
It did not know how to find them
O wee birizie (settled down) ebe ahụ tupu o lụbazie ndị nwunye ya
It then settled down there before marrying the wives
Daalu Thank you
(Ọ/O (translated as it) is a gender neutral pronoun)
NOTHING IS EVER AS IT SEEMS
Lonely even when crowded
Crowded even when single
Single even when married
Married even when separated
Separated even when together
Together even when apart
Apart even when enclosed
Enclosed even when free
Free even when jailed
Jailed even when in flight
In flight even when wingless
Wingless even when alive
Alive even when dead
Dead even when alive
Alive is Mama
Mama a life
A life of LOVE
LOVE in being
Nothing is ever as it seems
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS9

9

By Harriet Gore Philosopher and founder of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide. Original version published
on facebook on 15 March 2017. This version amended for inclusion in this chapter on 16 March 2019.
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“Onye nwụrụ anwụ kee
ekpe,
ndị dị ndụ kegharịa”
Ụga saying
The will made by the dead can be changed by the living

ANA EKWU
YADỊKA
ỌWỤ
IHE EMEHE EME – Mama
As it gets told, it may sound as though it did not happen – Mama’s response to Ngọ
Ọfọma’s birthday’s praises
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Mama was a very strong-minded activist, who was moved only by LOVE and stood
up for her right as well as the rights of others. She was an active philanthropist,
generously providing food, money, shelter and advice as needed. Mama
emphasised the importance of using good to defeat bad, using food to defeat bad.
As an international personality, Mama spread the message of inclusiveness. She
preached against all forms of destructive discrimination, and through facebook,
Mama’s messages reached the wider world. From a very early age, Mama knew her
mind and lived the message she preached.
Mama’s father was an important figure, who was a well-respected leader in his
community. His obi was the then Isi Obi of Ụmunaọsa with all the attendant duties,
responsibilities, honours and privileges. Mama told of how she was put off eating fish
due to the fact that raw fish was shared in her father’s Obi (heart of the compound)
so frequently that the smell of it put her off eating fish.
Mama’s strong will manifested early in life. She was betrothed at birth to marry into
an equally big and noble family in Ọka, Uga as was traditional at the time. The
tradition then was that the family where she was to move into in marriage will visit
from time to time, fetching firewood and bringing water to her Nne (mother). As
Mama grew up, she came to know about the arrangement, and the man she was
betrothed to marry. Becoming of age, and becoming more aware of the betrothal,
she resented being so betrothed because she did not LOVE the person to whom she
was betrothed. Unfortunately, Mama’s father passed early and his early passage to
the world beyond created a problem for Mama because it was thought that as it was
her father who agreed the betrothal, Mama had to marry into the betrothed family as
it was her late father’s arrangement, so cannot be changed. Mama did not subscribe
to that way of reasoning and thinking. She made her mind known in no uncertain
terms, caused shock and stirred several meetings to be held by the family regarding
the issue of her rejection of the arranged marriage.
Mama rebelled against the arranged marriage by running away from home. She
went into hiding in Ụmụoru, Ụga, her mother’s family clan (ụmụrenne). This, no
doubt, caused her mother and family great concern and many meetings were
arraigned by elders to discuss the way forward.
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It was during this period when circumstances kept her away from her beloved
father’s home and caused her to be on the self-imposed ‘exile’ in Ụmụoru that Police
Corporal Philip Adịmọra who was then looking for a wife for his youngest brother,
Abel Ọkwaraụnamma Egbuemenwa Adịmọra (Alias A.O.E) came to sight Mama’s
beauty and hard work, and immediately felt that Mama must be married by the
young, elegant and well educated entrepreneur, Abel Adịmọra, who at the time was
living ‘abroad’ (as he was not living in Ụga).
Mama’s family on the other hand, being afraid of losing their ‘OKE ADA10’ continued
to convene several meetings to resolve the arranged marriage problem. During one
of the meetings, Mama’s uncle reminded the elders the wise words, “Onye nwụrụ
anwụ kee ekpe, ndị dị ndụ kegharịa”, meaning, ‘what the dead decreed, the living
can change’. So it was, that the elders decided that Mama did not have to marry the
Ọka, Uga person. She was the Ada of the Umeokes and must not be lost because of
her rejection of an arranged marriage. Following this decision, Mama was searched
for, found and brought back home to her Ụmụnaọsa family.
At all times Mama always had the reputation of being a strong character and her
personality and presence commanded respect. She had a keen sense of duty,
respected hard work and was herself a great entrepreneur, very resourceful and
extremely hardworking. She was strong physically, mentally and spiritually. Mama
was known for her great energy, for being tireless, fearless, adventurous and
powerful. She climbed trees when females did not climb and during her exile, she will
hide on top of trees when her family came searching for her.
It was after returning from her exile that the great and noble Adịmọra family went to
seek Mama’s hand in marriage. The Adịmọra family are the direct descendants of
nobility in the stature of their ancestor, Ezeukwu (great King) of Ụmụeze Uga.
Mama’s husband, Abel Adịmọra, was the youngest child of the famous Nwakụabịa
Joanna Adịmọra (née Ọkpalaọka) whom Mama came to LOVE so much. Until
Mama’s last breath, Mama fondly and LOVINGLY called her own daughter Edith,
Nnedim (my husband’s mother). Mama was sure that Edith is the reincarnated
Nwakụabịa. This is in line with the Ụga reincarnation belief system. Mama upheld
this belief system and tradition through story-telling and through calling members of
10

Great daughter
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her family the name associated with their reincarnated selves. Nwakụabịa, Mama’s
Nnedi11, had 3 daughters and 4 sons who lived to adulthood - Edna, Maria, Rhoda,
Lazarus, Philip, Joshua and Abel. Mama will tell stories of each one of them and
through those stories kept them all alive.
A person can be reincarnated in different people at the same time so Mama’s
husband Abel Adịmọra has come back in different forms including in the form of
Mama’s grandson Afam whom Mama called ‘Dim’ (my husband) until her last breath.
Mama told the reincarnation tale of how in the spirit world, her husband told another
male spirit to wait until after him, Abel had appeared and reincarnated as he, Abel
must be the first male spirit to arrive at his own son Angus’s family. Afam is the first
son of Sir Angus, Mama’s only son. It is clear from Mama’s reincarnation stories that
what happens in the human world affects and impacts what transpires in the spirit
world but also, sometimes, what happened in the spirit world before birth can explain
what is happening in the human world and can shape relationships in the present
world.
The philosophy of reincarnation as told by Mama remains a captivating intrigue.
Mama’s life after life remains a journey full of journeys. Mama promoted
reincarnation and reincarnation is promoting her. In a dream the youngest of her
children had days after Mama’s passing, Mama showed her right hand. It was clean,
as healthy as ever with the hand prints showing so clearly. Mama was sitting. She
told her daughter Nkechi emphatically whilst showing her very clean hand, that she
Mama is very well “onwehe ihe na eme m”. She sensed the thought of reincarnation
and indicated that it was not yet time for her reincarnation. She said from “next year”
(afọ ọzọ).
Mama and Papa LOVED each other very much. Indeed Mama LOVED all the
Adịmọras and all the Ụmụezes. Mama’s marriage to Papa was made in LOVE as the
attraction between them was a strong force that caused the football Papa was
playing at St James to roll and touch Mama as Mama was passing and before they
had met each other. Mama remembered this incident very clearly because she

11

Husband’s mother
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remembered Papa in his impeccable smart white shorts and white handkerchief and
his politeness to her regarding the ball touching her as she was walking by.

Mama’s wave, Mama’s joy, Always in the midst, her expanding LOVE, nurturing generations
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CHAPTER EDUCATION
Following her marriage, Mama was sent to Agụlụ for training as was traditional at the
time and she was trained by the church and learnt fundamentals of life including
lessons on balanced diet, healthy living, how to manage home and the essentials
about raising children.

Mama and her husband (Abel Dim) Abel Ọkwaraụnanma Adịmọra and the photos
they took before the Nigerian/Biafran War
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LIFE AS NWUNYE ABEL, THE WIFE OF A CIVIL SERVANT
Mama was an entrepreneur and an industrialist. As her husband was a civil servant,
they were not based in one town as they were transferred to different towns from
time to time. So Mama lived in Abakaliki where she and her husband built 2 houses
and planted a church. She lived in Ekwulọbịa, Ikeduru, Awka, Nteje, Ezikwo, Enugu
and Awgu (her husband passed at the University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital Enugu
during the Awgu posting).
Mama had her children in some of these different towns, having two children when
she and her husband were living in Ekwulọbịa, two children when they were living in
Awka, one child when they were living in Abakaliki, and another when they were
living in Nteje. Ngo, Mama’s daughter tells the hair raising story of how a fatally
venomous snake echieteka (tomorrow is too far) got itself into the story of Mama in
Nsukka on the first night the family arrived Nsukka on a transfer. Mama’s husband
was transferred from Ezikwo to Nsukka. The whole family travelled together on that
transfer. The family was accommodated in a guest house on their first night. The
family arrived at the guest house very late that first night. As Ngo tells it:
“We went on transfer from Ezikwo to Nsukka. Echieteka snake lay beside
Angọ in the guest house where we were accommodated the first night we
arrived and we arrived very late. Our Angel of a mother was awake taking
care and listening to our breathing. She must always walk round in the middle
of the night to know how we were sleeping, with her mentholatum and
Vaseline in hand. Instead of feeling weak and sleeping after the long trip, she
perceived that her only son, Angọ’s breathing was not right so with little lamp,
she went to inspect him. Low and behold a snake was lying side by side with
him. A woman of wisdom and control, she did not shout as I would have done,
knowing that will be greater danger for her children but quietly woke us up.
Then called her husband to take care of the snake while she pulled Angọ
away. The next day Papa received a telegram that his posting to Nsukka has
been cancelled. I have not forgotten the mangoes fully ripe on its trees and
scattered on the ground at that guest house”
Mama and her husband were extraordinary couple whose life together made great
stories and continue to make stories. One of the extraordinary stories is how her
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husband carried her on his bicycle from Ekwulọbịa to Nnewi whilst Mama was in
labour with their only son Sir Angus Adịmọra. Their LOVE for one another was
exemplary, erupting in words of exclamation. An example is that until her last breath,
Mama continued to call her husband’s name (Abel dim) whenever she exclaimed or
something of shock happened. A number of people who witnessed this eruption of
LOVE, turned themselves into suitors wanting the hands of Mama’s children in
marriage because they believed that if they become husbands of Mama’s children,
they will receive from Mama’s children this erupting expansive love they saw in
Mama.
Mama was a very fast learner. In every new town Mama and her husband moved to,
Mama will start a new business informed and inspired by the demands of the town
and surrounding area. So at Enugu, after the Nigeria/Biafra war, Mama owned a
provision shop at Ogbete market where her husband will join her after work. She
later started brewing and selling burukutu beverage drink, the Hausa or northern
Nigeria’s native beer made from millet.
During the Nigeria/Biafra war (1967-1970), Mama and her husband Abel were forced
to flee their civil service post at Enugu to return to their home in Ụga. Mama and her
husband whilst in Ụga, began to produce food in abundance. This helped to alleviate
hunger in the community as they farmed their vast land where they cultivated yam,
cassava and vegetable. They started a poultry and rabbit farm which supplied
abundance of protein. In addition to this, Mama started a garri-making business and
would walk miles to Eke Ụtụtụ market in Ọrlụ LGA for dry fish to resell and yam and
cocoyam seeds for planting or go to Ụmụnze or jump onto an early morning tipper
truck to Afọ akpụgo for cassava tubers for her garrị industry, amidst bullets flying left
and right. Only a heart full of LOVE for her family will be willing to sacrifice her life for
her family’s survival. She bought from Ụmụnze, produce such as cassava and had to
carry them on her person back to her home in Ụmụnwaezeaka, Ụmụeze sometimes
walking all the way when there was no transport. Mama will walk a distance of over
30 miles both ways. All these were done stress free and without a day’s complaint.
Mama also provided emotional support to her husband who because of his
education and integrity was entrusted with Caricas and Red Cross relief which was
put under his custody. Despite great pressure on him from people to make him
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corrupt, with Mama standing firmly on his side, her husband refused to betray the
trust bestowed on him and his record was impeccable. He participated in the
voluntary war relief work not only with the red-cross but with other relief agencies.
Before the war, Mama owned a bakery making bread and a small business venture
producing washing soap. She was also a tailor with many apprentices.
“Please call her the woman of the century! She deserves more!”- Lady Jean Ọfọma
Whilst on this journey, you may call me what you choose
You may call me any name
Many names may come to mind
You may call me any of them, some of them or all of them…
You may call me any name which captures how I make you feel at every stage of the
journey
Feelings change so names will change according to the changing feelings
Make a name to go with the feeling
Make that name your new companion
Call that name for as long as it remains unchanged
When it changes to another name, make another name…12

Nwunye Abel lives on! She laughs on! She glows on!

12

Book 9 page 21 MANY LOVERS BOOK 4267 Vol. 1 by Harriet Gore
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CHAPTER PAIN

DEATH IS THE BEGINNING OF LIFE
Life is the beginning of death
What you plant in life grows in death
What is buried as dead sprouts to grow in the manure called life
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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THE STUDY OF MAMA’S PAIN
Coming to terms. Coming to terms with the question. Why did Mama go through
such excruciating pain in her last days? Some people pass with no pain whatsoever
and this becomes a source of comfort to those left behind. Others such as Mama
undergo excruciating pain in what will become their last days, and this may raise
questions which there may not be answers. At birth, people come into the world in
different ways.
“…There is no uniform way of being born
There is no uniform way of dying
Some are born short and others born long
Some appear with hair and others appear bald
Some weigh 3kg at birth and some 5kg

When it is birth, joy appears on some faces
There is no one perfect time to be born or a perfect time to die
No uniformity in birth and none in death
Each appears uniquely and disappears uniquely
Each enters in own way and exists and exits as circumstances create

There is a life story and a death story
The earth is a place of story telling
Some beginnings are exciting and some end in intrigue…

Some lives are brief, some lives are long
Some leave quietly, some leave with a bang
What do we know, except, to question?...
Who knows the answers?
Who knows why the flowers appear when they do and drop dead when they do
Life is a story, telling itself, in its own way
Birth is part of the story and so is death
Some deaths are dramatic, some peaceful and some are earthquakes appearing on the
landscape
Volcanoes too and storms and sea wrecks
That is life, the life that is a story” 13
13

Extract from the thought “How can I tell you to wipe your tears, when I have not wiped mine” by Harriet
Gore, first published on facebook 10 July 2017
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Returning is the question: Why was excruciating pain part of Mama’s story? Well,
Mama made everybody’s business her business and everybody’s pain became her
pain. Mama made everybody’s joy her joy and enjoyed the joy giving gives. The
excruciating pain Mama was feeling in the last days was everybody’s pain. Mama felt
for everyone. Everyone felt for Mama. Pain of unprecedented proportion which
highlighted the equally joy of unprecedented proportion living was to Mama. The joy
of living. Mama enjoyed living. She lived for everyone, lived in every sense. Every
cell which felt pain in those last days felt the same gravity of joy in the days of joy. So
we cannot focus only on the pains and forget the joys. The joys from many years, the
joys from many sources, the joys from many places.
Mama’s book of chapters will not be complete without a chapter on pain. This is the
place and time for the study of this pain, for seeking to make sense of it.
Why did Mama feel such pain? Because Mama was alive, Mama was life, Mama
was live. Many great beings who lived on earth before Mama did also experience
great pain.
Referencing Mama’s Christian faith, Jesus whom Mama LOVED so much and called
upon all the time, suffered not only excruciating physical pain but also emotional and
spiritual pain which preyed on Him, and was brought on by earthly rejection of those
whom Jesus accepted and prayed for.
Jesus’s scream of pain was heard by listeners when Jesus felt forsaken and in a
loud voice cried out a quote from Psalm 22:1 "Eloi Eloi lama sabachthani?". The
pain of feeling forsaken is excruciating pain. It is the pain that was fully expressed in
Psalm 22 which Jesus referenced.
My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? why art thou so far from
helping me, and from the words of my roaring?
2O

my God, I cry in the day time, but thou hearest not; and in the night

season, and am not silent.
3 But

thou art holy, O thou that inhabitest the praises of Israel.

4 Our

fathers trusted in thee: they trusted, and thou didst deliver them.
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5 They

cried unto thee, and were delivered: they trusted in thee, and were not

confounded.
6 But

I am a worm, and no man; a reproach of men, and despised of the

people.
7 All

they that see me laugh me to scorn: they shoot out the lip, they shake the

head, saying,
8 He

trusted on the LORD that he would deliver him: let him deliver him, seeing

he delighted in him.
9 But

thou art he that took me out of the womb: thou didst make me hope

when I was upon my mother's breasts.
10 I

was cast upon thee from the womb: thou art my God from my mother's

belly.
11 Be

not far from me; for trouble is near; for there is none to help.

12 Many

bulls have compassed me: strong bulls of Bashan have beset me

round.
13 They
14 I

gaped upon me with their mouths, as a ravening and a roaring lion.

am poured out like water, and all my bones are out of joint: my heart is like

wax; it is melted in the midst of my bowels.
15 My

strength is dried up like a potsherd; and my tongue cleaveth to my jaws;

and thou hast brought me into the dust of death.
16 For

dogs have compassed me: the assembly of the wicked have inclosed

me: they pierced my hands and my feet.
17 I

may tell all my bones: they look and stare upon me.

18 They
19 But

part my garments among them, and cast lots upon my vesture.

be not thou far from me, O LORD: O my strength, haste thee to help me.

20 Deliver
21 Save

my soul from the sword; my darling from the power of the dog.

me from the lion's mouth: for thou hast heard me from the horns of the

unicorns.
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22 I

will declare thy name unto my brethren: in the midst of the congregation

will I praise thee.
23 Ye

that fear the LORD, praise him; all ye the seed of Jacob, glorify him; and

fear him, all ye the seed of Israel.
24 For

he hath not despised nor abhorred the affliction of the afflicted; neither

hath he hid his face from him; but when he cried unto him, he heard.
25 My

praise shall be of thee in the great congregation: I will pay my vows

before them that fear him.
26 The

meek shall eat and be satisfied: they shall praise the LORD that seek

him: your heart shall live for ever.
27 All

the ends of the world shall remember and turn unto the LORD: and all the

kindreds of the nations shall worship before thee.
28 For
29 All

the kingdom is the LORD's: and he is the governor among the nations.

they that be fat upon earth shall eat and worship: all they that go down to

the dust shall bow before him: and none can keep alive his own soul.
30 A

seed shall serve him; it shall be accounted to the Lord for a generation.

31 They

shall come, and shall declare his righteousness unto a people that

shall be born, that he hath done this.
Jesus did not recite aloud, the rest of Psalm 22 but did He recite it in silence? Onye
ma as Mama would say. Who knows. No one knows but what is known is that Jesus
went on to breathe out “Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do”
Luke 23:34. This breathing out became the birth of the meaning of the LOVE called
forgiveness birthed on the cross following excruciating labour pain.
Psalm 22 refers to the womb:
9 But

thou art he that took me out of the womb: thou didst make me hope

when I was upon my mother's breasts.
10 I

was cast upon thee from the womb: thou art my God from my mother's

belly.
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Jesus’s body became the womb from which Father, forgive them, for they know
not what they do was delivered to the listening ears. The words were spoken from
the highest pulpit – the cross. They were spoken at the highest point of Jesus’s
earthly life - on top of a cross on top of a mountain. Father, forgive them, for they
know not what they do became flesh. The flesh which is LOVE. The medicine
which healed the pain. No longer an eye for an eye but forgiveness even without
being asked. The new birth coming after the excruciating labour pain. The ultimate in
example of Jesus’s lessons on LOVE. LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING,
Jesus taught - forgiving those who rejected Him, crucified Him, tortured Him,
terrorised Him, insulted Him even though they did not ask for His forgiveness.
Pain is such a teacher. Jesus was passing His exam. He did not read out aloud the
whole of Psalm 22. He recited just the first line. Then moved on to his greatest
sermon. Telling listeners that even when you feel forsaken and question your Maker,
you must not stop being the LOVE you are, must not stop forgiving those who have
harmed you, must not stop praying to your Maker to forgive them. Forgive always.
As Mama will say were ihe ọma merie ihe ọjọọ. Use good to defeat bad.
Mama used good to defeat bad. Her good was the food which quenched hunger and
defeated bad. She continued to praise her Maker in the midst of her pain. She called
upon her God in total submission when her pain arrived. As in Psalm 22:1, roaring
was the nature of Mama’s response to her excruciating pain. Mama’s scream was so
full of life that people at the gates would hear her voice. People at the gate. The gate
of LOVE, ushered in to LOVE. Mama LOVED people. Mama brought people
together. She brought families together. She brought the world together.

Mama LOVED being surrounded by people. The process of passing on which her
body felt attracted people, drew people in their huge numbers, called on many
people to surround her. Mama felt the outpouring of LOVE from all people who
surrounded her, physically and on the phone. A real honouring and privilege to be
able to know whilst in pain that many are wanting to take that pain away.

Every death is an exhibition. An exhibition of life and death. The days leading to
death is an exhibition. An exhibition of life in death. Could it be that people power is
what Mama’s pain was exhibiting. The fact that Mama LOVED people was the
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exhibition, the exhibition the pain came to highlight. Can we look beyond the pain to
see the deep that is Mama. Ihe dị omimi unu amaha ebuka.
The deep which we don’t know abundant. Mama chose to be in the midst of people,
excruciating pain chose to be in the midst of Mama, to be seen, to be appreciated, to
be studied, to make its statement, to convey its deep, to make us look beyond the
pain into the lesson in the pain, into the exhibition curated by pain. In Mama and
through Mama it found a listening audience, a great audience and many students.
Many students studying pain, its purpose and its importance. How can pain miss
such an opportunity? An opportunity to make an impact and deliver itself to a diverse
population. Which unknown which wants to be known will miss such an opportunity?
An opportunity of being known by as many as possible. Having a great vehicle and
not using it to reach a multitude of audience. A case study of the making of a GIANT,
an influential giant spirit, teaching the world first-hand about how great spirits are
made. Made out of pain.
Mama’s excruciating pain, the labour pain which births a giant, a towering great
spirit. How Mama handled her pain was part of the process of the making of a great
spirit. How Mama’s pain was handled is an exhibit in itself. Mama’s relatives and
friends, home and abroad, near and far, worlds and worldwide were around her,
listening to the pain, wanting to take it away but helpless at that. They heard her
scream, felt her pain, cried as she cried. In LOVE, what affects one affects others.
Mama chose people power over solitary being. Solidary over Solitary. People power
which lifts a great spirit. Mama chose to be in the midst of people and her pain was a
rallying call to all people of LOVE.

Mama studied the Bible. In all her joy, journeys, agonies, pains, Mama totally
submitted herself to the will of her Maker. She prayed to “Onye nwe m14”
unceasingly. She said that she is nothing “Onye ka m wụ”. Who am I? She wanted
her Maker’s will to be done but did ask her Maker for a favour. She had a
conversation with her Maker when she was in USA. She requested that when her
time comes, may she be in Ụga for that call. She offered that prayer out of LOVE.

14

One who owns me
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LOVE for her children whom she did not want to give the burden inherent in her
passing in a foreign country. She made that request out of LOVE, her LOVE of family
as she wanted to see relatives in Nigeria whom she had not seen for over a year,
giving them an opportunity to be by her side. When one makes a LOVE-led request,
God grants that request. Mama’s request was granted and in this is a sign of her
‘Matriarchhood’ and sainthood. The Matriarch and Intercessor of those who LOVE
and make a LOVE-led request to their Maker. As Sir Emmanuel Ụba will say, if the
church makes Mama a saint, it will be in order.
Mama’s pain was bodily. Her spirit was strong, healthy and active. She was grateful
to the end and held on to her faith to the end. Mama bore her pain as a mother bears
labour pain, her body the vehicle of delivery, the channel of birth of the wisdom and
LOVE it was birthing.
When Mama was birthing her children, she bore her labour pain silently. She was
one of those who met labour pain with silence. One of those who did not scream out
in pain. But in Mama’s last days Mama’s voice rang out and everyone in the vicinity
heard. Her last days were her rallying call for LOVE and unity, which her LOVED
ones heard, answered and are putting into practice. This was why Mama’s pain was
excruciating, she was taking on everybody’s pain. Mama made everybody’s
business her business, so, everybody’s pain became her pain. Mama made
everybody’s joy her joy and enjoyed the joy giving gives.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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THE MAKING AND THE BIRTH OF A GREAT SPIRIT
Pain was present in Mama’s life just as joy was. When not in pain, Mama’s smile
beamed and radiated, touching people worldwide and when in pain, her screams
were heard and became her life stream.
Yes, pain was very present in Mama’s story. Pain. Pain. Pain. All kinds of pain. Pain
of losing her dear husband. Pain of miscarriages. Pain of losing Njii her youngest
daughter. Pain of struggling. Pain of raising a diverse array of characters biological
and non-biological. Pain of trying to change those who do not want to be changed.
Pain of wanting to give her way of life to those who are carving out theirs. Drama.
Resistance. Conflict. Excruciating pain in the last days. All were part of the pain in
Mama’s journey.
Mama felt pain. Pain like a thousand thunderbolts. Pain like a bolt of lightning. Pain
that will be unbearable to a thousand people if shared equally. Pain beyond
understanding, birthing her into life beyond understanding.

Pain has a place in a book of life, in a philosophy book such as this. The
understanding of pain such as Mama bore is very important. Pain is the very loud
announcement of the presence of life wherever pain is felt. A great spirit is born out
of one who felt life in every cell and atom of the body. Mama is a great spirit. Many
who became great spirits experienced great pains. Great beings who appeared on
earth have tales of great pain. The pain which births a great spirit of LOVE can be
excruciating as it is transforming every cell into a holy and a sacred.
Mama’s pain was part of the process of transformation in the making of a towering
great spirit. As gold passes through the necessary pain of very high temperature fire
to become pure, Mama’s spirit passed through the excruciating body pain to reach
the highest level of spirit, becoming pure influential giant spirit in the abode of giant
spirits, an expansive spirit, towering and expanding.
In her pain, Mama sang the praises of her LOVED ones, she invoked the spirits of
her ancestors, she invoked the spirit of LOVE itself, calling upon her Chukwu and
Maker as her cells gradually transformed and her entire being metamorphosed into a
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highly empowering state of LOVE to become a giant amongst spirits, powering and
empowering spirits.
Mama was told whilst she was going through her pain, that her pain was happening
because her cells were being made a new. Nwunye Abel lives. Mama lives. Her
body is not being buried on 9 May 2019 but being sown. Her body remains a store of
LOVE energy waiting to be sown so that it will spring and sprout, germinate and
resurrect, grow and expand, bearing more and more LOVE, seeds of LOVE, forest of
LOVE, flowers of LOVE, scents of LOVE, fruits of LOVE.
No one knows when Mama’s body first arrived on earth. What everyone now knows
is that Mama passed on 30 December 2018. Mama’s passing was a birth. A birth
into the unseen, her birth that afternoon of 30 December 2018 when she exhaled in
her room to inhale in the spirit world, to become the highly charged uncontainable
expanding LOVE energy and spirit.
Mama’s endless story is only just beginning with her body becoming the seed that
will be sown to continue to give off LOVE energy from the core of the earth. An
active LOVEcano erupting and spreading LOVE worldwide. Her air in the air, her
water joins the rains, streams and rivers, her stored energy unites with the rays of
the sun and her inexhaustible LOVE continuing to radiate far and near, here and
worldwide.

Mama was touched by great pain because a great spirit was being born. Every
single cell of Mama felt life as it was changing state into its present form of energy.
Mama’s cells continue to glow to give off the generous scents of beauty, create a
twilight zone where healing energy rains and produce an electrifying aura and
atmosphere of wisdom.

To connect, understand and heal excruciating pain in others, Mama went through
excruciating pain of her own. With this experience, Mama in spirit is working with her
Maker in the department of pain relief to bring relief to those undergoing excruciating
pain. Mama is not resting. Mama is in active service of her Maker with whom she has
become one and putting to use her own knowledge of excruciating physical pain to
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inspire medical practitioners to find more ways of relieving excruciating pains. In this,
Mama has become a Matriarch in the medical profession, a healer, a name to
pronounce when excruciating pain visits.

We are all children of our Maker. Mama was a force of good, giving of herself
generously. She was highly favoured by her Maker who in the hours of her pain,
granted her request, calling her home from the place of her choice. A confirmation of
her Matriarchhood. A LOVE-Honourable LOVEbearing LOVEbeing, the Chancellor of
University of Touch LOVE Worldwide lives!
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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CHAPTER WIDOW
MAMA’S LIFE AS A WIDOW WITH 6 YOUNG CHILDREN
On 19 October 1971, just one year after Nigeria/Biafra war, Mama’s beloved
husband passed. His passing was unexpected as he was in his fifties and full of life.
He went in for a surgery which was successful but he passed due to the
carelessness of the hospital staff who plugged his oxygen facility into a faulty electric
socket in the recovery room after the operation.
As is usual with surgeries, Mama’s husband had to conform with the requirement not
to eat for many hours before the surgery. This meant that at the time Mama’s
husband passed, he had not eaten for hours. Mama is known as a food
philanthropist. She cannot bear seeing anyone go without food and for her own
husband to pass not having eaten for hours, this added a different scale of pain to
her already unbearable loss. Mama did not want her husband to be hungry whether
in the spirit world or in the material world. So every night she will cook a different
dish of her husband’s favourite food and serve it with such impeccable care and
respect on His special table and reserved seat. Everything will be complete, water,
cutlery, basin of water for washing hands, soap, towel. The food will be served
beautifully covered using the plates and dishes always reserved for her husband and
placed in a beautiful tray. The food will be left in the dining area over night. In the
morning, the food will be taken, warmed up and her children will eat from it. It was as
though they had shared a meal with their father as they always did when He returned
back from work. Mama did this for a very long time and throughout the long months
of mourning when she was in Ụga wearing her black mourning clothes, and
thereafter.
Mama’s sister-in-LOVE Rhoda, whom Mama’s husband loved and respected so
much that He gave her the name Mamanwannem (motherthatismysibling) was with
Mama and deeply grieving in her own way. She was an artist and a renowned
singer. Her skills are not in domestic chores but the passing of her brother, Mama’s
husband affected her so much that she will spend hours on her knees using banana
stem, water and coconut shell, to polish her brother’s red soil grave surface.
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Mamanwannem’s presence in Mama’s household gave Mama’s children such a
sense of pride of the nobility they are. Mamanwannem will tell tales of the great
females of the Adịmọra and Ezeukwu family. She will tell of the LOVE in the Adịmọra
family. She will recall and tell stories about her sisters Maria Nwaọbịaeri and Edna
Abọego. These stories helped Mama’s children to know about their Late Aunties.
Mama and Mamanwannem kept the descendants of Maria Nwaọbịaeri and Edna
Abọego very close to them. Maria married twice. She first married an Ụga man and
had one son Ebunaụzọmem. Circumstances then caused her to remarry into the
Ọfọegbu family of Azụigbo where she was blessed with a daughter Grace Ọfọegbu.
Maria Nwaọbiaeri was Ada Adịmọha, the first daughter of Adịmọha. She came back
to life through Mama in the person of Lady Ngọzị Ọfọma who has the same birth
mark on the same spot as Maria Nwaọbịari, Adịmọha’s first daughter. Adịmọha is the
older Ụga language version of Mama’s husband’s surname Adịmọra.
Edna Abọego on the other hand, married into an Ụga family and begot 2 children –
Daniel Ụdụọjị and Eudora Ọdụmegwu née Ụdụọjị. Mamanwannem and Mama
fostered a very close family relationship between the descendants of Abọego,
Nwaọbịaeri and Mama’s children and other cousins and relatives.
Mamanwannem will tell the tales of all the places she and Mama’s husband travelled
and will share the experiences so vividly that the listener was transported
imaginatively to experience what was being told.
Mamanwannem was to live with Mama till Mamanwannem’s last breath. In
Mamanwannem’s most vulnerable period of illness, Mama tenderly cared for her in
every way. They had both relocated back to Enugu after the period of mourning in
Ụga was over. Upon their return to Enugu, Mama could not bring herself to return to
her shop at Ogbete market as the pain of operating without her beloved husband
joining her in the evening was too great to bear. Mama carved herself other courses
through which to support her 6 children. This included selling food at the roadside by
Ọnwụdịwe street, Ụwanị Enugu. Mama also became a building contractor supplying
materials to J C Okeke’s company where she jumped tipper trucks and travelled with
the tipper to supply concrete, stones and all kinds of building materials.
At a point, Mama started the business of selling food, drinks, snacks and provision at
Railway station Ogui road, Enugu where she still has a shop to this day. In that job,
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Mama fed strangers who did not have money and could not afford to pay for food.
This included passengers who came from countries such as Burkina Farso. Mama
saw all of these strangers and passengers as her children and felt that it was her
duty to feed them as though they are her own children.
Mama also sold food and provision at the Institute of Management and Technology
(IMT) Enugu when Barrister Ben Adịmọra was the registrar and helped her get a
stall. Mama’s food enriched and nourished both students and staff of IMT and she
gained the name ‘Mama peppersoup’ as it is said that no one buys pepper soup from
any other seller unless Mama’s peppersoup had finished. This is because Mama
prepared food with LOVE and used good organic ingredients as though she was
preparing food for her family and not for profit. Her pepper soup as well as the rice,
plantain, beans and other food she sold were the talk of the town.
Mama’s working time was 5am to 12midnight with no break. Mama will remain at
IMT till very late getting home at about 11pm to 12 midnight. She will be exhausted
and fall asleep on the chair upon getting home. Nevertheless, Mama will get up at
5am the next day to pray before going out again to buy ewu na ekpo ogho (aromatic
goat meat), ose nsụkka and other keen-eyed chosen organic ingredients for her food
selling business.
The 5am to 12 midnight routine and cycle was endless except on Sunday as her
God came first and nothing will make Mama work or make money on a Sunday.
Mama also kept to the end, her tradition of fasting 6 -12 every Friday and reciting her
Bible verses and Chapters. Mama owned an Igbo Bible and despite not going to an
academic institution was able to read the Igbo Bible because her passion for the
word moved her to teach herself how to read the Bible.
Mama was an epitome of virtue, a noble character and the example of the virtuous
woman described in the Bible Book of Proverb 31: 10-31.
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CHAPTER STRUGGLES
MAMA’S STRUGGLES
Early death is a major cause of a family not reaching its full potential, of children not
completing education, of daughters marrying early as a way of helping out a family
but Mama refused to have this narrative. She refused to let the early passing of her
beloved husband to create a negative narrative in which her children did not go to
school or in which the wealth they created is lost, or the land they bought and the
properties they both built with the intention of passing on to their heir, sold.
In her struggles, it did not even cross Mama’s mind to sell any landed property and
she guarded them as a fierce lion will guard its cubs and did not sell a single of their
land or house. With the assistance of her daughters and Mamanwannem who drove
out intruders from the Ụga land, Mama held unto the family’s landed property
protectively until they eventually seamlessly and naturally passed to the family’s
precious heir, Mama’s only son in accordance with Ụga tradition.
After Mama’s husband’s death, there was a period when hardship meant that one or
more of Mama’s children could not return to school due to lack of resources but
Mama persevered and did eventually pay the schools’ fees and got them all
graduated thus setting a survival example to her children and onlookers. At the time
of Mama’s struggles Psalm 121 was Mama’s priceless prayer recital as Mama
completely submitted to God, depending entirely on God as her provider, her
husband, her all. Whenever Mama felt persecuted, she bore her pain silently but will
recite Psalms 35 or 51 in addition to Psalm 23 during her early morning prayers
with her children who also learnt these Psalms by heart due to Mama’s leadership in
the frequent recital. Mama will lead the song ‘Buo amuma gwa ụmụ mmadu, na
ọkpụkpụ ga adị ndụ ọzọ’ (prophesy and tell the people dry bone will live again from
the Bible Book of Ezekiel Chapter 37). Mama’s prayers until her last breath was
“Chukwu nwem biko lekwem, enwehem onye ọzọ, were m mee ihe ọru gị (God
my owner, please look upon me, I have no one but you, please use me for your
work)”. Her ‘ekpere na abụ’ (ancient and modern book of common prayers) was
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always near and she will tell her family to always read the physical Bible itself rather
than reading the online word from a mobile phone device.
Caught in between cultures, in between being both mother and father to 6 children
immediately after the Nigeria/Biafra war, in between survival, LOVE for her children
and her understanding of what was in the best interest for her children and her
beloved husband who died so young, Mama had to cope with the avalanche of
proposals from different quarters seeking her daughters’ hands in marriage. Mama at
every stage did what she believed was in the best interest of her children and the
best interest of the lineage. Enquiries were always made about the background of
each intended spouse as tradition demanded.
Mama’s story includes the tale of how her husband’s Ọzọ title had to be recanted as
He passed too early to retain the title or to pass it to her only son. This caused Mama
deep pain as well as huge financial expense as she had to reverse the process with
about the same amount of expense as installing the title.

Mama on 27 December 2015 after her special thanksgiving in St James Church Ụga.
As the Chancellor of Touch LOVE Worldwide, her vehicle carries the Touch LOVE
Worldwide emblem.
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CHAPTER DISCIPLINARIAN
Mama was hardworking, and had a lot of respect for those who applied themselves
fully to their task.
Mama was a disciplinarian whose words may have cut deep at times. Everything
Mama did was done out of LOVE. It is LOVE which perfects any imperfection in any
human.
Mama’s smile will light up a place and she praised good deeds and rewarded good
behaviour. She had a special name she called each and every person in her world
and when they have performed well, she showered them with praises using her
special name for them. Mama did not hide her feelings. Her words when angry could
cut deep and switch off the lights just as her smile brought out the best and
beautified a place. Mama was an open book. You will always know where you stand
with her. She said her mind and made her views known.

Mama’s Turkeys come out to tell their stories of Mama
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CHAPTER AUTHORITY
Mama was authority. A known expert with authority in many things. In handling new
born babies, cleaning their delicate bodies, burying their fallen umbilical cords to
become manure that will nurture, nourish and germinate new palm trees, cooking
tantalising special soups and other meals for the newborns’ recovering mothers to
heal and be strong, to be focused and be powerful.
I can still hear the pounding of the mortar at 4am following Azụbike’s birth. Azụbụike
is Mama’s first grandson. The atmospheric joy can be touched. I pounded away the
crayfish and mixture of Igbo herbs for the special delicacy. I can still ‘hear’ the
aroma, and perceive the delicacy. I will always eat the left over my sister Adakwere
will always leave for me. Nni ọmụgwọ is a special Peppersoup delicacy like no other.
One reason I so wanted to be a mother so that Mama will make that soup for me, dry
fish, assorted meat, ụda, ụzịza, ụtazị, ose nsụkka, crayfish, onion all mixed together.
The food of the “one who gave birth newly” but eaten by us all.
I wanted to have a child so that Mama will visit me to lee mụ ọmụgwọ15. Mama’s
ọmụgwọ was like no other. The hot water birthing to get rid of the blood and clean
out the womb. She does it herself, conscientiously and dutifully, with attention to
every detail. She safeguarded your dignity by washing the blood soaked wrappers
herself, not delegating the duty to any house-help. She then bathed the child, making
sure the arms are made flexible so that when the child becomes an adult, the child
will be able to scrub own back using own hands. She will fold the arm back in a way
only her did and then use damp warm towel to massage the bent arms. Soothing
was her style that the child will always sleep after the bath. Oh what a joy that Mama
did this for all her grandchildren. The presence of Mama in any household was both
an assurance and an insurance. An authority. A clan.

Mama was authority in many things. In making palm oil, in creating farms that
produce bountiful harvest, in processing ụkwa, removing chaff from seed, in telling
stories that become flesh fleshing out the future.
15

To watch me after birth, to care for me after birth
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CHAPTER NWANNE

Mama happiest when
surrounded by family and
friends
Family to Mama goes
beyond biological family
64
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MAMA’S LOVE FOR FAMILY
Mama would always say “Nwanne wu ihe etinyehe nnu ma ya ana atọ ụtọ (family
is something to which no salt is added but is sweet/delicious)”.
Mama made family her core and gave family including extended family her
unceasing LOVE and attention. She lived with her husband’s sister Mamanwannem
Rhoda Obele Adịmọra at Enugu until Mamanwannem passed. Mama took care of
Mamanwannem in the times of Mamanwannem’s greatest pains. Mama would
LOVINGLY and fondly tell the story of how Mamanwannem’s voice won St James
Church a lot of singing trophies.
Mama LOVED all her husband’s siblings. She told of how the LOVE between them
was such a great bond that gave them one voice and one language with which they
conversed when they did not want anyone else to understand them.
Mama treated all her husband’s siblings as her husbands, as is traditional,
respecting them, caring for them and honouring them. She strongly supported her
husband in educating relatives and in providing where there was lack. She was
above any destructive discrimination and was a valued uniting force LOVED and
respected by all the Adịmọra family.
Mama’s open-mindedness is seen in the way she accepted and LOVED all her
children-in-LOVE. Mama travelled to Port Harcourt, Lagos, Enugu, London, New
Jersey many times for ‘ile ọmụgwọ’ of all her 25 grandchildren and would be there
even before the babies arrived. She visited every single one of them in their
respective schools and was lifted by the joy of whatever they did well.
With great praises to God and with welcoming arms, Mama looked after all her 10
great-grandchildren, LOVING them to the end and basking in the glory and joy of
their presence. She composed a special song with all their names and will sing this
song from time to time, remembering all the people whom she LOVED and who
LOVE her.
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CHAPTER COMMUNITY
HER SERVICE TO THE CHURCH AND UGA COMMUNITY
“If the church makes her a Saint, that will be in order” – Sir Emmanuel Ụba

“A saint has joyfully bowed her head in loyalty and in response to meet her
creator and to have a rest in the bosom of the Lord” – Azubike Ezenwụba

MAMA’S LOVE FOR ST JAMES

Mama on 27 December 2015 stepping out to start her journey to St James Church, Ụga for her
special thanksgiving. Inside the bag is her special thanksgiving offering brought back for her,
all the way from the USA
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Mama fully participated in all the activities of St James making sure that her
children’s dues and her own dues were paid and up to date. She fully participated in
the bazaar events, helping with cooking. Mama LOVED St James so much that
when she was in the USA she was thinking of St James and what to give in
thanksgiving. In 2015, her children knowing her mind, stood by her as she presented
a special gift to St James. Despite her having very painful arthritis, Mama was on her
knees for a long time as she received blessings and prayers at the altar.
Mama was a strong member of Enugu branch of Ụga women’s meeting. Whilst she
was still living at Enugu and at a time she was a widow caring for 6 children, she also
became the treasurer of the Enugu branch of the Ụga, women’s meeting and earned
the reputation of ‘bank ụmụagbara’. Mama will calculate figures without using a
calculator and was as good in mathematics as she was in poetry and wise sayings.
Mama was recognised for her service to St James Church Ụga when she became
among the first to be honoured by St James Church with the Nneọma title. Mama
belonged to the woment’s Guild and is a Christian mother. When she was living in
Enugu, she worshipped in Christ Church Ụwani Enugu. In London, she worshipped
at St Cuthbert with St Matthias Church of England, Earls Court London where she
has been offered a requiem mass. In the USA, she worshipped at Sayre Woods
Bible Church where she will be celebrated in a service of thanksgiving in due course.
Mama is kept in prayers by the church community.
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CHAPTER ANNOUNCEMENT
CELEBRATION OF A LIFE OF LOVE
WITH GRATITUDE TO GOD FOR A LIFE WHICH RADIATED LOVE IN
ABUNDANCE, WE THE FAMILY OF LATE NZE ABEL Ọ.E. ADỊMỌRA
OF ỤMỤNWAEZEAKA ỤMỤEZE VILLAGE IN ỤGA, AGỤATA LGA,
ANAMBRA STATE, ANNOUNCE THE PASSING UNTO GLORY OF
OUR BELOVED MOTHER, GRANDMOTHER AND GREATGRANDMOTHER

LATE NNEỌMA IJEAKỤ HARRIET ADỊMỌRA
(NÉE UMEOKE)
ON 30 DECEMBER 2018, AGED 95 YEARS
BURIAL ARRANGEMENTS

WEDNESDAY MAY 8, 2019
5:00 PM - SERVICE OF SONGS/WAKE

THURSDAY MAY 9, 2019
7:00 AM - FAMILY, FRIENDS & WELL-WISHERS START
GATHERING AT HER RESIDENCE TO PAY THEIR RESPECT AND
WELCOME HER BODY ARRIVING FROM DIONYE HOSPITAL
MORTUARY, EKWULỌBỊA
10:00 AM - BURIAL SERVICE AT HER RESIDENCE BY ST. JAMES
ANGLICAN CHURCH, ỤGA

FRIDAY MAY 10, 2019
ALL DAY: CONDOLENCE VISITS BY THE IN-LAWS, FRIENDS AND
WELL-WISHERS.

SUNDAY MAY 12, 2019
9:00 AM SERVICE OF THANKSGIVING AT ST JAMES ANGLICAN
CHURCH, ỤGA
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CHAPTER BIOGRAPHY
FOR THE CHURCH SERVICE ON 9 MAY 2019
BIOGRAPHY OF LATE NNEỌMA HARRIET IJEAKỤ ADỊMỌRA
Nneoma Harriet Ijeakụ Adịmọra was born in the year 1923 to the family of Late Nze
Alahaa Umeoke of Ụmu-umebidoro, Ụmụnọcha Awarasị Ụga and Late Madam
Nwụga Alice Umeoke née Ụzọegwu of Ụmụoru Ụga. She was the first daughter and
the second child of her parents among four siblings. As the first daughter of the
family she never ceased to take the progress of her father’s family at heart. Mama
was raised to appreciate the ethics and moral behaviour and social standards of her
time.
Mama did not have any formal education but as a devout Christian she was able to
teach herself how to read Igbo Bible. Though she had no formal education, she
made sure she trained her children to become graduates from various tertiary
institutions and become influential in the society in diverse fields including the law,
philosophy, international politics, medical sciences, finance, accountancy, education
and survey.
Mama was married to Late Nze Abel Ọ.E.Adịmọra in 1943 and wedded in the
Anglican Communion. The marriage was blessed with six children: Sir Angus
Adimọra, Mrs. Chikeziri Ezenwụba, Lady Ngọzị Ọfọma, Mrs. Edith Chukuka, Mrs.
Azụka Ọku and Barr. Mrs Harriet Gore. Mama was a grandmother and also a greatgrandmother.
Mama learnt so many trades that enabled her to assist her husband in taking care of
the family. She learnt sewing, burukutu brewing, bread making, soap making and
loved farming including livestock.
Mama touched many lives with her generosity. She was kind to all that came her
way. Her humane disposition and magnanimity were extended to non-members of
the family who in one way or the other benefited from her. She trained several
children and relations who have always owed their success in life to her. She
believed that it is more honourable to give than to receive. Her principle is to
use good to defeat evil. Her motto is: always stand up for the truth.
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Mama played a prominent role in the service of the Lord at St James Anglican
Church Uga. She belonged to several church groups during her lifetime notably: Women’s guild
Mother’s Union
On August 6, 2006 mama was bestowed with the prestigious title of NNEOMA by St
James Anglican Communion in recognition of her virtuous life and contributions to
both the church and humanity. On December 27, 2015, Mama celebrated her faith at
St James Anglican Church in a major thanksgiving which was part of a 2-week
ceremony celebrating her life and impact. Her name remains engraved on the Holy
Communion Chalice she donated to the church as part of that thanksgiving. On
December 28, 2015 as part of the 2-week celebration of her life, Mama was crowned
the Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide in recognition of her
contribution to education worldwide.
As a wife of a civil servant, mama travelled far and wide with her husband and
children through the length and breadth of the then Eastern region of Nigeria. After
the death of her husband, mama settled at Enugu where she engaged in various
trading and building material supply to raise her children single handed from
Secondary school to University. Mama eventually retired to her country home in
Ụmụeze, Ụga after her children graduated from University.
For a period spanning over 30 years, Mama regularly travelled to the United States
of America and the United Kingdom for family visits, wedding ceremony and for the
fulfilment of her duty of ile ọmụgwọ of every one of her 6 grandchildren born in the
USA and the UK. In the year 2010, mama became a citizen of United States and
from time to time travelled to US to visit her 4 USA-based daughters and their
families.
In March 2017, Mama travelled to USA to be with her 4 daughters and their families.
During this visit, Mama was in and out of hospital. She wanted to see Ụga and
interact with her many loved ones. She prayed to God to make this happen. Her
prayers were answered as she arrived Ụga on December 20, 2018 and was visited
and surrounded by many loved ones.
Mama died in her room in her Ụga home on December 30, 2018 at 3:45pm.
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Mama we love you but God loved you most by granting you long life on earth,
especially, the grace of seeing and enjoying your children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren who always rallied round you.
May Mama’s gentle Soul rest in the bosom of the Almighty. Amen
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CHAPTER NAMES
OF DIRECT LINE
Mama’s direct line are:-

CHILDREN
1) Sir. Angus Adịmọra

Son

2) Mrs. Chikeziri Ezenwụba Daughter
3) Lady Ngozi Ọfọma

Daughter

4) Mrs. Edith Chukuka

Daughter

5) Mrs. Azuka Ọkụ

Daughter

6) Barr. Mrs. Harriet Gore

Daughter

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
1) LADY NGỌZỊ ADỊMỌRA
SONS-IN-LAW
1) MR. AKALỊSỊ SHEDRACK EZENWUBA (ONYE NKUZI)
2) SIR MICHEAL ỌFỌMA
3) MR. CHINEDU CHUKUKA
4) MR. GODFREY ỌKỤ
5) DR. CHARLES GORE
SISTER
MRS. BESSY UMENNEBỤAKỤ NÉE UMEOKE ALAHAA
NEPHEW
ỌZỌEMENA UMEOKE
NIECE WHO WAS WITH MAMA AT THE TIME OF MAMA’S DEATH
CHỊDỊNMA UMEOKE
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GRANDCHILDREN
1) NNEKA ADỊMỌRA
2) ỌGỌCHUKWU ADỊMỌRA IHEANETU
3) AFAMEFUNA ADỊMỌRA
4) CHUKWUEMEKA ADỊMỌRA
5) OBINNA ADỊMỌRA
6) AZỤBIKE EZENWUBA
7) UCHENNA EZENWUBA
8) CHINEDU EZENWUBA
9) UGOCHUKWU EZENWUBA
10) IJEỌMA EZENWUBA OBI
11) CHỊKA EZENWUBA
12) CHUKWUMA ỌFỌMA
13) CHỊNYERE ỌFỌMA
14) CHIAMAKA ỌFỌMA
15) EKENEDỊLỊCHUKWU ỌFỌMA
16) CHINELO ỌFỌMA
17) PHILIP CHUKUKA
18) KEVIN CHUKUKA
19) BRIAN CHUKUKA
20) CATHERINE CHUKUKA
21) CHARIS CHUKUKA
22) ADAỌRA ỌKỤ
23) NNAEMEKA ỌKỤ
24) CHIBUZỌ ỌKỤ
25) WILLIAM EBUBECHUKWU GORE
GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN
1) ECHEZỌNA IFEKA
2) ANDREW IHEANETU
3) TOBENNA IHEANETU
4) ADRIAN IHEANETU
5) CHUKWUMA ADỊMỌRA
6) CHỊDUBEM ADỊMỌRA
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7) ỌBIANUJU EZENWUBA
8) ỌLỤỌMA EZENWUBA
9) EBUBECHUKWU EZENWUBA
10) TORITSE EZENWUBA
11) AMARACHI OBI
12) NICOLE ADAEZE EZENWUBA
13) OBINNA ỌFỌMA
14) CHIZARA ỌFỌMA
15) DAVID NDUKWE
GRANDDAUGHTERS-IN-LAW
1) OGECHUKWU MADUAKỌ ADỊMỌRA
2) CHIMENEM CHUKWU EZENWỤBA
3) EMMANUELLA EZENWỤBA
4) ANNA AHBULIME EZENWỤBA
5) IJEỌMA ỌNỤỌRAH EZENWỤBA
6) NNEKA ỌFỌMA
GRANDSONS-IN-LAW
1) SAMUEL IHEANETU
2) IFEANYI OBI
OTHERS
THE ENTIRE ADỊMỌRA AND UMEOKE FAMILIES, THE ỤZỌEGWU AND ỤBA
FAMILIES, ALL RELATIVES, FRIENDS AND WELL-WISHERS WHO CONTINUE TO
CELEBRATE MAMA ARE PARTS OF MAMA’S LINE
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CHAPTER CULTURE & CHURCH RULES

Photo of an extract from a slide presentation by William Gore in 2010 at the age of 12 ich

CHURCH RULES AS PRESENTED TO MAMA’S FAMILY IN 2019
Christian norms based on the word of God which is the manual and tells us the mind
of God who instituted it. All Christian marriages must be decent and honourable. The
following shall apply henceforth:
•

Every approved traditional rites and activities must be completed before
Church wedding which be the final blessing for the marriage. We do not allow
traditional marriage rites after Church weddings. This has both spiritual and
legal implications.

•

Intending couples are not allowed to live together and or the lady be found to
be pregnant before wedding

•

Pregnancy, genotype and HIV tests must be conducted only in hospitals
authorized by the Diocese, and pregnancy test submitted one week before the
wedding.

•

Anyone found to be pregnant before wedding should wait to have the baby
delivered and then come for marriage blessing later on
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•

Those with HIV and genotype issues should be given the right counsels

•

Wedding gowns should be presented for inspection and examination to the
priest and wife before wedding. It is unacceptable and absolutely prohibited
for the bride and/or her maids to dress half-naked. It is not right and will never
be right.

•

Pre-wedding counselling must be carried out properly. There must be at least
three sessions of counselling spread over a period of at least one month. A
violation of this charge attracts sanctions. The priest wife should be involved
in the counselling and teaching sessions which must include the dress code.

BURIALS/FUNERALS
God does not approve for us at death what He did not approve for us in life.
Therefore, funerals of Church people and our deceased brethren must be performed
in the Christian way. We should do at death, burial and funerals what befits a
Christian.
•

We do not allow anything to be dropped in the coffin of the deceased. He
needs none of his/her property over there. The minister should therefore be
present to see the casket finally closed and made ready for the service of
burial.

•

Certain caskets are known to have crucifix on them. This should be removed.
Jesus is no longer in the grave let alone on the cross.

•

The practice of cannon and gun shots at burials and funerals for whatever
reasons is not allowed.

•

Playing of Masquerades at the burial and funeral of Church member is
prohibited. Any family found to do that will be denied the right of Church
services at such ceremony and outing service later in any of our Churches.

•

Taking the corpse of a married Christian woman first to her father’s home
before her compound for lying in state and subsequent Church burial/funeral
service is prohibited.

•

A situation where a whole people will have to trek and travel for 30 minutes to
attend funeral service in the Church and the same amount of time to return to
the deceased compound for interment is clearly unacceptable to us. A
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situation where a quarter or more than half of those who came for funeral will
sit at the compound while a handful of people go to Church and return for
interment is also clearly not acceptable to us.
•

We all agree that the burial service form part of the Church’s overall
evangelism opportunities. It is therefore necessary to leverage the large
attendance of people, believers and non-believers, at burials to reach the
word of God to them. We charge that burial services be held in the deceased
compounds. Where a family desires to have the body of their loved one taken
to the church, they have to take any of the options below.
i.

The family can take the body for a brief Church ceremony straight from
the mortuary and then back home for the burial service. Or

ii.

The body can be brought to the Church for burial services and then be
taken home after the set prayers for the sermon and interment to be
conducted at the compound

•

Burial Brochure and Funeral Expenses. The practice of producing a
brochure for funerals is not bad in itself. But it has become a big cause for
worry where congregants would be carelessly seated on their sits, flipping
through the pages of the service brochure, reading tributes and condolence
messages, looking at the pictures while prayers are going on and sermon is
being preached. We therefore charge that henceforth, service brochure to be
used for funerals in this Diocese must

i.

Not contain any pictures and tributes, except the picture of the deceased

ii.

Those who wish to produce such, must, and we repeat must keep them as
souvenir to be shared after the interment. It must not surface while the
funeral service is on;

iii.

The service brochure must be the one approved for use in the Diocese

iv.

The above decision applies to other services like wedding anniversary,
birthdays, memorial services and the likes

v.

The above takes effect September 1, 2018.
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Cultural/Idolatrous Practices
We recognize idolatry and idolatrous practices as one thing that has continued to set
back many communities and people. It provokes God, it turns His wrath on people,
make them go backwards, and blinds people’s eye to the saving gospel of Christ
Exodus 20: 1-5; 1 Corinthians 4:3-4. We therefore, direct that no member of this
Diocese is allowed to engage in idolatrous heathen cultural practices such as:
Masquerading;
Instituting or answering to case(s) instituted in shrines;
Oath taking and cutting of covenants worst still before idols and shrines;
Making of charms
Household gods
Pouring of libations to ancestral spirit.

These are clear idolatrous and heathen practices and they carry along with them
dangerous consequences against those who practice them and their unborn
generations. They destroy the faith and testimony of our Church and Christian faith.

Membership of Secret Society and Cults
It is the position of our Diocese and indeed the Church of Nigeria that anyone who
engages in any secret society and or cult lays a bad and dangerous foundation for
himself and generations yet unborn. We therefore, make the following
pronouncement:
•

Church members who belong to secret societies and cults are called upon to
denounce them. There is help for deliverance for anyone who wants to do
away with such things. There is no fear.

•

Those who continue in these secret societies and cults will not be allowed to
hold any office(s) in the Church

•

Since we need not struggle with any group concerning their dead member(s)
nor would we want any group to perform any ritual either before, or after we
have buried anybody, it becomes clear that we will not be involved in the
burial of such people.
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FOUNDATION BIBLE STUDY
There is no doubt we all need strong foundation for our Christian life. To give our
people the basic Christian foundation and help them stand strong in God and live
real Christian life, we have developed a Foundation Bible Study outline for the
Diocese. This is a study which every member of the Diocese should pass through.
Each member

PAIN

Pain was felt

Pain is something which registers deep

Something can reach deep and touch and bring it up

Healed, is when it is not blamed on anyone including own self

But everyone including own self is understood from every perspective

Knowing that everyone is doing own best for own cause

Absorbing realisation until the pain passes

LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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CHAPTER
LOVE
IN
CHAPTERS
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CHAPTER
ỤMỤORU

Mama and her uncle Lawrence Ụzọegwu – the listening ears, the
LOVE for the Ụmụoru relatives, the LOVE of the Ụmụoru relatives
The Ụga culture of
Dee Nne nụ ooo
Dee Nnaa nụ ooo
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CHAPTER ỤZỌEGWU FAMILY
TRIBUTE TO “NWANYỊ OBIỌMA”LATE IJEAKỤ HARRIET ADỊMỌRA
It is now certain that Uga has lost to death, a great visionary and an outstanding Amazon of
Ụga. Madam Ijeakụ, Harriet Adịmọra (Née Alahaa Umeoke). Her identities were simply
honesty and high integrity. Mama Ijeakụ was studded, in life, with immense contribution to a
range of different fields of endeavour, an inspirational astute dame, admirably loved mother,
a repository of tradition and culture and a bundle of love, wisdom and foresight. Late Ijeakụ
Harriet had a very large heart that could accommodate both friends and foes alike. She lived
to a certain heroic degree, theological virtues of faith, hope and charity as well as cardinal
human virtues of fortitude, justice and prudence. Mama (as I usually fondly called her) applied
what could be described as Solomon’s wisdom to every human issue and never judged, for
she believed, firmly too, that judgement belongs to the Almighty God alone. Madam Ijeakụ
Harriet applied the God-given Solomon’s wisdom to approach delicate and non-delicate
issues. She was a wonderful cheerful giver but not a veracious acceptor, even at her old age,
indicative of her natural generosity.

Today we celebrate the exit of a molder of many lives, a woman who bore no malice or grudge
against any creation of God, but instead clung to charity and good-will for all. She was an
honest, generous fine lady. We shall remember her, with nostalgia, with questions, rather than
tears, since we cannot cry as much as she made people comfortable and happy. We should
be consoled for her death because she lived well, solidly remained with her God, and was
taken care-of well. If therefore, God did not grant her wish to live longer life in prayers, for
sure, God had granted her His own will which is supreme.
Having lost a lady of Mama Ijeakụ’s calibre to death, it is necessary we eschew excessive
mourning, instead, make a resolution to live in the monuments and memories bequeathed to
us by her. May the eternal light shine upon Mama’s soul and may her gentle soul find perfect
peace in the bosom of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ Amen.
Good-bye Mama Ijeakụ,
Good-bye Ada Ụga,
Good-bye Ada Alahaa Umeoke
Good-bye “Nwadiala” Ụzọegwu,
Good-bye worthy wife of Mr. Abel Adịmọra
Good-bye Mama Ango
Professor Peter N. Ụzọegwu
(On behalf of Ụzọegwu family)
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CHAPTER
PROFESSOR PETER ỤZỌEGWU
THE AMAZON AT UGA, MAMA IJEAKỤ HARRIET ADỊMỌRA:
A BUNDLE OF LOVE, AND A COMPENDIUM OF CULTURE
INTRODUCTION
Ijeakụ Harriet Adịmọra (Née Alahaa Umeoke) of Awalasị village, Ụga, Anambra State,
Nigeria, was married to Mr. Abel Adịmọra of Ụmụeze village in Uga by her personal
choice as a maiden. This was long before World War II when such expression of freechoice by maidens was rare, if at all possible.
Ijeakụ was the first daughter of her Ọzo titled father, Alahaa Umeoke. Her mother’s
father was Ụzọegwu Ezealụsị while her mother was Nwụga Alice Alahaa Umeoke
(Née Ụzọegwu). Both parents were bona fide indigenes of Ụga. Mama Ijeakụ was
therefore “Nwadiala” proper to the Ụzọegwu family in particular, and to all Ụmụoru
people in general. By pristine tradition, she owed to us the age-long honorific greeting
ritual of: “Doo – Nnaa” and “Doo Nnee”, a cherished manner of commensality
whenever she found herself in the company of us, the Ụzọegwus - both young and
old. Mama habitually instructed all her children, from Angus to Nkechi, to imbibe and
practice this traditional greeting-ritual.
Dimokwuegbu Ụzọegwu, the biological father of Professor Peter Nzeemndu Ụzọegwu,
fortunately and pains-takingly, narrated to me that Mama-Ijeakụ was an exceptional
maiden who, at a very tender age demonstrated the exceptional courage of seeking
refuge at her “Nnaochie’s” family homestead, the Ụzọegwus, where she was warmly
welcomed and lived a not insignificant part of her pre-adolescent life. This timely act,
borne-out of the perceived fear of a discerning child to constructively deflect the
looming potential of parentally enforced early-marriage on her at a tender age, speaks
volumes of Mama-Ijeakụ’s precocity from her earliest conscious life. This unusual
young girl foresaw, at such tender age, the irretrievable damage which pre-arranged
early marriage, arranged between adult members of two families without the
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understanding or consent of the innocent girl-child involved, can wrought. Mama not
only knew exactly what she wanted for herself but also, at such delicate age, how to
go about it without generating any scandal. No wonder she bonded with her
“Nnaochie’s” family lineage, the Ụzọegwus, who received her in warm open-hearted
embrace and nurtured both her and her timely and strategic initiative into the
resounding success they turned out to be now in retrospective hind-sight, fostering
thereby, an unbreakable bridge of love between the Ụzọegwus, Umeokes and their
counter-part family, the Abel Adịmọras of Ụga.

Mama-Ijeakụ had two biological brothers, namely; Umeugokwe Alahaa Umeoke and
Peter Alahaa Umeoke. She had only one sister, Bessy Umennebụakụ, who
unfortunately lost her beloved husband many years back. Umeugokwe, the first-malechild of Alahaa Umeoke, a lanky and handsome young man, fell down from a palm
tree and died mysteriously on the instant in the 1950s. Peter Alahaa Umeoke, the
second male-child who God blessed with many children, suddenly died much later in
circumstances suspected to be related to heart failure. The premature death of the
duo of male-brothers, no doubt, created an unfathomable vacuum in the Alahaa
Umeoke’s family. This is partly why today, Ọzọemene Umeugokwe is the only grownup male child of Umeugokwe and the family pillar so to say. He has seven children,
six boys and one girl. Peter Alahaa Umeoke still has many children in school today.
MAMA-IJEAKỤ HARRIET ADỊMỌRA: A BUNDLE OF LOVE, WISDOM AND FORESIGHT

In 1971 when all six children, with whom God blessed her marriage, were still either in
primary or secondary school, Mama-Ijeakụ lost her beloved husband whom she chose
by her God-given free-choice. The burden of nurturing these young children fell
squarely on Mama-Ijeakụ’s lonely shoulders. It is characteristic of her motherly
foresight that she, courageously and fearlessly, assumed and combined the divine
roles of bringing up her children with those of her deceased brother’s children as well.
Silently, she carried the herculean burden with forthright single-mindedness, never
looking back.
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Mama-Ijeakụ’s love for her relations and others, all of us, is infectious in its boundless
scope depth-and-reach. This unrestricted and exceptional attribution of love earned
her a lot of blessings from God who in reciprocal manifestation of the divine promise,
showered His hand-maiden with the love-and-peace that shined out with a lustre
around her that symbolized her personality in life. “God is love: he who dwells in love
dwells in God and God in him”. Her boundless love for all who touched her and whom
she touched during her life signal the depth and reach of the meaningful contributions
she made, at every turn, in the funeral ceremonies of her maternal uncles,
Dimokwuegbu, John, and both Lawrence and Michael Ụzọegwu; further reaching out
into the funerals of her maternal grand-parents, Ụzọegwu Ezealụsị and Nwaagụ
Ụzọegwu. It is this unbridled love that is foundational to the triangular love-bridge that
holds us all together today. This love propelled her, inexorably, to make frequent,
unceasing visits to the Ụzọegwu family-kindred just to keep abreast of our well-being
as her children. This love propelled Mama-Ijeakụ to give me an ever-to-cherish gift of
a bunch of OJUKWU palm fruit instead of five palm seeds I had demanded. This love
propelled her, whenever I had the prime-privilege of visiting her, to always revel,
despite her old age, in celebrating for and with me, delicacies of customary dishes with
which she spoiled me on every such visit. It was this love that propelled her to respond
to my helpless shouting of my name into her fading-ears at her sick bed, when she
smiled lovingly and suddenly opened her vanishing eyes to look at me, Peter
Ụzọegwu, whom she loved so much; then closed those evanescent eye-balls in my
still astonished mind-eyes, a privilege-of-privileges, for the rest of my life. Mama died
only two days following this memorable visit that is now indelibly etched into my
memory. Mama-Ijeakụ, you portrayed a vista of lovely living-and-life that shine-out
adoringly, not only on me, but also on all-and-sundry far beyond me.

MAMA-IJEAKỤ: AN EPITOME AND COMPENDIUM OF CULTURE AND CUSTOM
It is an age-long tradition (“omenanị”), throughout the breadth-and-length of Igbo-land
that at the death of man or his wife, the surviving male children of a couple must
perform a funeral ceremony for each deceased parent. This rite-of-passage
obligatorily encompasses the important feature of the presentation of a cow of
dignified-size to the kindred of the deceased parent, in each case. Since no male child
of Alahaa Umeoke and Nwụga Alice Alahaa Umeoke (parents of Mama-Ijeakụ) due to
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death and other circumstances could perform this land-mark rite-of-passage for
Nwụga Alice Umeoke, in the favour of the Ụzọegwu-kindred of Ụmụoru, it stands to
the eternal and robust credit of Mama-Ijeakụ, that she, with Ọzọemena (Umeugokwe’s
son) standing by her, provided a fat cow to her maternal kindred to be slaughtered in
the memorial honour of her mother, Nwụga Alice Alahaa Umeoke in fulfillment of the
age-old Igbo tradition. Mama, quintessentially, insisted that all customary rites-ofpassage should be observed so as to remain in alignment with the dictates of God’s
law.

On the day for slaughtering the cow, Mama-Ijeakụ provided not only a cow of the most
dignified size in the history of the kindred, but also lavished her maternal community
with an excess of all dishes, and drinks required for the ceremony. The extra-ordinary
dishes with which she graced the event have remained a point of reference in the
memory of the community, so distinctive, that I am compelled to try my utmost here to
mention them by name.

Mama-Ijeakụ, uniquely, in her motherly way, prepared and presented the following:
•

“Ede mbieri”, made from a specie of small cocoyam;

•

“Ndudu”, prepared with locally grown specie of bean-seeds cooked and served
with the highest quality dried fish garnished with liberal quantities of ọtazị/ụtazị
leaves and onions;

•

Boiled ọna, a rare specie of yam served with “ncha”;

•

Fufu, prepared from cassava mash in boiled pounded lumps, and packed in
wooden-dishes, reminiscent of Chinua Achebe’s proverbial fufu, served with
well garnished “ọha” and “onugbu” soups of “Things fall apart”, fame;

•

Big lumps of boiled yam pieces, served in clay pots with a lot of salted and
pepperish chunks of dried fish;

•

“Ọsụ-une”, prepared from cooked unripe banana;
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•

“Ogbaro-otui /Agbara-ọtụị”, prepared from melon-seed meal balls wrapped in
special long leaves; and

•

“Ighu” and cassava salad, (abacha-ncha), prepared with cooked and sliced oilseed bean (ụkpaka); Ighu is a special specie of bitter yam, which when properly
cooked, sliced and washed several times in water can become a very delicious
and tantalizing cuisine from expert motherly hands.

All these foods of pristine Igbo-culture have become endangered species in our time.
They have been supplanted by a counter-veiling dietary culture consisting of white rice
served with stew and fried chicken parts. What a pity for us! It should be mentioned
however, that Mama-Ijeakụ, being an all-inclusive host, did not forget to serve, those
so disposed, with boiled white rice and white nsala gravy with boiled chicken parts but,
not fried chicken.

Immediately after slaughtering the cow and its sharing in accordance with laid-down
observances and perking-order of the community, fourteen (14) shots of gun-powder
boomed from “mkpọnala”, a special iron-gun device used at ceremonies to signify
dignity. Mama-Ijeakụ and other women of the kindred ran around the compound,
wishing the spirit of Nwụga Alice well and praying to God to accept her generous soul
into the bosom of paradise. Although cows have been slaughtered in the past in
honour of departed parents and/or relatives, none, within memory, will rank in
organization and sheer-beauty, with the elegance and attention-to-detail of this event
financed and uniquely planned by Mama-Ijeakụ for her mother.

The lesson that can be drawn from the master-piece organization of this culturallyoriented funeral ceremony embracing the slaughtering of cow and other paraphernalia
of such events in Igbo-land, is that Mama-Ijeakụ pinpointed a characteristic point-ofdeparture for us. She called up, for timely notice, the tragedy of our disappearing
culture, which should not be allowed to progress to extinction. She reminded us that
some aspects of our cultural way-of-life, representing features of Igbo cultural identity,
have tragically been allowed to disappear. For example, where is our ‘Okwu-Ekwe’ (or
Ọkụ- Ekwe), a beautiful Social-reformer masquerade? Where are other masquerades
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that, in the past, performed various types of dance-steps at funeral ceremonies and at
Christmas and Easter festivals? Where are the “Odis”, Ekeres and “Ekere-ọkụs” of
gone-by days whose sounds, lyrics and rhythms usually delight villagers at burial
ceremonies? Can these types of entertainment, rich in dances-and-sounds and rituals,
not be transformable into genres that can be christianized and used to praise our living
God now that deities in Ụga and elsewhere in Igbo-land, have gone or are going
voluntarily to various christian churches of their choice? All the charms and paganpractices associated with them can be dispensed-of so that christians can redeploy
the masquerade-analogues and use them in christian ways of worship of the only one
God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. This is what christianization can be all about. Let
banned customary dance-groups in churches be unbanned following carefully
structured reforming or christianization and used to worship and praise our living God
through cultural music-and-dance instead of allowing them to go into extinction.
It is this type of ideology that appears to flow from Mama-Ijeakụ’s transformative vision
and example in the style and manner in which she performed the funeral ceremony of
her mother. It is worthy of note that the same Odi cultural dance-group from Ọsụ town
which I hired to grace and entertain guests at my father’s funeral ceremony in
1988|1989, was also hired by Akpụlụ Catholic community to usher-in a Rev. Father
into the hall, where he celebrated his silver-jubilee recently in December 29, 2018. The
point-of-departure here, between the Odi of 1988|1989 and the odi of 2018, was that
stains of blood binding chicken feathers to spherical balls-of-charms on the odi, ekwe,
and opi of 1988|1989 had been shed, giving place to a clean vista-and-visage of the
odi dance. This is an example of what I call the christianization or reforming of our
traditional instruments of entertainment and culture. Operators of the instruments had
in-between, been converted to catholicism. The music coming from the repertoire
stimulated everyone in the hall to stand up and dance to the rendition of music and
entertainment.

Clearly, Mama-Ijeakụ would have wished that the lesson of the example of odi dance
of 1988|1989, nearly forty odd-years ago, is beginning to yield transformative positive
results in 2018|2019. Our Igbo culture needs a healthy dose of change that would
train-and-trend it to preserve its essence for the benefit of our children yet unborn. I
make bold to suggest, in humility, that henceforth we should as a people, engage
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some creative energies towards the redeployment of some of our culture, music and
dance practices to worship God in churches in Igbo-land, akin to the enchanting
practices we constantly encounter in churches in Akwa-Ibom and Cross River states.
I dare to say that Mama-Ijeakụ Harriet Adịmọra (Née Alahaa Umeoke), being the
quintessential bundle of love and compendium of Igbo-culture she lived so vividly, will
be nodding her approval and enjoying herself in token-appreciation of the
transformative seed-of-change she sowed during her life wherever her gentle spirit
now resides.

Adieu, Mama!
Adieu, Ada Alahaa Umeoke!
Adieu, ‘Nwadiala’.

We, your children strongly believe that our generous God and Father will reward you
for the generous, thoughtful and all-inclusive life you lived with and for us.
Amen!
Professor Peter N. Ụzọegwu
(Your ‘Nnaoso”)
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CHAPTER OGECHI (NÉE UZỌEGWU)
TRIBUTE TO A HEART OF GOLD
Mama your life was full of loving deeds,
One who loved and worshipped God,
Her smile was made of sunshine,
And her heart was solid gold,
Her eyes were as bright as shining stars,
And in her cheeks fair roses you see.

We had a virtuous woman,
Whom we will always love and cherish,
There was magic in Mama’s touch,
And love in everything she did,
To make our lives worthwhile.

We found both hope and courage
Just by looking in her eyes.
Her laughter was a source of joy,
Her words warm and wise.

There was kindness and compassion
Found in her embrace.
Though her smile is gone forever,
And her hand we cannot touch.
We still have so many memories,
Of the one we loved so much.

Her memory is now our keepsake,
With which we’ll never part.
God has her in His keeping,
But we have her in our hearts.
Sadly missed but never forgotten.
Adieu Mama!
Adieu Heart of Gold!!
Adieu Virtuous woman!!!
OGECHI ỌFỌEKWE (NÉE ỤZỌEGWU)
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CHAPTER ỤMỤNAỌSA, AWARASỊ

Mama
with
her Umeoke family
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DAUGHTERS
OF
ALAHAA UMEOKE
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CHAPTER CHỊDỊNMA UMEOKE

Tribute To Mama In a Million
Writing this to my Granny in a million cannot be enough to appreciate her for building the
pillars that set up my physical made-up. Even the birds of the earth that inhale the fresh
breath of Ụga land and the evergreen vegetation that beautifies the compound of Daddy
Adịmọra can testify on my behalf that you were and still my inspiration and also the vehicle
that drives me to the beautiful and ugly parts of life from birth till now.

Death is indeed cruel. It has shown it's cruelty to me by taking you away. But one thing I am
so sure of is that, it's cruelty can never change how good you were in your lifetime and in
your life after. That I know you will continue to pray and wish us well for kindness is a virtue
that never left your bedside when you were with us.

That horrible afternoon is one I can't forget in a lifetime, for I feel I shouldn't have gone to get
you the tea you requested for. I came back and met you cold and it downed on me that I
made the mistake of a lifetime, the punishment of which being that I am never going to see
you again, the said punishment I will serve till I die.

The good percept you left is one that has affected positively everyone who came in contact
with you. One remarkable thing I can't forget about you mama, is the way you smiled when
you were with us. It always made the world smile back. How can I forget so easily your
counsels on how I am meant to be an independent woman? How can I forget the fact that
you always believed that I was going to bring joy to the family? How can I forget how you
trusted me by entrusting your valuable assets for me to take care.... Far be it from me that I
forget.... You left the Umeoke and Adịmọra family yes! But I am actually the one you left
alone in this lonely world.

I might have written too much or too little, but it doesn't matter. What really matters is that
death has dealt a deadly blow on me by taking you.
What really matters is that Umeoke and Adịmọra family miss you. What really matters is that
Chịdịmma Tata GI does miss you....

Rest in peace Mama
Rest on till we meet to part no more Nneọma!
Adieu Mama
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CHAPTER
PROFESSOR UGOCHUKWU NWOSU
TRIBUTE TO A WOMAN WITH STERLING QUALITIES:
NNEỌMA IJEAKỤ HARRIET ADỊMỌRA
It was a shocking news when I received a text message from Sir Angus Adịmọra on
30th December, 2018 informing me of Mamas passing. It was unbelievable having
spoken with her about a week before, just few days after she flew home from the
United States. I actually promised to come and see her during Christmas but I never
knew it was a farewell discussion that we had on that faithful day.

Though death is an inevitable appointment, it comes suddenly and unexpectedly which
makes it extremely painful. Despite the pain, there is a relief that Mama is finally out
of pain and now joined with the Angels smiling down on us. Actually, it's sad but
beyond reversal.

I am adding my words to the many tributes being paid to this great woman. Mama was
a woman of faith. She believed the Bible and followed its principles. She was a true
mother to a large family and anyone that came across her. Few pages will not give me
the opportunity to do justice to a tribute in her honour. She was a great woman of
destiny, wisdom, strength and courage. She loved her children and everybody equally,
she was sober-minded, virtuous, kind, too generous and a very good example. She
was the type of woman referred to in Proverbs 31:10; "A virtuous woman who can find,
for her prize is far above rubies". She surely has a place among the saints.

After the untimely death of her beloved husband, Mama single-handedly took the
burden and responsibility of father and mother and raised six children to become very
successful adults impacting their society positively. She was a real mother and
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advocate of that which is good. She lived to see her grand-children grown and knew
the thrill of the their embraces. She left them all a rich heritage of hope and the
sweetest of memories.
Though it is true that she will not be physically here with us anymore, the sweet
memories of her and the impact she had in our lives will remain indelible in our hearts.
For I know that living in the hearts of those who love you is living forever. Your passing
left the world a little less colourful and a lot less interesting. "Ugoooo nwa m" still rings
in my ears, even with your passing. We will tremendously miss that motherly and warm
welcome we always get from you whenever we come visiting. We will as well miss
your palatable delicacies.
There is a time for everything under the sun. Your home-call we believe was ordained.
Therefore, sleep on and take your deserved rest. We all miss you greatly but we look
forward to the glorious morning when we will meet again to part no more.
My family and I bid you farewell, Mama. Rest in perfect peace, Amen!
Engr. Prof. H. U. Nwosu
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CHAPTER ENGR. CHIEF G.C OKOLO
FOND MEMORIES OF
LATE MRS. HARRIET IJEAKỤ ABEL- ADỊMỌRA (NÉE UMEOKE)
The late Mrs. Harriet Adịmọra started out on her call to family life as Mrs. Harriet AbelAdịmọra on getting married to Mr. Abel Adịmọra (of blessed memory) of Ụmụnwaezeaka
kindred, in Ụmụeze Ụga. With the passage of time she became Mama Angus ,in the
singular. Over years she became Mama Angus in the composite and representative sense
to reflect the advent of Chikeziri, Ngọzị, Azụka, Edith and Nkechi.
Late Mrs. Harriet Adịmọra (a.k.a Mama Angọ) was a woman of unassailable virtue, energy
and enterprise. She was ‘built to last’ in time, space and humility. She also made her
marriage to last by always putting it first. Her husband made the house; she made the
home. Mama Angọ defied all odds thrown up by the death of her dear husband and was
able to equip all her children with both roots and wings. She made her children rich in every
sense of the word, as Abraham Lincoln would say, “No man is poor who has a godly
mother”.
Mama Angọ was indeed a godly mother who could hold onto her children while letting them
go, who knew that a kind act will be remembered longer than an easy word, who believed
that prayer changes things and whose Bible hardly needed dusting.
Through intended and unintended deeds and actions, Mama Ango soon became an
enviable mother figure to many, starting from the larger Adịmọra family and extending to
other spheres and strata of humanity distant and near. I could have dwelt extensively on this
but for the tyranny of print space. For all I know, I speak as a beneficiary and, if you like, an
eye witness. I experienced and benefitted immensely from Mrs. Harriet Adịmọra’s large
heart and free flowing wise counsel.
I would mourn Mama not in tears, and quite oddly so, because I am conscious of the divine
glory that awaits her at the final tolling of the bells. Rather I cherish her memories with a
radiant countenance full of appreciation to God for so richly endowing her not only to leave
indelible marks on the sands of time but also to be deserving of God’s presence.
Let us reflect: Mama Ango is dead. Good news is that she also lived. We shall all die, but not
all who shall die would have lived.
Adieu Mama. Your soul rests with the Lord.
To God be all the glory
Engr. Chief G.C. Okolo
Chimereeze n’Ụga
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CHAPTER GABRIEL ABALUNAM, FCA
A TRIBUTE TO (MAMA ANGUS)
A VIRTUOUS WOMAN – WHO CAN FIND? PROV. 31 VS. 10-31.

Mama Angus, as you were fondly called, the message of
humanity has been sent through you. After your dear husband
left you and the kids many years ago, and transited to eternal
glory, the position became unfamiliar. Your God given
assignment was diligently executed with fervent prayers and
fulfilment.
Now that you have also transited to eternal glory and can no
longer be seen by human eyes, your soul and love that you gave
to your children and so many others that crossed your paths will
never die or transit with you. Your memory shall remain a
treasure. You remain loved beyond words and shall greatly be
missed.
Mama Angus, I wish you the peace of God. I pray the good Lord
keeps you in His bosom. Look over your children and loved ones
from where you are.
Let us meet, much later, in God’s bosom.
Gabriel Chibuzor Abalunam, FCA
(Chartered Accountant)
Ụga
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CHAPTER VICTOR EDMUND (DECK)
TRIBUTE TO MAMA OF ALL
From your life story
That brought you to glory
The road was rough
So you resolved to be tough
To tackle the odds of life
And cut through it like a knife
To escape to victory
That made your good history

From the beginning of time and over the centuries, up to the present day, man has
improved tremendously through researches and expeditions to achieve a lot of
inventions to better his life. Many barriers were broken, a whole lot of superstitions
and traditions were proved wrong and thrown overboard to pave way for an easier
tread of life for mankind. Man has penetrated the most terrifying amazons, forests and
jungles, climbed the highest hills and mountains, dived the deepest rivers and seas,
visited the Northern and Southern poles, toured the space and eventually landed and
walked on the moon in 1969 in search of specimens to facilitate new discoveries. In
fact, man has achieved a lot of feats technologically and otherwise but only death
poses an unprecedented challenge to man.

In spite of the experimentations and implementations in the laboratory by man to
unravel the secrets of immortality, death continually refused to be nipped in the bud
thereby subjecting man to always sit at the edge of precipice waiting for the ever
prowling and stalking death.

It is true that death has been in existence and familiar to us since Adam and handed
down from generation to generation and to the next generation to come but man still
grieves whenever death visits and takes away a loved one just as we are weeping and
grieving over your death, Mama.
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I am missing you because I have come a long way with you right from the Institute of
Management and Technology (IMT) Enugu where you had a restaurant while I was a
student. A lot of us became closer to you then including me because you were
showing us motherly love.
When I came to Ụga in 1991 on a contract in Nwaziki’s house after school, we
happened to run into each other again and the mother and child relationship continued
and rocked to a higher altitude. I believe that God endorsed my relationship with you
hence He made me to know you ahead of time way back in school before coming to
Ụga. You always called me for one errand or the other based on trust which I ran with
profound interest. In return, you touched my life in many ways.

You contributed morally to my marriage, you admonished me on how to solve some
pressing problems, you were generous to me and you protected my interest in one
way or the other. You were not just mother to your biological children but to all and
sundry. It had always been “Mama, Mama, Mama” all the way from every quarter. In
your lifetime, you never hesitated or feared to accost somebody against wrong doing
as long as you stood on the truth. You always and immediately dished out advices that
will rehabilitate the person towards the right direction. Mama, you were really a rare
mother.
You were actually a precious treasure that shouldn’t be lost but God has decided to
invite you home and his decision cannot be contended with.

I am personally going to miss you because your departure has left an indelible scar on
me. I can still hear you saying, “Deck nwa m, kwụba aka gị ọtọ, ọ ga dịrị gị mma”
(Deck my son, be honest in life, it shall be well with you).

I am going to live by that special piece of advice as something you left behind for me
to guide me in life.

Goodbye Mama.
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We are going to miss you but we will find solace in the fact that you lived a fulfilled life,
aged well and were a good person during your lifetime.

I am in no doubt that God has prepared a nice place for you in His Glory land.

Bye Mama, may your soul rest in peace.
Yours,
Victor Edmunds (Deck)
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CHAPTER DR & MRS ỌKPALAEKE &FAMILY
TRIBUTE TO A NOBLE AND KIND-HEARTED MOTHER
LATE MAMA HARRIET ADỊMỌRA
Our relationship with Late mama Harriet dates back to the late 1980’s during one of
her visits to the Chukuka’s family in the United States of America. Her regular visits
thereafter, created greater bonding and opportunity to know her even better. She
was always warm and graceful. She was blessed with a beautiful smile that help
ease tension in her audience during troubling moments.
As a devoted Christian, Mama was disciplined, loving, and frequently ends her
statements with reference to the glory of God. She believed, and preached the
doctrine of peaceful relationship between spouses, families, and friends. My children
loved her, and felt at ease and at home when Mama visited New Jersey, USA.
Indeed, mama was very pleased with the mutual family relationship between our
family and the Chukuka’s family that she often refers to us as “Nwannedịnamba”.
Mama’s visits to the United States brought the most needed change amongst her
grand-children and our children in the learning and speaking of the Ibo language. As
an effective role model, she communicated with children in Igbo, the native tongue,
and by the end of her visits our children learnt Igbo vocabularies. Mama will be
missed by all our children. We will also miss mama’s kindness, and her many
parcels of food stuff she brought from home when she visited the USA.
We are particularly saddened by this death, and we extend our sympathy to the
families of Adịmọra and Chukuka in the passing to Glory of a noble woman, late
Mama Harriet Adịmọra. May her soul rest in perfect peace.
Dr. Victor & Mrs. Becky Ọkparaeke & Family
New Jersey, USA
February 18, 2019
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CHAPTER AKPU FAMILY
Our condolences to the Adịmọra family:
In this thing called life, it has a beginning and undoubtably, at some point
it will come to end. It is an enduring truth that has been held real since
the creation of human being. Mama has done her best and her best is a
testimony that her children (and we who have come to know her) will
continue to give and manifest onto generations forever and ever.
I met mama in Enugu (second floor flat at 51 Ọnwudịnwe street) in 1987
when I travelled from USA to drop off a message from her daughter
Edith Chukuka (née Adịmọra). As many will attest, whenever you travel
home to Nigeria, you are always in a hurry to drop off your message and
move on to the next. In 1987, there were no cell phones to make
appointment or to arrange for a meeting time or the like… you simply
walk in and take your chances.
I remember vividly knocking on the door and being greeted with a
radiant smile oozing from mama’s face. She said nnọ nwa mụ (welcome
my son). Ewooo nwa mụ, ịsị na isi Amerika (Oooh, my son, did you say
you are from America). Before I could finish my sentence about my
busy schedule, and deliver my message, mama asked me to sit down.
She insisted and I obliged. I was treated like a royalty with foods, and
drinks. We talked as if we have known each other for many years.
Over the years, whenever Mama visits America, I will go and see her, we
will talk about many things, she met my wife, my kids and prayed for us.
She treated me like a member of the family. Mama consoled me when
my mother passed.
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Just last November, before Mama went back to Nigeria, I again visited
her at her daughter Edith Chukuka’s house in Marlboro, New Jersey, this
time, she was not feeling well, we prayed as we have done in the past.
Deep inside me, I knew I may never have the opportunity to see this
great woman again. She again insisted that I eat. I did.
Mama, your departure hurts. I am happy for the time we spent together
all these years, the memories, the words of encouragement, the love,
and above all treating me like your son. Life is about memories. We
must hang onto them and cherish them.
I mourn with all Mama’s children and family. I am glad for the opportunity
to have known her. Please, don’t rush to grieve; it will stay with you for
the rest of your life. Mama lives on in all of us who were opportune to
share life and memories with her.
Sleep well Mama, we love you but God loves you more. Rest in Peace.
Gbuluichi Victor Akpu
For Akpu family
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CHAPTER UNACHUKWU FAMILY
Mama, Ezinne, my prayer warrior. Very content and cheerful, very
generous and caring, never complains, every time I saw Mama she had
something positive to say to me and was always blessing me too.
Mama always knew how to meet people’s need. Many years ago, while
I was visiting Nigeria to supervise our home building project, Mama
came to “nenelụm ọlụ“ with the most delicious rice,
stew and chicken . I was starving because I have
been at the site all day. She was a blessing sent
from above. I will never forget that day, the taste of
that meal or Mama.
Mama loved me and my family as though we were
hers. Her popular words to me were “Ebele
nwam!! Ezi ayị na unu bụ ezi mili”. Yes, mama “Ezi mili adịrọ echi
echi”.
Thank you for all your love and caring. You will always have a special
place in our heart that no one else can take. You will be missed.
We praise the Lord that you know where you were going and that you
were ready when the Lord Almighty called . You ran the race and
finished well and now you are wearing your crown.
Rest Mama, rest with the Lord until we meet again in heaven
Love you always
Ebele Unachukwu and family
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CHAPTER CHIEF TONY ỌFFỊAH
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CHAPTER SIR NATHAN ỌFỌMA
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CHAPTER MICHAEL ONYENEKE
Mama Mrs Adịmọra was a virtuous woman of our
time. A woman that used her wealth, health or
whatever she has to show love to both her children
and strangers that come across her without any
grudges or bitterness.

Mama lived an exemplary life one has to copy and
without any reservation mama was a role model of
her time and a wonderful woman. I pray that
almighty God to grant her an internal race.
Amen.
Michael Onyeneke
(Of Zima Associates)
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CHAPTER CHUKUKA FAMILY
My dear,
I received the sad news through my sister Azụka this
morning.
Currently on a 10 day visit to home, I drove to see
Angus this morning 8am to console with him.

As you have always been, stay strong. The Lord is your
comforter at this moment of grief. We cover you and
your siblings in our prayers with the blood of Jesus.
Mama lived a long, purposeful, good spirited life and
now in a good place. We are going to miss her subtle
jovial smiles & for me, those on-the-point motherly
advice.

The Lord is your strength and our redeemer. We are
thankful for how her modest life has touched so many as
I witnessed at the celebration of love you gave in her
honour at your home in Ụga. Again be strong and May
her soul rest in peace.
Ike Chukuka
For Chukukas
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CHAPTER AZUKAEGO UYAMMADU
Mama!
Nne Ọma!
Onu ọkwa.....
Above all, a true virtuous mother of Proverbs 31:29!
Your memory will linger and will remain evergreen!
Where do I start?
In your house at 51 Ọnwụdiwe Street, Ụwani, Enugu, you worked
tirelessly to get your stuff ready to go to your shop at Institute of
Management and Technology - IMT Enugu.

Your pepper soup and food stood out around the area! You were very
jovial and had a perfect customers' relationship! Always full of strength
and while all is going on, you are either singing out an inspiring song or
humming them out! You were full of life and gave godly counsels!

I saw all these in you, Mama! The great observer that I am loved these
attributes! This is how I became your "daughter-in-love!

Mama de mama, death has no sting on you and grave has no victory
over you.
Rest on mama!
You are loved!!
You are cherished!!!
Azukaego Uyammadu (Née Chukuka)
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CHAPTER GERALDINE GORE
A WONDERFUL AURA
Every time I met your mother whether in NY or London, I will
always remember the warm loving glow that surrounded her
and enveloped all that were close to her, and that feeling would
stay with me as I returned home.

It was a real honor to have met her. She had a wonderful aura
that I see in each and everyone of her children and
grandchildren that will live on forever through the generations.
Geraldine

CHAPTER STEVE KLEIMAN
I remember when your Mama came to London at
Christmas- She was such a proud, beautiful mother, a
wonderful matriarch in beautiful golden laced fabrics and her
matching head-dress made an extraordinary and beautiful
crown. For a New Yorker in London, we don’t see that.
Her love for her daughter, pregnant with William, glowed in her
eyes as did her loyalty and love of family.
Steve
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CHAPTER VERONICA EFIKA
SHE WAS AND IS STILL A GREAT WOMAN
Nk, your mum was one of the greatest women who lived and died in love. I
remember in fondest memories, a woman of so much sacrifice, love and compassion
for her immediate and extended family. She was a stallion. She had the privilege of
enjoying life and company of her loved ones to the last minute. Great privilege
indeed. What else will she ask of God who saw her solid steps when she lost her
husband at the time of seed sowing.

She is a great soul. She has been released to continue in eternity where the crown
of glory awaits her.
Let her ascend, let her ascend!! The king of glory has opened His doors in mercy
and love,
Good bye Mama Angus.
You are a lesson in courage and love for other women/ mothers.

CHAPTER EBE BERNS
SHE TALKED AND LIVED LOVE ALL HER LIFE
What happened to mama
Such a lovely mum
Her love is for all
Mama lived a life worthy of emulation
She talked and lived love all her life
Such a great loss even though she is of age
All will miss mama
Beloved sister be consoled
Mama is resting with our Maker
May her loving soul continue to find rest in God
It's well with her
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CHAPTER AYO MODUPE
A LETTER
MAMA, during our time upon this world, we hope and dream that one day we will be
in a position to leave a lasting legacy for which we shall always be proud and
remembered.

Mama, when I look upon your daughter Harriet and your Grandson, William, I can
say without scruples that you have left an everlasting indelible mark on this earth for
which you should be eternally proud.

I am fortunate and blessed to have known you and your children. It is said the life
hereafter is divided into two, Hell and Heaven, whilst I am unsure where I shall end
up, there's no doubt that you are resting peacefully in Heaven. Mama, until we meet
again, adieu.
Ayo Modupe & Family

CHAPTER REGINA SPIO
Dearest Harriet,
I was deeply saddened to hear about the sad passing away of Mama who was your
pillar, I hope her strength and memories of what she stood for will console you and
the family. My sincere heartfelt condolences to you and your family.
Regina Spio
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CHAPTER MEADWAY FAMILY

WITH DEEPEST SYMPATHY
To Dear Harriet
No one (but you) has the perfect words
to make your sadness
go away,
but may you find comfort
in knowing
how many people
wish they did"
From all those who love you at No.2
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CHAPTER BERNITA
GOD WILL TENDERLY COMFORT YOU – 2ND CORINTHIANS 1:7

I can’t tell you how sorry we all were to hear the sad news of
your dear Mama

I have been thinking about you constantly and I knew the girls
had been with you
It is most awful experience to lose one’s mother but I find that
mine is with me ALL the time! I know this. It is an enormous
comfort. You have all our prayers, thoughts affectionately

Bernita

18 January 2019
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CHAPTER ỌNỤGO NA OTONAHỤ

The 2 sisters who
married EZEUKWU and the LOVE
legacy of
togetherness
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CHAPTER ỤBA
This section contains tributes from the descendants of Chief Justin Ụba
and Chief Lazarus Ụba.

In the picture Chief (Nze) Ezenwammadu Justin Ụba is seen on the far
right with his ọdụ16 on the table and his brother Chief Lazarus (Mama’s
daughter Nkechi’s godfather) is seen on the far left. Chieftancy fans and
red hats are seen on the table as they prayed in Mama’s home during
Nkechi’s traditional wedding.

You are about to enter the zone of the descendants
of Chief Justin Ụba
Ọdụ is ivory, a mark of prestige for titled men and a musical instrument blown to usher dignity and
respect. Pa Justin was the custodian of culture of his time and the encyclopaedia everyone referred to
for university thesis and other researches. This photo was taken at the traditional wedding of Charles
and Harriet Gore.
16
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CHAPTER CHINWE UMEAKỤANA
TRIBUTE TO MY BELOVED HARRIET ADỊMỌRA
Mama, it was a shocking news to me when I heard about your demise. I
discussed with you on the phone last month on your arrival from
America and you promised me to wait until we see face to face. I don’t
even know that it would be my last discussion with you.

Mama, I cannot forget the help you rendered to me and my family, even
when my daughter Ifeọma wanted to enter school, you showed me so
much concern both in cash and in kind.

I know that we love you but God loves you best. We cannot question
Him for whatever He does is the best. For the Bible says there is time for
everything. Time to be born and time to die.
Mama, I believe that you are at the right hand side of the Lord. “Good
night” until we meet to part no more.

Adieu Mama

Adieu Humble and Gentle

Adieu Mama Angus

From Mrs Chinwe Umeakụana
Née Ụba
(Chief Justin’s first daughter)
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CHAPTER SIR EMMANUEL ỤBA
ONE WITH A GOOD HEART WILL SEE HER
“Have you forgotten that mama was and is full of restlessness, she is moving about
looking for what to put in a better perspective, ooh Nnem Oyoko! l remember mama's
attitude towards little ones, those days, the second hand clothe guys with their wares
hung on their shoulders arranged on long wooden bar hangers, Mama must call
them to pick one or two shirts depending on how you impressed her on the last
chores she assigned you to do. Hmm, mama can never fail to reward you. She will
remind you to make fruits available for children. Mama nejegharị na eme nma; ọna
ejegharị ne eme nma, onye nwere obiọma ga hụ ya.17 Sing on to the glory of God.”
Sir Emma Ụba

*Tribute To A Great Woman and Matriarch of our time* FROM SIR EMMANUEL UBA (NNABUGWU)
Mama was like an encyclopaedia that cuts across numerous chronicles.
17

Mama is moving around doing good, anyone with a good heart will see her
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She came into my life at a very tender age and although she did not wean me, she
was the closest mother-figure substitute I had in my life.
Our journey began in the 70s, after the civil war in a little village called Ụmudim
Awarasị, where I resided with my aunt. Mama was on her way to Orie 18 and she saw
me while I was playing with my friends at the wrong time. I tried to hide from her for
being in such an environment at the wrong time. She asked if I had forgotten I was
the son of a king; a prince, and scolded me for engaging in activities that
didn’t reflect my ‘status’.
Mama encountered me playing when I should be in school. She was determined not
to allow me to be useless. She went straight to Ezenwammadu19 and gave him her
idea. She can never allow me, a prince, to be useless and she did not waste time
about this but prepared me to travel out of Uga to be with Papa. She followed her
pronouncement by removing me from the environment. Within 2 weeks, she
removed me from the environment and by March 1971, myself and Azuka went to
Enugu to join Papa and Mama.
Mama taught me how to pray. When I start praying and drop off mid-way, Mama will
continue from where I stopped. Mama will not eat until I have eaten and made me
feel special to the admiration of all around.

Mama was everything good. She was love radiating to me and everyone around her.
She brought me to the light and cared for me like I was her own, advocating for
education and overall personal development. I will remember Mama with nostalgia
for many striking incidents, one of them being her visit to Government College
Afikpo, to investigate and query the school authorities about my missing pocket
money. She displayed her prowess so much so that the House Master had no choice
but to accept replacing the missing N7. This incident earned me the nickname
‘Son of Idi Amin Mother.’

18

A market. Also name of a market day, and, a name for one of the 4 days of the 4-day week. 4 days of the
week in Ụga are Oye, Afọ, Nkwọ, Eke
19
Chief Ezenwammadu Justin was Emma’s father and Mama’s husband’s very close relative
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She was extremely hardworking and her love for perfection revealed itself through
the ways she lived her life and impacted the people around her. Regardless of her
status as a widow, she was a born philanthropist as she went ahead to help the
people around her as much as she could.

She was an iroko in the wilderness. An advocate of justice, a symbol of strength and
warmth to those who needed hope and love. Extremely industrious and an ever
forward. She aged gracefully, so much so that even the title ‘Mama’ seemed
premature. She had such a presence and aura that those who are older than her will
call her Mama, out of respect. There was undying energy in her and with it came an
immeasurable amount of youth.

Mama made it possible for Ejidike bread and Silas bread to have an outlet in Enugu
by approaching them to give them the idea of a franchise and to be their outlet in
Enugu. In the 1970/1971 period, in Ogbete, it was in Mama’s name that people will
have to go for Ejidike bread and Silas bread. This made people call her ‘Mama
Ejidike bread and Mama Silas bread’.
Mama Silas bread, Mama Ejidike bread
The whole of Enugu will miss you
The whole of Anambra will miss you
Your entire family will miss you
My wife and children will miss you dearly
I will miss you

Thank you for what you represented in my life
Mama, wu Nnem na alụrụm ọgọ agha.20
From: Sir Emmanuel Ụba (Nnabụgwu)

20

Mama is my mother that fights for me
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Photo by Dr Charles Gore taken at the family’s celebration of Mama in 2006. Emma
was the MC.

16 GRANT STREET ỤWANỊ ENUGU MAMA MA EME NWANNE
“Mama Ijeakụ’s home was a hub where young Igbos
had stopover before sojourning to the northern part of
the country like Kano, Maiduguri and Yola. Mama
could go far away just to touch a relative or friend with
her LOVE empowering such a person. Ọma eme
nwanne.” - Sir Emma Ụba
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CHAPTER NKECHI UBA
A TRIBUTE TO MAMA NNUKWU BY NKECHI UBA

Dear Mama,
It is difficult to believe that you have left us. You have been a real role model for
women. A woman of strength, a woman of power, a woman of authority, a generous
and kind woman and a woman of great vision and integrity. You were indeed a great
woman and I believe you have gone to a better place where all your efforts, all your
works will be rewarded fully.
Gaa ije gị nke ọma ka emesịa
Rest in Peace.
Laa na udo
From Nkechi Ụba – Nku (Chief Justin Ụba’s second daughter)

The next section contains tributes from the
descendants of Chief Lazarus Ụba
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CHAPTER GLOBAL PROPHET CHINEDU ỤBA
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CHAPTER PASTOR ERNEST ỤBA
Tribute to Mama Late Mrs Harriet Adịmọra
Mama I received your sudden demise with great shock. Death you have
deprived us of a true and worthy woman of enviable character and a
worthy mother of glory.

Immediately after my wedding I visited you with my wife and you poured
down heart felt prayers and blessing to us on your sick bed with heavy
tenacity. I came the second time you repeated the same as if you came
back because of me.

I believed Mama you have really defended, protected the identity of
Chief Abel Adịmọra's family, the children, grand and great-grandchildren.
Death is swallowed up in victory. The sovereign Lord will wipe away the
tears from all faces.

Mama I remembered your motherly assistance to me during school days
when I was at the Institute of Management and Technology, Enugu,
during working years and during break down years. You encouraged me
and became a source of veritable strength and inspiration.

I pray God to give your family the fortitude to bear this colossal loss . I
love you but God loves you most. May God grant your kind and gentle
soul eternal peaceful rest, Amen.
Pastor and Mrs Ernest O Ụba.
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CHAPTER EMEKA ARMSTRONG ỤBA
Mama,
My heart aches with sadness and tears. That is why I find it very hard to write this
tribute. I will never forget the fun we had together on 23rd December 2018, with a
prolonged and affectionate hug, saying to me
(dim dim ji si Ike)21.

It was when I heard the news, then I realized that you were saying goodbye in
disguise. Your kindness, openness and guidance will be cherished forever and for
sure your legacy will prevail. Mama, you will be greatly missed.
Love you and rest in perfect peace.
Your son /husband22,
Emeka Armstrong Ụba
21

My husband my husband, hold on to strength/ be strong.

REINCARNATION AND TIME TELLING – JUST A THOUGHT - Reincarnation tells time of birth in measures of before or
after death of a person. So it follows that Emeka was born after 19 October 1971 as he is the reincarnate of Mama’s husband
who passed on that date..
22
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MAMA’S JOURNEY ENTERS THE
ARENA OF THE ADỊMỌRAS

Photo by Dr Charles Gore
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Mama in her precious home, those precious feet journeyed a lot

In the midst of LOVE, surrounded by LOVE

Photos from the archives of Dr Charles Gore
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THE VOICE OF LOVE
Mama, told of how the 4 Adịmọra males had a special language known to only 4 of
them which they used in conversation when they did not want anyone else to
understand what was being discussed. Mama shared this story to explain the deep
LOVE which is the bond in the Adịmọra family, and to encourage generations to
keep alive that bond of LOVE which binds all together. She wanted everyone of all
generations of the Adịmọra family to continue to bond higher in LOVE. The names of
the 4 Adịmọra males are: – Pa Lazarus (Papa Nnukwu /Nnukwu Papa)23, Pa Philip
(Papa Ben), Pa Joshua (Papa Agụata)24, Pa Abel (Obere nwa be nnem as Mama
nwannem would call him)25.

All the 3 mothers sitting down are wives of the Adịmọra siblings – Pa Lazarus, Pa Joshua, Pa Abel.
Mama is sitting in the middle. Her nwunyedi26 Mama Okwudịlị (Nneọma Constance Adịmọra) on her
left. Her nwunyedi and cousin Mama Agụata (Mrs Ukadịnma Christiana Adịmọra) on her right. Mrs
Cecilia ‘Oko’ Adịmọra, Pa Philip’s wife and Nneọma Gladys Adịmọra, Pa Lazarus’s wife are not in the
photo. Pa Lazarus married 2 wives. Standing is Mama’s first daughter Chikeziri Adakwere.
Photo by Dr Charles Gore.
23

Big Papa/Dad
The Agụata Papa/Dad – meaning - The Dad residing in Agụata
25
The baby in my mother’s home. Mama nwannem is Mama’s husband’s sister.
26
Wife of husband
24
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CHAPTER ỤMỤ ADỊMỌRA
Ụmụ Adịmọra
Children of Adịmọra
We have now reached
The zone of the Adịmọras
See how they receive Mama
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CHAPTER EZENWACHINAEMERE
CHIEF (NZE) UCHENNA ADỊMỌRA

THE LAST OF ALL OUR MOTHERS
We loved you mama for all your motherly care, kindness, worthy pieces
of advice and unconditional love for all of us - no discrimination.

You taught us the importance of peace, honesty, and unity in a family.

You were kind to a fault.

You hated lies, dishonesty and laziness. You were a wonderful mother.

Those of us who love peace, honesty and togetherness will continually
miss you.

Rest In Peace mama.
Uche Adịmọra
Nze Ezenwachinaemere
The present Ọnọna Obi of the Adịmọra family
(Head of the Adịmọra clan)
Pa Lazarus & Ma Glady’s son
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CHAPTER IFEDICHE

TRIBUTE TO MAMA DE MAMA. (MAMA MGBAGO).....................
Mama de Mama. As I fondly called her. And Mama will reply IFEDICHE NA BE
ADỊMỌRA. Ifediche is writing your relationship with her. Although Mama was old but
we still want her to be with us more in good health.

Memories of Mama will be hard to fly away from me. Mama was one of the people
that made me visit Ụga always. Whenever I got to Ụga, Mama will always feed me
with delicacies and stories of the ADỊMỌRA family’s lineage. In earnest, Mama
always felt happy whenever she saw me.

Mama will never cease to tell me my position in the family after them. Mama would
always ask me to stand on my feet and take over the responsibility of (ALỤTARADI
ỤMỤ ADỊMỌRA) WIVES OF THE ADỊMỌRAS.

1ST. IFEDICHE NWAM (My daughter) All these farm land that Our husbands got
WHO will Cultivate them.
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2nd. IFEDICHE Go round and know the boundaries (OKE ALA NDI GỊ) in case of
encroachment. Find someone good to farm on it.
3RD. IFEDICHE. ỊNỤKWARA IHE NAGWAGỊ.) Listen to me. Try and be a good
leader to our own generation. I will laugh.

Mama will always frown at my nonchalant behaviour towards farming and taking
charge of things in the VILLAGE. At times I would say Mama. (AGA M EME. ANUGU
M) I will do all these things (SHE will reply with Anger (MGBE OLE IFEDICHE
NWAM) When will it be my daughter.???

Mama loved everyone especially the ADIMORAs. She will always preach peace
amongst all.

On the 20 of December 2018 when (ANU EME NWA) NGOZI ANGO her daughterin-law brought her to Ụga, we were all very happy and immediately myself and NGỌ
UGO rushed to welcome her. She was happy and immediately started telling us
stories on how to handle the family and live in peace. She told us about Mama
Nwannem,(Rhoda and Nwakụabịa Ọkpalaọka. We gisted and she was full of life.
She told us stories of PAPA NNUKWU...LAZ ADIMORA. NWAKỤABỊA....HER MUM
IN LAW. ABEL DIM..PAPA NGỌZỊ. ie her husband. Mamas memory was 100%.

Every day from that 20 December, we all made it a duty to see her on a daily
basis. On that 30 Dec 2018, when her light went off, UCHE ADỊMỌRA SNR/JNR
went to see her. Not quite half an hour later, Angọ called to give us the bad news.

Mama really fought hard to live but the will of God happened.
May MAMA’S SOUL REST IN PEACE.
NWUNYE ABELL….JEE NKE ỌMA.
MAMA ANGỌ...JEE NKE ỌMA
EZINNE HARRIET ADỊMỌRA....JEE NKE ỌMA..
ADA ỤMỤNỌSA AWARASỊ ỤGA...RIP
From IFEDICHE (IFEỌMA CHRISTY ADỊMỌRA) – Wife of Nze Nwachinaemere
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CHAPTER IZUCHUKWU

Mama! You’ll be fondly missed especially with the stories you told us and the
constant corrections you never thought twice in correcting us whenever we did
wrong. Also, your popular saying, “a bụm police mana adịrọ’m eyi efe ndị police27”. I
was privileged to see you before you passed and I have no doubt in my mind that
you are in a better place! We thank God for a life well spent! Continue to rest in
peace! We’ll greatly miss all the knowledge you shared with us!
From: Izu Adịmọra (Ezennịa)
Pa Lazarus’s & Ma Glady’s grandchild. Nze Nwachinaemere’s son

27

I am police but I do not wear police clothes
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CHAPTER CHIZỌBA

Mama was a unifier, a great story teller and very
loving woman. I remember back in ‘05 when I
visited in Port-Harcourt . I spent a lot of down time
with her in the shop she owned by the house.
Those moments afforded me the privilege in
getting to know her and enjoy her personality. She
was a great woman that will definitely be missed .
Rest In Peace Mama-Nnukwu.
From: Chizọba Adịmọra
Pa Lazarus & Ma Glady’s grandchild. Nze Nwachinaemere’s son
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CHAPTER WALTER

TRIBUTE TO MAMA
On that faithful day, the Adịmọras were to accompany me to my in-law’s
place at Enugu State. They couldn’t because of the LOVE we have for
you. Watching over you on your sick bed. Rushing back to check on how
you were doing, I got the sad news that you have departed.
Even on your sick bed, you were still worried about everyone and how
they fared. You took everyone as your own, never discriminated, always
at the side of justice.
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You were a gift from God to Adịmọra family. You were all about
goodness, sweetness, kindness, generous, caring are just a few words I
could use to describe you. Qualities that endeared you to so many
hearts. Life was easy and worth living with Mama. You gave us all
reasons to always want to come back home.
You were the grandma / great-grandma general that we had. Your
presence warms all our hearts, your cooking skill is second to none.
Nobody comes to your house and goes without enjoying your ever ready
sweet dishes.
If I had a say, I would want you to stay a little more. Deep down in my
heart, I miss you Mama but I am consoled because I know you have
gone to be in a better place, where there is no pain or tears.
Rest in the bosom of God Almighty until we see to part no more.

Adieu Mama

Adieu Mama Angọ

Adieu Ezinne
Adieu Mama Ọra

From: Walter Adịmọra
Pa Philip & Ma Cecilia’s son
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CHAPTER PROFESSOR AKACHI ADỊMỌRA- EZEIGBO

ETERNAL REMEMBRANCE
(Tribute to Mrs Harriet Adịmọra)
A time comes to be born,
A time comes to live,
And a time comes to depart:
The way of all mortals, all flesh
No deviation in this law of existence.
It's a debt every living soul owes.
Beloved Mama, you paid your dues
You came well, lived well, departed well.
The sweet aroma of your legacy will endure,
Perfume like Balm of Gilead.

Life may be short or long
Lived in haste or at leisure
It does not matter, but how it's lived matters,
How one is remembered matters
Only the good work we did shall immortalize us
The only worthy remembrance,
Excellent mother, you are gold
Precious to all who knew and loved you.
Go in peace, ezi nne mara mma,
Resting on the Lord's bosom.
By: Akachi Adịmọra-Ezeigbo
Professor of English
Alex Ekwueme Federal University Ndufu-Alike, Ikwo
P.M.B. 1010
Abakaliki
Ebonyi State
Nigeria.
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MAMA, THE EXPERT
"…Mama was an expert when she prayed for people at important
moments in their lives. I was a beneficiary of her effective prayers. She
came to my house at the University of Lagos campus in 1990 with my
sister, Ngọ Ọfọma, to pray for me just before I left for a one-year
Fellowship at the University of London!"
Professor Akachi Adịmọra-Ezigbo
Pa Joshua & Ma Ụkadinma’s first child

TRANSITION
"...Mama transited in her lovely home while her loved ones attended to
her! I was with her for about three hours on 27/12/18. It was difficult for
me to leave for Ụmụoru that day; I wanted to stay the night, holding her
hand or massaging her legs. We were all there watching over her Angus, Ngọzị, Afam, Nneka. Other members of Adịmọra family came
and stayed from time to time. Mama's doctor was there to make her
comfortable.
What a privilege to sit by her and hold her hand! What satisfaction I had
when she recognized me without difficulty, called me by name and
blessed me and my family! And this, in spite of the pain she was going
through. What a wonderful mother! What a lovely and loving matriarch of
the Adịmọra family. We celebrated her while she was with us physically.
We will continue to celebrate her now and forever because she lives in
our hearts. I will never forget her and her love for all of us right from our
childhood.
Let us honour her by not grieving too much. She lived a long and
beautiful life of love, devotion and service to her family, extended family,
friends and community. She is resting in the mansion prepared for her
by her Lord and Master! To God be all the glory."
Professor Akachi Adịmọra-Ezeigbo
Pa Joshua & Ma Ụkadinma’s first child
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Mama, Professor Akachi-Ezeigbo & Rtd Headmistress Chikeziri Ezenwụba in London. Photo by Geraldine Gore

"Mama grieving over the death of her sister & Chinyere's mother (Madam
Christiana Adịmọra) during her funeral in 2015. Professor Okunna holding her.
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CHAPTER PROFESSOR CHINYERE OKUNNA (NÉE ADỊMỌRA)

Pa Joshua & Ma Ụkadinma’s second child
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CHAPTER REVEREND UGOCHUKWU ADỊMỌRA
MEMORIES OF A GREAT MATRIACH: IN LOVING MEMORY MAMA
IJEAKU ADIMORA
We live and then we die. In the end, it’s how we lived that matters, because what is
left, are memories. Our hearts bow in honour as we say farewell to a great woman,
reminiscing on all the great moments we shared.
We remember your strong will and kind spirit, YOUR GREAT MOTHERLY love
through decades of our togetherness. You held our hands and watched us grow,
advising and guiding us through various stages of life.
All we remember are the virtues extoled by your amiable life. Like an eagle you
watched over your young, proved a great support to your husband, fought for family
and raised your children to become men and women of character and virtue.
We join the entire ADỊMỌRA clan and all who loved you in celebrating your great life.
You may be gone, but in our hearts you live on.
We remember Mama in a happy way.
Adieu!!!!
Rev Ugochukwu Adịmọra & Family.
Pa Joshua & Ma Ụkadinma’s third child

CHAPTER NGỌZỊ UGOCHUKWU
Mama nwannem,
Agbako na Ụmụnọcha bụ nwanne.
Ndụmọdụ gị, nri gị, agugu banyere Adịmọra family, ayị gana echeta ha
jisikwa ike itinye ha n’ọlụ.
Osiriọra.
Iheoriri adị akọ be gị.
Larue
From: Mrs Ngozị Adịmọra (wife of Rev. Ugochukwu)
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CHAPTER NNAMDI
BEYOND THE CURTAIN OF TIME: A TRIBUTE TO MAMA HARRIET
ADỊMỌRA
Beyond the curtain of time,
Lays life immortal, a place we’ll never grow old.
Beyond the curtain of time,
It’s a heaven of rest prepared for you.

Dwelling in your Mansion, you look down upon us,
Beyond the curtain of time.
Urging us not to cry but to make sure we make it to our home,
Beyond the curtain of time.
Beyond the curtain of time,
You have received a crown for a race well run,
We now run with lessons from your exemplary life, fond memories to guide
us home,
Beyond the curtain of time.
In the end, the curtains are drawn, the theatre of your life shut,
The stage is closed and the lights are out.
Its good bye Earth and welcome Glory,
Beyond the curtain of time.
Nnamdị Adịmọra & Family
Rev. Ụgochukwu & Mrs Ngọzị’s son
Pa Joshua & Ma Ụkadinma’s grandchild
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CHAPTER CHIKE
A TRIBUTE TO A GREAT MOTHER-GRANDMOTHER-GREAT GRANDMOTHER
Dear Mama,
Just a short while ago, you were here; And over this little while, you are gone from
us. Oh!, how this mortal life goes; how it fades away so quickly. Nevertheless, we will
not speak like those without knowledge because we know that by one day we came
into this world and another day, we leave. For even so has our Heavenly Father
ordained it.
The Adịmọras of my generation will particularly remember you as unique among the
mothers. We will remember you for your caring and compassionate heart over the
four corners of the family and beyond. We will remember your hospitality by which
we found comfort whenever we were home. We will remember your wise counsels
when we needed those comforting words that helped us through life. We will
remember your hard working and diligent spirit by which you sheltered the children
when we lost Abel. We respect your departure as the last of the four family motherpillars in Lazarus, Philip, Joshua and Abel. We will surely miss that strong motherglue.
We will not weep too much over your exit but we will rather wipe one another’s tears
and keep the baton we have received. We know that life will no more be same now
that you are gone but we will continue to thank God for you as a gift to us.
We salute you with the many names we’ve known you by, of which I will mention but
a few. We salute you as Mama, as we the children would call you; And then more
specifically Mama Angọ. We salute you as Mama Ulo-ọhụrụ when we played as
children across the four walls. We salute you as Nne Chikeziri, as mothers and
aunties would call you; Nwunye Abel as fathers and uncles would refer to you. We
salute you as Nwanne-Nne, Grandma, Great Grandma; the last of the “Strong Ones”
We will miss you but we will keep the flag flying.
Farewell great woman.
From Chike Adimora and the Adịmọra clan BC.
Pa Joshua & Ma Ụkadinma’s fourth child
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CHAPTER UG
Mama,
A jewel of beauty and of love.
Compassing all beauty, for the beauty of the heart is the
beauty that challenges all beauty.
This is who you were and will always be to me.

Your kind words of wisdom will ever be cherished.
As Jane Austen in Pride and Prejudice puts it,
"You must learn some of my philosophy. Think only of
the past as its remembrance gives you pleasure."
This is how you will be carried in my heart.
Though departed, you still live with the wise directions
you left behind.
As I thanked you in your lifetime, so do I now thank you
in your departing.

Thank you Mama for everything.
UG loves you and will always love you.
From UG (Chike’s wife)
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CHAPTER CHIKỌDỊLỊ IFEANYỊ
(NÉE ADỊMỌRA)
Mama, as we mourn your demise with heavy hearts, we thank God for
your long life well spent.

We love you and will miss you dearly, but we are comforted knowing that
you are in a better place. May your soul rest in perfect peace.

Adieu our dear aunty!

Chikọdịlị Ifeanyị (née Adịmọra)
Pa Joshua & Ma Ụkadinma’s fifth child

CHAPTER EZINNE ONUBOGU
(NÉE ADỊMỌRA)
Dear Mama,
May your gentle soul rest in peace. I thank God for the life you lived.
The entire Adịmọra family will miss you dearly, but we take solace in the
fact that you will be resting in the bosom of our Lord Jesus.

We love you Mama. Rest on.
From: Ezinne Onubogu (née Adịmọra)
Pa Joshua & Ma Ụkadinma’s sixth child
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CHAPTER
NWAỌBỊAERI

&
ABỌEGO
Mama’s husband’s sisters
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CHAPTER ỌFỌEGBU
TRIBUTE TO MAMA OBODO OYIBO – OUR BELOVED MOTHER

A woman of integrity. Truly, you are a woman of integrity. You are a
pillar of strength to all who come your way. You are a precious and
wonderful Aunty. You are so kind, humble, polite, hardworking,
accommodating and generous.
You filled our various lives with so much joy, love and laughter. You are
indeed an example of motherhood.
We pray today and always that God should give you a perfect peace and
eternal rest – Amen.
We still love and cherish you MAMA OBODOOYIBO.
From,
Mr Theodore .I. Ofoegbu
Emily Ofoegbu
Chinwe Obi Ofoegbu
Stella Ifediba Akajiofor
On behalf of Akajiofor Ọfọegbu family
(Ụmụ nwadiana from Azigbo- Ụmụ Madam Grace Ọfọegbu)
(GRANDCHILDREN OF NWAỌBỊAERI MARIA (NÉE ADỊMỌRA) – MAMA’S SISTER-IN-LOVE)
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The picture shows Theodore Ọfọegbu first from the right, the grandchild of Mama’s sister-in-law Maria Nwaọbịaeri

Nwaọbịaeri Maria Adịmọra
Abọego Edna Adịmọra
Rhoda Adịmọra
(Mamanwannem)
All 3 of Mama’s husband’s sisters
were very much LOVED by Mama
and very much LOVED Mama
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CHAPTER DOROTHY

Photo shows Dorothy Ọby Ọragwa, the grandchild of Mama’s sister-in-LOVE Abọego. Photo by Dr Gore

TRIBUTE TO A NNEỌMA, GREAT MOTHER, MADAM HARRIET
IJEAKỤ ADỊMỌRA - (CHANCELLOR TOUCH LOVE UNIVERSITY)
Oh! Mama, your death came to me as a shock on the 30th Dec. 2018.
I thank God for your life, because I know you are now resting in the
bosom of Almighty God, where there is no suffering, nor problem but
absolute peace .
Mama, my happiness is that I always called when you were in US, to
know how you were faring all the time. Last time we discussed, you told
me that you wanted to come back to Nigeria, " Ulo ha na-agụ m agụ",
which you did.
On the 24th Dec. 2018, I visited you at Ụga, we discussed at length, and
you asked me to sit by your side, "Ezigbo nwa m o teelaoo!" You
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embraced me laid my head on your chest and blessed me. I prayed for
you. You were very happy.
Mama, if your health were to be bought with money, you wouldn’t have
died. Your beloved children took proper care of you. Mama you reaped
the fruit of your womb. To God be the glory.
Ezigbo nne m, as I fondly called you, you were wonderful, loving, caring,
peaceful, a giver and cheerful mother with a will and a good heart.
Always looking out for others.
Thanks to God Almighty for the life you lived. You lived a life worthy of
emulation.
Nne m ọma, you are one out of one million mothers. Mama Ijeakụ, I
salute you! I salute your wisdom, courage, perseverance and strength!
I pray that the Almighty God in Heaven will grant your soul eternal rest in
His bosom.
May you continue to rest till we meet to part no more.
Amen.
Mama we love you but God loves you most.
Adieu Mama!
Adieu Ijeakụ!
Adieu Ezigbo NNEỌMA!
Lọlọ Oby Ọragwa
Ugoeze
(GRANDCHILD OF ABỌEGO EDNA ỤDỤỌJỊ (NÉE ADỊMỌRA) – MAMA’S SISTER-IN-LAW)
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CHAPTER RHODA OBELE ADỊMỌRA

The great Mamanwanne! Mama nwannem the great! The legend, the youngest of
the 3 sisters of Mama’s husband, Mamanwannem Rhoda Obele Adịmọra remains
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the legend with legendary tales which instilled so much pride and confidence in all
Mama’s children. Mamanwannem’s LOVE for Mama, her LOVE for Mama’s husband
and her LOVE for the entire Adịmọra family permeates deep in every Adịmọra cell to
create a formidable unbreakable network of LOVE and friendship across all ages
and all generations.
Mamanwannem was the Royalty who reminded everybody of the Adịmọra royal
roots. She was the custodian of that royalty, in the story she told, in the manner she
carried herself, in the way she was free in being herself.
Stainless beauty with impeccable fashion sense, she was abundantly blessed with
heavenly singing voice that was part of the St James Church choir that won singing
competitions. Mamanwannem was a sight to behold in the way she applied her
“pancake” (foundation powder), her eyeliner, her lipstick and nail polish. You can see
from the photo her well painted toe nails.
Mamanwannem exercised to the full, the beauty of being the youngest daughter by
shining her uniqueness in the LOVE she radiated, in the stories she told about her
roots and her siblings. Her name Obele she called her own brother Abel (Obelenwa
be nnem) who himself was the youngest of them all, the youngest child of
Nwakụabịa’s children.
Mamanwannem so LOVED Mama that she ventured out of her comfort zone, to
assist Mama financially after Mama lost her husband by embarking on trying to start
a road-side business of selling akara28 but her first outing was such a disaster that it
continues to ignite laughter and joy in the family at its remembrance. Her area of
contribution was not that kind of industry and she knew not to continue. However,
her attempt was LOVE that spurred Mama on, inspired Mama and her children and
remain a valuable story of LOVE and joy to be told and retold.29
Those who LOVE never die, they ignite joy and happiness at the mention of their
name. Mamanwannem’s LOVE continues to radiate even stronger by each passing
mention and each remembrance of her in thoughts and in expression.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

28

Fried ground bean paste

29

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUrf49P5DWE&t=53s Sir Emmanuel Ụba tells the story to Mama’s grandchildren
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CHAPTER NNEDI MAMA

“NNEDIM” MAMA CALLED EDITH HER DAUGHTER, THE REINCARNATED
JỌỌNA (JOAN OR JOANNA) NWAKỤABỊ ADỊMỌRA (NÉE ỌKPALAỌKA)
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MAMA’S JOURNEY REACHES THE ABEL ADỊMỌRA FAMILY

ABEL DIM!
“Mama your children
Angọ,
Chikeziri,
Ngọzị,
Nnedim,
Nne Nnedim
and
Nkechi
are missing you” Sir Angus
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CHAPTER MAMA’S CHILDREN

“I promise you that this legacy will be carried on from one generation to the
other.” Nze Akụnwanne, Sir Angus Adịmọra
Photos by Dr Gore
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Mama continues to live in all she planted
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CHAPTER SIR ANGUS ADỊMỌRA

ADIEU MAMA ANGỌ
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YOU TAUGHT US TO LIVE IN PEACE AND LOVE ONE ANOTHER
Mama your children Angọ, Chikeziri, Ngozị, Nnedim, Nne Nnedim and
Nkechi are missing you
To everything there is a season, a time for every purpose under heaven:
A time to be born, and a time to die; A time to plant, and a time to pluck
what is planted. (Ecc 3:1 & 2).
Mama we weep because we love you we equally laugh because of your
life well spent. We mourn because we are going to miss you but we dance
because you lived a glorious life that touched everyone that passed
through you.
Mama on December 30, 2018 you left this sinful world to go to your maker
and left us to continue with your legacy. You taught us that it is better to
give than to receive, you preached forgiveness. {Were iheọma merie ihe
ọjọọ.} You taught us to live in peace and love one another. {Nwanne bụ
ihe etinyeghi nnu ma ọ n’atọ ụtọ}. You taught us to carry each other’s
burden and I promise you that this legacy will be carried on from one
generation to the other.
Mama your children Angọ, Chikeziri, Ngozị, Nnedim, Nne Nnedim and
Nkechi are missing you. Alụemenwa is missing you. Your grandchildren
are missing you; your great-grandchildren are looking for you. Your sisters
are missing you. Your brothers are missing you. All those you touched are
missing you.
ADIEU MAMA
ADIEU MAMA ANGỌ
ADIEU BANK ỤMỤAGBARA
ADIEU NNEOMA HARRIET IJEAKỤ ADỊMỌRA
Sir Angus Ikemdịnachukwu Afamefuna Adịmọra
Nze (Chief) Akụnwanne n’Ụga
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CHAPTER CHIKEZIRI
“Bank ụmụ agbara, it’s the love of God and His power that manifested in your life.
When I retrospect, I can only appreciate Him for what He is” - Chikeziri

MAMA ADAKWERE CHIKEZIRI – NWANNE WU NNI
I cried
I am sorry I cried
I cried yesterday for about 30 minutes
I cried when I came back from work

I went to the fridge to check what I have there to eat, and the first thing I opened was
the last tapioca Mama prepared and Edy brought to me
I couldn’t control my tears
Remembering that yesterday was 30 January 2019
Exactly one month since the news permeated
The news about Mama’s spirit’s ascension to the heavenly abode
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I cried
Just like Jesus Wept
I understood how Jesus felt
When he gave way to tears

My dear sisters
I am sorry I cried
I had no option than to allow the nature to run its course
I held the abacha to my chest, sat down to do the real crying
After I was satisfied with my crying, I consoled myself and kept the abacha back in
the fridge
And went to bed not hungry anymore

Mama has fed me
As she always did
Her spirit has filled me
I had no need at that moment
For any other kind of food
The remembrance of Mama
Filled me up
And I went to sleep
Content and filled
Mama’s love is food
It fills and energises
It draws tears to flow
But fills us with energy
Mama’s love energy
Mama’s love seed
Continues to manifest
Our tears are the waters
Pouring on the soil
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The soil of love
Opening up
Heaving life
As Mama germinates
As Mama radiates
As Mama grows higher
As Mama expands

Mama was a virtuous woman
A woman of faith
Who did all she could
For every one of us
Everywhere we turn
We see her presence
And her presents
She never stopped caring
Caring for us
Now looking after us
From her heavenly place
Her LOVE made her a saint
And an angel.

My experience on 31 January 2019
Revealed a mystery to me
A mystery called Mama
A mystery about Mama
Her deep understanding
About life
About food
About people

A mystery about food
A mystery about one another
We are food to each other
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We fill one another’s appetite
Mama recognised the importance of food
She knew the importance of people
She invested in people
She gave food to people
Her food made the body well
Her words made the spirit walk

Mama will say
“Nwanne wu ihe etinyehe nnu ma ya ana atọ ụtọ”
Using ingredients and people to explain relations and relationships
Brings to mind the sacred saying ‘you are the salt of the earth’
The relationship between Mama’s favourite saying and the Bible saying just revealed
itself to me
And the profound which Mama was and represented has left me in awe
I will say that Mama could have also said that “nwanne wu nni”30
Mama cherished cooking assorted dishes of food and dishing them out so
generously to all around
She knows what food each of us love most and what food each of us can cook well
She was a great cook just as her Ụzọegwu side of her family was
Her mother Late Mrs Alice Umeoke née Ụzọegwu was one of the finest makers of
ogiri31
She was also a creative artist who made ‘ute’32
Mama’s uncles Late Lazarus and Late Mike were renowned Chefs
Her Late Uncle Mike’s freedom restaurant at Ogbete Enugu made great impact
Her Late Uncle Lazarus’s restaurant at Onitsha was the place to eat
My son Ugochukwu inherited their love for cooking
And is following in their step

30

Family/relatives/sisterhood/brotherhood/siblinghood is food
A traditional condiment made from fermented melon seeds that gives traditional soups like ọha and
onugbu soups their signature traditional taste and aroma
32
Mat made from raffia
3131
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A sobering realisation of how family is not just a thing which is delicious without salt
but how family is delicious food which continues to feed generations to come
A secret about family is a secret about food
Good ingredients, create delicious meals
A good meal is prepared at the time of choosing its ingredients
Mama understood this secret and will travel to different markets and different corners
which specialise in different ingredients so as to choose the best ingredients for what
she wants to cook

There is a lesson in this for us all
A lesson to travel to the end of the earth to procure the instrument and ingredient
that will brew love and peace in our relationships
Food is people
People are food to each other
Investing in people is investing in food
Mama loved the taste of my ‘ncha’
She knows me as an expert in abacha salad making
She knows who is good at what
She will call upon me to ‘gbaa ncha’33 for the abacha34

I will keep this abacha which made me cry
I will keep in the fridge until my hunger for it returns
Mama was a woman of noble character
A woman who carried me and resurrected me when the weight and burden I bore
became too heavy

Mama was not just a virtuous woman
Mama was also a Saviour in many people’s lives
We do not say adieu Mama
We say…
Keep looking after us Mama
33

Make soap – a mixture of palm oil and potash with special ingredients added which is the base sauce for
traditional tapioca salad
34
Tapioca – made from boiled cassava which is thereafter soaked cassava to remove poisonous toxins
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We know that you are even more powerful now
You are with God
You have always asked God to use you for His works

Mrs Chikeziri Joan Adakwere Ezenwụba
Née Adịmọra
Rtd Headmistress

WORDS OF MAMA
“The world is a stage where we play out our ‘lifes’ and leave” - Adakwere
Mama said that

Ụwa bụ ahịa
Onye zụrụ nke ya, ọ laa35
35

Life/World is market, one shops and goes.
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CHAPTER ADA ADỊMỌHA

“Ada Adimoha”
“Maaa”
That is Mama calling Ngo, and Ngo answering. The name Mama called Ngo, the
name that tells tales. Deep-rooted tales of wide-connecting proportions. Stories of
Mama’s deep LOVE for the whole of the Adịmọra clan. Mama understood the power
of names and the deep meaningful import and importance names convey and
bestow. Mama made every one of us know our import and importance. The import,
importance and deep meaning in a name. The name Mama gave and called. She
made every one of us feel our special.

Mama you created an atmosphere of storytelling. The conducive aura which inspired
Mama Nwannem to tell her tales and in which Mama Nwannem’s stories flourished.
The story which nourished us, giving us confidence and sowing the deep within us,
the deep that is deeper than royalty, the deep that made us and continue to make
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us, making us beneficiaries of all that is beautiful, the beauty of family, the joy of
each and every one of us owning own story. What a story maker! What an
educationist! An educator whose impact spans generations. A Professor of the
highest degree whose philosophy is touching, moving and illuminating the whole
world.
Mama, with expanding smile, I remember Mama Theodore, Mrs Grace Ọfọegbu. I
remember her aura and presence when your own aura and presence attracted her
and drew her deeply into our lives. I remember her strong character and her beauty.
I remember her visiting us at No.16 Grant street. Your LOVE for the whole Adịmọra
was very enriching to us as your home became the nest which bred and nurtured
relationships across all the generations of the Adịmọras, the family branches, leaves,
flowers, fruits, roots, scents. You were married to the whole of the Adịmọras and all
of their expansive and expanding roots and branches. You made No. 16 Grant
street, a breeding place of LOVE energy which connected all to us and enriched us
with the deep and true beauty of family.

Ada Adịmọha. Maria Nwaọbịaeri Adịmọra. Ngọ is Ada Adịmọha. The only one who
married first in Ụga, gave birth to Ebunaụzọmem before circumstances moved her to
marry into the Ọfọegbu family in Azụigbo. Ngọ is the mother of Grace Ọfọegbu. No
wonder I remember her with smiles.
Ngọ is the grandmother of
Theodore Ọfọegbu
Emily Ọfọegbu
Chinwe Obi Ọfọegbu
Stella Ifedịba Akajiofor
who have bowed to pay Mama homage in Chapter Ọfọegbu family.

I beam with smile as I begin to tell my own story. Everybody has a story and can
share own story. I share mine in my own way. It may sound like fiction or like fact. It
does not matter whether it is fact or a fiction. What matters is that it is captivating.
Mama, you are my captivating story. I am the story from you and you are the story I
tell. You in me just as I am in you.
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Stories begin with once upon a time, but mine begins with once upon a palm. Your
palm, the palm which held many, fed many, nurtured many, printed on many,
impacted a huge. A palm, a handprint. Lines spreading beyond the palm, like roots
and branches. A palm, a one stem tree growing tall with fronds. Rich is its every cell.
The flowers, the stem, the fronds. The fruits, the wine which flows. Like the palm
prints, the palm tree prints. The palm fronds its fingerprints. You harvested many,
making oil from the fruits, using the fronds to sweep, leaving prints as it sweeps.

The land was your friend Mama and remains your friend Mama. You called it sacred
“ala nsọ”. It is waiting to welcome you as you become part of its sacred. Its holy will
erupt in praises of you when your body finally lies inside it. You journeyed its surface
with holy sole, courted its manure when you cultivated it, scratched its back as you
like your own back scratched when you weeded it, and became its midwife delivering
its abundance when you harvested the yields of its womb, filling the barns. Ijeakụ!
What a name! Your journey is wealth in every way. Journey on in wealth, Mama.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

Mama
Remember that Palm story we told not too long ago. It was a retelling of a story. A
story which Nky heard once and never forgot, wanting to hear it over and over again.
Mama, do you remember that day not too long again when Nky wanted to get the
facts correct because she was going to use the story for Touch LOVE Worldwide
project, you, being the Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide and a
great supporter of the Touch LOVE Worldwide cause. On that day, you became the
Palm storyteller. You started telling her the story she was so eager to record. I
started adding some facts which I remembered. You agreed with my input and said it
happened as I remembered it. The mark of your humility, Mama. You will always
listen and will always accept the truth no matter who it was coming from, whether
coming from a child born yesterday or a mature being of a million years expanding,
never claiming to know what you do not know, never under any pressure to be what
you are not.
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Mama do you remember how you and I told that Palm story? It was more than a
palm story. It was a world story. A story that told so deep and so wide. Well this is
how Nkechi wrote it on facebook, and how social media has been reading it.
“CONNECTING EARTH, CONNECTION IS EARTH: A TREE BEARING WITNESS
TO THE LIFE, BOND AND STRUGGLES OF MOTHER AND CHILD
In a faraway land, may be not so far away
The land of Palm Trees, where here is there and there is here
A child was heard crying in the far away distance and could not be comforted
Insistent was the cry and beyond any soothing
Nothing will stop the cry not even the mother's breast milk
The cry raised a search party which searched for solution but brought back a tale

Deep into the forest, beyond and beneath, the search penetrated; touch rupturing
membrane, solution flowing out and journeying, streaming through, connecting
ancient and modern which echoed paths of rivers connecting oceans of tears, leaving
trails as tails
A tale, the solution flowing back
The tale in response to the distant cry was a demand
A demand for a tree
A tree of her own for none was given to her when her afterbirth was taken
Her hands left barren, her solution taken to feed the land
To feed other hands leaving her own land barren and empty
The cry eventually stopped when solution reached and touched her, enriching her
earth with its healing properties
A tall Palm tree, in fruit and in season bearing many seasons
A palm called her own, the palm which became hers
A tree bearing witness to the life, bond and struggles of mother and child, and those
close to struggle

Every afterbirth is born to nourish the land
Every afterbirth is a nourishing land; a return to the land what was taken from the
land
It is therefore important for every person, child, adult, expectant mother, aspiring
mother, mothers, parents, to make a philosophical journey of connection to the
connecting umbilical cord and give a philosophical quality time to the subject of
afterbirth
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The LOVE-radiating piece which grows with the child and enriches the whole family.”

Mama you are a birth. You remain the connecting umbilical cord connecting here
and there.
NGỌ NWAM HAPỤ YA, ONWEHE IHE NA EME CHUKWU AMAHA…
Mama, on 23 December 2018 you were in your high spirit, a great spirit, already at
home in Ụga for Christmas. I called and you were full of praises as usual for me and
for all. You told me that you were set and that you were waiting for others in the
family to be ready. You wanted to know if I was in Nigeria in my usual surprise visit.
You know me too well.
Mama, one of the reasons I did not come to see you in Atlanta is because I knew I
would see you in another week. Yes, I had planned one of those surprises because I
bought my ticket to travel to Nigeria on 3 December, 3 days after your arrival in
Nigeria, but cancelled the ticket due to an emergency. I knew you were still hopeful
because you said "Mhhh kam kwerenu" not fully convinced I was not in Nigeria.
How I wish I was there, how much I regret not pulling that surprise. But I hear your
voice now consoling me. "Nwam hapụ ya onwehe ihe nemenu Chukwu amaha.
Otu ihe siri pụta gị were ya, kenee Chukwu".
Mama I celebrate your life and thank God for His blessings. Your life was fulfilled and
you were surrounded by loved children, nieces, grandchildren great-grandchildren,
sisters adopted children - in your own house, your own room, your own bed. It was
your prayer for long and God answered it. You only crossed over to your heavenly
abode. The ultimate we all hope for. I give God all the glory and say rejoice on Mama
and Papa till we meet again.
Love you two forever
Jean Ngozi Obiageli Ifeoma Adimora Ofoma – 23rd January 2019
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CHAPTER NGỌZỊ

NGO'S CAPTIVATING STORY ABOUT THIS LEGEND
Appreciation of an Amazing Mother who solely and single-handedly trained her six
children following the untimely death of her beloved husband
The wife of Late Abel Okparaụnanma Egbuemenwa Adịmọra
The most Beautiful creation in the Whole Wide World
A broad minded philanthropist with a vision and life of Love till her last breath
A mother of six but in reality millions
The soft gum that fondly binds us all together
The Umbrella that covers and shields off harsh rains.
The endearing presence that never fills
A wealth of wisdom and counsel
The core that makes home sweet and assured kingly and queenly welcome
Our platform of comfort and provision that makes our home projects easier
The best five start hotel for everyone
The irresistible magnet that creates great hunger and attraction to the village for us,
our husbands, our children, our grandchildren and her great grandchildren.
The name that removes any fear of lack or want for the entire family
A true mother that cannot stand to see any child in pain
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And will willingly and cheerfully foot the bill of her suggestions for the well-being and
peace of others.
A heart so misunderstood and taken for granted by some who termed her foolish yet
astutely undaunted in her life of love. "Hapu ha, esogbune, mee ihe ikwesiri imee,
nke ọzọ dịzịara Chukwu" she will encourage you. Abọna ọbọ, were ihe ọma
merie ihe ọjọọ" “Chukwu anaha arahụ- ụra" was always her response whatever
the situation was.

Our Mother
Mama Ikemdịnachukwu Afamefune Angus Adịmọra
Mama Adakwere, Adaosoziri Joan, Adịmọra Ezenwụba
Mama Ngọzị Ọbịageli Ifeọma Jean Adịmọra Ọfọma
Mama Chinwendu Edith Adịmọra Chukuka
Mama Azụka Charity Adịmọra Ọkụ
Mama Nkechi Harriet Adịmọra Gore
Nneọma, echiri na St James Church, Ụga
Bank Ụmụagbara
Pattern Ụmụagbara
Integrity Ụmụinyom
The beauty whose favorite sayings include:
Kwụwa akaghị ọtọ, Kwụrụ na Eziokwu, Were iheọma merie ihe ọjọọọ
Confession of leadership: Favorite line of prayer and daily confession for years, for
my brother Angus: “Were nkpanaka I nyere Moses nyeyi n’aka”.
Amazing Woman of all ages and generations

Every word of this great quote is you, Mama. God captured it all
“Who can find a virtuous woman? For her price is far above rubies.
Strength and honor are her clothing; and she shall rejoice in times to come.
She openeth her mouth with wisdom; and in her tongue is the law of kindness.
She looketh well to the ways of her household, and eateth not the bread of idleness.
Her children rise up and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth her.
Many daughters have done virtuously, but thou excellest them all.
Favor is deceitful, and beauty is vain: but a woman that feareth the Lord, she shall
be praised.
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Give her the fruit of her hands; and let her own works praise her at the city gates”. –
Proverbs 31:10, 25-31
You gladly toiled for your own and other people’s children
I kept wondering how you maintained the wonderful peaceful home we enjoyed
Protected and shielded us from bad influence
We had nothing but awesomely contented, and proud of our values
Tenderly loving, generously giving, denying yourself of everything for children to
have it all
Sacrificing time, pleasures, wealth, even life; Afo Akpugo (during the war) on the
floor of a tipper to buy cassava with bullets flying all around
For the role you so joyfully filled - Mother and Father
A woman of great business acumen - Bakery, Soap, Sewing outfit, snacks and
foreman for their property (my father and her)
(Nkyee I am still trying hard to forgive you for the type of cries whenever she took me
with her to the building site to look after you while she supervises the work)
Constantly on her knees every 5 am “Mgwa, sekpurunu ani ka anyi Kpee ekpere”
Not minding she went to bed at 11pm, for then ends her daily toil.
Resourceful in your life’s career
A pool of wisdom and intelligence
Great Mathematician
Patient in waiting: “Danda sịrị ihe dịọkụ ka emechaa jụọọ oyi”,“Nwayọ bụ ije”
you would quip in, in challenges

You scolded and pampered in true love
You are an amazing Mother
One of the Mother in a trillion or a whole generation
Amazing Counsellor
Your voice was so strong, filled with wisdom and great philosophies of what life is all
about
I draw from it in my cross roads, and it has never failed me, because your counsel is
based on Love
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I hear your voice and words of wisdom even in this my old age (You don’t like me
saying that but I have come a very long way Mama) I do not take it for granted

Mama I greet you
You are the best in moral education, the best in physical education;
Ntufere and Ekeututu experience.
I did not know what I was thinking when I embarked on that trip with you
"Mother – You are the Bank where we deposited all our hurts and worries." (T.
DeWitt Talmage)

And Mother I thank you
You care so much not just for your children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren,
but everyone that comes in contact with you
You remember situations and follow up remembering every detail, just because you
care
Most humble; to you everybody is somebody
Never discouraged even when people take advantage of your generous, beautiful
heart
You deeply and truly care for all and see it as your responsibility to advise and
encourage everyone the best you can for progress
You are never tired of listening, digesting and providing solution
Through thick and thin, you have been there for me, for us all

And Mother I thank you
All my darling children thank you for giving them their first birth and providing every
care and attention necessary throughout their infancy to adulthood

Mama we thank you
Your years of many trips to Navy School,Federal Government College Onitsha,
Queens and Kings Colleges for visits, to your, grandchildren with delicious meals,
provisions and money not minding the risk and stress, are not forgotten
My darling husband is very proud of you and speaks of your kindness and generosity
with relish
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Young mothers look up to you and pray that they will turn out to be mothers like you.
Mama I am very proud of you, and cannot thank God enough for giving us you

And Mother we thank you
Your visits were looked forward to because it boosts the exciting time we always
enjoyed in my household; the family dance hours and how you cherished it, ready
sumptuous breakfast in the mornings, delicious dinner embellished with stories from
home and life as we enjoy your delectable cuisine. Even our dog looked forward to
your visits because you spoil them rotten.
Your ‘detective eyes’ watching and seeing what I could not see but true
Truth was your banner

Thank you Mama
Coming home has never been a problem or big challenge, because you are home,
and you make things easy.
And Mother I thank you

It is amazing how you held us together, with utmost love for one another and to God
who saw you through
I remember when it was too much for you and you trekked to our school to ask the
principal for more time for our school fees
It did not happen, rather, you were advised by a tutor to take us all back to the village
to farm
You came home dejected but more determined to pull through
I cannot forget your cry that day
It was your second time of losing my father, your husband
And Mother we thank you

What I still have not understood till today was how you joyfully received and
entertained in-laws and whole- heartedly received those who lived with us
In addition, you partially bore the burden of their school fees as well
In the two rooms we lived, my mother-in-law would visit, and you would prepare
special vegetable soup for her, stress free, despite the fact that your daily routine
except Sunday, was 5am to 11pm.
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Never sick or most likely covered up
For years you went to Ogbete for your hotel grocery and came back, prepared five
different dishes in a shared little kitchen - beans, rice, plantain, akara, soup and gari
all alone; (that is one of your characters I consciously refused to emulate (hahahaha!)
You encouraged us to read our books and do our home-work “Hapunu, ka ntatawa
nke mu na unu”
This was done daily for years
You owned only one wrapper, the one you used for mourning Papa
You would wash it in the evening after about 11 pm and wore it in the morning
It became your only wardrobe after the period of mourning just to see to our needs
What a Jewel of a Mother
Can somebody show me a mother better than this………?
None
Mama I told you, you are the BEST

Mama I cannot put on paper your love
Your care your commitment to truths, and your so many other virtues, I cannot put
on paper
I get overwhelmed thinking of how amazing you are
Thank you for being there for all of us from struggles through school and your
support even when we became married
You are the support system of the family and the golden link which binds us to duty
and truth
You most willingly gave us your all
Thank you
Thank you
Thank you Ma
Lady Ngọzị Jean Ọfọma
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CHAPTER JEAN
I FEEL FOUNDATION LESS WITHOUT MAMA - NGỌ ỌFỌMA
I cannot ask for more in a mother like my mother! A true child of God who is resting
in perfect peace with our Lord Jesus Christ. A philanthropist, kind, generous, a
woman of great integrity who worked so hard to raise us in Christ, love and unity.
You know in my family we never as much as call ourselves names not even "idiot".
Our loving father died early, but my mother vowed to fulfil the plan she and my father
had for each and every one of us and she did single-handedly. On top of that, took
responsibilities other people’s children, sponsored many in trades and education,
constantly prayed for people and fed whoever came her way. I am happy two years
ago we invited all and sundry to eulogise her in life. She accomplished her destiny
and lived a fulfilled life. My mother travelled back to Nigeria in November and stayed
in the city with my brother. They all went on Christmas vacation to the village and
there she transited to heaven in her own house, her own bed, surrounded by her
sister, only son, grandchildren, daughter-in-law, great-granddaughter-in-law nieces
and nephews. She transited exactly one month after she got to Nigeria.
The filling station attendants in Igboukwu will shade tears because anytime we went
out with her to fill the tank, she will give them good money. She was doing it because
of her large heart and to also see that they take care of me whenever I am there.
Yesterday I was flooded with thoughts of Mama and cried all the way home. I don't
even know how to manage when I get to Ezinifite because she has always been a
great starting point and awesome umbrella against many challenges

When I remember she will not be there when I get home I feel lost and confused. If I
get home I usually stay with her. She will provide food, send hands to clean the
Ezinifite house, arrange for tanker to bring water, cook, give ideas, check on me
every 20 minutes, counsel, encourage and give food and money to those working for
me. She will calm me down and tell me to forget whatever that is lost or stolen from
the house
I feel foundation less without Mama
Lady Jean Ngozị Ọfọma
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CHAPTER ỌBỊAGELỊ
STORIES PASSED ON BY MAMA
My mother told me a story
She told me a story of her first meeting with my father
A student of DMGS Onitsha on holidays
Playing football with his peers at St James School field
My mother a young maiden yet to become a woman
On her way to see my paternal grandmother who had earlier on spotted her
And thought her very beautiful for her elegant handsome son - my father
Out of nowhere the ball hit her,
And the culprit my father
Intentionally?
My mother looked at him and kept walking
After the games
My father came home to find, in their house, the girl he earlier encountered at the
football

Mama told a story
A story of Eze Ndubuisi
The king
In his quest to get the most beautiful wife
Went to all corners of the earth to find one
None of the maidens recommended were acceptable to him
Until he saw a woman at sun dawn near his palace
From the top of his mansion in the palace
The most beautiful and charming
Without any enquiry he sent for her
And immediately proposed and married her
Eze Ndubuisi’s mother was gifted and knew immediately that the lady the son
married was a hyena
The new wife ate nothing cooked that was given to her for days.
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Night after night she would wake up to devour the King
But the King’s mother would start shouting Ezendubuisi ogoli gina ya bi wukwa
agụo-o
And the new wife would tell the king that his mother shouts and disturbed her sleep

The king would warn the mother to stop disturbing the wife
But the mother would not keep quiet while the hyena wife was about killing and
eating the King
The King was furious and ordered that his mother be killed

The next day the hyena wife was about killing the king again
But the King’s mother’s heart started calling her son
At this point the king ordered the mother’s whole body, especially, the heart
be beaten in a mortar
The next morning the King was to present his wife to all his subjects and everybody
gathered
But the king did not come out
At the piazza was the hyena
Holding up the leftover of king’s thigh
BY NWAỌBỊAERI ADỊMỌRA ỌFỌMA

MAMA’S WORDS
"Nwam hapụ ya
Onwehe ihe nemenu Chukwu amaha
Otu ihe siri pụta gị were ya
Kenee Chukwu" – Mama
My child, leave it
There is nothing that Great God does not know
However things turn out, accept,
Thank God.
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CHAPTER IFEỌMA
THE MYSTERIES
A man wandered into the house
In the midst of my uncles, aunty, and father
Pointed at the only toddler in the room
Demanded they ask me what I wanted
“She does not talk yet”, was the reply
He insisted, and they did
The toddler spoke, and said 'nkwụ' the demand and ownership that overrode the
custom yet honoured.
They were amazed
My oldest uncle stepped out with me and gave me the most robust palm tree outside
his gate
My now late aunty Mama Nwannem became my property manager
She never missed to bring me the proceeds from the sale of my palm tree produce
My first property lasted till after the birth of my second daughter when it was
uprooted for the construction of a new building
That was a mystery

Recounting in detail at a tender age, the hospital where I was born was another story
and mystery
The shape of the building, the type of windows, the colour, and the position of the
door
My mother was in awe and shushed me to stop
But I had already said it all
Lady Ngọzị Ifeọma Ọfọma
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CHAPTER EDITH CHINWE CHUKUKA

Mama “The Iroko Tree”
Mama Nne-dighị Jọna, Nwakụabịa n’ekele ghị.
“Nnedim” as you fondly call me is lost for words just as you’ll always tease me that I
don’t know how to “kọ akụkọ” Now Ijeakụ as I sometimes called you, who do I tell
and what do I say?
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As always you would advise to tell the truth and stand by the truth. Here’s the truth
about my mother.
First here’s who and what my mother is not.

My mother is not weak, intimidated by anyone, afraid, a gossip, envious, deceitful,
lazy, ungrateful, untruthful, unloving, stingy and inconsiderate.
So, who is my mother? My mother Nneọma Harriet Ijeakụ is a woman of integrity,
great strength and dignity, great resilience, tenacity, hardworking, kind, generous,
trustworthy, resourceful, optimistic, wise, godly and truthful! Sometimes abrasively
truthful. If you don’t want to hear the truth, my mom is not the person to go to for
advice because sometimes she could be abrasively truthful. “Truth uncut”

My mother is not perfect. She has little tolerance to laziness, lies and gossips.

My mom single-handedly raised her children with no help from anyone after the
passing of our father by selflessly tasking and stretching herself. I remember when
she would go to our Secondary school to plead for extension to come up with our
school fees after my dad passed. Her day would start at 5 am with morning devotion
and ended around 10 pm Monday through Saturday all year. Despite barely making
both ends meet, she would still welcome and entertain relatives coming to stay or in
transit to their destination. And she would always serve and treat all as she did to her
children.

My mother has incredible strength. At her age she still cultivated and harvested her
produces both in Nigeria and in America and stored for her children. Her barn of
yam, cocoyam and cassava always full and rich, not to talk of her farm of vegetable
and the joyful chickens roaming about in her home in playful interactions. My mother
was present at every pivotal moment in my life, at all my children’s birth celebration,
our first home, our second home, my CPA award etc. each time celebrating and
beaming with pride.
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Your generosity and hospitality are unparalleled and your love spreads and feeds
like an Iroko tree. You touched everyone you came in contact with through your
advice, words of wisdom, generosity, hospitality of feeding and financial gifts. Your
physicians are still enjoying your flowers and remembering you and your special
hugs. You give and never expecting anything in return. My mother would feed
anyone that steps in her compound and in our house. She donated to many
charitable organizations like supporting the “Ụmụchu In America” during a
convention, donating a cooler of “abacha” she personally made despite her declining
health in support of 2017 Ụga convention in New York. My mother is complete and at
her highest spirit when she is giving all, all of herself. . Her life was a life of
giving. She was born to give, she lived to give, she wanted to continue living so that
she will continue giving.

Mama, your legacy still lives on through us your children. You taught us to be giving,
to be forgiving, accommodating, resilient, generous and godly. Your tenacity is
unsurpassed. You always consider other people and their need first before your
need. You sacrificed all for your children!

This last year my mom was sick and hospitalized a couple of times. Her strength,
faith in God, positive attitude and the will to fight was incredible. She performed
beyond expectations. At every opportunity she would express her attitude to her
doctors with her big smile and hug.

She would constantly and repeatedly express her love to her family in US, UK and
Nigeria. Her need to go home and visit was another example of her giving, a need
which was so strong that she insisted on travelling despite any advice.
My mother would always tell me “nwam unu anwago” and would go further to state
that in her next life that she would ALWAYS choose us as her children. She insisted
that no one has enjoyed what we had provided her in life. She was very proud of her
2015 Celebration of Life and was looking forward to another one. She was actually
already talking about it and inviting people to come if they are in Nigeria when she’ll
be celebrated. Mama was extremely proud and favorably talk about her in-laws and
how God answered her prayers and blessed her with great in-laws. Her
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grandchildren and great-grandchildren would brighten her days, a real source of joy
during her days of sickness and she looked forward to their calls.
Angus, Adakwere, Ngọzị, Azụka, Nkechi, Mama sị ayị ebezina. Na onwehe ihe
dịka ayị, Onwehe ihe eji enwo anyị.

She was extremely proud of who we have become individually and how we took care
of her in life. Her regret was that Papa never saw us blossom. But hey, she can now
tell him all about us!
Let us live her greatest legacy of LOVE and UNITY!
Mama oo, Nneọma, Bank Ụmụnwanyị, Harriet, Ijeakụ, Ezigbo nne Chukwu hụrụ gị
nanya. We love you and you still live on in our hearts!
And you would always reply “I love you too”.
Dr Edith Chinwe Chinazo Chukwuka, Mama’s own personal doctor. She knows
every of Mama’s medication by name and by sight. She is the doctor,doctors
consulted in the treatment of Mama. She telephoned Nigeria immediately at the
news of Mama’s passing to know that the passing has not been proclaimed by
mistake. She had seen it all. Mama was her “nwunye nwa m” and she was Mama’s
“Nnedim”. She cared for Mama like no other. I call her the Angel. Even though this is
an understatement. Her sleepless night. Her monumental achievement which is
done silently.
Mrs Edith Chinwe Chinazọ Chukuka (Nnedi Mama)
Née Adịmọra
Edy, Mama’s own physician, Mama’s own consultant on call 24 hours both when
Mama was in America and in Nigeria. Mama’s own pharmacist who will recite
Mama’s medicines even in her sleep. Mama’s own carer and nurse, who cared for
Mama 24 hours. Edy, you lived your name. Nnedi Mama. You were indeed and in
deed Mama’s own mother, Mama’s own mother-in-love, you became everything in
that name – mother (Nne), husband (di) m (me). You became Mama to Mama. You
became husband to Mama. You felt every pain of Mama. In you the nnedim
expanded into a new meaning towering proportion, combining mother, husband,
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mother-in-law, Mama into one big expanding phenomenon. Nnedi Mama, Mama is
still praising you and we all are thanking you)
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CHAPTER AZỤKA CHARITY ỌKỤ
In Loving Memory of
Ezinne Harriet Ijeakụ Adịmọra
1923
December 30 2018

Love Lives On
Those we love remain with us
for love itself lives on
and cherished memories never fade
because a loved one’s gone.
Those we love can never be
more than thought apart,
for as long as there is memory,
they’ll live on in the heart.
- Bradley Smith & Smith

There’s really no better way to put it but mum was my best friend. As I got older, I
became closer and closer to my mum and became more appreciative of her and
everything she did for me. Here are somethings that I will forever be grateful for:
A constant best friend. You were not only my mum but also my first and best friend.
When you were in America, I always had someone to talk to, go shopping with, plan
and prepare meals with, and much more. I didn’t have to go outside to look for
friends, I always had the best one right by my side. I will forever miss your delicious
meals.
A shoulder to cry on. She has always been my rock and my anchor from when I was
a kid, to when I was married with children. No matter how tear strained my path may
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be, mama always taught me to surrender my all to God. She would say to me
“Nwa’m hapụ rụ ya chukwu.” She has always been there for me. All those times I
would pretend that everything was okay when it wasn’t, she would see right through
me and always asked what the problem was a million times. As annoying as it was, it
was a great feeling when I finally let it all out and have her hold me as I cry.
Endless laughs. She wasn’t only there for the bad times but also the good times.
Always celebrating my achievements and praising my efforts and resilience. She will
dance up and down with excitement, high five, hug, and cheer. These were the
powerful incentives that pushed me to keep trying.
Girls nights with lots of eating. As mother and child, we shared a bond which
transcends every other thing and that bond you extended to my children. We would sit
in my kitchen and talk Some nights we would just boil some corn and crack open some
coconuts. We would cook and cut cassava for abacha. We would just sit back on the
couch and have a mother/daughter night.
Motivating each other. She was strong, determined, and these were the qualities that
she instilled in each and every one of her children. She would come in early in the
morning, wake me up, and push me to get the day started. I secretly thanked her for
it once I was up and moving and making the most out of my days.
Never giving up. It is not a given who will stay in your live but my mother never left
me, and on top of that she never gave up on me and I am forever grateful for that. It
is awesome to have a number one supporter.
Perfect role model. 2nd Timothy 1, verses 3 to 7: “continue in what you have learned
and have become convinced of, because you know those from whom you have
learned it.” It was because of her I knew what kind of mother I wanted to be. When
the time came for me to raise my own children, I am not doing it any other way than
what she taught me. Mama was a hymn singer, a catechism-reciting, God-fearing
woman and my siblings and I have been marked by her faith. She instructed us to
not repay evil with evil or insult with insult. She spoke and lived out the truth.
She always tried to help anyone who needed it in whatever way that she could
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Hard worker. I cannot express how grateful I am to have had a mother that worked
so hard every single day. She showed me that it is very possible to be an amazing
mother and also have a great job. When her husband, my father passed, she passed
through sleepless nights and denied herself a whole lot and single-handedly raised
all of us. It definitely wasn’t easy but she fought through it and I admire her for that.
Her characteristics. The greatest compliment I get from people is that I am a replica
of my mother. If that is true, I consider myself one lucky girl. She had great strength,
dignity, humor, patience, understanding, and so much more. I can only hope to take
on more of her characteristics as I grow older.
Memories that will last me a life time.
I will never forget the times we’ve had and I will always treasure them. I was
fortunate enough to get to spend most of her final days with her and I did what I
could for her to make sure she was comfortable.
Our prayers, words, actions, and service can be powerfully used by the Lord while
we live and after we’ve gone. That’s why my siblings and I still rehearse things that
were passed on to us from you. My prayer is that Mama’s legacy will not stop with
us.
I will always appreciate you every single day of my life Mama. You created a
memory that will last us a lifetime. I love you.
Nne nne di gị, Azụka

AZỤKA’S CRY
Mama taught me everything except how to mourn for her, how to bear her
departure, how to cope with the loss – Azụka Charity Adịmọra Ọkụ cries from
pain as the loss hit her deep. Her tears the only thing she had, her heart-rending, the
only exercise possible at that moment, her pain the only reply emanating.
Azy had the pleasure of looking after Mama. Looking after was a gift which Mama’s
infirmities gave to all who looked after her. Looking after a LOVED one is a gift which
teaches deep meaning of life and brings extraordinary expansion of spirit.
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Azy looked after Mama. She applied her newly acquired nursing skill as well as her
previously acquired caring skill. Her strength and abilities were invested in giving
Mama her best. She scrubbed Mama until Mama shone. She bought her funky
apparels and shoes, and made sure Mama wore her “LUCKY” hat in the winter to the
admiration of nurses, doctors and others who met Mama’s LUCKY hat.
Mama as always, was eternally grateful, praising and thanking her “Nne nne di”.

MAMA'S GRADUATION
Every degree held by Mama’s children is Mama’s degree
Every of their achievements is Mama’s achievement
They made a point of it
Making Mama to graduate over and over again

Mama graduated yet again
Another degree added to her crown of degrees
Mama's graduation into Nne36 Nurse
An additional degree to many Azuka has

Azuka is seen at the distance admiring Mama
Having crowned Mama Nne Nurse
One of her happiest moments
One of her happiest joys
Is that Mama attended this event

Mama present as always
Beaming with pride and joy
At her precious daughter’s achievement
Mama will still attend every event
Because what her body did in life
Her spirit will continue to do

36

Nne means mother
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Mama’s LOVE beams and continues to radiate
Her smile warms hearts and spreads joy
Mama gave to both Nigeria and USA
Her enriching personality
Mama’s smile touched those on the streets
And they stopped to bow and praise
To lay their respect at her altar
Her sacred altar of smile and LOVE
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

Mama seen in this photo wearing a hat on which is inscribed ‘LUCKY’ and being
celebrated by Azy with flowers.
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In this photo Azụka delights Mama with the presentation of Azụka’s newly acquired Florence Nightingale
Special Recognition certificate and some flowers. Mama bounced back after this hospital stay to go on to
celebrate many more milestones. Even in a hospital bed, Mama remained beautiful and LOVEradiating.
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CHAPTER NKECHI
"Through our close friendship with your wonderful daughter Harriet and your most
exceptional grandson William, we know that you have created a very special family
and we celebrate with you today. Your family is bursting with love, brilliance and
laughter. Wrap yourself in the love of your family and bask in the glow of what has
come from you.
With best wishes for a very happy 'birthday' celebration,”
Karen, Jeff, Nicolas and Kristin (from Westport, CT USA) – 2015
In one life are many ‘lifes’ and multiple births. 28 December 2015, the birth of Mama
as the Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide and the day of openly
celebrating in her presence, her words of LOVE and wisdom which were
monumentalised, unveiled, exhibited and celebrated. 30 December 2018, another
kind of birthday. Mama’s birth into the degree of ancestors.
Nkechinyereonyeyawere. That which God gives one, let one take. That is the name
Mama and Papa gave me. There are many variants of this name including Nkechi
but all variants are within the same meaning. Nkeonyere which means “the one
given” or the one it gave” is the variant which only Mama Nnukwu (Nneọma Gladys
Adịmọra) called me.
Mama had 5 children before I came along. If you string all our names together, a
story emerges.
Ikemdịnachukwu Afamefuna – My strength is in God, let my name not be lost.
Chikeziri Adakwere – God made perfect, being first daughter fits
Ngọzịchukwuka Ọbịageli Ifeọma – Blessing of God is paramount, one who comes to
enjoy/eat, Good thing
Chinwe Chinazọ – God owns, God defends/saves
Azụka – Having people strongly behind is paramount
Mama and Papa valued people. They made God the centre of their strength. They
wanted their legacy to last and their names to live on. They saw God’s blessings as
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paramount. They knew that only God makes perfect and submitted to God in all
things, taking only that which God gave.
I live by the story Mama and Papa made and told with our names. A present they
bestowed on us for us to embrace at all times. One family, one story, one in 6, 6 in
one. I have taken what God gave me, knowing that God is my strength, that God
makes perfect, that God’s blessing is paramount, that God owns me and saves me
with so many LOVED ones strongly behind me.
Thank you Mama and Papa. Your legacy lives on. It lives on in us. It lives on in the
LOVE you planted. It lives on in the form of this book. This book which will live in
universities including the universities called human minds and the UK universities
called Oxford university and Cambridge university. The LOVE within this book and
within us will continue to be powerful force nurturing and nourishing as you nurtured
and nourished. LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS. LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS.

TRANSFORMED TO ACTIVE LOVE EXPANSION
Rest In Peace. A very popular saying. Resting is beautiful when the body needs it to
recharge itself and continue its work. Peace is beautiful and is always welcome.
When a LOVEbearer passes, the LOVEbearer passes to a higher degree. A level of
LOVE which it has never reached before. There are different levels of LOVE. There
are different degrees of LOVE. There are different states of LOVE. Active state and
dormant stage. The body is a store of energy. The energy called LOVE. When a
LOVEbearing body passes, the LOVE within that body passes to another degree. A
level where the LOVE is not constrained but can beam out unconstrained.
Active LOVE is like the sun which shines continuously even when one does not see
it. Active LOVE releases LOVEenergy as the sun releases radiation. Active LOVE is
not a state where resting is needed after work. Mama is Active LOVE. She will rest
like manure. She will rain like the rain. She will shine like the sun. She will spring like
the spring. She will flower like the flower. So I do not say rest in peace. I say shine
on, you are LOVE. What one calls one’s thing is what it becomes. What one makes
of it is what it becomes. I call Mama LOVE. I make Mama LOVE. Mama has always
been LOVE.
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The state Mama is in now does not have rest in its vocabulary. It is a state which
transforms into LOVE whatever encounters its energy. The energy of LOVE, Mama
is LOVE energy. Mama is the manure that nurtures.
How can Mama’s LOVE stay still when many in the world need LOVE! How can
Mama’s LOVE be dormant when many in the world need peace? The world needs
more LOVE and Mama has a key role to play. The earth needs LOVEbearers and
Mama’s LOVE is bearing many. Mama, the LOVEbearer, emitting, transmitting,
radiating LOVE continuously to fill the world with LOVE, with aura of LOVE, with
active LOVE, with active beauty, with scents of LOVE and sense of LOVE.
What you make of Mama, Mama will be to you. I make Mama LOVE. Active LOVE.
To me, Mama is LOVE, active and expanding powerful and transcending energising
and transforming.
Ihe dị omimi unu amaha ebuka. The deep we don’t know, abundant. Mama is here
to teach us some deep. Some of the deep that we don’t know. I make Mama my
deep teacher and learn the deep in LOVE in life.
Expanding LOVE Active Mama (ELAM)!
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

FULL BLAZING LOVE ENERGY
Rest for what? My children are crying and you are asking me to rest. I have many
children. The world is filled with children. They are all my children. I have retired from
my pain. Now in a state of no pain. Fully powered, to continue LOVE work. I went
through pain and felt deep pain. My painless being will lift spirits of all on my way.
That is what I call rest. I did not lie still in life how can I lie still now. Now that I am
more life. Now that I am blazing LOVE, emitting LOVEwatts in LOVE energy. Rest is
for those who have no work to do. I have so much work to do. The second phase of
my LOVE work has just begun.
Indeed Mama is a LOVEcano spreading LOVE from the deep. The sun does not rest
because rest is not its vocabulary. Mama is LOVEsun shining LOVE worldwide. She
is ACTIVE LOVE doing good here and there.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS - LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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SUCH JOY MY MOTHER HAD
I am like my mother
When I create writings
I am like my mother
When I see smile emanating
I am like my mother
When I see happiness in others
How like my mother I am
Her art is gift giving
My art is word giving
She lived a trillion lives
She lived a million years
A billion years of joy
What joy my mother had

All those years of creativity
Of creating food and joy
Of seeing the impact
The impact of what she gave
My mother lived a thousand
A billion years of joy
What joy my mother had

My mother lived life
Seeing the impact her creativity made
I understand my mother’s gift
I understand my mother’s joy
Her joy of giving gifts
Her joy of creating food
The joy of creativity
The artist’s joy of life

I understand my mother
‘Cos I am like my mother
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My joy of creating words
The joy that knows no bounds
My joy of giving words
The gift that gives and gives

Those years of creating food
Are years of creating joy
Of seeing the impact
Her creativity made
Of absorbing the joy
Her creativity gave
It just hit me today
What joy my mother had
How much I am like her

I understand my mother
‘Cos I am like my mother
When I create writings
When I see smile emanating
And see happiness in others
When I see that I am relevant
Needed and useful
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

MAMA’S SADNESS
She made herself relevant
She was relevant
Useful and needed
Until last breath

She gave herself to be LOVED
That is relevant
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She had herself to give
Her abundance and her all
She gave herself to all
In abundance had no self
Mama’s greatest sadness
Came when she was not giving
She will search people out
So as to give herself
Giving, the only thing
Which made her fully herself
Which made her fully alive
Which made her fully happy

When circumstances prevented Mama
From being in her beloved Ụga
Where she cooked and gave
She felt deep pain
Not the physical pain
Though she felt that as well
But the pain of not playing her role
The pain of not cooking and giving
The pain of not being a solution

Then she found a way
Of giving from a distance
What she wanted to give by hand
Sending money across
Sending food by air
Feeling full again
For giving was her food
Its hunger worse than hunger
“What kind of money will that money be called that I have but not give out
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When I see someone
Suffering and needing
That money I have”
That’s what my mother said
That’s the philosophy
That made Mama’s beloved husband
Fondly call her…
“Ntufu ka ndewe”
Throwing away is better than keeping

My mother lived life
She lived life so much
That her name became life
The joy others felt became her joy
She gave continuously so as to alleviate pain
The pain others felt became her pain

Who knows the reason why
Mama felt so much pain
So much physical pain
In her last days

Perhaps she was alleviating
The pain others felt
By suffering those pains
Ihe dị omimi
Unu amaha
Ebuka
The deep which we don’t know
Abundant
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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MAMA’S LIFE
My mother lived a thousand years
Transcended millions of ages
Blossomed billions in stars
Radiated trillions of joy
Is breeding zillions of LOVE
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

MAMA’S CONTRIBUTION TO MEDICINE
Through Mama
Many learnt about the body
What they did not know
About the human body
And this is her contribution
To modern medicine
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

I just LOVE this photo and its story. I just want to share it. What Mama was holding, part of the
exhibited items in 2015 celebration of her wisdom. It is the face of a seal that Mama’s husband Abel
used in his forestry job to mark and give timber the mark of government approval.
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THE REINCARNATION OF MAMA
Mama herself told me in a dream
That this year is too early
Too early for her reincarnation
From next year, Mama said

The day following the night
The night Mama told me this
Was the day I met a colleague
A colleague I do not see often

Just by chance
As I was in Brixton
To buy yam and fish
As Mama would want me to do
To eat as Mama would want me to eat
Mama was on my mind
Mama, always on my mind

This colleague from Bar School days
Remembers my name
In its fullness
Harriet Nkechi Adịmọra-Gore
She always calls me in full

I never remember her name
Though I always remember her face
And would always be the first
To call her attention
When on many occasions
Chance had brought us together
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Chance brought us together
On this day in January
January 2019
As she was walking past the stall
The market stall in Brixton
Where I was buying the yam

Mama LOVES yam
Perhaps her favourite food
Mama sowed tubers of yam
Harvested in abundance
Her yam barn filled
And she reserved a few
For the next planting season

A photo of Mama’s tubers of yam waiting for the planting season
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THE RETURN OF MY MOTHER
Harriet Nkechi Adịmọra Gore
My colleague called me
On that day
Following the night
The night of that birth
That birth of my dream
My dream about Mama
Mama’s reincarnation

I was feeling so humbled
That this colleague and classmate
From 95/96
Always remembers my name
And I, only her face
So I opened up to her
And revealed the amazement
That she remembers my name
In its entirety
Not just one name
But the entire full lot

She then told me
That there are names that stick
That stick with you
That you can’t forget
And mine is one of them
It rolls off the tongue
Harriet Nkechi Adịmọra Gore
How can she forget
Such a beautiful name
With a ring to it

I thanked her and confessed
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That I could not remember her name
She then told me
Her name is Yetunde
I screamed out in joy
I have always LOVED that name
A name I would give
A name I would have given
To a daughter namebearer
Then she said this to me

But you have to have a mother
A mother who has died
To be able to give that name
To a daughter namebearer

I am qualified!
I just qualified!
30 December
2018
The qualification date
The name is Yoruba
And I know not Yoruba
So she continued to explain
The meaning of the name is
“Mother has returned”
Mother has come back
Has come back to life
The mother who had died
Has now returned

You can imagine my awe
Connecting to my dream
I have known Yetunde
Since 94/95
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But it had to be the morning
The morning after
After my dream
Reincarnation dream
That I had to know
The meaning of Yetunde
My mother has returned
Returned to life
Returned to be with us
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

That yam from Brixton
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That fish from Brixton
REINCARNATION 2 – WHAT IT TAKES
It takes a lot of energy
To make a great spirit
A great spirit does not hurry
It takes a lot to make
Next year Mama said

Mama has reincarnated
In the stories that I tell
Mama has reincarnated
In this book we compiled
Mama has reincarnated
In the videos on youtube
Mama has reincarnated
In the photos on facebook

But they are only onyinyo
Mama may have said
As she said about phone calls
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Video calls skype and face
Mirage she called them
Not real
Intangible
And cannot replace
The actual touch and hug

A phone call does not eat
Delicious food Mama makes
Video call does not give
The joy of seeing you eat

It took years to create
To create Mama
From birth to birth
From afterbirth to after birth
She is a great spirit
Which does not hurry
It takes its time in womb
For all forms to form

Next year, Mama said
She is referring to a different form
A form of incarnation
The one I will know
When it happens as it happens
I already have a book
A form of incarnate

I will wait in peace
I will await Mama
Whenever I explain
Mama understands
Mama always answers
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To feed me what I need
But I will not hurry Mama
She needs to take her time
To reincarnate a form
In form to form

From next year, Mama said
From next year, Mama comes
Comes in her numbers
Comes back to life
Not just one form
But in many forms
Not just one person
But in many persons
In the form only she can form
In the form she wants to form
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

Mama’s special yam delicacy served in Ụga
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Mama’s first yam harvests, which she had to harvest as a matter of emergency because of
rain as they would have rotted if they were not harvested at the time she did. This is very
small tuber compared to her giant tubers.
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PHILOSOPHY OF ỌBỌGWU (DUCK) – THE WISDOM FROM ỤGA
I learnt from my mother
This wisdom of our people
I learnt from Mama
That it is said
That if you want to marry
Before you marry
You should befriend, keep, rear duck
If you are successful in that venture
Then you can go and marry

You might ask the obvious question
So why this advice?
From what Mama said
It will appear as though ducks can be very annoying
Nearly as annoying as some humans
You wash them one minute, they go back and roll themselves in mud the next
My mum said that if you can accommodate and manage the intricacies of a duck’s
behaviour
Its nuances and annoyances
Then you are ready to marry
Because the chances are
That your spouse may be more annoying, more irritating, more dabbling, more
challenging than the ọbọgwụ
So rearing an ọbọgwụ becomes a good starter course and a good training ground for
anyone intending to marry
Because it exposes one to the array of annoyances a spouse can present

If you are able to keep and rear a duck successfully
If you are able to rear and LOVE the duck with smile and joy
The chances are that you can accommodate all the annoying behaviour of a spouse
and will enjoy marriage
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So I am researching ducks to understand more
More of this wisdom from Mama
More about this wisdom from Ụga
The wisdom passed to me from my mother
The Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide
When you read what I found
You will understand how deep
The wisdom from Ụga runs
This wisdom of Ụga people

My mother also taught this
That marriage is a place where one enters with one eye
Only one eye is needed, not 2 wide open eyes
Marriage is a place where one eye is open and the other eye is closed
A place where one is purposely blind in one eye so as to see with the mind
When you are blind in one eye is when you are sensitive and understand deeper

Yes, the learning from Mama is this
If you meticulously see every fault, raise every issue, see all imperfections in the
other, then you have entered marriage with 2 eyes wide open
A relationship first of all starts from the premise that all are ọbọgwụ and none is
perfect, so you will definitely find fault but it is what you do with what you find that
makes you one eye or 2 eyes, that makes a relationship or breaks a relationship
It is advisable to try to close one eye to certain things
Closing one eye means managing a situation through the eye of LOVE, through the
eye of your own imperfection, remembering that you have more faults than the one
you may be about to point out and being sensitive so as to preserve the LOVE that
exists and not ruin it with 2 eyes open

But does this apply only in marriage?
Is it not applicable to all, every and any relationship?
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Perhaps, if we apply this advice to all and every relationship, the world may be a
place with more sensitive, more caring, more understanding, more LOVING human
beings
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
WHAT ARE YOU GROWING?
What are you planting in your body?
What are you growing in your mind?
Remember that what you sow in mind and body, sprout to grow in death which
outlives
Death is the beginning of life
Life is the beginning of death
What you plant in life grows in death
What is buried as dead
Sprouts to grow in the manure called life
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

BURIAL - BURYING SOMETHING
When I bury something, am I planting the something, am I sowing the something?
When you bury it, are you growing it, are you advancing it?
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When they bury something, are they farming in the something?
What is buried could grow with strong roots and stem, with extensive and extending
branches, producing flowers, scents and fruits
What is buried could become manure, nurturing and nourishing
So when I bury something and when you bury something and when they bury
something, what are we really doing?
Are we creating compost which nurtures to nourish
Or are we planting seeds into fertile or non-fertile beings and existence?

Everything buried is planted
Decomposition and seedlings
Manure or seed

When you bury something, what are you really doing?
When I bury something, what happens?
What happens to the buried and what really can happen?
What can happen to the being which contains the buried?
What can happen to the space, the place, the environ?
Stagnation or harvest?
Scents of beauty?
Flowers which beautify?
Strong roots and stems which support?
Joy in minds and energy in bodies?
When your entire being is a farm, what you choose to sow and plant in it becomes
what sprouts and grows
What do you sow and what do you see?
Seeds of LOVE?
Energy called LOVE?
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS37

37

Published on facebook on 17 March 2018
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DOOOO NNAAA DOOOO NNEEE
I thank Professor Peter Ụzọegwu
Who just taught me a new thought
“Mbe sị ọrụ ebere ebe agwụna”
The new he taught me
In the course of this work
In relation to this work
Which inspired a thought
Shared in Chapter TLW
The Ụzọegwus were there for Mama when Mama needed a home away from home
to run to and be nurtured in. They are here for Mama now that Mama needed voices
to sing her praises. The Ụzọegwus, the wise, talented, intelligent part of Mama,
producing further intelligence worldwide. A people known for honouring good
tradition and throwing away destructive tradition. A family that promotes indigenous
beauty and highlights its importance in the making of a people. The Ụzọegwu family
LOVES Mama so much that they are honouring her with cows, with masquerade
display, with cannon gun salutes, shaking the land and softening it to receive this
great body that has birthed a great spirit, a giant spirit, spreading its beauty of LOVE
to touch and lift spirits worldwide.
Dooo Nnaaa na Dooo Nneee to all Ụzọegwus
Dooo Nnaa to the leadership of Professor Ụzọegwu who just taught me a new
Without knowing that he did
“Mbe sị ọrụ ebere ebe agwụna”
I thank you for this gift of words
I thank you for the thoughts that lift
We welcome your gifts of LOVE
Mama is lifted to spirit high
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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A CONSOLATION IN DEED – I BOW TO YOUR LOVE
Jimmy Senyah Haynes
So my vision was to sing
To accompaniment and all
Jimmy Senyah heard my voice
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And a music came to life
He produced my music
IJEAKỤ we called it
Released and performed
At Mama’s interment
Mama’s signature tune
Mama LOVES music
She sent me this cassette
Many years ago
The signature on the cassette
Is Mama’s signature
Thank you Jimmy Haynes
You really touched my heart
Thank you Jimmy Haynes
Mama is blessing you
In her own special way
Generosity always her way
Her LOVE spirit always surrounds
Lifting spirit
Creating beauty
All around
All around you
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

“AKWAKA YA” MAMA’S PHILOSOPHY OF BEFITTING BURIAL
Akwaka ya! Mama will beam with comfort, peace of mind, radiating joy as she
pronounces her verdict on a funeral just attended. A great send-off! A well celebrated
burial ceremony. Mama derived great comfort from a successful funeral ceremony.
Good send-off was a source of joy and consolation to Mama as the possibility of not
having a good send-off was a source of concern and worry to her. A well-attended,
well planned send-off to the departed says a lot about the living as well as the
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departed. The comfort Mama derived from a well-attended send-off inspired the
living to self-reflect, to wonder whether their own send-off will be well attended,
whether the celebration will be a source of joy and comfort to Mama or whether it will
cause Mama pain or be a disappointment.
With Mama’s passing, I have come to understand better why well attended, well
celebrated passing ceremony was so important to Mama and why she went to great
lengths to support LOVED ones in delivering a well-planned well celebrated send-off
to the departed. At the heart of a great send-off is a well-managed conflict of
passions. It is also a reconciliation of differences, a triumph of LOVE, peace,
collective family effort, good planning, coordination and successful project execution.
It is not just impressive attendance of many people at a ceremony that brought
Mama joy and comfort but also the quality of the food served, the management of
the guests, the entertainment provided. The more the people, the more the demand
on the internal resources of peace, patience, passion, understanding, planning and
coordination. This is why a well-managed crowd of people was especially consoling
to Mama. It was consoling to Mama because it said a lot about the internal resources
of the living.

Previously, I had not thought deep into what it was that brought Mama comfort from
a successful passing send-off. I had thought that it was because the more wellattended a funeral is, the more it says about the impact the person made whilst alive.
But from writing this contribution, I have come to better understand the heart of
Mama’s comfort. What Mama called a successful burial is a send-off celebration in
which the family of the deceased came together as one indivisible team led by LOVE
to provide positive experience to their guests whilst honouring the departed with
peace, unity and uniqueness of service delivery.

To Mama, the greatest honour that can be bestowed to the dead is peace and
togetherness amongst the living. It is the living who need to rest in peace - resting
their anger in peace, purging their grudges in peace, solving their misunderstanding
in peace, resolving in peace to put LOVE at the centre of all things.
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Mama’s idea of a successful send-off is a celebration which delivers peace of mind
to the living. The peace of mind derived from the assurance that comes from
knowing that the right thing in LOVE was done. At the news of the death of a LOVED
one, Mama’s uniting spirit always reached out to advise people. To help secure
peace of mind for the family of the departed, Mama immediately contacted the
bereaved to give them timely advice which if followed will secure the smooth running
of the ceremony, unite the family with LOVE and defeat bad with good. It is when
LOVE, PEACE and UNITY were the hallmark of a send-off celebration that Mama
erupts with happiness to beam her joy of akwaka ya! The completion that brought
Mama joy and comfort.
Many people have different philosophies about death, Mama’s philosophy of
“akwaka ya” is deeply and firmly rooted in LOVE. Mama will advise people whose
LOVED ones passed in a foreign land to bring the remains of their LOVED ones
back from the foreign land to be interred in their ancestral land. Mama will tell people
who have not built a house in their father’s land to build one before the interment.
Mama spoke for the dead and saw to it that the dead were properly honoured. There
is a certain peace of mind which comes with doing the right thing, the right thing in
LOVE. Mama saw it as her duty to guide the bereaved with advice that will lead to
having that peace of mind and reconciliation. Mama was in touch with the
psychology of peace and used her insight to bring families together at a time when
differing passion can cause conflict.

Mama celebrated life in death, and, death in life. She celebrated both with equal
passion. Mama will give the fattest cow. She will give the fattest goat. She will buy
the best cloth for ịgha akwa38. She will source out the best palm wine for funeral just
as she would for a wedding. Every important celebration is equal. Mama will
celebrate with equal energy. No half measures. She will give both presence and
present, the best present and presence, the best attention to details, the best hug,
the most thoughtful advice, remembering what will make a great difference which
has not crossed the minds of the recipient of the advice.

38

‘Casting cloth’. An Ụga burial tradition where it is customary for certain relatives to bring in newly purchased
cloth to keep by the departed lying in state. Covering of the dead. It may remind some of flowers placed by the
deceased or on a casket.
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A good send-off ceremony was a source of comfort to Mama because it is only
wisdom, reconciliation, unity and LOVE in a family that delivers a LOVE-radiating
send-off. So what Mama celebrated and what comforted Mama is the LOVE, unity,
reconciliation and peace inherent in a successful send-off. Unity is not uniformity and
people could have differences but still be united.

The time of burial and funeral rites can be very difficult because of charged emotions
and possible conflict of passions and anxiety. It is a time when families who are
already independent of one another are forced to come together to work together.
Old wounds may be touched and opened. Old rivalry may wake to be noticed. So,
Mama’s visible joy when a funeral went well without incidents of conflict and where
the celebration was very well attended, with visitors properly fed and entertained was
a celebration of people; her celebration of both the people who were guests and the
people who hosted.
In Mama’s way of life, celebration of death is as important as celebration of life.
Mama’s way in life was LOVE. She LOVED being LOVE. A LOVEbeing. The
philosophy of LOVEbeing. Mama LOVED being, being alive, being active, being
adviser, being advocate, being strong, being Mama, everybody’s mother. Mama’s
philosophy is life. She LOVED life. She cherished life. She lived and celebrated life
with every energy. She lived life and wanted to continue living. She was strong
minded to the end and continued to give good advice, making positive impact.

Mama invested in people as she invested in thoughts. Mama invested in celebration
of life as she did for the celebration death. Her investment towards death included
paying all her church dues and making sure that all her children’s church dues were
paid. Mama ensured that her LOVED ones were not burdened by non-payment of
dues. Mama knew the rules of the church and knew that the book of dues will be
opened at the time of death to ensure that the dead’s dues were up to date.
Many societies measure a person’s impact on the society by the number of people
who attended the person’s funeral. It is a source of comfort for those left behind to
know that their LOVED one was so LOVED by the teeming crowd, a sign of the
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LOVED one’s positive impact on the society. Attracting large numbers at an event is
of course a matter of concern for solitary figures who do not have crowd following. A
matter of fleeting concern to me. Mama thought very highly of me and though I share
her thoughts and equally think highly of myself, I see myself as solitary in nature ọkpa nna ya – and think that my impact on society will be scored nil if crowd-pulling
is its measure. Who will be at my own send-off. Will it be well attended? Will it be a
source of comfort to Mama? Will the attendance be disappointing to Mama? I never
discussed these fleeting thoughts with Mama.

My own philosophy of death is life. To live fully the joy of life with every breath, to
enjoy the awesome beauties around, to inhale LOVE and exhale beauty, being as
creative as the spirit moves. Well-attended events are no doubt very impressive. I
am always awed and touched by the sea of people at funerals and by the beauty of
creativity that death always inspires whether in a small closed door style send-off or
a large crowd-pulling send-off. It is for the living to do what they need to do to come
to terms with the passing and to organise in the way that brings them peace and
comfort. Each person is different and each send-off event is ‘YoUnique’ and this is a
beauty of the earth, the womb of diversity, the gallery of variety.

I do not remember whether I said something about my philosophy of death to Mama
but I do remember that I did not share my solitary person’s send-off concern with
her. Mama was my best friend, my confidante. Our friendship ran deep and gave me
peace. I always invested my energy on being a source of comfort to Mama at all
times. I was at my happiest when I see Mama’s face light up in joy. It was one of the
greatest presents I receive from her. The present of her joy-beaming face.
I do not like to see sadness on Mama’s face but I also do not like to be what I am
not. I invest so much in the freedom of being who I am. I am not a crowd-pulling
person. I am a one to one person. If impact is measured by crowd pulling, my score
will be nil. Will Mama be saddened if as a solitary figure she comes to my event and
sees that I have not pulled a crowd. Mama LOVED me as I am. A stand alone. A
shining sun. She probably did not think of me as solitary or figure. Mama knew me
more than I know myself. She would have discussed a concern if she had one.
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Mama knew that I am LOVED by many. Mama will be so comforted to know that I
am surrounded by LOVE from around the world.

I do LOVE all people. I do LOVE providing entertainment to a crowd of people but it
takes a lot to pull a crowd. A crowd can be suffocating or can be liberating. At least
that is what I think. Will Mama be disappointed if I do a celebration where only a
handful of people attend? This was the fleeting concern but is no longer a concern.
Every event I had celebrated had been well attended within the effort injected. Mama
knows me. Mama LOVES me. Mama knew me. Mama praised how I was. She knew
my value and that was a source of joy and comfort to both her and me. It may have
been unfair entertaining that fleeting concern but as the thought stemmed from a
place of LOVE, LOVE for a precious mother whom I was wanting to bring joy to, it is
not unfair, it is just LOVE.
How does it feel to be Mama’s daughter? The daughter of one who encourages
people to give good gifts and celebrate elaborately. The daughter of Mama ụwa39
who advises everybody. The daughter of everybody’s mother. Mama did not belong
to one person. No one owned Mama. Mama gave herself equally to everyone.
Everyone is her child and this is beautiful and enriching. It was a privilege to be a
recipient of Mama’s advice. It felt good to be Mama’s daughter. It feels so good.
Mama celebrated herself in life. Her life philosophy gathered together people who
will mourn her, who will honour her, who will praise her, who will continue her legacy
of LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS. Mama was not living to impress people, Mama was not
living so as to pull a crowd at her passing. Mama was being herself and living the
only way she knew, the only breath she exhaled, the breath of giving of herself.
Mama lived herself but herself touched many. Mama’s way of life invited people to
her send-off, she invited people to her celebration of life even before she passed.
Mama was deep. Mama is deep. She saw deep. She knew what many did not know.
In a LOVE-radiating funeral celebration, the dead are elevated high when the living
rested their wars and fights to reconcile in the name of the deceased. So Rest In

39

Global – Global Mama
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Peace becomes a thing for the living, a message from the departed to the living, a
hope expressed for the dead but is in actual fact for the living.

Mama was wise and remains wise. I am a beneficiary of her wisdom, her wise
investment in people. It is a source of comfort to be contacted by the known and the
unknown, bearing gifts, presenting gifts of words when a LOVED one passes. I thank
people from all over the world who have reached out to me with personal messages.
As this is a philosophy book, the philosophy of LOVEbeing, I wanted to write
something different as a tribute to Mama, an insight, into my own concern, a concern
which Mama did not have and did not know I had. It was only a fleeting concern.
Nothing major. But a concern all the same. I have written that truth which I wanted to
write about myself but I am now wondering whether it is really the truth about me. I
have written that something different which I wanted to share but I am now
wondering if it is that different. I have answered my own concern but I am wondering
if it was ever a concern. Mama LOVES me and that is what APPOINTED me and will
never disappoint her. Mama belongs to the entire world, the entire universe and the
entire are giving her a LOVE-radiating send-off. Befitting is a relative term. What
befits one may not befit another. What befits Mama is a LOVE-radiating send-off
because LOVE is very important to Mama and at the heart of all Mama did. Mama
placed unity, peace and LOVE above all things. A successfully burial event is a
collective act of unity and LOVE and it is LOVE, peace and unity that Mama
celebrated when she beamed with smile to say “Akwaka ya”. Her joy was for both
the living and the departed. It is the living who can rest in peace after giving a
befitting send off. The peace of mind that comes when something is done through
LOVE. The peace and joy that happens when the family of the departed reconciled
any differences and spoke with one voice to bid the departed farewell. The LOVE
and unity she celebrated was the befitting she celebrated. She will always beam with
joy when a LOVED one’s body receives a successful send-off. She will smile her
approval and sign her content as she pronounces her verdict “Akwakaya”.
Mama, I now smile as I say MAMA AKWAKA GỊ! IHE EMEGHABEHE MBỤ! This
book and the rest! Ihe ahụbe mbụ.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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THE INSIGHT, THE T-SHIRT, THE EXPERIENCE
Through Mama I felt like Abraham
Today I understood Abraham
I understood what he did and why he did
I understood the depth and the deep
My experience of 29 December 2018
The happenings of 18 March 2019
The deep that I encountered today 22 March 2019
The insight that opened up with that encounter
The writing
The object
The t-shirt
The phone call
The assistance
The timing
The visit
The disturbance
The revelation
The accelerated delivery
The kindness
Abrahamic experience
Deep depth speechless
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

THE CONVERSATION I HAD WITH MYSELF ON 29 DECEMBER 2018
On 29 December 2018, I had a very silent conversation with myself in which I asked
myself a number of questions to help me come to terms with the situation on the
ground. I felt that my spirit was holding Mama from departing. I considered whether I
was being Mama-focused or being selfish regarding holding on to Mama until 20
January 2019 so as to be with her for one month. I considered the pain she was
experiencing against the background of her waiting for another 22 days for my
arrival. My mind told me that I had already bought a non-refundable flight ticket. My
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other mind replied that ticket is only a piece of paper and so is the money which
bought it. Both can be lost if losing both is in the best interest of Mama.
I considered the fact that I was looking forward to spending one month in Ụga with
Mama. Something I have never done in my adult life. Something I have never
actually done. I have never stayed in Ụga continuously for more than 14 days except
during my infancy due to the war-imposed stay when the Nigeria/Biafra war forced
Papa to take us all home in his white Peugeot.

I remember that white 404 Peugeot, Registration number 1437 very well because
there is a visual aid in the nature of a photograph of Papa wearing his “konkosa”. I
LOVE that konkosa and will wear it today if I can find it.
I remember or imagine how luggage was piled on top of that Papa’s vehicle to flee
the war that was then approaching Enugu. We fled to our home town Ụga. War did
not march into Ụga. We remained sheltered in our Ụga home where Papa and
Mama created a bunker for our protection. We would all run to the bunker when
Nigerian air raid with ground shaking loud fighter planes flew over our home. Of
course, Papa had diligently covered the sparkling zinc roof of our Ụga home with
palm fronds to confuse the air raiders into thinking that the area was an uninhabited
forest. I remember that at the end of the war, some “Nigerian soldiers”, or so my
baby mind thought them to be, stopped over at our home in Ụga and Mama/Papa
treated them as they would treat relatives, providing them food and shelter. I
remember in particular one whose name sounded like “Yabas” but could be “Tobias”.
He was jovial and had an easy to remember personality.
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I do remember Papa’s 404 peugeot a lot. I remember eating mud from under it, mud
which had accumulated underneath the car and got warmed up during his drive
home. I LOVE the aroma of rain touched baked soil. So I remember myself going to
Papa’s 404 peugeot after he returned from work, drawn by the irresistible aroma of
baked mud, to scrape out with my tiny fingers the mud in that part of the peugeot
over the tyre. I do not know what that part is called and do not want to find out for
now because my story urgently wants to move on to the 29 December 2018, to that
conversation I had with myself about my selfish holding on to Mama.

My spirit was still holding Mama to live so that we could have that planned fun from
20 January to 20 February. But if Mama’s condition is worsening, and if she is in
excruciating pain, then I had to let go of myself, of my plan to be with her to enjoy a
full month of being with her 24 hours non-stop. What a joy I planned it to be. The
plan of being with Mama in her room, tending to her every need with speed, putting a
smile on her face, sharing our little oshi ụka as we always did. The joy and
enrichment of being with her, discussing the plan she and I had for the movement of
Touch LOVE Worldwide in Ụga.

I came to terms with it all. All those things did not matter. All that mattered was
Mama. I did not quite understand it. But I made some kind of peace. And let her go.
To wait for me until 20 January was too long. She was in great pain. She and I had
thought that ala40 Ụga will heal her. That nothing was wrong with her kidney. That
once her feet touches ala Ụga, she will be healed. There was energy in ala Ụga, a
healing power in ala Ụga and nni sina Ụga41. I was sure of it. Mama will be better in
Ụga and she was on 23 December 2018. But on 29 December 2018, something
made me to let go. It was as if I was holding her. As if I was stopping her from going.
As if …..

I felt the release. My spirit glowed with a twilight that I cannot explain. It cannot be
explained, full stop. It is the glow that comes when the right thing is done. The letting

40
41

Land/ground
From from Ụga
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go, the right thing. It was like Mama and I were one, and the release was like a
natural letting go of one part of one. A ripe fruit peacefully released from its tree but
somehow remains connected but not in the same way, but a different kind of
connection, a connection of two parts connected by air but not in a linear or in a
string but in nothingness. It felt right. It was time. It was a release, not a detachment.

I was holding Mama to the earth, to live until I come home and stay my one month
with her. I had to have that conversation with myself because something told me that
she was in unspeakable pain and was holding on for me to come home and that she
will continue to suffer such excruciating pain until I got home, because she LOVES
me so much, wanted to see me in Ụga and will do that for me. I felt the release. My
spirit glowed with a joy that I cannot explain. It cannot be explained, full stop. The
glow of the joy that I let go. That I was not selfish. That I did the LOVE-right thing.

Mama had earlier told me that 20 January 2019 was too far. I spoke to her on 3
December 2018 after she had arrived Port Harcourt. I had promised Mama that as
soon as she tells me to come back I will do so no matter what it takes. But I do get
visited from time to time by the spirit of uncertainty, the spirit of indecision, a
confusion and grasping in the void, so having spoken to Mama on 3 December 2018,
and having been told by Mama to come home immediately, and remembering the
promise that I made that I will come home immediately she tells me to come home, I
started looking for an air ticket and found one for 6 December 2018. William’s
university closed on 5 December and I wanted to travel with William, so it was
perfect, but for some reason, the abruptness of it all, which was not really abrupt
given that I made a promise, did not sit well with my spirit. So I did not secure that
ticket. I did not know a return date to use should I travel on 6 December 2018. I did
not know whether to spend Christmas in Nigeria. I had work which I had to urgently
return or find a cover for. All these were going on, I was looking for direction but
Mama had already given me a clear direction. Come home immediately. 6 December
was immediately.

Mama had bought me jewel in America which she wanted to personally hand to me.
She was full of joy when she shopped for it in America in the months following her
return to Nigeria. She told me on the phone that they are beautiful. She wanted me
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to be in Ụga with her so that I could choose the jewellery that I wanted amongst the
ones she was going to be sharing out, as she always did whenever she returned
from a trip.

I later discovered that she had asked my sister to telephone me when she was still in
America to ask me to go back to Nigeria before she got there on 30 November 2018.
But even if I got that message, I would not have gone to Nigeria before she got
there. I had expected that Mama will reach Nigeria first and from Nigeria tell me
when she would want me to be in Nigeria. I had wanted to spend a month with
Mama, filming her, dancing with her, singing to her. I created a praise song for her
which I wanted to perform for her. My praise song which I had written because she
inspired me to write. The long song I wrote in Igbo so that she can understand the
import of the whole song. The song that has now become a source of comfort and
consolation.

I am so very grateful for this gift of creativity which has been saving me from
drowning in the wave of loss, which has been lifting my spirit, which has been
directing my focus. I am grateful for the many times in the past when I was very
close to drowning but saved from drowning. The saving which has made it possible
for me to be here to tell these tales. First, was the near drowning at Awkunanaw
Enugu during my toddler years when I remember being swept away by a flood. I was
saved by Papa on that occasion. The second was in Awkunanaw Enugu when I saw
Edy my beautiful sister whom I LOVE so much washing clothes in the middle of a
stream. She held up the piece of cloth she was washing as she smiled to me
encouragingly, a smile which activated the energy of LOVE in me and made me, a
toddler and a non-swimmer, start swimming to my sister. The LOVE I felt for my
sister at that point moved me. So proud of her. I remember being fished out of water
with a stomach filled with water. No wonder I do not like to drink water, I drank
enough water for a lifetime during that near drowning experience. No wonder I do not
like being inside water, I was inside water enough for a lifetime in that short space of
time I was swimming out of excitement.

It was Papa who saved me again. That saving which meant that I can tell these
tales. I am grateful for the breathlessness which did not translate into death when
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cousins whom I LOVE were fondly dipping me in and out of Obizi water during
the time we were in Ụga during the Nigeria/Biafra war. I am grateful for not
drowning in a London swimming pool when I missed my grip on a pole. I am
grateful for the prayer answered when I asked my maker to let me wake up to
write a letter to exonerate my cousin Eji whose generosity of spirit was
entertaining me in Ogidi when sleep paralysis entered to strike. I am grateful to
be telling these tales remembered at this time.

I was saved by Papa in my two near-drownings as a toddler, I was saved by a
non-biological family member in my near-drowning as an adult but today it is
Mama who is my saviour. Mama is saving me from drowning in sorrow by
providing me inspiration for this work and consolation and reconciliation.

I would not have gone to Nigeria before Mama got to Nigeria because there was an
unspoken concern that she may not be able to travel or that the airline may refuse to
take her if she became ill and in pain before the flight. So I concentrated my energy
on willing her to get to Ụga, writing LOVE energy songs which were conveying her to
her goal “Mama kunie, jewe, ije eru ebe ịna eje” – Get up and go, you will reach
your goal. I exhaled it to her on the phone when their plane stopped over at
Frankfurt. She was in great pain but she did not let it prevent her from willing herself
to get to Ụga. Everybody was willing Mama to get to Ụga. Incredible amount of
energy focused on her from all over the world. We thanked God when she touched
down in Port Harcourt on 30 November 2018. That was a miracle in itself. I did not
want to get into a long phone conversation with her immediately, so, I allowed her to
rest. It was on 3 December 2018, that I called to ask her when she will want me
to visit. That was when she said immediately. I told her that I will start searching
for an airline ticket.
William’s words and Charlie’s words are always a fountain of wisdom which gives
peace when worry beset me. They have a healing power which calm my greatest
storms. They gave me a different story which gave me a different perspective and
brought me peace. Charlie said that he thinks that I am reading too much into
Mama’s words ’O teka’ – 20 January 2019 is too far. He said that the fact that
Mama was expecting me was a positive for Mama which gave Mama hope and gave
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her something exciting and beautiful to look forward to. William’s hug and words
brought comfort that could not be expressed in words. It was as if Mama’s spirit
touched him where he was and told him to return home to me immediately. Where I
could not return to my own mother immediately, William returned to his immediately.
He came in minutes after I received the telephone call from my precious brother
Angọ who bore the enormous burden of delivering the tidal news of Mama’s passing.

I had actually planned to journey on 20 January 2019 as a way of
enriching Mama’s life experience, to give Mama something celebratory to look
forward to after Christmas celebration. Christmas period is guaranteed to pull people
around Mama as many friends and family returning home for Christmas will pay
Mama visits. I knew that her home will be bustling with people coming to visit her and
to welcome her back. I had told her that my visit will be better later as she will have
ample company in December. January can get lonely and I wanted to be her
companion at a time when being there will provide needed companionship. But when
pain strikes, all gets forgotten and it takes great spirits like Charlie and William to
remind one what one ought not to have forgotten.

Mama spoke through William and Charlie. She wiped my tears. She counselled me
through them. She was present in spirit and speaking to me. I had thought that my
visit will be more impactful in January when everyone must have returned to their
stations after the Christmas holidays and she will be more lonely then. But Mama
always wanted everyone around her all the time. She understood when I told her my
reason for buying the ticket for 20 January 2019. We danced in joy of jubilation on 23
December 2018 when she was without a single pain.

Before a passing on, there is always passion on, a day of no pain. Our maker gives
us that day. Mama had that day on 23 December 2018. Our song and dance over
the phone transported me to euphoric heights and I am sure she was as euphoric as
I was. Her sister and herself and me. We danced and sang.

The day I let Mama go was on 29 December 2018. I have this string attaching me to
Mama. I realised this in my teen years when I discovered how attached I was to
Mama. I was then in St Catherine’s secondary school, Nkwerre. I cannot recall what
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brought that realisation to me but I realised that if Mama was to pass at that point of
my life, I will not survive Mama’s passing. I was far too attached to Mama that she
was somehow inseparable from me even though we were separate. I am grateful
that Mama did not pass at that point in my teenage years. I am grateful that Mama
made it to Ụga. I am grateful that Mama and I danced and sang on 23 December
2018. I am grateful that Mama heard my voice on 30 December 2018 when I was
telling her all sorts of things as my brother kindly told me that she may not be able to
respond because of her condition. I am grateful that as I was going on in my usual
excited way that I heard her voice though it was a sound she made due to pain. I
then screamed and said Mama I can hear you. I can hear your voice and then I
continued to talk. I am very grateful. I am so grateful.
Mama’s condition has brought me close to pain, has made me think of pain the way I
have never thought of it. Mama’s condition has made me understand the body, the
way I have never done. I thank God anytime I use the loo, appreciating the blessing
of being able to pass urine and faeces, appreciating the blessing of having a working
kidney and other healthy internal organs.
Mama’s condition turned many people into healers. Mama’s condition continues to
do so. I must mention my sister Edith, who was Mama’s doctor. Edy, all I can say is
what I cannot say. Too profound to be words but I know you know all I want to say
and all Mama is saying to you.

Azy my sister, in your pain and in your wailing in pain when the loss hit you hard and
deep, you said that Mama taught you everything except how to mourn for her. Azy,
my precious sister, Mama did teach you how to mourn for her. You mourned for her
when you looked after her, making sure she was impeccable, presenting her with
your certificate of honour. You mourned Mama when it mattered. When she was
conscious and she thanked you and blessed you.
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Mama did teach all of us how to mourn her. She taught us this by the way she
mourned her husband. She continued His legacy, she served Him food at His
special table, she continued to exclaim His name Abel di m. Mama has told us
what she wanted more than anything in the world. She wants us to continue the
legacy of peace and LOVE which she was. She taught us how to mourn her. She
went that far. She taught it in every way. So we will mourn her as she taught us.
With this book of life we are creating for her. With the message of LOVE we are
spreading at her ceremony, with the song of LOVE we are creating, by LOVING
all, not just ourselves but all in memory of Mama, the way she LOVED, in our own
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way, drawing inspiration from the way she served good, the way she served LOVE,
the ways she served peace, the way she dished out generosity, dished out food,
presents and kindness.

Brother Angọ has made Mama that promise, sister Chikeziri has cried her tears
to nourish the seeds of LOVE, sister Ngọ has made Mama world famous with her
amazing writing which has been touching people on facebook, sister Edy and Azy
have continued her legacy of giving in medical field as healers of families and
others. I am grateful to Edy, who despite the very difficult and trying time of being
a carer of our precious brother, her beloved husband Nedu who is recovering
from a surgery, found strength to write about Mama’s strength.
Yes, we are continuing Mama’s legacy as she willed, LOVING all and using good
to defeat what is not good
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
MYTH OR FACT, HISTORY OR HERSTORY, PRESENT OR PAST
Names, proverbs, sayings and myths are part of now, the beauty of story
preservation and storytelling. His story. Her story. Past Present. Ụga ntụtụakwụ is a
name and a story, a person and a people, no wonder its descendants descend at
birth armed with a story. Every name is a story in Uga, the story of birth, of what
preceded birth of what is to come with birth.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

MAMA’S TEACHINGS: NTỌ ALA – FOUNDATION
Mama laid a strong foundation in William’s understanding of Nwadiala, (childhusbandland),
the name of any person with maternal ancestral root traceable to Ụga. Mama’s husband Nze
Abel Okwaraụnanma Egbuemenwa Adịmọra hailed from Ụmụnwaezeaka, Ụmụeze
(ChildrenKing). He was one of the descendants of the royalty known by the name Ezeukwu
(KingGreat/Big). William’s maternal ancestral root was in Adịmọra Ezeukwu royalty. Mama
was very protective of all her offsprings. She instilled in them a sense of tradition. She
inspired them to respect Ụga indigenous culture. Mama will accompany Nkechi to visit the
then Eze (King) of Ụga, Igwe HRH Felix Ezenwugo as was Nkechi’s tradition whenever
Nkechi visited Ụga with William. The Eze would always welcome these late night visitors,
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giving William presents traditionally given to a Nwadiala – chicken, yam, money, coconut.
Mama would also accompany Nkechi and William to visit the Ọnọnaobi, the Isiobi, head and
leader of the Ezeukwu family, Chief Nze Titus Ezenwaka who will always give William at
least 2 or 3 of the biggest coconut in his compound (the Obi of Ezeukwu, the palace and
heart of Ezeukwu).
The tradition is that a Nwadiala has the right to pick coconut found in his mother’s
family home and also has the right to chase and take possession of any chicken
the Nwadiala sees in the mother’s family home. A Nwadiala such as William who is not from
Ụga town, the entire Ụga town becomes the Nwadiala’s maternal home. The story
associated with the giving of coconut has always been an intrigue. The last time William
visited Chief Ezenwaka in the company of William’s Uncle Sir Angọ, Sir Angọ explained to
William the reason why coconut is always given to a Nwadiala. He explained that when a
man comes to marry from a family, one of the traditional gifts presented by the suitor to the
intended is coconut. The acceptance of that coconut is significant as it is deemed to be an
acceptance of the proposal. It is believed that the coconut is thereafter planted in the lady’s
father’s land and will go on to grow to maturity, bearing fruits, multiplying in birthing more
coconut trees and producing endless harvests of coconuts. So the idea of giving the coconut
stems from this tradition. The child is entitled to the coconut because it is from the coconut
given to the child’s mother by the child’s father. The tree of coconut which grew from the
coconut the Nwadiala’s father presented to the Nwadiala’s mother at the time of the
marriage.
The traditional Igbo marriage proposal and marriage process starts with ịkụ aka –knocking
(at the door) - and coconut presentation features at that early stage and subsequent stages.
There are about 8 stages of the full process of the Ụga traditional marriage including ije lete
ala which is when the maiden first visits the intended husband’s home to check out whether
she will like to marry into that family. Some choose abbreviated process where everything is
done in one day but William’s father underwent the full unabbreviated 8 or more processes,
so William is entitled to all the coconuts he can get hahahaha. We thank Mama for teaching
us the beauty of these precious Ụga traditions. We thank Mama for bringing joy to bloom in
us. LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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William, Nkechi and Chief Titus Ezenwaka during the new yam festival at the King’s palace .
Photos taken by Charles Gore.
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MY CONSOLATION
Who will console me
What will console me
Will I ever stop crying over not visiting Mama in December 2018
We spoke on 3 December
She asked me to come home immediately
She told me that January is too far
She wanted me by her
She may have had one or more things to confide in me
She wanted to give me the present of jewelleries she bought for me
She calls the phone a mirage which never takes the place of present of presence
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She wanted me there with her in person
During the nights when only her would be awake
During the days when she will have my ears
My confidante as I am hers
My adviser as I am hers
My best friend as I am hers
My listener as I am hers
What will console me
Not even this book
And then I wrote some more
And in a space of hours
The consolation came
In the form of Chapter
23.12.2018
The joy and excitement of Mama
My consolation
Mama will always wipe your tears
Mama does not allow sorrow to last
Hicha anyaghị. Ebewone
Wipe your tears cry no more
Mama I have wiped my eyes
Mama I am focused on your joy
The book which you have become has consoled me
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 15.3.2019

OUR MOTHER
My mother
Who is on earth
Who is the earth
You are the womb
In which I am planted
I am inside of you
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Yet you are inside of me
You and my father
And many others

I can see you
Yet many parts remain unseen
In your womb I am nourished
Outside your womb, yet another womb
Which continues to nourish and also nurture
Through studying you, I can understand
Both the seen and the unseen
Yet many things remain incomprehensible

You shrink, harden up and crack in dry season
And expand, soften eroded in wet season
You are cold in the winter and lush in the summer
The spring brings your new, the latest birth of the time

My dearest mother
Our LOVED one
My way of life can damage parts of you but can also be your praise
Can destroy your name or lift high your praise
My LOVE is my heaven and the beautifier of all in you

You are my mother
You mean the earth to me
And to my father
With whom and in whom
Your LOVE blossoms manifest
For all to see
In physical form and unseen form

Everybody has a mother
And also a father
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But you alone, is the mother of all
You mean the earth to me
You are the earth to all
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

SACRED AND REVERED IS THIS BODY YOU SEE
This body that you see, is a giant spirit
A great spirit, a towering energy
Revered in the spirit world for she bore the pain that births a human into a giant spirit
She bore not just her own pain which was itself a giant pain
But also bore everyone's pain and felt the life of every cell
If you want to give life to every cell, you have to feel life in every cell

Feeling pain is feeling life
Giant proportions were Mama's pain, the burden for a giant spirit
Giant proportions were Mama's pain, the mark, manifesting that she is a towering
spirit
For when a giant towering spirit is being born, the ground breaks and the earth
quakes
Sending its ripples through every single cell of the earth, the breath and beyond
Transforming known energies to become endless power
Her stored electricity, the lightning
Her water, oceans and seas
Her stored energy, a powerful sun

Mama is a giant spirit
Her generosity saved uncountable many
Her empathy lifted those she touched
Her life was spent figuring out who next to help
Even when she herself needed help
The LOVE she bore, a LOVE that heals
The LOVE she is, a LOVE that’s expanding
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Sacred, divine, revered, multiplying
She produced and she created
A life beyond the body
A LOVE endless in proportion

This body that you see, is a giant spirit
Which is continuing to expand to continue to birth sun, ocean, air to give life
Giving life she did in her other state, giving life she is doing in this state
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
NOTHING IS EVER AS IT SEEMS
Lonely even when crowded
Crowded even when single
Single even when married
Married even when separated
Separated even when together
Together even when apart
Apart even when enclosed
Enclosed even when free
Free even when jailed
Jailed even when in flight
In flight even when wingless
Wingless even when alive
Alive even when dead
Dead even when alive
Alive Mama is fully a life
A life Mama is LOVE
LOVE IS A DEITY WHICH LIFE WORSHIPS
For nothing is ever as it seems
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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THE UPSIDE CARD THAT SAYS IT ALL
I LOVE IT EVEN MORE BECAUSE IT IS PICKED UP “UPSIDE
DOWN”
From the family I call my own
They touched my heart from the first time I walked past and saw through the
window, the LOVE that they are
I simply call them the No.2s
The extension of my No. 5
They are my family
That is the only way to describe our friendship
The matriarch at No.2 sent a LOVE-gift in the form of a card
With writings upside down
With the inspiring apology
“I do apologise, I picked the card up “upside down”
Things can be upside down and remain beautiful
Mama is upside down because she is lying rather than standing
She is no longer in her physical form, cooking and serving
But she remains beautiful in what she has become
Even more powerful, upside down
Because she sees the up, the side, the down
And continues to be inspiring in that very way
Thanks so much
For your ever flowing kindness
Being picked up is beautiful
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
If you want to represent Touch
GROUND BREAKING
The full bloom tells me a lot
At the time this kindness arrived, the buds were closed
Every single one of them
But look at them now
Think of the energy that was their opening
The ground breaking expansion that has become them
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Every life is a ground breaker
The process of energy breaking through
Through obstacles, through to become
To become another life
Another kind of life
From the closed buds to the open flowers
From the scenting perfumed to the sensing power
Just like my mother for whom this beauty is presented
By all who LOVE me at No.2
Her life was ground breaking
Her expansion from bud to flower, from scents to senses
I am most grateful to all who LOVE me
Whose kindness leaves me speechless
Their sense of humour always lifts me
Their intelligence always plants smile to bloom on my face
Thanks so much for always being there for me
For always LOVING me
Thanks a million

THE TRADITION OF HONOURING GREATNESS - PRESENTING
COWS AS PRESENTS
Many people including close and extended family, Mama’s children-in-LOVE, the
Ụzọegwu family and the Emeka Armstrong Ụba’s family have started celebrating
Mama with the cultural gifts of the fattest healthiest available cows (or its equivalent
in money). In a book of diversity this extraordinary inclusion of animals in a
celebration of life deserves a mention for further research and discussion. I thank
everybody who is gifting and who will be present. Thanks so much for your presence
and presents.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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A LOVE-FILLED LETTER FROM AYO AND TUNDE

THAT IS THE TRUE MEANING OF LOVE
“You know that I know your mother
I want to be there
We will stop by next week anyway”
And so they did. Tunde brought this envelop. Filled with gifts
Ayo had already stopped by as soon as he heard
Him and his wife
Bringing sustenance
In the very Nigerian family way
His beautiful children
The whole family
My family too

Some people do not write
But they write all the same
Mama said of Ayo Modupe and his beautiful family
And their LOVE for me
And their thoughtfulness
That is the true meaning of LOVE

Their condolences radiate
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In the form of the LOVE they bear
The kind of doing LOVE
Written in deeds and in kind words
Thanks so much
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
FLOWERS
So Regina Spio’s LOVE arrived
As a bunch of flowers
And the kindness of words
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
IJEAKỤ - THE MUSIC – RELEASED 9 MAY 2019
(Mama’s voice is heard. What she is saying is in Chapter Life after life)
Mama
Nne
Mama
Ọnyịm
Ijeakụ
Mama
Nne
Angọ nọ na elu ụwa
Chikeziri nọ na elu ụwa
Ngọzị nọ na elu ụwa
Edith
Na
Azụka
Nọ na elu ụwa
Nne Nkechi
Kam kọrọ gị akụkọ ụwa mo
Otu msiri bịa na elu ụwa
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Ka m kọrọ gị, ije ndu moo
Ebe msiri bịa na elu ụwa
Achọrọ m ịbịa na ụwa nime ịhụnanya
Achọrọ m ịbịa na ụwa nime obi ọma
Mlegharịa anya, we họta nnem
Mlegharịa anya, we họta nnam
Ndị obi ọma
Ndị ịhụnanya
Ihe ọma ha merem ka m jiri bịa
Ebe ana atụtụ ụkwa ka jiri bịa
Nne na nnam ndị ịhụnanya
Nne nnem bụkwa ịhụnanya
Asịm gị kunie
Ụwa bụ ije nwanne mụ ụwa bụ ije
Ndụ bụ ije nwannem, mụ ndụ bụ ije
Ọnwụ bụ ije nwannem ọnwụ bụ ije
Asịm gị kunie jewe na ịga eru ebe ịna eje
Mama kunie jewe n’ịga eru ebe ịna eje
Ijeakụ oooo nne moo
Mama mooo, nne wụ ọnyị moo
Asịm gị kunie jewe na ịga eru ebe ịna eje (repeat)
Mama kunie

Mamaooo
Nne bụ ọnyịm moo
Ezi nne…
Nne obi ọma
Uchechukwu na eme na ụwa
Ebubechukwu dị na elu ụwa
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TRANSLATIONS
The translation to Mama’s words is in Chapter LIFE AFTER LIFE
Mama
Nne
Mama
Ọnyịm (Friend mine)
Ijeakụ
Mama
Nne
Angọ is on top of the world
Chikeziri is on top of the world
Ngọzị is on top of the world
Edith
And
Azuka
Are is on top of the world
Nne Nkechi (Mother of Nkechi)
Kam kọrọ gị akụkọ ụwa mo
Let me tell you the story of my world (or my life story)
Otu msiri bịa na elu ụwa
How I came to the top of the world
Ka m kọrọ gị, ije ndu moo
Let me tell you, the journey of my life
Ebe msiri bịa na elu ụwa
From where I came to be on top of the world
Achọrọ m ịbịa na ụwa nime ịhụnanya
I wanted to come to earth through LOVE
Achọrọ m ịbịa na ụwa nime obi ọma
I wanted to come to the earth through good heart/kindness
Mlegharịa anya, we họta nnem
I looked around and chose my mother
Mlegharịa anya, we họta nnam
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I looked around and chose my father
Ndị obi ọma
People of good hear
Ndị ịhụnanya
People of LOVE
Ihe ọma ha merem ka m jiri bịa
The good and kindness they showed me is the reason I came
Ebe ana atụtụ ụkwa ka jiri bịa
From where African breadfruit (Treculia africana) is picked I came
Nnem na nnam ndị ịhụnanya
My mother and father are people of LOVE
Nnem nnem bụkwa ịhụnanya
My mother my mother is LOVE
Asịm gị kunie
I tell you to rise
Ụwa bụ ije nwanne mụ ụwa bụ ije
World is journey, relative of mine, life is journey
Ndụ bụ ije nwannem, mụ ndụ bụ ije
Life is journey, relative of mine, life is journey
Ọnwụ bụ ije nwannem ọnwụ bụ ije
Death is journey, relative of mine, death is journey
Asịm gị kunie jewe na ịga eru ebe ịna eje
I tell you rise and journey, you will reach your destination
Mama kunie jewe n’ịga eru ebe ịna eje
Mama rise and journey, you will reach your destination
Ijeakụ oooo nne moo
Ijeakụ ooooo mother me oo
Mama mooo, nne wụ ọnyị moo
Mamam meooo mother that is friend of mine
Asịm gị kunie jewe na ịga eru ebe ịna eje (repeat)
I tell you rise and journey, you will reach your destination
Mama kunie
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Mamaooo
Nne bụ ọnyịm moo
Mother that is friend mine
Ezi nne…
Good mother..
Nne obi ọma
Mother heart good
God’s will happens in the world
God’s majesty and aura is in the world

ON TOP OF THE WORLD
INTRO
(Ume, mmiri, ọchị, akwa, obi ọkụkụ)
Anọm na elu ụwa, nwannem anọm na elu ụwa o
Anọm na elu ụwa, ezi enyim, anọm na elu ụwa o
Lezienunu muo anọm na elu ụwa ta
Lezienu Nkechi, ọnọ na elu ụwa ta
Nkechinyereonyeooooyawere
Nkechinyereonyeooooyawere
Bụkwa aham mooo na elu ụwa

Kunie jewe iga eru, ebe ina eje x 2
Get up and go, you will reach your goal (repeated x 4)
Your goal, not their goal (repeated x 3)
Ụwa bụ ije, nwannem, ụwa bụ ije
Ndụ bụ ije, nwannem, ndụ bụ ije
Ya wu, kunie, jewe, na ịga eru ebe ịna eje (repeated x 3)

Ka m kọrọ gị, akụkọ ụwa mo
Ka m kọrọ gị, ije ndu mooo
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Gezienu ntị, akụkọ ụwa moo
Ewu ewu ewu
Achọrọm ịbịa na ụwa site na afọm nnem
Achọrọm ịbịa na ụwa site na papa moo
Lezienunu muo na anọm na elu ụwa ta
Lezienu Nkechi, ọnọ na elu uwa ta
Nkechi nyere onye, na elu ụwa
Ihe onye chọrọ ịwụ, ka ọna awụ
Ihe onye chọrọ ime, ka ọna eme
Ime onye chọrọ ịdị, ka ọna adị
Achọrọm ije n’ụwa site na akpa afọ nnem
Achọrọm ije n’ụwa site na akpa afọ nnem
Lezienunu muo anọm na elu ụwa ta
Lezienu Nkechi, ọnọ na elu ụwa ta
Lezienunu muo anọm na elu ụwa ta
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Akụkọ ụwa muooo ka m na akọ
Akukọ ụwa muoo ka m na akọ
Achọrọm ije n’ụwa site na akpanwa
nnem
Akpa nwa nnem
Akpa nwa nnem
Site na akpanwa nnem
Na afọ mamaoo, ka msiri bịa
Na afọ mama moo, ka msiri bịa
Ebe nchọrọ ije ka msiri pụta

Achọrọ m ibia na uwa site na afọ
nnem
Nlesịa anya we họta nnemoo
Nne bụ ọnyịmoo ezigbo mama
Nnem nnem nne ịhụnanya
Nnem nnem bụkwa ịhụnanya
Nakpa nwa nnem

Na akpa nwa nnem
Na afọm nnem
Nime Papa
Nnem nnem nne ịhụnanya
Papa papa na ịhụnanya
Akpa nwa, bụ akpa ịhụnanya
Ọnwa itenanị ooo, ka eji akpụ nwa
Na ala Ụga, ebe amụrụmooo
Na Nteje oo, ebe amụrụmooo
Na Ogidi, ebe amụrụmooo
Na Elugwu, ebe amụrụmooo
Na Nkwerre, ebe amụrụmoo
Na Benin, ebe amụrụmooo
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Na Kaduna, ebe amụrụmooo
Na London, ebe amụrụmooo
Na ebe nile, ebe amụrụmoo
Nnem nnem nne ịhụnanya
Nnem nnem bụkwa ịhụnanya
Akụkọ ụwa moo ka m na akọ
Akụkọ ụwa moo ka m na akọ
Ụbọsị dị otua, ka nnem mụrụmo
Nwanyị ọbi ọma, nne wụ ọnyịm mo
“Were ihe ọma o, merie ihe ọjọọ”
Okwu ejiri mara, nne bụ ọnyịmoo
Nnem nnem nne ịhụnanya
Nnem nnem bukwa ịhụnanya
Nnem nnem nne ịhụnanya
Akpa nwa akpa ịhụnanya
Nnemoo nne ịhụnanya
Achọrọm ịbịa na ụwa site na afọ nnem
Achọrọm ịbịa na ụwa site na ime papa
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Lezienu Nkechi o ọnọ na elu ụwa ta
Lezienu Nkechi o, ọnọ na elu ụwa ta
Nkechi Nkechi nọ na elu ụwa ta
Nkechinyereonyeoooyawere
Nkechinyereonyeoooyawere
Anọm na elu ụwa nwannem anọm na elu ụwa (repeated x 2)
Nkechinyereonyeoooyawere
Nkechinyereonyeoooyawere

Nwayọ bụ ije, nwannem, nwayọ bụ ije
Ọsịsọ bụ ije, nwannem, ọsịsọ bụ ije
Igbe igbe bụ ije, nwannem, igbe igbe bụ ije
Ịkpụ akpụ bụ ije, nwannem, ịkpụ akpụ bụ ije
Nkekwere onye omumee ka ọna eme
Nkekwere onye omumee, ya mewe
Nwayọ dị mma
Ọsọ dị mma
Igbe igbe dị mma
Ịkpụ akpụ dị mma
Ọnwa itenani, ka eji akpụ nwa
Nwa erughi eru pụta, nne na akwa na eme
Nwa erughi eru pụta, nna na akwa na eme
Ya wụ nwayọ dị mma, ọsịsọ dị mma
Ịkpụ akpụ dị mma
Igbe igbe dị mma

Nkekwere onye omumeee ya mewe
Ebekwere onye ojije ee ya jewe
Nwayo dị mma nwannem nwayọ dị mma
Ije ije dị mma nwannem ije ije dị mma
Uwa bụ ije nwannem ụwa bu ije
Ndụ bụ ije nwannem ndu bụ ije
Nkekwere onye omume oo ya mewe
Ebekwere onye ojije ka ọna eje
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Ya wu kunie o jewe ịga eru ebe ịna eje
Kunie jewe ịga eru ebe ịna eje (repeated)
Get up and go, you will reach your goal (repeated)
Your goal, not their goal
Your goal, not their goal
Akụkọ ụwa mo ka m na ako
Akụkọ ụwa mo ka m na akọ
Breathing..
Sounds, laughter
Anọm na elu ụwa nwannem anom na elụ ụwa
Humming, breathing, laughter, …
END

INTRO
(Breathing, rushing water, laughing, crying and heart beat)
(Ume, mmiri, ochi, akwa, obi ọkuku)
Anọm na elu ụwa, nwannem anọm na elu ụwa o
I am on top of the world, relative mine (child mother me), I am on top of the world
Anọm na elu ụwa, ezi enyim, anọm na elu ụwa o
I am on top of the world, good friend of mine, I am on top of the world
Lezienunu muo anọm na elu ụwa ta
Look at me, I am on top of the world today
Lezienu Nkechi, ọno na elu ụwa ta
Look at Nkechi, she is on top of the world today
Nkechinyereonyeooooyawere
Whatever God gives one let one take
Nkechinyereonyeooooyawere
Whatever God gives one let one take
Bụkwa aha moo na elu ụwa
Is my name, on top of the world
Kunie jewe ịga eru, ebe ịna eje x 2
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Get up and go, you will reach your goal x 4
Your goal, not their goal x 4
Ebe ịna eje, ọwụhụ ebe ha na eje
Ụwa bụ ije, nwannem, ụwa bụ ije
World (Earth) is journey, relative mine, World (Earth) is journey
Ndụ bụ ije, nwannem, ndụ bụ ije
Life is journey, relative mine, Life is journey
Ya wụ, kunie, jewe, na ịga eru ebe ina eje x 3
So get up and go, you will reach your goal
Ka m kọrọ gị, akụ ụwa mo
Let me tell you, sound of my life
Ka m kọrọ gị, akụkọ ụwa mooo
Let me tell you, the story of my life
Gezienu ntị, akụkọ ụwa moo
Listen to the story of my life
Ewu ewu ewu
(Just sound)
Achọrọm ịbịa na ụwa site na afọm nnem
I wanted to come to the world (earth) through my mother’s tummy
Achọrọm ịbịa na ụwa site na papa moo
I wanted to come to the earth (world) through my father
Lezienunu muo anọm na elu ụwa ta
Look at me, I am on top of the world (earth) today
Lezienu Nkechi, ọnọ na elu ụwa ta
Look at Nkechi, she is on top of the world today
Ihe onye chọrọ ịwu, ka ọna awụ
What one wants to be, one is
Ihe onye chọrọ imee, ka ọna eme
What one wants to do, is what one does
Ime onye chọrọ ịdị, ka ọna adị
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The pregnant one wants to be, is what one becomes
Achọrọm ije na ụwa site nakpanwan nnem
I wanted to come to the world/earth through my mother’s womb
Lezienunu muo anọm na elu ụwa ta
Look at me, I am on top of the world (earth) today
Lezienu Nkechi, ọnọ na elu ụwa ta
Look at Nkechi, she is on top of the world today
Nnem nnem nne ịhụnanya
Mother mine, mother mine, mother LOVE
Akpa nwa, bụ akpa ịhụnanya
Bag child (Womb), is bag of LOVE
Ọnwa itenanị, ka eji akpụ nwa
Moon 9 (9 months), is what it takes to mould/craft/sculpt a child
Na ala Uga, ebe amụrụmooo
In the land of Uga, where I was born
Na Nteje, ebe amụrụmooo
In Nteje, where I was born
Na Ogidi, ebe amụrụmooo
In Ogidi, where I was born
Na Elugwu, ebe amụrụmooo
At Elugwu/Enugu (top of hill/mountain), where I was born
Na Nkwerre, ebe amụrụmoo
In Nkwerre, where I was born
Na Benin, ebe amụrụmooo
In Benin, where I was born
Na Kaduna, ebe amụrụmooo
In Kaduna, where I was born
Na London, ebe amụrụmooo
In London, where I was born
Na ebe nile, ebe amụrụmoo
In everywhere, where I was born
Nnem nnem nne ịhụnanya
Mother mine, mother mine, mother LOVE
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Nnem nnem bụkwa ịhụnanya
Mother mine, mother mine is LOVE
Ụbọsị dị otua, ka nnem mụrụmo
A day like this, is when mother mine gave birth to me
Nwanyị obi ọma, nne wụ ọnyịm mo
A female of good heart, mother who is my friend
“Were ihe ọma, merie ihe ọjọọ”
“Use good, to defeat bad”
Okwu ejiri mara, nne wụ ọnyịmoo
Word, which mother who is my friend is known by
Nnem nnem nne ịhụnanya
Mother mine, mother mine, mother LOVE
Nnem nnem bụkwa ịhụnanya
Mother mine, mother mine is LOVE
Achọrọm ịbịa na ụwa site na afọ nnem
I wanted to come to earth/world through my mother
Achọrọm ịbịa na ụwa site na ime papa
I chose to come to earth/world through within my father
Lezienunu muo anọm na elu ụwa ta
Look at me, I am on top of the world (earth) today
Lezienu Nkechi, ọnọ na elu ụwa ta
Look at Nkechi, she is on top of the world today
Nkekwere onye omume ka ọna eme
Whichever one is able to do, is what one does
Nwayọ bụ ije, nwannem, nwayọ bụ ije
Patience/slow/gentle/quiet is journey, relative mine, slow is journey
Ịgba ọsọ bụ ije, nwannem, ịgba ọsọ dị nma
Running is journey, relative mine, running is good
Ije ije bụ ije nwannem, ije ije dị mma
Walking is journey, relative mine, walking is good
Igbe igbe bụ ije, nwannem, igbe igbe dị mma
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Crawling is journey, relative mine, crawling is good
Ịkpụ akpụ bụ ije, relative mine, ịkpụ akpụ dị mma
Dragging is journey, relative mine, dragging is good
Ọsịsọ dị mma, nwayọ dịkwazị mma
Fast/quick is good, slow is also good
Ọnwa itenanị, ka eji akpụ nwa
Moon 9 (9 months), is what it takes to mould/craft/sculpt a child
Nwa erughi eru pụta, nne na akwa na eme
When child comes our premature, mother cries
Nwa erughi eru pụta, nna na akwa na eme
When child comes out premature, father cries
Ya wụ nwayọ dị mma, ọsịso dị mma
So, patience/slow is good, fast/quick/hurry is good

Nkekwere onye omume ya mewe
Whatever one can do, let one do
Ebekwere onye ojije ka ọna eje
Wherever one can go, is where one goes
Ya wụ kunie jewe ịga eru ebe ịna eje
So, get up and go, you will reach your goal

“IHE AHỤBEHE MBỤ” - Mama
Mama in praise of the 2015 celebration of her words and sayings, exclaimed “Ihe
ahụbe mbụ” which means ‘original’ ‘unique’ ‘something never seen or done before’.
Mama, I know for sure that you are smiling again, overwhelmed and grateful and
nodding your approval as you appreciate everyone’s effort in putting up a great
send-off show for your body on 9 May 2019. “Ihe ahụbe mbụ” the celebration will be
‘YoUnique’, original, never seen before. I know you will be present, absorbing the
LOVE, enjoying it all, as its beauty accompanies you on your journey. You are
already a high level great ancestor! Congratulations on your ascension to the high
ancestral degree! All your LOVED ones are celebrating you and welcoming you
including Papa and Mamanwannem. Ihe ahụbe mbụ has reached ancestral space
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MAMA
RISES
IN LOVE
MAMA
IS
LOVE
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Mama’s spirit of LOVE and aura of presence will always be around us. She saw
deep, she saw far, she looked ahead

The 2 mothers
They LOVED one another and praised one another
At the wedding of Dr Charles Gore and Barrister Nkechi Adịmọra Gore
Photo by Geraldine Gore.
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We continue to celebrate Mama

Celebrating Mama with all we are
All 6 of Mama’s children made a point of taking Mama everywhere, making sure that
Mama knew that their achievements are hers
Sir Angus Afamefuna Ikemdịnachukwu Adịmọra
Surveyor
Mrs Joan Adakwere Chikeziri Ezenwụba
Rtd Headmistress
Lady Ngozichukwuka Ọbịageli Ifeọma Jean Adịmọra Ọfọma
(called Ada Adịmọha by Mama)
USA Accountant
Mrs Edith Chinwe Chinazọ Adịmọra Chukuka
(called Nnedim by Mama)
USA State Auditor and Chartered Accountant, the first black female in her position
Mrs Azuka Charity Adịmọra Ọkụ
(called Nne nnedim) - USA RN
Mrs Harriet Nkechinyereonyeyawere Adịmọra Gore
(called Ada Ezeukwu by Mama) - UK Barrister
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WELCOME
TO THE ABODE OF
MAMA’S
CHILDREN-IN-LOVE

Mama’s first child-in-LOVE Shedrack Akalịsị Ezenwụba (Onye nkuzi42)

42

Teacher or Person who teaches
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NO BLOW WILL BLOW AWAY OUR GRATITUDE
We remain ever so grateful to our Maker for the ever non-stop LOVE showered on us in
abundance. Their smile remain with us as they radiant LOVE in abundance. In life there is
death and in death there is life. Blow after blow, we remain the joy after joy. We remember
the LOVE after LOVE. We continue to celebrate the LOVE planted. LOVE never dies as
LOVE once planted lives on. They live on in the LOVE they planted.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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Mama’s second son-in-LOVE, Sir Mike Ọfọma
and his beloved wife Lady Jean Ọfọma
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NO BLOW WILL BLOW AWAY OUR GRATITUDE
Our family remain ever so grateful to our Maker for the ever non-stop LOVE
showered on us in abundance
In life there is death and in death there is life
Blow after blow
We remain the joy after joy
We remember the LOVE after LOVE
We continue to celebrate the LOVE planted
It is in the nature of LOVE to never die
LOVE once planted never dies
They planted LOVE in abundance
We celebrate LOVE in abundance
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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CHAPTER LADY THERESA NGỌZỊ
A TRIBUTE TO NNEDIM

“Wete nu efere ka-ewere tinyere Ngọzị ha nni, ha abata na ooo!!”43
Oh Mama you are no longer here to give me food whenever I come visiting. It is so
sad that death had to take you away from us.

43

Bring plate so that food can be served to Ngozi them, they have entered/returned/come back
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Life is like a flower that blossoms in the morning and fades in the evening. The
longest journey has an end. So it is Mama; we are not mourning your exit, but
celebrating your fulfilled life.

Nnedim, you blossomed so well that you touched lives, changed lives and made
some better. You were a great giver, very kind, hardworking, lived a life worthy of
emulation. Nobody leaves our house without eating your food.

Nneọma, you were a great teacher, a wonderful mother, a wise Counsellor. I am
genuinely happy to be your daughter-in-law. Your legacy “were ihe ọma merie ihe
ọjọọ” (overcome evil with good) will always resonate with me. Mama, thank you so
much for your advice and your help.
You are too much. GREAT PILLAR in my family. Bank Ụmụ agbara, you never
wanted to leave me and my children. Likewise, we didn’t want you to leave but like
we all know, God’s will must be done. Mama you lived a fruitful life and you lived
well. You accomplished your goals and kept the faith. When green leaves turn
brown, a season ends, a great loving, peaceful, patient mother-in-law has gone to be
with the Lord. Great Amazon, go in peace. Rest in the bosom of the Lord till we meet
on the resurrection morning.

Good night Mama
Nne dim, Je ije gị nke ọma!
Adieu Nne ọma!!
Adieu Nne Obi ọma!!!
Adieu Bank Ụmụagbala
Ka Chi foo
Your only daughter-in-law
Ngọzị Theresa Adịmọra (née Ọffịah)
Alụeme nwa as you fondly call me
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The photo shows Mama in America with 3 of 5 of her sons-in-law (Late Akalịsị Ezenwụba
(far left), Sir Mike Ọfọma (middle), Mr Chinedu Chukuka (holding the Bible) and others in
powerful prayers over Chinelo who has been a shining star in all works of life including as a
top Nursing Practitioner

CHAPTER SIR MICHAEL ỌFỌMA
‘OUR MOTHER AND MOTHER-IN-LAW’ BY SIR MIKE OFOMA
I am led, as your loving Son-in law, to recount some of the overwhelming events,
manifesting in your gracious giving of your daughter Ọbịageli to become my wife.
This became the most glorious event of time which earned me additional family
relations including your children Angus, Chikeziri, Edith, Azụka and Nkechi. My
darling Mother-in law, I rejoice in having you as my Mother-in Law. Your kindheartedness overwhelms me whenever I visit you at Uga. Mama, you always cook
special food and delicacies for me, provide accommodation for me, and radiate your
loving kindness to me. I am filled with immense joy and gratitude for the wife, Ọby-m,
you gave me and thankful for God’s blessings on our life. You are special to all our 5
children and our 3 grandchildren who fondly celebrate you. They always enjoy the
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richness of your loving heart whenever they visit you in Uga, at Enugu, in U.S.A and
other places. I am delighted to recall all your visits at the times of our children’s birth
and how you looked after us at those times. Them and us, will always love and
cherish you dearly. My beautiful daughter-in-law loves you very much. My brothers,
sisters and other relatives are overwhelmed by your tender care and loving spirit. We
know without doubt that you are in heaven working with God to look after us. So we
rejoice and say: Thanks be to God the Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit, Amen. To
God Almighty be all the glory, worship, praise, honor, adoration, and thanksgiving for
evermore, Amen.
Go thee well Mama
Your Son-in-Law,
Michael C. Ofoma
2 days after the manuscript of this book was sent out for printing the news of the sudden passing of Sir
Mike Ọfọma arrived. He passed on 4 April 2019. We are grateful for the joy He was and remains.

CHAPTER CHINEDU CHUKUKA
The moment Chinedum married into the Adịmọra family, he became Mama’s
adopted son. She referred to him as Angọ’s younger brother and treated him as if he
were her own flesh and blood. She even had her own nicknames for him, such as
Edu nwam and Azubọgụ Chukuka. Even though it was a sacrifice for her, I watched
as Mama happily came to the United States to help raise her “new son’s” children
when they were born. While here, Mama and Nedu continued to strengthen their
bond. She would educate him on the secrets to picking the perfect yams and
plantain, and then go on to cook a delicious meal for him that he couldn’t help but
love. I could see how much he adored her. And Nedu knew without a doubt that
Mama loved him. The two of them shared a relationship that was built on mutual
love, honor, and acceptance.
When both of his parents passed, Mama became even more of a parental figure to
him, and he leaned on her for support and advice. He once mentioned that since his
mother had passed, Mama was the only mother he had left, and he felt a
responsibility to take care of her.
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These two had such an exceptional connection that he made sure Mama was the
first person he visited when he was back home in Nigeria. Even now, despite feeling
groggy from medication and hurting from his numerous procedures, he still makes
sure to ask about Mama’s health and well-being.

It pains me to keep the news of Mama’s passing from him as he recovers. But when
Nedu gets stronger, we will dance in praise. His recovery is the only tribute that
Mama needs at this time. And she continues to work with Angels to see to that
tribute.
I am so thankful to Mama for how she embraced Nedu as her own, and I know that
even though she had passed she is still watching and protecting him as only a
“mother” could do. – Edith writes on behalf of her husband who has not yet been
told that Mama has passed
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CHAPTER GODFREY
ỌKU (GODDY ỌKỤ)

*TRIBUTE TO MY LOVING MOTHER IN-LAW*
With profound sense of grief, I write to express my feelings for the loss of a dear and
jovial woman. A woman of love and peace!
I know however that death is not the end of the journey and do sincerely hope that
the Lord God would find you, Mama worthy for an eternal rest!
Rest dearly my beloved Mama until we reunite!
Adieu
Godfrey Ọkụ
(Goddy Ọkụ)
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CHAPTER DR. CHARLES GORE

Feeling at home in Mama’s home 1989/1990

Mama-in-law was a wonderful, warm-hearted generous person and a
shining example to others. She welcomed me into the Adịmọra family
and was so understanding that I could not speak Igbo. It showed the
great generosity that she gave to everyone equally, both the wealthy and
the less well off.

A personal memory for me that exemplifies this is how all visitors would
be fed her delicious food and further delicious helpings would always be
offered by her that the guests always eagerly accepted.

Her warmth, her welcoming smiles, and immense generosity of spirit will
be sorely missed but leaves many, many wonderful memories to cherish
for all who met her.
Dr Charles David Gore (Charlie)
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We are celebrating Mama
because Mama was and
remains LOVE incarnate
in every sense, scent and
cell
Like every human in
being, Mama had her
share of imperfections
We are not celebrating
Mama because she was
perfect but because her
LOVE remains perfect and
made her perfect
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MAMA’S COOKING POT

The fire may look gone, the ash may appear in its place but in a little while, the fire
will blaze again, from that same place where the ashes now occupy, the cooking pot
will start singing, as singing Mama’s song is its favourite tune, the night is beautiful
and so is the day
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
Yes, even Mama’s cooking pots and all cooking pots will miss Mama
And sing her dirge
The very ground upon which she trod is singing her dirge
The land of her fathers, of her grand-ancestors
Are rising in praise of her
Her husband in land, the trees she planted, her LOVE incarnate
The firewood she fetched, the birds that knew her
Yes, Mama’s cooking pots, are Mama’s starting points
For there is no better place to start
Than their chant of Mama
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Their praise of Mama
For they were very well used
Their purpose and functionality
Their full potentials
Fully realised
They lived a life of purpose
In the hands of Mama
They received full attention
In the eyes of Mama
They tasted all life spices
In the life of Mama
Knowing Mama’s secrets
Her secret ingredients
Revealing Mama’s deep
The depth of her cooking
The knowledge of what’s cooking
The LOVE she created in them
The fire in place
The fireplace
The place and fire
The fire that is Mama
The fire she inhabits
They are in wake
The waking ashes
Rising ashes
Singing Mama’s praise
Yes, the cooking pot
Is first in line
Amongst Mama’s grands
Amongst Mama’s Splendour
This is not an introduction
This is just a beginning
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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THE PASSING A WAY
Passing away
Passing a way
Mama passed a way
Passing, her only way

Mama passed a way
Another way
A different way
But not away
Not away from us
For she is still with us
In thought, in memory, in spirit

Her presence strongly here
Her LOVE continue to spread
Spreading like a LOVEcano
Her LOVE erupting
Like ACTIVE LOVEcano
LOVEcano she is

Active LOVE always is
In every state active
Remains its active
Burial its rising

Mama lives in the LOVE
The LOVE which she is
The LOVE which she planted
The LOVE which is spreading
The LOVE which is passed
Passing, her only way
LOVE TO MAMA ALWAYS
LOVE TO US ALWAYS
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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Ekwuhu
ekwu mere
okeye, mana
ekwue
anụhụ mere
nwata- Mama
Not speaking has done the elder but not listening has done
the child (Not speaking to correct is an elder’s fault but not
listening to spoken wisdom is the fault of the child)
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THE ANGUS ADỊMỌRA BRANCH OF
GRANDS AND GREAT-GRANDS

CHAPTER NNEKA
A EULOGY TO MAMA – FROM THE REINCARNATED NWAKỤABỊ
I've learned that good-byes will always hurt, pictures will never replace having been
there, memories good and bad will bring years and words can never replace
feelings.

Saying a final goodbye to mama is not easy. How can you say goodbye to someone
you always had in your life. She has been around for much of my life so far, that it
seemed an unspoken promise that she would be around forever - a foolish thought
that I had. It is such times that I start to remind myself that loved ones will surely
leave us, or are already leaving. Whatever life has granted us, it is really loaned to
us. The typical eulogy will be to state that she was a good woman, a wonderful
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mother, an epitome of greatness, her legacies and the great life that she lived but, in
my opinion, words aren't enough, descriptions and analogies don't come close to
painting perfect picture of mama.

To know and understand my grandmother, you need to experience her, to better
grasp who she was and what she stood for. Mama is gone forever, never to be seen,
never to be heard, never to be experienced but, she lives on in our hearts, she lives
on in our memories, she lives on in her legacies.

Mama, thank you for being the best grandmother in the world.
Your first grand-daughter
Nneka Adimora.
Mama’s first grand-daughter! Oh what joy your birth gave Mama! The day you
first arrived at No.51 Ọnwudiwe from UNTH hospital where you were born,
beautifully cuddled in the hands of the LOVE aura all around you, you
squeezed your beautiful eyes because of the change in the level of light from
the unlit stairway to the bright living room ‘parlour’. Oh what joy your birth
brought to Mama and us all!

So sometime in the last one or 2 years, your godmother Nky, said to Mama,
you call Nneka ‘Nwakụabịa’ (Mama’s husband’s mother’s name) and call Ọgọ
‘Nne’ (Nne Alice Umeoke), are you sure you did not mix them up as Nneka is
the one that is more like Nne, artistic and solitary, and Ọgọ is the fire brand
like Nwakụabịa. And Mama said to me “Iche na ha na adịrịdị otu aha”. Do you
think that they are always the same? It is not always the case that for their
present life, they assume the same form and character they were in the
previous life.
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CHAPTER ỌGỌCHUKWU

Mama!
We miss you mama…I still don't believe you have left us to go and rest in eternal
peace. I was looking forward to seeing you one last time, but it wasn’t to be…you left
us a day to my arrival. Pa Abel’s compound in Uga will not be the same, but your
memory will forever be ingrained in our hearts and heads.
Mama, as she was fondly called, was the epitome of a woman. Nurturing, supportive
and sweet, yet strong like an oak tree. I was blessed to have had such a resilient,
formidable and intelligent woman as my grandmother. Mama was present all through
my life and thus the memory abounds.

Where do I start to tell my beautiful stories about Mama? I can share all spectrum;
stories of laughter, pain, celebrations and love. Plenty memories and legacy she
passed on…but one that stays fresh is, the valuable lesson of choice. Mama always
told me stories of how we all choose the path we walk on. We go through life thinking
we do not have a choice but we do…our mindset! Stories of how after her husband
died she made a choice to ensure all her children would be educated. She tried to
teach me from a young age to choose my friends…to choose to work hard and never
depend on people…if only I understood her reasoning back then as a very young child.
There was always something to learn from Mama. I remember a time when I had gone
to see a friend (ọyị), got back home and met Mama not too happy with me for always
going out (ọ rịrị) or in my own words, being a “social butterfly”. Mama and I had a brief
conversation which went like this -:
Mama: Ọ rịrị! Ọ yị! Ọgọchukwu how many times have I spoken to you about always
going out and friends?
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Ọgọchukwu: Mama, I only went to pick up a book from my friend.
Mama: Every time friends... In life you should be able to count your friends. Not
everyone around you is a friend, always remember that.
Ọgọchukwu: but Mama I didn’t do anything wrong….
Mama: Time to come!! Ọgọchukwu, time to come you will get what I am saying. Every
time ọ rịrị
Ọgọchukwu: Mumbling…
Mama: E rigo? (Have you eaten?)
Ọgọchukwu: Mba (No)
Mama: E cho e ri osikapa? (Do you want to eat rice?)
Ọgọchukwu: Mba, a chum e ri rice (No I want to eat rice?)
Mama: Ọgọchukwu, so e maro ihe osikapa bu? (So you don’t know the meaning of
osikapa?)
Ọgọchukwu: Mama osikapa is beans…
Mama: So e maro na osikapa bụ rice? (So you don’t know that osikapa is rice?) From
today, e ga na su si rim Igbo (from today you will only speak to me in Igbo). Igbo is
your mother tongue and you must learn it. I know you feel you do not need to learn it
but one day it will help you.
8 years after that conversation with Mama, the Igbo I was forced to learn came in
handy when I got employed as a part time Igbo translator for the United Kingdom
Immigration Services (Border Force)….
Mama was full of wisdom, and I am blessed to have experienced direct teachings from
her. The classic African proverb: when an old person dies, a library/encyclopedia
burns to the ground…in Mama’s case, she made sure to share her knowledge and I
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was one of the beneficiaries…rest in peace Mama…your legacy will never be
forgotten.
We love and miss you!!
ỌGỌCHUKWU IHEANATU née Adimora
Mama’s mother (Nne) in previous life
The firebrand referred to above hahaha

CHAPTER SAM
Mama,
Your passing was a massive shock to us all and this was partly due to the inner
strength we all got to know you have in abundance. Invariably, we have drawn on
that, to keep us going, since your demise.
Even though I didn’t spend much time with you, the moments we shared were simply
amazing – you really cared and loved profoundly!
You encompass the true meaning of the word ‘Mama’ and you will forever be in our
thoughts.
Adios Mama
From Sam

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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CHAPTER GREAT-GRANDSON ANDREW

Dear Great grandma,
Thank you for everything you've done. Thank you for being my great grandma. I
know that you are up in heaven watching me and I hope I come up and see you up
there. I loved to play with your chickens and see a lot of family in Nigeria. Thank you
again.
Xoxoxoxo

Andrew
Mama’s great-grandson
Ọgọchukwu and Sam’s son

CHAPTER GREAT-GRANDSON TOBY
Dear Great grandma,
I miss you. I am sad, I didn't know you died and I feel very bad. Everybody in Africa
loves you very much. I want you to be alive, I don't know what to do...I want to be
happy I don't know what to do.....
Love
Toby
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CHAPTER AFAM

TIME TO COME
Mama was a wonderful mother to each and every one of us, her numerous words of
wisdom keep reminding us of her, and making us feel even more closer to her now.
An exceptional woman of strength and integrity, she always made a wonderful
companion, with lots of funny stories and witty sayings.
She was also very loving, and dedicated her life to bringing her entire family
together: daughters, sons, grandchildren, great-grandchildren. She was indeed a
great mother, a Great and Grand Mother.
We have all lost an endearing mother, but she gave us life and she gave us hope,
and we will not let her down. Mama always spoke her mind and would let us know
how much she expected of us, how much she loved us, and how much we would
miss her, time to come.
Mama we love you and we miss you, and the time has come to say goodbye until we
meet again.
Rest in peace Mama.
From: Mr. Afamefuna Adịmọra, for the family
AFAMEFUNA IS MAMA’S HUSBAND-REINCARNATE
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CHAPTER EMEKA
"For every life has a purpose to fill, a purpose which us humans can seldom infer.
But she was a gift from heaven, whose purpose was to make this world understand
what love, friendship, goodness, and humbleness was all about. Goodness belongs
to heaven, and I know she is watching us from there, bestowing her beautiful smile
upon us. Rip grandma❤️" - Emeka Adimora

THE GREATEST EVER TOLD – BY EMEKA ADỊMỌRA
If I could write a story about you dear grandmother it would be the greatest ever told
of a kind and warm heart, a loving and caring grandmother who had a generous
heart of gold.
Mama you were by far one of the smartest and most thoughtful souls I've ever met,
you instilled in us a sense of pride, uprightness, strength and determination. I could
write a million pages yet unable to say just how much you gave yourself but rather
extended your love, your resources, your everything to your loved ones.
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I’m truly inspired by how dedicated you were to caring for your children,
grandchildren and others around you; your home you gave to the homeless, your
generous smile, your sincere advice and kind words that soothe all troubled souls
around you, your thorough counsel, your profound belief that God in heaven watches
over our actions. I could go on and on.
Mama your home was our get away spot. The one place anyone could get the best
dishes; onugbu soup, Ji ọkụ, Akpụ, you name it. I remember how you fondly called
me Ezigbo ọgọ m; you would always ask me; “Ezigbo Ọgọ irigo nni”, those
memories are priceless.
I admire the hope and succor you gave your children after you lost your husband,
and how you literally had to sell food by the railway just to pay their way through
school. Mama you went through storms and battles to raise all your children. Like
mother hen you shielded them from harm. You owed no man and paid everyone
their dues. You were very energetic, highly organized and disciplined.
I am saddened by your death mama. You went home at the time we were beginning
to reward you for your labor over us. But I feel profoundly honored, blessed and
proud that you were my grandmother. Missing you is a heartache that will never go
away but your life will remain a constant reminder that there is no greater way to
honor you than to be a better me and uphold the love and peace you lived and died
for.
No doubt your parting has left a deep crater, but we will fill it with memories of joy,
laughter, friendship, kisses that we shared. Yes, Mama these things we shall miss very
much.
Enjoy your deserved peace with the Lord, Ezi Nne nna, till we meet again to part no
more.
Adieu Nne ọma
Your grandson, Ezigbo Ọgọ gị.
Emeka Adịmọra.
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CHAPTER OBINNA

A tribute to my loving grandmother
My beloved grandmother (Mama) as we fondly call her was the most kindest, caring
and loving person I will ever know in my life, I don’t think there are any words in the
dictionary I can use to describe how loving mama was to her grandchildren from
making sure we were always fed, having good clothes and shoes even when she
couldn’t afford it mama always made sure we were always happy.

I remember when I was in boarding school in jss3 during visiting day and mama
came to visit me, as usual mama came with different types of assorted foods,
provisions and drinks that could feed a thousand people for weeks. All my
classmates kept on uttering “Obilo your grandmama love you ohh see the kind
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food wey she dey bring for just one person” only if they knew she would have
brought the entire world if she could.
Mama I would never forget the constant advice (ndumọdụ) you always gave me,
your favorite quote was “nwere ihe ọma merie ihe ọjọọ”. All those words helped
shape the man I have become today and I will always remain grateful to you.

Mama I remember you telling me that you do not want anybody to cry for you when
you die. All you want is just for us to be singing, dancing, eating and drinking, that
wherever you are, it will be giving you joy, but mama how can we not shed a tear for
you after everything you did for us and all the sacrifices. I will cry a river if I could.

Mama I will always remember your special smile, your caring heart, the warm
embrace you always gave me. You were always there for me through the good and
bad times no matter what. There was love in everything you did to make my life
worthwhile, your laughter was a source of joy and your words were always warm and
wise.
Mama I will always remember you because there will never be another one to
replace you in my heart. I LOVE YOU MAMA. Rest in perfect peace.
OBINNA ADỊMỌRA
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THE CHIKEZIRI JOAN EZENWỤBA
(NÉE ADỊMỌRA) BRANCH OF
GRANDS AND GREAT-GRANDS

I remember this day like yesterday. Rest on mama we all miss you ❤️- Ann Ezenwụba
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CHAPTER AZỤBIKE

THE GLORIOUS EXIT OF A BELOVED GRANDMOTHER
FROM AZUBIKE EZENWUBA
A saint has joyfully bowed her head in loyalty and in response to meet her creator
and to have a rest in the bosom of the Lord.

With humility, patience, endurance, discipline and maturity, your selfless service to
God and Humanity has translated in your grand children being what we are today,

The level of your unwavering faith and consistent relationship with God is the biggest
achievements you ever made. This is my consolation. Glory be to God.

However, it is no gainsaying the fact that your EXIT brought us sorrow, pain, tears
and confusion while reflecting on the roles you played in my family and especially me
Azụbike decades back. Visits back then at DMGS Onitsha was like a carnival of
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sorts because everyone stayed at the gate expecting your arrival. You also taught
me to being the ….

An achiever per excellence. The great CID. A bridge that connects individuals,
couples and family members with strained relationship back to love, peace and
harmonious living.

The benevolent attitude of yours was evident in supplying net and hook for some
beneficiaries to catch fish instead of providing only fish for just a meal and further
demand.

All about your birth, life and death is a mystery quite beyond human comprehension
and cannot be contained here and now.
We console our spirit, soul and body with John’s gospel 14: 1 and 3 “Let not your
heart be troubled, Ye believe in God, believe also in me. I will come again and
receive you unto myself, That where I am there ye may be.” This exactly was your
ultimate aim and focus dear Maama.
We all indeed miss your love and care.
Adieu Nnem ọma, Maama
Ezenwụba Azụbike
For/on behalf of Akalịsị Ezenwụba Family

We all miss your love and care
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CHAPTER UCHENNA

Á chò m nà bé mmadù, chò m nà bé mmuò" by Uchenna Ezenwuba
"The heart expresses itself in the ancient language of action and behaviour. Not in
the words of men, in "comas" and "full stops". How exactly do I put my grief in
writing? What alphabets can truly describe my soul's tears? Borrow me a language
with which my sighs could express themselves for mortals to comprehend. Can the
cuneiform in pictorials and signs best convey?

Mama, a part of who I am was stomped out of existence the moment that sour text
message spilled its nakedness on my phone screen. "Á chò m nà bé mmadù, chò
m nà bé mmuò", I was at both places at the same time. I still find it hard to re-adjust
my tenses to the past as I continually find myself using the present tenses to address
you.

Every inch of my life and moral fibre was calibrated by you Mama. You 3taught me
the lifestyle of details and perfection. Even as a toddler, I may not be able to recall a
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good measure of incidences but I always know that mama was the pillar and
stabilizing cornerstone.

Mama, it was your style to ensure that everyone under your roof belched in
satisfaction, to the best of your ability to provide. Mama, I can even tell what food is
on fire from afar off! Haha! You know who have that gift don't you? Hmmmmm. You
were simply my mum... the term "grandmother" never best described my relationship
with you.

Your unwavering love for God first, and my late grandpa is a tale that will go down
generations yet to come. I would not be seeing you in a very long while, but I will
definitely always listen out for your advice in whispers at those times I need them. I
will follow your time tested guidance etched deep in my heart in charting the course if
life and inter-personal relationships.

For the love and times we shared together as mother and son, I won't say adieu.

So long Mama."

KR
Ezenwuba, Uche. C
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CHAPTER CHINEDU
FROM CHINEDU EZENWỤBA

The words you spoke so wisely
Have never been so clear.
All the lessons that you taught me
Still remain right here.
I am left here wishing
To hear your voice one last time,
Once more to hear you sing
Her memory is now my keepsake
Which with I’ll never part
You can shed tears that she is gone
Or you can smile because she has lived.
You can close your eyes and pray that she’ll come back
Or you can open your eyes and see all she’s left.
Your heart can be empty because you can’t see her
Or you can be full of the love you shared.
You can turn your back on tomorrow and live yesterday
Or you can be happy for tomorrow because of yesterday.
You can remember her and only that she’s gone
Or you can cherish her memory and let it live on.
You can cry and close your mind, be empty and turn your back
Or you can do what she’d want: smile, open your eyes, love and go on.
God has her in his keeping
I have her in my heart.
Sadly missed but never forgotten.
Adieu Mama

From: Ezenwuba Chinedu C and Family
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CHAPTER UGOCHUKWU

Nneọma m: Ugom oo!!
Ugochukwu: Maaa! Nneoma m oo!!.
Nneọma m: Ọ kwadị Ezeobiabaka dị sị onye maa mma, ọha ekewuoi n'ekpe.
Ugochukwu: Hahahahahaha!!! Nneọma m, olee ihe Ị chọrọ ka m meere gị?
Nneoma m : Nwatana, ọkwadị gị na uche okenye gị ne. Emee gị mee ka ị maha ihe
n'eme. Ije ejerem orie udo je goterenim obere anụ eghu dị mma nji j'esite obere
osikapa maka Ango n'alụọ na mgbede.
Jekwuorom na nke nwannem nwanyị sịa nsịrị ya jee goterem ogiri okpei dị mma nke
N#one fifty (one fifty Naira).
Olee onye m je ejere orie udo ọzọ nneọma m?
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Nneọma m : Ugoom oo!!!
Ugochukwu: Maaa!!!
Nneọma m: Biadịnaa sorom kaị baa kitchen.
Ugochukwu: Oooo Mama( as onye akpịrị ogologo)
Nneọma m: Leleerem ma anu ahanịghị ogheene?
Ugochukwu:Mama mba oghebehe (ka o were nyem ọzọ).
Olee onye nje elilere anu mara ma ogheene ọzọ Nneoma m oo?

You made me what I am today. Your only child and grandchild that followed your
footsteps (foods service and catering management). Now that it's your turn to taste
my own food ka ị mara ma ogheene, ahụwohom gị Nneọma m.

I am not going to question God because He alone knows what's best for us and
besides it's time for Pa Abel to be made complete for He had patiently waited to be
reunited with His wife.

You were the first person to teach me this song and the first person I heard the song
from was you.
"Ihe ahụ anapụghị ime n'ebe mmadụ nọ, apụrụ ime ya n'ebe Chineke nọ (×2)
Nanị nwee okwukwe n'ogologo ntachite obi, kwuputa mmehie gị n'iru Ya,
Ọ g'anuru olu gị.
M'i nwee okwukwe n'ogologo ntachite obi, kwuputa mmehie gị n'iru Ya, Ọ ga
anuru olu gị".
JEE NKE ỌMA NNEỌMA M OO. ỌKỤ IHỤNANYA Ị MỤNYEERE ANYỊ AGAGHỊ
ANYỤNAHỤ ANYỊ.
Daaluoo
I can't continue writing any longer Ma. I don't know if I'm writing with my tears or with
my pen
It's hard for me to continue
It's dawning on me once again

UGOCHUKWU EZENWUBA
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Ugochukwu seeing his achievement as Mama’s, gives Mama his beret to wear

"That's the greatest grandma ever in the whole world. I love you grandma. Mama
continue resting. Nneọma oo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I will cry but that's the cry of joy because
you lived a fulfilled life. You didn't meet your creator in a foreign land but HE brought
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you back to your beautiful home which was your request. I miss you Nneọma
m😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭. Mama you gave me the
life I'm living now. You taught me the art of cooking." – Ugochukwu Ezenwụba

Mama at Ugochukwu’s nursery graduation.
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CHAPTER IJEOMA
Nne umurenne m onye ọ dịgooro mma. Ka mkpụrụ Obi gị nwee ezumike udo.
Thoughts of you bring smiles to my face and fills me with gratitude. You passed on
your own terms. You were prepared, you were ready. God satisfied you with long life
in good health. Your children, grandchildren and great grandchildren did surround
your table and grew up to call you blessed.

You are part of my fondest childhood memories, quite a number to pick from. You
were ALWAYS there for us through thick and thin. The glue that held all together;
always praying and counselling.

Your culinary skills were second to none
Others cook, you on the other hand create meals
Your hospitality was unmatched
You had a lot to give, and you did not spare any
You gave value, you gave your all
You are an example of dying empty

You matched your words with action
Were ihe oma merie ihe ọjọọ
I saw you put those words to action countless times
Your hardworking Spirit rubbed off on everyone around you
You felt the pain of people around you and carried their burden as if they were yours

I miss you beyond words
This year I’ve thought of coming to Uga a number of times and then I’m hit by the
reality that you’re not there….
I’m comforted in knowing that you had a relationship with our father in heaven, and
you’re resting from all your work
I miss you Mama
I miss hearing you call me Ijemoo

Adieu Ezinne Harriet Ijeaku Adimora
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Adieu Nne umurenne m
Adieu Nwunye Abel
Gaa ije gị nk’ọma

IJEỌMA OBI (née Ezenwụba)

CHAPTER IFEANYI
Tribute from Ifeanyịchukwu Obi
So amazing, so beautiful a journey you had. The news of your transition was
received with mixed reactions. We cry because a huge vacuum has been created,
one that cannot be filled forever. But we also smile in our hearts because you
journeyed to a new home of peace, joy and comfort.

Mama, your life was a beauty. One so full of hugs, kisses, prayers and words of
blessings. You represented the message of kindness, acceptance, hospitality,
forgiveness and love.

A visit in Dec 2018 turned out to be the last time that my family and I would see you.
I recall making a video just to preserve the usual atmosphere of love you created
each time people were around you. It was a session so warm and memorable where
in your usual manner, you hugged and prayed for me and my family.

As I bid you farewell, I am reminded that you are in a better place. A place where we
will all eventually meet to part no more.

Rest in peace mama!
Adieu!!

Ifeanyi Obi, Ph.D.
Grandson In-law
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CHAPTER CHIKA
FOR OGBO M44
I remember vividly the happiness in her voice and the smile that spread across her
face because she was happy I did well in school
I remember her asking if I was coming to visit her for the holiday to help her cultivate
I remember her cooking endlessly during the day, only to end up giving the food
away to different people
I remember the folklores told with a lesson to learn at the end
I remember being called Ogbo m
Mama indirectly taught me that hard work pays off, and that laziness was not an
option in life.
From a young age, she made it a mission to instil a great work ethic into me
I learned how to be selfless even when I think I’m in a low place
I always remember that I am blessed because there are people in worse conditions
Mama always reminded me that she was the first person that held me apart from the
doctor after I was born and she gave me the name Harriet because she wanted me
to be like her
I hope that as I get older that the great lessons that she taught me will live in me
I pray that her soul may Rest in Peace
A hụrụ m gị n’anya Ogbo m
I will miss you so much Mama
CHIKA HARRIET EZENWỤBA

44

For namesake mine – My namesake
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THE LADY NGOZỊ JEAN ỌFỌMA
(NÉE ADỊMỌRA) BRANCH OF
GRANDS AND GREAT-GRANDS

"I hear her laughing and dancing with
grandpa Abel. He's asking what took you
so long my dear.... the kids gave me so
much joy I couldn't get enough, was her
reply" - Chukwuma Ofoma
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CHAPTER CHUKWUMA
Maaaama!!! As I would affectionately call you.
I really can’t believe you are gone. I keep thinking that I will come to Uga and be
greeted by your smile. I grew up with so many stories about you and i also have
many to tell my children.

The first word to describe you is LOVE. You lived a Christ-like life, even a taxi driver
that will bring me home couldn’t leave without being fed. Mama can stuff you with
food, when I visit on holiday after coming home from boarding house, mama would
say I need food to recover and later when I’m overweight and trying to diet, mama
would say that my bigger body needs more food to sustain. No argument for not
eating has ever won against mama, never!!

Mama was also a disciplinarian, make no mistake but with love! She can scold and
advice but never judge!! Which one of us will ever forget “CID”, “Nebuchadnezzar na
Abednego”
I remember you took me to school and I was being punished for getting there late
and you went up to the naval officers and got them to stop. Never happens,
especially that they didn’t punish me more after you left.

I remember how you welcomed my wife to the family even before we got married
and I’m not saying mama had the magic touch but you laid your hands on Nneka’s
tummy and next thing I know, the tummy started growing. I’m just saying…
Once you call Mama, she would start praying for you. As a child of God, I know your
prayers were always answered.

We are also glad you got to carry baby Zara. It is really funny how that worked out
but when I recall it now, I know it was God’s plan.
Mama the tears haven’t stopped flowing but I am comforted knowing you are resting
and enjoying walks in heaven with your darling Abel!
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I will miss your smile, cooking, scolding, advise, warm embrace and prayers. I can’t
imagine how much he has missed you all these years.

I will do my best to keep your legacy of love and family alive. Rest well in the bosom
of the Lord our creator!

THANK YOU MAMA! We love you mama and we miss you!!
ADIEU MAMA!!
Chukwuma Ọfọma

CHAPTER NNEKA
Mama is love personified!
I first met Mama even before I started dating my husband. He had invited me to an
occasion and his grandmother was there so he took me to greet her. I recall after
meeting her thinking how warm she was.

After my husband and I got married Mama welcomed me into the family with open
arms. She was very prayerful and always had great words of advice and would
encourage my husband and I to be prayerful and live in peace with one another.
Mama was also very generous and would always have food for anyone who
happened to stop by to greet her.

I recall soon after we got married we had travelled to the village for Christmas. She
asked me if I was pregnant and I was like ‘no’ she just nodded and laid her hand on
my tummy and bent her head in prayer. Months later I found out I was pregnant and I
had conceived that holiday.

Mama a few years ago the family decided to have an occasion for you and as I look
back I am glad we got that opportunity to celebrate you because you deserve it.
Even though Chizara did not get the opportunity to experience the great woman that
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you are; God in his infinite mercy and through his ability to plan 10 steps ahead
made it possible for us to come to out of our way to see you in New Jersey and she
had the opportunity to meet you and you also got to see her!

Mama it is so hard to say goodbye and you will be greatly missed. However, my
consolation is that you will no longer be in pain and that you are with our maker. I am
glad to have met you, known you and to have you as our "MAMA". Thank you for
how you impacted our lives!

We love you mama and we miss you!
ADIEU MAMA!!
LOVE ALWAYS!
NNEKA OFOMA

CHAPTER CHINYERE
A GREAT IROKO TREE HAS FALLEN!! A GREAT IROKO TREE HAS
FALLEN!! BY CHINYERE OFOMA
Mama, my beautiful, loving, generous, protective, fashionable grandma! I am not sure
where to begin and have struggled for weeks, starting and stopping multiple times as
it seemed unfathomable that my grandma was no more. If ever there was an invisible
virtual glue, it was my grandma. Mama was everyone’s grandma. Fiercely protective
of her family. Not without her shortcomings but alas that was the only way we knew
that she was in fact human because she was our own guardian angel otherwise. She
loved without discrimination, her in-laws and children alike. I remember getting excited
whenever my grandma would come to Lagos as a kid because it meant I could get
away with a lot more and hide under her protection. All you had to do is run to her and
say you were under her protection and you couldn’t be touched. I remember her
making special dishes for my dad when she was in Lagos and how much he enjoyed
her visits. I always told my friends that my family was like the Italian Mob with my
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grandma being the “Godfather” because she was truly the Matriarch in every sense of
the word.
I will never forget her love of perfumes, that was always my special gift to her. We both
shared a love of fragrances and anytime she visited, she would always point out a
fragrance she liked in my collection and so while my sister Chiamaka would always
gift mama a bag or jewelry which she loved as she was very feminine, I would gift her
mostly perfumes and watches which was another love we shared. Gifts were her love
language, giving and receiving thoughtful gifts- yet another thing we both shared.
Mama was so thoughtful and generous. Throughout my time in boarding school, she
would visit or send her driver to bring food enough for my sister and I and all our
cousins and extra for friends who may not have family and that was Mama, always
overfeeding the masses 😊. Because I didn’t eat red meat, she would always pack
extra chicken separate from the group just for me and she would say. “Nka bu so so
nke gi”. I always looked forward to that. Her generosity was endless. Whenever she
travelled abroad, she ensured she got a gift for every single person, child, in-law and
grandchild which was a lot considering the size of our family and even when she got
much older and we begged her not to worry or stress, she would still buy gifts with
whatever little money she saved. Like I said, gifts were her love language. Giving
brought her tremendous joy.
Mama, Uga will never be the same. I have never been to Uga and not seen Mama
there waiting with an excessive amount of food ready to ensure you gained at least 10
pounds after one meal, I mean she just stuffed you with food, the best cook I might
add so yes it was quite hard to resist. As soon as you wake up she is cooking or taking
special requests and she would make a variety of dishes just to accommodate
everyone. Of course, my dishes were always the easiest, fried plantain and some sort
of sauce. “Mama cookie cookie” as I fondly called her as a kid because she seemed
to reside in the kitchen. Up until last year, Mama would call and wish me a happy
birthday even all the way from Nigeria and bless me. I cannot believe that I will never
hear your voice on my birthday or see your smiling baby face again when I enter Uga
or taste your special dishes.
Mama you were a force to be reckoned with, no wonder you bred such strong willed
amazing resilient children who have bred strong willed resilient children and
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grandchildren of their own. We know that your strength will carry on throughout
generations because it is in our DNA. You were loved so deeply, and you loved us so
deeply and you were happiest when you were surrounded by your entire family and I
hope we continue to gather and stay closely knit as a family as you taught us so that
you can smile down from Heaven where I know you will see your Abel di. A man you
loved so much he became your own special exclamation “Abel di m”. I am sure he is
proud of all you accomplished and the great legacy you created in his family. I am
certainly proud and honored to have your blood flowing in me as I know that therein
lies strength the world will never understand. Your story will be told, my children and
their children will know you. You will live on in our hearts forever. I thank you for all the
sacrifices you made for your children growing up and thereafter, for protecting us,
fighting for us, praying and blessing us and constantly covering us with your prayers.
We are resilient because of you and we will survive this great loss because even
though our beautiful Iroko tree has fallen and we feel exposed temporarily, your roots
remain firmly rooted in us and we will just continue to sprout great legacies. I love you
Mama. Rest in God’s Perfect Peace.
Chinyere Ọfọma

CHAPTER CHIAMAKA
When I think of Mama, there are so many memories that come to mind that it is
impossible to write it all down, especially because I am not a writer but a story teller.
Which is compounded by the fact that Mama spoke to me mostly in Igbo and I got an
F9 in that exam, even though I showed up (story for another day).
In my adulthood and being a young mother myself, I now appreciate that song she
used to sing to me. Every time I would get in trouble with my mum and be so mad.
Imagine me going to report my Mother to Mama (as per being the re-incarnation of
Mama’s mother) and she would start singing (translated in English)
When your mother scolds you don’t get angry
When your father scolds you don’t get angry
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Be still, sit down and rejoice
Only those that are loved gets scolded
She will repeatedly sing this song and even ask me to join in, which would of cause
create another tsunami of tears. Oh my, how I hated that song at that time. Mama
was nothing but pure love and you heard it in the way she spoke to you. She was so
appreciative of every little thing in life and wanted you to see life the same way.
Mama just loved seeing everyone come together and love on one another, it was like
her smile knew no end. I bet if all her children, grandchild, great-grandchildren could
live under one roof in love and peace Mama might resurrect again just from pure joy.
Mama is the only person I know that gives you prebreakfast, breakfast, pre-lunch,
lunch, pre-dinner, dinner and post dinner and still tell you that you have not had
enough to eat. She always said she loved us all equal but sorry to burst your bubbles
my dear cousins, but she loved me best.
Every time I start to write a memory of Mama, I cannot get through it because I don’t
want to believe I will never kiss and hug and my grandmother again. I know she lived
a happy life surrounded by those that loved her and she loved in return, hence this
should be a celebration but it’s MAMA. Who will give me Ofe-Ọha just because she
can interpret my cravings? Who is going to call me Nne the way she did? Who will
encourage me out of my misery just because she felt my pain? Who will tell me
“Nne, Ike anaha agwụ gị.” Who will report their GROWN children to me like she did
(for the record I never got what Mama thought I could do to my Uncle and Aunties
when she reported them to me)? Who will try to call me out until I remind her that I
am their mother and she will laugh so hard and just say “Ọkwa gị wụ nwa.”
Mama has left a legacy that is unmatched bar none, her love for everything and
appreciation of life radiated through her whole being. Everyone, I mean every single
person that heard my Grandmother had passed would call me and say “Oh my! she
was such a wonderful loving woman” I will miss my MAMA, my daughter and mostly
my human strength. I will however try to live my life to always honor her legacy (I
said TRY let’s not miss that operative word). I love you always Mama and would
miss you terribly.
Chiamaka Ofoma
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Mama with Chinyere, Nkechi carrying toddler William visits Gaeli at her secondary
school in Lagos in 1999. Mama always visits all her grandchildren.
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WHEN MAMA COMPLAINED TO US ABOUT ADULTS WE COULD NOT DO
ANYTHING ABOUT, WHAT WAS MAMA’S PHILOSOPHY IN VOCALISING HER
THOUGHTS TO US?
“Mama’s complaint was a kind of prayer. She was praying aloud. Jesus whom Mama
LOVED, prayed to His father to the hearing of all when he could have prayed in
silence with no one hearing. The most important miracle of Jesus Christ “Forgive
them father for they know not what they are doing” was spoken with the last breaths
to the hearing of many so that those who hear can also forgive, so that it will be
known not to follow the path of killers, so that it will be known that He did not approve
of the maltreatment He received and so that it will be known that His greatest miracle
is LOVE. So when Mama complained to us about her own children, and others, she
was speaking so that we can hear her voice just as that chicken which was
screaming, not because the scream will make the thing holding it to leave it but so
that the world will hear its voice (Ọkụkọ sị ọnaha ebe ka ihe ji ya haa ya, kama ọ ka
ụwa nuru oluya).” Ekwuhuekwu mere okeọha mana ekwue anụhụ mere nwata can
now be reversed to Ekwuhuekwu mere nwata mana ekwue anụhụ mere okeọha,
Mama encouraged us to speak out, it is a duty to do so whether the one spoken to
listens or not, it should not stop us from speaking out that which must be spoken out
to the hearing of another.
Harriet Gore

WHAT DO YOU READING THIS THINK?
WHY DO YOU THINK MAMA COMPLAINED TO
US WHEN WE COULD NOT REALLY DO VERY
MUCH TO RESOLVE THE ISSUE SHE WAS
RAISING?
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CHAPTER EKENEDỊLỊCHUKWU

YES, MAMA LIVES ON
Mama, was an amazing woman that raised 6 strong children in her image. Mama
embodied what it means to be courageous, hardworking and determined. During a
period of tragedy, Mama was able to pick herself up and become the nurturer and
provider her family needed. Growing up my mother would often tell us stories of how
little they had after her dad passed away. Through it, and because of mama, they
overcame challenges with their dignity and self-worth intact and more importantly
they were content because mama taught them what was important, they had each
other. It is this great bond nurtured in the household of Abel Adịmọra that transcends
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time and is the pinnacle of the relationships we hold dear amongst each other. This
is Mama’s legacy but she was so much more. Mama was loving, kind and caring.
She would often say things like “there is time for everything” or “an errand that
you are told to do is not an errand”. Mama would often encourage me while I
washed my clothes and would impress upon me the value of hard work even on the
little things. Mama later got to see me as a young man and how her words shaped
me into a man she could be proud of. I see Mama’s legacy in my mother, the pillar of
strength that places family above all. That ever-present figure that’s unmovable in
her resolve. I see Mama’s legacy in her grand-children, through the friendship and
warmth they share regardless of distance or time. I see Mama’s legacy in her great
grand-children, because they value the importance of family. Yes, Mama lives on
because we each carry a part of her with us.
EKENEDỊLỊCHUKWU ỌFỌMA

CHAPTER CHINELO ỌFỌMA
Our dearest grandmother, ‘Mama Uga’ (as my siblings and I referred to her) was a
tender and loving woman, clothed in strength. She was ambitious, strong-willed, a
disciplinarian and character-builder; she loved God and involved Him in all aspects,
teaching her children and grandchildren to reverence God from a young age. She
was so protective over her grandchildren and was careful that no harm came to usespecially when it came to strangers or people that she had suspicions about. Our
very own CID (Crime Investigation Department) hahaha!
Mama would fondly call me ‘Nelomma,’ in her sweet way when she wanted to share
something with me, give me food or just ask how I was doing- ‘Nelomma,’ I would
say ‘Maa’ and she would smile and beckon me, touch my head, my arms and ask
me how I’m doing ‘Nelomma, I di ana?’ then proceed to cover me in prayers and
blessings. She did the same for all of us. Mama loved to pray and extol God with a
myriad of names! She truly loved God! I’ll miss those gentle, tender hugs that were
pulsating with love. As a little girl, mama would visit us in Lagos and sometimes give
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me a bath; I remember being amazed at how soft her hands felt- almost as if, (in my
child-like mind), it that was an indication of the softness of her heart.
Mama was extremely generous- she didn’t hoard or esteem material possessions
highly. She had the heart of a cheerful giver and her generosity was not limited to
her family. No. Everyone who had the pleasure of her presence or acquaintance felt
her spirit of giving, whether it was food, money, gifts, advice, anything at all to
anyone who needed it, Mama would freely give!!!
I’ll be forever grateful for the beauty of life and legacy mama left us- for raising her
children (our parents) to bring us up in the fear of the Lord, for her virtue and
strength of character despite life’s struggles and for being a woman of prayer and
praise.

Mama-m, your Nelomma loves you so much and I appreciate ALL you did for us!!!
We celebrate your extraordinary life and we don’t mourn as the world does, because
we know by the grace of God, that one day, we’ll see you again in a more glorious
state. I love you Mama.
NELO ỌFỌMA
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THE EDITH CHINWE CHUKUKA (NÉE
ADỊMỌRA) BRANCH OF GRANDS

CHAPTER PHILIP
Growing up around Mama, I was certain one of two things would happen the
moment I came home from school: I would either receive a lecture or a plate of
delicious food. Mama dished out lectures the same way she dished out food. Even
though most people knew that her cooking was otherworldly, what you might not
have known is that her lectures were also nothing to scoff at. She would lecture me
about school and how privileged I was, and then proceed to compare me to cousins
in Nigeria. When I got older, the lectures focused less on education and more on
family. I can still hear her asking, “When will you shave that beard? Women won’t
like it!” and “Philip, when will you get married?...Education and work aren’t
everything; a family and God should be your focus.”
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I can understand Igbo but cannot speak it, so our conversations consisted of
me offering “yes and no” responses to questions or advice. That to me was the most
troubling because I could see that she really wanted to connect with me, however
our language barrier made it difficult. I made a promise to myself that I would learn
Igbo by my wedding day so that she and I could finally have that conversation on
one of the happiest days of my life. When Mama talked to me, it felt like she was
talking to the man she knew I could be. She saw my potential even when I struggled
in school or at home. She saw God in me; she saw a husband and father; she saw
everything that I couldn’t. I wondered if that was the reason our conversations felt so
alien to me. Maybe it wasn’t a language barrier after all?
After finishing school, I landed a job at a prestigious accounting firm. This
proved to me that after years of struggling, I was finally becoming that man Mama
and my family wanted me to be. I came home to visit my family in New Jersey for a
month before starting this new job, and during the break, I received a letter saying
that the job offer had been rescinded. That tore me into a million little insecure
pieces, and I wept. I told my father and he told Mama. As I lay in bed lamenting over
my failures and watching the “man that Mama and my family want me to be” fade
away, Mama came into my room and wiped the tears from my face. She said, “Don’t
cry, this job isn’t for you.” In that moment I was angry because I thought, “Why isn’t
this job for me? Do I not deserve it?” But, as always, she was able to see what I
could not. It took a few months but I rebounded, and it turned out that she was right.
That job wasn’t for me because God had something better.
Mama, more so than many others, knew of hardship. She dealt with heartbreak
when she lost her husband and the father of six, Abel Adịmọra, at a very young age.
With no one to lean on to help her raise these children, she relied on herself and
God to keep her family together. And with her hard work, love, and faith, she was
able to see each of her children off to college and watch them start families of their
own.
Mama strongly believed in the healing power of one’s family. She instilled that
love for family in all of us. As a direct result, the Adịmọra women are exemplary
displays of motherhood, female empowerment, and disciples of the Word. And
Adịmọra men are leaders in not just their homes but also their professional fields and
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in the church. This is all a testament to the way Mama raised us. We are all
extensions of her love, her brilliance, and her undying loyalty to family.
I wish I could have one more conversation and thank her. I wish I could’ve had
her at my wedding. I wish my kids could have been able to see their greatgrandmother. I wish for so much and it makes me cry, but then, almost immediately,
I remember one of her lectures: “Don’t cry, this hardship isn’t for you!” So I’m taking
her advice and laying all of my resentment and sadness down. Instead I’m choosing
to lift up the memory of you, Mama, because your legacy is something worthy of
exaltation. You were, and will continue to be, a blessing in my life, and it was an
honor to have known and loved you.
Love Always,
Philip Chukuka

CHAPTER KEVIN
"Mama passed away"

These three words felt like a dagger to the chest, knowing that you are gone. But I
know you will never be forgotten -- not by me or those who've had the pleasure to
meet your loving soul.

As I celebrate your life, I remember all the great times we've shared, and I can't help
but miss you every day. I promise to always keep your memory alive and all the
things that you have taught me to become a better, loving, humble person like you
are.

I will never forget coming back from school and being greeted by your smile through
the bay window everyday in Scotch Plains. I will never forget in Marlboro, anytime
you knew I was coming home, to have plantain porridge waiting, because you knew
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how much I loved it. I will never forget our early morning devotionals, your intricate
knowledge of the scripture, and the life lessons you imparted on us irrespective of
whether we wanted to hear it or not.
You once said "NWANNE WỤ IHE ETIYEHE NNU MA YA ANA ATỌ ỤTỌ". Which
meant "A beautiful family relationship is something to which no salt is added but is
most delicious"

It has never been lost on me how much you loved your family, and to be honest that
will stick with me forever and inspire me to have that kind of love. I know you are
looking down on us and that you're finally in peace. Heaven gained an angel and I
will see you again soon, mama.
Kevin Chukuka
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CHAPTER BRIAN
MESSAGE TO MAMA FROM BRIAN CHUKUKA – THE RE-INCARNATED
MAMA’S HUSBAND
Toooo many amazing memories/experiences I shared with you mama. From the
times I ran to you to avoid “discipline” from my parents (tooo many to count), to
lessons you taught me about the importance of a relationship with God and family. I
remember all the times we walked to play the lottery until you trusted me to play it for
you..... I’m sorry we never won, I know if we did we would’ve flown away somewhere
alone. That or play more lottery tickets 😁

Memories were always important to you and you made sure we had them. Taught
me how to ride a bike when I was little, and tbh you introduced me to McDonalds
tooo lol. Can I blame you for my love for their fries 🤷🏽♂️. I love you and miss you so
much.
The impact you’ve had on my life is soooo much. I’m grateful for bringing up this
family to love and spread love. The love we have for each other was a by-product of
how you raised each one of your children. Parenting that I admire and which, to
emulate to my own children.

Mama, thank you, thank you, thank you for loving me the way you did. I know you
said I reminded you of your husband (must be our looks game 😚). Well forever love
and miss you. ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️
Brian Chukuka
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Mama, always around. Here, celebrating her grandchild Cathy’s Nursing excellence award

CHAPTER CATHERINE CHUKUKA
Grandma, I still have not fully grasped that you are no longer here. I keep thinking
this is a dream that I still haven’t woken up from. I don’t know where to begin
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explaining the impact you had on my life. You molded me into the woman I am
today. You disciplined me, counselled me, and would always preach to me in
parables. ALWAYS.

One memory that will forever stick out to me is when I was about to sit for my board
exam. I did not tell anyone I was taking the test because I didn’t want any more
added pressure than I already put on myself. But internally I was have a panicking
attack. This is what I worked for, for four years and in a matter of 24 hours I would sit
for an exam to decide whether I was a nurse or not. NOW no one knew, however
somehow grandma had an idea. The day before I was restless, so I went to grandma
and laid my head in her lap and asked her to pray for me. And she just prayed for
wisdom and discernment as I go and take the test. And then after she told me that I
would do okay and pass. That prayer calmed every storm that was roaring in my
body. Those words were medicine to the anxiety that steadily accumulated over the
past days.

When I passed the test, she was the first person that I told and I cried to. She said
“Wipe your eyes Catherine. What did I tell you. God is good.”

Grandma, I wish you were still here in my dining room so I could cry to you about my
new job. Sometimes I just think I need to hear your voice or I just need that prayer.
The prayer that can calm the storm, the one that can give me strength when I feel
weak, and confidence when I am uncertain. I miss you. I miss the parables, wisdom,
and discipline.

But I thank God for thinking I am worthy enough to be able to have a woman like you
in my life. Your faith in God was inspiring, your wisdom humbling, and your strength
moving.

Thank you for blessing my life.
Catherine Chukuka
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CHAPTER CHARIS CHUKUKA
Mama was an individual who was able to touch any person she met. Her
words and advice is something that I hold on a sacred level and dearly
to my heart. It’s as if before I would speak about a situation occurring in
my life or the problems I am having, she would already know what to
pray for or what to say to put my mind at ease. I have never met a more
God-fearing person who constantly related everything she did in the
eyes of Christianity and whose prayers felt as if they could move
mountains, I pray that I can become one-fourth of the woman she was. I
strive to grow in religion, to be determined, kind, caring, and always
giving. I thank God for the time He gave her on this earth and the
memories and legacies that will continue in the Adịmọra family. The love
that she had for her family was unmatching, but her love will continue to
radiate through each one of her children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren. Her light will be shown in everything we will do, from our
accomplishments and achievements that she prayed for into our future
and our struggles that she prayed that we will overcome. I love you
Mama and I will strive to be the woman you wanted God to mold me
into.
Charis Chukuka
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CHAPTER ADAỌRA
I will miss mama, she had a very great impact in my life. She is the reason I am
where I am today and who I am today. She always taught me to be hard working,
obedient and serve God. I learnt to cook, farm, to be cultured and learnt women’s
duties in the home too. She thought us love. She is very happy to see peace, gets
very excited when our whole family is together. She always gives advise on how to
tackle difficulty and will always support you through it. She was a loving grandmother
and mother to us. Will miss her dearly. Especially when I sing her favorite praise and
worship songs. I will miss you grandma, although I know you will always watch over
me no matter what.
Rest in peace my dear grandma
Adaọra Ọkụ
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CHAPTER NNAEMEKA

My Darling Grandma, as you enter your new heavenly home,
may you rest in peace for which you truly deserve,
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For you will be truly missed and remembered for your love and honor in which we
will preserve.
We love you always and forever and may God be with you.
Nnaemeka Ọkụ

CHAPTER CHIBUZỌ
Mama was such a beautiful and kind soul. She was always ready to listen to your
problems whenever you had one. She was always there whenever you needed a
shoulder to cry on. If you needed help and she was in a position to give it to you, you
sure bet she was going to. She was strong, determined, and highly courageous. She
always referred to me as her husband and I could never figure out why. My guess is
it was something very good and showed the high standard she held me and
everyone else to. You will forever be in our hearts Mama, may your soul rest in
peace.
Chibuzọ Ọkụ
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CHAPTER WILLIAM

HER LITTLE SON
When I was born, Mama saw me before my mother. Before I can remember, Mama
carried me. Mama looked after me in London before I could walk. Mama raised me
before I could speak.
When Mama called home, I was her ‘little son’. Mama prayed for me over the phone.
‘God bless you, my little son, God bless you’. ‘Amen, Amen, God bless you too
Mama’. I cannot speak Igbo, but I have always wanted to learn. I wanted to speak to
Mama.
Mama’s prayers and praises, Mama’s blessings, Mama’s love, in English and Igbo
have showered and sheltered my life. In Ụga or in New Jersey I would sit by Mama
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and read, or we would share smiles, or I would try and say something in Igbo, or she
would put her arm around me.

I am so grateful for Mama. I am grateful for her love, for her raising me, for her
influence on my life. Mama has always been there. Mama, through my mother, has
passed onto me so many stories, proverbs, histories that have shaped my life, given
me a sense of who I am.
Mama’s prayers have comforted me, supported me, even when I have not fully
understood their language. Mama is the foundation, the centre, which has brought
me together with my family. Mama is the root of love which connects us, which
connects me.

I miss Mama. I never shared stories with Mama. I never joked with Mama. I am still
learning Igbo. I will not speak to Mama.

But I love Mama. I am connected to Mama. I feel her huge influence on my life,
beyond words and beyond memories. I feel Mama’s presence in my life. I am so
thankful for Mama. Thank you Mama. God Bless You. I love you.
William Gore
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CHAPTER MAMA’S EMOTIONS
Mama always invited her grandchildren to visit her in Ụga and will move rocks and
mountains to make sure that they had a great time, keeping them company,
presenting them with gifts of money, arts and culture, ensuring that their favourite
foods were always provided, being ever so protective, ensuring that mosquitoes do
not share their rooms with them. Mama always became emotional at the time of her
grandchildren’s departure. In the above picture, Mama’s emotion is visible as she
tightly holds her grandson William Ebubechukwu Frederick Pym Gore who was
about to enter the car that will take him and his mother to the airport for onward
journey to London.
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CHAPTER EBUBECHUKWU

Ụga soil, Mama’s hand, Ebubechukwu’s hand, years ago
WHEN MAMA SPEAKS, INSIGHT DEVELOPS
It has always been the tradition of the Gore branch of Mama’s family for William to
visit Mama regularly and for his bare feet and bare hands to touch the energy known
as Ụga soil especially during a transition from one stage of life to another. Mama’s
prayers, kindness and blessings were unceasing and raised William to great heights.
Mama will talk about the profound and the awe that came with William at birth. Mama
will stop and remain silent in awe as she could not put the rest of that experience into
words. She will say “you have no idea what this child is”. She would say that William
will be a shining example of great and good.

Mama never showed any surprise at any of William’s achievements when relayed to
her. She will dance with joy and excitement, praise God multiple times but will
always say “adịhịm surprise, ịmakwa otu nwa a dị mgbe ọpụtara, ịmabehe ihe
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nwaa ga awụ… ”. “I am not surprised. Do you realise how this child presented at
birth, you should have seen him when he came out at birth, you do not yet have the
insight of what this child is and what this child is going to be. He is the epitome of
profound, epitome of greatness, in the Gore family, in the world.”

Mama LOVES people and increase. She took steps to increase births in families by
encouraging marriages both financially and by advice. She assisted in paying
hospital bills and maternity expenses. “Anyị chọrọ mmadụ”, she will say. We want
people. We need people. Mama invested in people. Mama placed great value on
increase, on expanding family. Mama wanted many people in her life. She prayed for
couples with one child to have many more children but not in the case of
Ebubechukwu because in Ebubechukwu Mama saw not just one child, but many
children, not just one person but many precious valued people, not just one son, but
many sons and daughters, the entire, the uncountable, the many, the people, the
expanse, male, female, diverse and great. Mama was fully content with the joy
known as Ebubechukwu William Gore. She called him Ebubechukwu or William as
well as ‘my little son’. Mama beams with LOVE when she sees William. In
overflowing joy that completeness brings, Mama will say “onwehe ihe kọrọ gị”, you
lack nothing, you have everything, as she beams and radiates happiness which she
shared in common with her daughter, William’s mother.

When Mama says something repeatedly with power and certainty, those without
insight develop insight. Indeed, William is many. The many LOVE in the form of
many people of diverse origins, the LOVE who as a teenager supported his mum in
creating and registering a LOVE-led LOVEtical political party in the UK in 2017
“Touch LOVE Worldwide (UK) ”, his LOVE, a part of the LOVE energy radiating
worldwide, the LOVE radiation of one son as one sun radiates.

Mama did not identify William with a reincarnate but pronounced in awe and
reverence, the profound sacred she saw at his birth. Profound was Mama’s LOVE.
LOVE itself, in human form being the insight Mama sighted when she first held
William before William’s own mother could sight him. The incarnate William’s own
mum came to sight was LOVE, LOVE in many in one. Sacred is LOVE.
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Mama’s blessings and LOVE for William was a confidence builder, a sound and
deeply rooted security and a joy to observe. Mama’s insights manifest. William
became the first of many things becoming the many Mama said he is, connecting to
many worldwide. His passion for many things is a many in itself, the many LOVE,
connecting to diverse origins and roots.

Photo of Ọkụekwe at its last outing in March 1992 was used by William as part of his presentation

Mama’s influence is visible everywhere, and William has celebrated Mama in every
sphere of life, from writing Igbo within his English essay when he was in primary
school, touching on the Igbo music tradition, Ọkụekwe masquerade of Ụmụeze, Ụga
with its photo as seen above, to proverbs and stories traceable to Mama’s influence.
These treasures of the mind are in William, have become William, will continue to
nurture and nourish William wherever he is, being an inner energy and inexhaustible
resource that fuels his movements and accomplishments.
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The photo shows William, in his final year, rowing in the Monarch boat. A King’s
Scholar (KS) and Captain of School of Eton College, William went on to study
English Literature, at Queens College, University of Cambridge.
It was during William’s tenure as the Captain of School that the world celebrated the
90 years birthday of Her Majesty the Queen, Queen Elizabeth II. William in his
position as the Captain of School was one of the hosts of Her Majesty the Queen
and her beloved husband the Duke of Edinburgh when they attended a closed door
special celebratory lunch to mark the Queen’s birthday. The Queen and the Queen’s
birthday William celebrates with every breath is the LOVE called Mama. The Queen
whose influence lives in William is the Queen who carried William at birth before
William’s own mother set eyes on William. Mama’s influence is deeply rooted in
William. William has grown up celebrating all women and all people and has been a
beneficiary of the LOVE in all people and from many people. When Mama speaks
her deep, insights develop at the deep level. He shall become to you all things good,
Mama repeatedly said, William has become to his mother what Mama said he will
become.

Even in death Mama remains an active LOVE, lifting spirits high, inspiring the
making of books, the making of stories, the making of friendship, the sharing of
archived photos and videos, the remembrance of the past, the giving and
acceptance of kindness, the making of music, poetry and other creations, a
continuing worldwide planting of LOVE not only in minds but also in bodies.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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Mama and William at the 28 December 2015 celebration of Mama’s life of were ihe
ọma merie ihe ọjọọ, Kwụwa aka gị ọtọ, kwụrụ na ezi okwu45. At this event
Mama’s words were exhibited as monuments and Mama was crowned the
Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide. Her blue necklace as seen in
the photo exhibits the colour of the University. Mama’s life is a towering example of
the life of a LOVEbeing and the meaning of LOVEbearing. The university t-shirt
which William is seen wearing, carries Mama’s name as well as Mama’s message of
LOVE, as it continues to spread the message of LOVE; building bridges of LOVE
across the world.

LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS

45

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

See Chapter Life afterLife for the meanings.
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PHOTO SPEAK OF THE BRANCHES
OF MAMA - GRANDS AND GREATS

Photo taken in 2006
All Mama’s grandchildren are making great impact globally through their productivity
and creative services to Art, Dance, Music, Literature, Trade, Accounting,
Broadcasting, Catering, Childbearing, Child-raising and as Engineers, Medical
practitioners, Legal practitioners, Consultants in diverse fields and much more.
Through the LOVE Mama planted, Mama’s children, grandchildren, greatgrandchildren and expanding descendants continue to be the LOVE called Mama,
revealing parts of Mama’s deep.
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CHAPTER LOVE LETTERS

Dear Andrew,
Thanks so much for your very wise letter. You are right. Great-grandma is up in
heaven. Great-grandma wants you to continue to be kind. Great-grandma wants you
to continue learning Igbo and wants you to learn these words and what they mean:
Were ihe ọma merie ihe ọjọọ”. Whenever you say those words, Great-grandma’s
kindness will be alive and will continue to spread LOVE. Kindness is what makes the
world beautiful. Kindness is when you do not hurt others with your words and your
actions but use your words and actions to create beauty in minds and in the world.
Great-grandma LOVES you Andrew
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“He cried himself to sleep :(. He is sooo sensitive...I felt really sad when he bust out
crying as he was writing his and he made us all feel sad too.” - Ọgọ

Dear Toby,
Thanks so much for your beautiful letter. You write so well. Your letter is full of
LOVE. Great-grandma LOVES you. Cry no more Toby. Great-grandma does not like
seeing you sad. Great-grandma knows you are very kind. Great-grandma wants you
to continue to be kind because whenever you are kind Great-grandma claps for you.
Great-grandma wants you to learn these Igbo words “Were ihe ọma merie ihe
ọjọọ”. Repeat it many many times, until it becomes a song. Great-grandma wants
you to continue to be kind because kindness makes you happy and makes you a
great person. Great-grandma is always around. If you breathe into your hand, you
will feel Great-grandma because Great-grandma is now part of air and air is always
around us. You can still see the photos you and Great-grandma took and the videos
of her. Wipe your tears Toby, please cry no more. Great-grandma LOVES you.
Great-Grandma is looking after you from where she is.
LOVE YOU TOBY
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Mama, your great-grandchildren are
looking for you.- Sir A. Adịmọra
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Mama with her great-grandchild and grandchildren who had just performed for her, a
specially choreographed dance performance, a newly created musical theatre infused
with her own favourite songs and sayings. She is seen surrounded by them and
others as she thanked and blessed them.

ALWAYS PRESENT, MAMA KNEW HOW TO
GIVE OF HERSELF, GAVE OF HERSELF FULLY
TILL HER LAST BREATH, CONTINUES TO
GIVE, HER VOICE HEARD AT EVERY
DECISION MAKING, HER PRESENCE FELT AT
EVERY MILESTONE AND TURNING POINT
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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MAMA’S COOKING POT
Mama’s fire rises from the ashes
Her meal of LOVE ready to be dished out
To serve all
Mama is LOVE
Her LOVE is wealth, her wealth LOVE
Ijeakụ - Mama’s name. Journey of wealth
Journey of LOVE
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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CHAPTER 2015 - BOOK OF PRAISE
THE EXHIBITION
AS IT WAS EXHIBITED
FROM 18 DEC 2015 THROUGH AND BEYOND 28 DEC 2015

Mama was celebrated in life
Tributes were read to her whilst
she was alive
She listened, enjoyed and praised
She thanked and blessed
In 2006
In 2015
In 2018
At many other times
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IN THIS CORNER

WE CELEBRATE MAMA’S LOVE
FOR
EVERYONE
Add your story if you have one
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MAMA’S OPEN BOOK
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A STAR ARRIVED ON EARTH
This unfolding story did not start today. It started before we were born.
No one knows the date this star was born but she arrived on earth
through another star called Alice Umeoke, from the family of Ụzọegwu.
Star Alice married Star Nze na Ọzọ Alahaa Umeoke, the eldest son of
Umeoke. Star Alice’s husband’s untimely death and the death of her
eldest son Umeugokwe made her a young widow with 3 surviving
children. Mama was the eldest of the three.
Star Alahaa Umeoke, Mama’s father, was known for his industry and his
compound was the seat of government ‘isi obi’ where important clan
meetings were held. His compound was the land of ancestral spirits and
spirits will answer when called to appear. They will take the form of
intriguing masquerades triggering curious spirits to stir in young stars.
Mama’s spirit was one of those stirred and her spirit always answers
when called. So Mama was not mischievous when she followed the call
of her adventurous spirit which lifted her up a tree in answer to the spirit
which called her to peep into the hole of Gods to research the nature
and form of ancestral spirits appearing in the image of a masquerade.
Mama was a child star at the time who had not reached the age of
maturity. Orubehe ihe eji nwanyi eme. So big was her Nnaa Father
Umeoke’s compound that the fresh fish constantly served in that ‘isi obi’
put her off eating fresh fish. Spirits of the land commune in spirit. In
Nnaa Umeoke’s compound the ancestral stars and the living stars
communed in that true Uga tradition where the living are in the ancestral
spirits and the ancestral spirits are in the living.
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THE CHILD OF THE FAMILY

“Ichena awataram na
osisi?” – Mama
Iche na awataram na nku? Ichena awataram na osisi? Mama
has always been larger than life. So the youngest of her
surviving children can be forgiven if the thought of Mama
being born or being a child, never crossed her mind. How
could anyone imagine Mama as a child? How could someone
who has always been larger than life in every sense of that
word trigger an imagination of ever being a new born baby or
a fragile child needing pampering and protection? It is
unimaginable. But Mama was indeed a child who acted like
the fashion trendsetter she was and remains, when she went
out carving, chipping and filing her teeth into the latest
fashion of the day, bearing any pain of course with dignity as
required by the call of beauty in dignity. Mama was to move
to the Adimora family in marriage even before she became a
female who flowers every month. So Mama has been in this
family both as a child under the tutelage of her beloved
‘Nnedim’, our beloved grandmother, Jona (Joan)
Okpalaoka and as the present doyen of our family.
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MARRIED BEFORE SHE WAS BORN
When you are a star, your brightness reaches the earth before
your body appears, and wise men will seek your hand in
marriage before you appear on earth. They do so, so as to be
ahead of competition. That was the tradition of our beautiful
people of Uga. That is what happened with Mama. The
Ezenwuba’s of Oka, another big family, desired to be united
as one family with the Umeoke family and sought to do this
through marriage of a daughter to be born to Umeoke. Even
before Mama was born, she was already married. They
brought nku ukwa to Papa Alaha Umeoke at her birth, thus
making her a betrothed. The life of a star is made of these. But
this star was to follow her own trail and decide for herself
whom she will marry. Of course, this caused a lot of
excitement at the time and set Mama on journeys of
discovery, bringing to life the path to Obize river with calls of
‘Ijeakuooo’. The call from beautiful maidens’ voices ringing
out, no doubt entertained the leaves which move to dance, but
the song did not bring Mama to her callers. For she had
started a different journey, carving out her own special route
where none was before, but a route which will eventually take
her to Papa through the sightings of Papa’s sister Edna
Aboego Uduoji and the diligent search of Papa’s beloved
brother Philip. We still LOVE the Ezenwubas of Oka, for
they were and remain the wise men touched by the shining
star and cannot be blamed for wanting to keep a star in their
own big compound.
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THE GAME OF FOOTBALL
Who do you think kicked the football that touched Mama near
St James’ Church Uga? It was her own very husband to be,
Papa Abel Adimora, an elite gentleman, ahead of his time
with incredible foresight and insight, always impeccably
dressed, sometimes in dazzling white shorts with his brilliant
white handkerchief. They did not know each other but the
football romance heralded what was to be. He was to score
many goals that will touch Mama and produce 6 surviving
children celebrating Mama today.
Before the football romance, Papa Philip Adimora had
found for his younger brother a beautiful star but the young
Abel had not met this beauty when the ball he kicked touched
Mama who was passing by. A match of the stars. They were
meant to be together and that is why till today, Mama will
always call out “Ebelu dim”. She remains married to him
even in death and was to keep serving his favourite meal
every night after he died. Set beautifully at his table complete
with water and all that was necessary to make the meal a meal
fit for a king. He was her king. You see, beloved people of the
earth, Papa died because a nurse who did not know that an
electric socket was not working, inserted his oxygen plug into
that socket which was not working and Papa was deprived of
oxygen and his 6 children were deprived of their Father and
his beautiful wife was deprived of a LOVING husband. So
Mama always kept food for Papa who in his lifetime had a
good appetite but did not eat before he died because he had
surgery and was not meant to eat before the surgery. Our
father lives on in my mother and in all of us who LOVE him.
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OUR AMAZING MOTHER BY ‘ADA ADIMOHA’
LADY NGOZI JEAN OFOMA
Appreciation of an Amazing Mother who solely and single-handedly trained her six
children following the untimely death of her beloved husband
The wife of Late Abel Okparaunama Egbuemenwa Adimora
The most Beautiful Creation in the Whole Wide World
Our Mother
Mama Ikemdinachukwu Angus Adimora
Mama Adaosoziri Adimora Ezenwuba
Mama Ngozi Adimora Ofoma
Mama Chinwe Adimora Chukuka
Mama Azuka Adimora Oku
Mama Nkechi Adimora Gore
Nneoma, echiri na St James Church, Uga
Bank Umuagbara
Pattern Umuagbara
The beauty whose favorite sayings include:
Kwuwa akaghi oto, Kwuru na Eziokwu, Were iheoma merie ihe ojooo
Confession of leadership: Favorite line of prayer and daily confession for years, for
my brother Angus: “Were nkpanaka I nyere Moses nyeyi n’aka”.
Amazing Woman of all ages and generations

Every word of this great quote is you, Mama. God captured it all
“Who can find a virtuous woman? For her price is far above rubies.
Strength and honor are her clothing; and she shall rejoice in times to come.
She openeth her mouth with wisdom; and in her tongue is the law of kindness.
She looketh well to the ways of her household, and eateth not the bread of idleness.
Her children rise up and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth her.
Many daughters have done virtuously, but thou excellest them all.
Favor is deceitful, and beauty is vain: but a woman that feareth the Lord, she shall
be praised.
Give her the fruit of her hands; and let her own works praise her at the city gates”.
– Proverbs 31:10, 25-31
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You gladly toiled for your own and other people’s children
I kept wondering how you maintained the wonderful peaceful home we enjoyed
Protected and shielded us from bad influence
We had nothing but awesomely contented, and proud of our values
Tenderly loving, generously giving, denying yourself of everything for children to
have it all
Sacrificing time, pleasures, wealth, even life; Afo Akpugo (during the war) on the
floor of a tipper to buy cassava with bullets flying all around
For the role you so joyfully filled - Mother and Father
Constantly on your knees every 5 am “ Mgwa, sekpurunu ani ka anyi Kpee
ekpere”
Resourceful in your life’s career
A pool of wisdom and intelligence
Great Mathematician
Patient in waiting: “Danda siri ihe dioku ka emechaa juoo oyi”,“Nwayo bu ije”
you would quip in in challenges
You scolded and pampered in true love
You are an amazing Mother
One of the Mother in a trillion or a whole generation
Amazing Counsellor
Your voice is so strong, filled with wisdom and great philosophies of what life is all
about
I draw from it in my cross roads, and it has never failed me, because your counsel is
based on Love
I hear your voice and words of wisdom even in this my old age (You don’t like me
saying that but I have come a very long way Mama) I do not take it for granted
Mama I greet you
You are the best in moral education, the best in physical education;
Ntufere and Ekeututu experience.
I did not know what I was thinking when I embarked on that trip with you
"Mother – You are the Bank where we deposited all our hurts and worries." (T.
DeWitt Talmage)
And Mother I thank you
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You care so much not just for your children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren,
but everyone that comes in contact with you
You remember situations and follow up remembering every detail, just because you
care
Most humble; to you everybody is somebody
Never discouraged even when people take advantage of your generous, beautiful
heart
You deeply and truly care for all and see it as your responsibility to advise and
encourage everyone the best you can for progress
You are never tired of listening, digesting and providing solution
Through thick and thin, you have been there for me, for us all
And Mother I thank you
All my darling children thank you for giving them their first birth and providing every
care and attention necessary throughout their infancy to adulthood
Mama we thank you
Your years of many trips to Federal Government College Onitsha for visits, and other
schools where my children, your grandchildren were with delicious meals, provisions
and money not minding the risk and stress, are not forgotten
My darling husband is very proud of you and speaks of your kindness and generosity
with relish
Young mothers look up to you and pray that they will turn out to be mothers like you
Mama I am very proud of you, and cannot thank God enough for giving us you
And Mother we thank you
Your visits were looked forward to because it boosts the exciting time we always
enjoyed in my household; ready sumptuous breakfast in the mornings, delicious
dinner embellished with stories from home and life
Your ‘detective eyes’ watching and seeing what I could not see but true
Truth was your banner
Thank you Mama
Coming home has never been a problem or big challenge, because you are home,
and you make things easy.
And Mother I thank you
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It is amazing how you held us together, with utmost love for one another and
to God who saw you through
I remember when it was too much for you and you trekked to our school to ask
the principal for more time for our school fees
It did not happen, rather, you were advised by a tutor to take us all back to the
village to farm
You came home dejected but more determined to pull through
I cannot forget your cry that day
It was your second time of losing my father, your husband
And Mother we thank you

What I still have not understood till today was how you joyfully received and
entertained in-laws and whole-heartedly received those who lived with us
In addition, you partially bore the burden of their school fees as well
In the two rooms we lived, my mother-in-law visited, and you prepared special
vegetable soup for her, despite the fact that your daily routine except Sunday, was 5
am to 11pm
You went to Ogbete for your hotel grocery and came back, prepared five different
dishes in a shared little kitchen - beans, rice, plantain, akara, soup and gari all alone;
(that is one of your characters I consciously refused to emulate)
You encouraged us to read our books and do our home-work “Hapunu, ka ntatawa
nke mu na unu”
This was done daily for years
You owned only one wrapper, the one you used for mourning Papa
You would wash it in the evening after about 11pm and wore it in the morning
It became your only wardrobe after the period of mourning just to see to our needs
What a Jewel of a Mother
Can somebody show me a mother better than this………?
None
Mama I told you, you are the BEST

Mama I cannot put on paper your love
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Your care your commitment to truths, and your so many other virtues, I cannot put
on paper
I get overwhelmed thinking how amazing you are
Thank you for being there for all of us from struggles through school and your
support even when we became married
You are the support system of the family and the golden link which binds us to duty
and truth
You most willingly gave us your all
Thank you
Thank you
Thank you Ma

CELEBRATING MAMA’S LOVE
Mama LOVES all the Adịmọras living and all the Adịmọras who lived. Mama LOVES all the
Umeokes. Mama LOVES all the descendants of Chief Ezeukwu, the fearsome Warrior and
Knight of his era, whom it was reported but not verified, may have terrorized many with his
regime. Mama LOVES all the descendants of ỌnụUgo na Otonahụ, the 2 sisters who
married Ezeukwu. Mama LOVES all people. She LOVES all descendants of Maria
Ọfọegbu, Ada Adimoha, who previously married an Ụga man, gave birth to a son before
marrying the Ofoegbus. She LOVES all descendants of Edna Abọego Ụdụọjị, whose
husband Nze na Ozo Uduoji told the story of how the Awarasi Nze na Ozo titled men, met to
deliberate on the question of Mama’s betrothal to the Ezenwubas of Oka and decided that
Mama’s eldest brother should not enforce the engagement. Onye nwụrụ anwụ kee, onye
dị ndụ kegharịa. She LOVES Rhoda Mama Nwannem Adịmọra, the Olu Ọkwa, whose
glorious voice sang praises of the Adimoras, added a uniqueness to St James’ church choir
and instilled so much LOVE in Mama and in us all.
Mama LOVES all the male siblings of her beloved husband Abel telling how they all speak in
a language which no wife could understand and which was a language they used amongst
themselves. The male Adịmọras are Lazarus Adịmọra, the late Obi of Adịmọra; Philip
Adịmọra, the giant in the Police Force, whose LOVE for all his siblings, Mama still sings of
till today; Joshua Adịmọra, the first black District Commissioner in these parts.
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The celebratory exhibition of Mama’s words – 2015
KWUWA AKA GHỊ ỌTỌ KWỤRỤ NA EZI OKWU
WERE IHE ỌMA MERIE IHE ỌJỌỌ
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I remember my experience as a toddler who read letter ‘a’ for the first time. I remember how
Papa’s method of teaching lifted my spirit to soar so high intellectually when he expressed
awe at my accomplishment of reading letter ‘a’. He celebrated it enthusiastically, brought a
newspaper which to a toddler is a mountain of intellect, told me that what I read is in it, then
asked me to show him the letter ‘a’ in it, brought a ‘mighty’ book which to a toddler is an
unassailable edifice, told me that what I read is in it, then asked me to show him what I just
read, picked me up, threw me high in the air and caught me in celebration, telling me that I was
born for great things and reading that letter is the sign! He said that by reading that letter, and
by also reading it in the newspaper and the mighty book, I have started reading the newspaper
and the mighty book. Papa’s method of teaching instilled confidence. In his honour a library is
installed.

THE ABEL ỌKWARAỤNANMA EGBUEMENWA ADỊMỌRA
MEMORIAL LIBRARY
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AS IT WAS ON 28 DECEMBER 2015 – MAMA’S OPEN BOOK
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MAMA’S GRANDSON, A WORLD LEADER, SPEAKS TO THE WORLD

MAMA’S LOVE CAN BE SEEN AROUND THE WORLD
HOW TO AVOID CONFLICT AND BUILD BRIDGES OF
UNDERSTANDING
"The study of history is the study of the present, the study of the roots and origins of
the now. At present, the word central to popular fear is terrorism and for those at the
heart of the struggle it is more than a fear but an everyday reality. Just as with the
rest of the world, 9/11 is intensely relevant for the UK, firstly for the military’s
involvement in crises related to the spread of terrorism but also for the change 9/11
brought in opinion, attitudes and the threat it proclaimed globally. Since 9/11 the UK
has suffered the 7/7 terrorist attacks and more recently the Woolwich event has been
associated with terrorism. The growing wave of Islamophobia in the UK could
undoubtedly be linked to the fear of terrorism caused by 9/11. Organisations like the
English Defence League justify themselves by characterising Islam in this kind of
light. It is not only the UK that was affected. 9/11 contributed to the strengthening of
terrorist organisations in the Middle East and North Africa and further proliferation of
Islamophobia throughout the world – look at the religious conflicts in Myanmar or the
controversies over airlines’ treatment of Muslim passengers. When an event
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changes the face of the planet, to forget it is to rob yourself of a tool to understanding
the world around you.

But 9/11 was more than just influential, it was a staggering act of violence. These
terrorist attacks caused the deaths of thousands of innocent people. Whenever
people die, we remember them. As humans, our time is limited but we look to make
a lasting impact on the world (indeed this partly motivated the attacks) and to this
end our loved ones try to keep us alive in memory and mark our passing with
tombstones. But when there is the death of innocents, innocents from all over the
world, whose deaths shocked and affected us, we can do more. We can remember
the collective, we can be ‘the loved ones’ and keep the memory alive in the context
of the event regardless of whether we knew the deceased or if they were from the
UK. This level of death transcends those conditions.

Yet as we remember the death and the suffering of 9/11 we must not forget the
every-day people who performed heroic acts of kindness and bravery. LeRoy Homer
Jr, the pilot who, hearing about the other planes’ crashes, worked with his crew to
regain control of his plane. The plane crashed in a field and though he lost his life he
saved the lives of those at the intended target. The random people, strangers, who
assisted fire-fighters, police and paramedics in removing, identifying and rescuing
people from the rubble. The countless other examples of self-sacrifice that took
place – the split-second reactions where people sprang not to hate but to action,
simply doing what they could to help. There was no race, gender, age or creed for
these people: there were just people who needed saving and this also is something
we must remember.

There are two kinds of sacrifice there: those who were sacrificed, victims of
something by all rights they should have had nothing to do with; and those who
sacrificed themselves in an effort to save others – some losing their lives, some quite
tangibly risking them. And when we are faced by sacrifice we must ask ourselves
what the next step is. We have in front of us an event that has cost thousands of
lives and we should remember to give meaning to those sacrifices. We must do this
in two ways.
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We must not let the significance of the event and the acts of heroism be corrupted by
Facebook wisdom and popular hearsay; by radicals presenting it as a victory or the
intolerant voices baying for revenge on Islam. We cannot fall into the trap of losing
the power of what happened, where the best and the worst aspects of humanity
were on display, by presenting it as anything it is not. So, we must remember it to
keep the right memory intact.

But also we must make it so an event like it can never happen again. The horror of
the act still resides in living memory and that horror is not one we want to ever
repeat. In many ways the event has left us with an opportunity to change things. We
have seen what comes from intolerance and self-righteousness, from both sides,
and now we can make efforts to nip it at the bud. The question was how and why we
should keep the memory alive in the UK. Simply put, 9/11 was an attack on the
world. The World Trade Centre was an international entity but even further the
concept of slaughtering innocents is an attack on humanity of which the UK is a part.
And so we should not look at this on some nation-by-nation basis, calculating how
much we should care by the number of dead UK citizens or amount of money being
spent fighting terrorism, but view it as something we all need to do – applied in the
UK as it would be elsewhere – because intolerance and lack of understanding will be
a constant cause of conflict until we stop it.
With this in mind, we can come up with a ‘how’ that achieves this. We create an
international organisation with equal representation from all countries in the form of
artists, writers and historians. Together, this organisation creates a monument that
will be put in every country. It will be a mixture of written work, aural and visual art.
Through this, the monument is to reflect the views of the event from many different
sides, a universal collage of opinion: the reasoning of the bombers and the growth of
anti-West sentiment in the Middle East, the resulting backlash of anti-Islamic opinion
in the West, the plight of the victims, the immediate effects on the global stage –
these are all example angles that would be taken. With this monument installed all
over the world, the international organisation would then set about regulating a
compulsory education for students of each country where they learn about the
monument and what it stands for – again from each angle. The final message of the
monument would be that of integration. Through intolerance and lack of
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understanding, through the blanket labelling of ‘the West’ or Islam as evil, these
situations of terrorism and hatred have come about. It will show that we are at our
best, like those at 9/11, when we throw arbitrary lines out of our minds and act
together and it will demonstrate that acts of intolerance merely breed more acts of
intolerance. Moreover, the very symbolism of having this monument in every country
will act as a unifying factor in bringing people together under common understanding
and mutual tolerance. In this way perhaps events like 9/11 could be prevented from
ever happening again.

This will not be easy, this will not please everybody. There will be arguments upon
arguments of what should be taught and what should be in the monument but, in my
opinion, that is the point: dialogue, tolerance, co-operation – this is what we should
be working towards. The very act of negotiating what should be in the monument
would be part-way achieving some of its objectives in promoting those three things. If
we can face problems not as individuals or nations but as a whole, as people with a
shared humanity, then we can start to build a world which we can all live in." William Gore
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THE GORE FAMILY
BRANCH OF THE ADỊMỌRA
“Nwanne wụ ihe etinyehe nnu, ma
ya ana atọ ụtọ” - Mama
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It is amazing how you held us together, with utmost love for one another and
to God who saw you through
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‘FROM THE DEPTH OF MY HEART’ BY UG VICTORIA CHIKE ADIMORA
From the depth of my heart, I give Mama a very warm and big hug
We will not be able to make it but we shall always remember her in a very fond and loving
way
She has a very special part in my heart as many do
Ndi Igbo n’atŲ ilu sį, “otu obŲla arŲsį si we di, e ji aka abŲa apa ya
Meaning, regardless the stature or state of an idol, it is carried with two hands (denoting
respect and honour)
The words of our elders are words of wisdom
So, tell Mama, she did something for UG, that she will never forget unto eternity
UG loves her immensely and wishes her all the blessings the Lord has for her
For me, I wish her longer days filled with peace and harmony
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NWANNE WỤ IHE
ETINYEHE NNU MA
YA ANA ATỌ ỤTỌ
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BROTHER UCHE
THE OBI OF ADỊMỌRA
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ADAKWERE
ADA MAMA NA PAPA
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“Ofunwa kariri umu iri. Oga aghoro gi nwoke ghoro gi nwanyi, wuru
onye eji amatu na ezi na ulo ndi be Gore. – An only child who is
more than 10 children. He will be unto you a male and a female and
an example of good in the family of Gore.”- Mama
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‘OUR AMAZING MOTHER’
BY ‘ADA ADỊMỌHA’ LADY NGỌZỊ JEAN ỌFỌMA
Appreciation of an Amazing Mother who solely and single-handedly trained her six
children following the untimely death of her beloved husband
The wife of Late Abel Ọkparaụnama Egbuemenwa Adịmọra
The most Beautiful Creation in the Whole Wide World
Our Mother
Mama Ikemdịnachukwu Angus Adịmọra
Mama Adaosoziri Adịmọra Ezenwụba
Mama Ngọzị Adịmọra Ọfoma
Mama Chinwe Adịmọra Chukuka
Mama Azụka Adịmọra Ọku
Mama Nkechi Adịmọra Gore
Nneọma, echiri na St James Church, Ụga
Bank Ụmụagbara
Pattern Ụmụagbara
The beauty whose favorite sayings include:
Kwụwa akaghị ọtọ, Kwụrụ na Eziokwu, Were iheọma merie ihe ọjọọọ
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‘OUR MOTHER AND MOTHER-IN-LAW’ BY SIR MIKE ỌFỌMA
As we look forward to celebrating your glorious LOVE on Monday 28th December
2015, I am led, as your loving Son-in law, to recount some of the overwhelming
events, manifesting in your gracious giving of your daughter Ọbịageli to become my
wife. This became the most glorious event of time which earned me additional family
relations including your children Angus, Chikeziri, Edith, Azụka and Nkechi. My
darling Mother-in law, I rejoice in having you as my Mother-in Law. Your kindheartedness overwhelms me whenever I visit you at Uga. Mama, you always cook
special food and delicacies for me, provide accommodation for me, and radiate your
loving kindness to me. I am filled with immense joy and gratitude for the wife, Ọby-m,
you gave me and thankful for God’s blessings on our life. You are special to all our 5
children and our 2 grandchildren who fondly celebrate you. They always enjoy the
richness of your loving heart whenever they visit you in Ụga, at Enugu, in U.S.A and
other places. I am delighted to recall all your visits at the times of our children’s birth
and how you looked after us at those times. Them and us, will always love and
cherish you dearly. My beautiful daughter-in-law loves you very much. My brothers,
sisters and other relatives are overwhelmed by your tender care and loving spirit and
very much look forward to celebrating your LOVE on 28th December 2015. Thanks
be to God the Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit, Amen. To God Almighty be all the
glory, worship, praise, honor, adoration, and thanksgiving for evermore, Amen.
Your Son-in-Law,
Michael C. Ọfọma
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THIS PHOTO SUMMARISES MAMA
If you are like me, you may never think that Mama has legs because her legs are
always covered in dignity. But in London she was given a present which uncovered
her legs. The present came from the Charles Gore part of our family, handed down
from Charlie Gore’s grandmother. This photo reveals many things about Mama. It
reveals her generosity of spirit in accepting gifts of LOVE even if the gifts will
uncover her legs. It reveals and represents the LOVE of all her in-LOVEs. It reveals
those feet which walked from Uga to Mbawsi with Grace Ọfọegbu (Mama Theodore)
and Mama Nwannem, meeting Papa Philip who arrived by car to attend Mama’s
wedding to Papa in the church in Ụmụọmai nta, Mbawsi. This photo reveals those
legs which walked to Umuahia in search of our brother Ugochukwu Adịmọra who
had been recruited to fight in the Biafra/Nigeria war, an act representing the LOVE
she has for all Adimoras. If you look closer, you will find that she was in the kitchen
when that photo was taken. The photo summarises her act of feeding both the mind
and the body, the spirit and the core. She was caught wearing her smile of peace
and bliss. A knife is right behind her and she will cut through any obstacle and stand
for the truth and remain an example of LOVE.
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Madam Harriet Ijeaku Adimora
Our Mother, Mother-in LOVE, Grandmother, Great-grandmother

Amazing Woman of all ages and generations

MOTHER WE THANK YOU
I remember when it was too much for you and you trekked to our
school to ask the principal for more time for our school fees
It did not happen, rather, you were advised by a tutor to take us all
back to the village to farm
You came home dejected but more determined to pull through
I cannot forget your cry that day
It was your second time of losing my father, your husband
And Mother we thank you
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‘NNEDIM’ BY LADY NGỌZỊ ANGUS ADỊMỌRA
Nnedim, it is with pleasure that I write in honour of you
You have lived a long fulfilled life; one filled with happiness, joy and abundance in
grandchildren, great grandchildren and even wives
You are strong, hard-working and relentless in your life endeavours
You toiled ceaselessly to provide for your children and brought them up properly,
which has rubbed off on me, through your son, my husband
I cannot thank you enough for this
You stood firm and held strong against all odds, in adversity's rocky way, knowing
that there's always light at the end of the tunnel
You are now at the tunnel's end and basking in the ambience of its light
Mama, you are the pillar for Abel's family, a support system, the centre that holds
when all else seem to fall apart
You have succeeded where many women have staggered, stumbled, some fall and
many failed but, your success
shines bright in your children, has rubbed off on your grandchildren and will manifest
in your great grands...
Your teachings, advice and proverbial corrections echo in the ears of all who you
have touched
May God bless you more and give you many years of good health
Amen
Mama, you are the best!
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Confession of leadership: Favorite line of prayer and daily confession for years, for
my brother Angus: “Were nkpanaka I nyere Moses nyeyi n’aka”.
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Your visits were looked forward to because it boosts the exciting time we
always enjoyed in my household; ready sumptuous breakfast in the mornings,
delicious dinner embellished with stories from home and life
Your ‘detective eyes’ watching and seeing what I could not see but true
Truth was your banner
Thank you Mama
Coming home has never been a problem or big challenge, because you are home,
and you make things easy.
And Mother I thank you
It is amazing how you held us together, with utmost love for one another and
to God who saw you through
I remember when it was too much for you and you trekked to our school to ask
the principal for more time for our school fees
It did not happen, rather, you were advised by a tutor to take us all back to the
village to farm
You came home dejected but more determined to pull through
I cannot forget your cry that day
It was your second time of losing my father, your husband
And Mother we thank you
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Mama I cannot put on paper your love
Your care your commitment to truths, and your so many other virtues, I cannot put
on paper
I get overwhelmed thinking how amazing you are
Thank you for being there for all of us from struggles through school and your
support even when we became married
You are the support system of the family and the golden link which binds us to duty
and truth
You most willingly gave us your all
Thank you, thank you
Thank you Ma
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MAMA, THE ADỊMỌRA FAMILY ALL OVER THE WORLD, SAY THANK YOU, MA
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THE CHUKUKAS
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“NWANNE WU IHE ETINYEHE NNU MA YA ANA ATỌ UTỌ” - Mama

‘MY MAMA’ BY DAVID NDUKWE, THE FIRST GREAT-GRANDSON
A mama of talents, A mama of braveness,
A mama who does not miss a challenge,
Of greatness,
A mama who loves, A mama of passion,
A mama of hugs,
A mama whose actions, Gives roads to buds,
A mama who's smart,
A mama with wisdom,
A mama with heart,
Which freedom,
Gives her new ways of art,
When she starts,
She gives people's heart jumpstart,
When my mama cooks,
It is like she took,
A look,
At your taste,
This is my mama,
I love you,
By your loving Great-grandson,
David
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THE WEAR AND TEAR OF SIX SEEDLINGS
Her wrapper was tied in obscurity, in loneliness and in pain. The wear
and tear of six seedlings hanging precariously from her bereaved arms,
unattended to....unripe. Where could she have gone wrong? We asked,
did "Eke- kere ụwa" forget so soon His favourite daughter, when he took
Abel for a walk in the garden? Does the child instructed to catch a shrew
with bare palm not have the spirits scrambling to fetch water for hand
cleansing?
Hmmm. Nwadiala Ụmuoru-Ụga! The first daughter of Ada-Ụga! She is
built strong. She, who peeped at undressed spirits from atop fruit trees in
Umeoke's homestead. What a strong will she has. Her legendary meal
plates were never left "unlicked"! Her neatness was like in the tales of
old and not of our generation. Like the red palm oil on a thumb, her
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren and great-great
grandchild all display these traits! Hahahaha! Does the ụdara fruit fall far
from the mother tree?
The "tippers rides" and building sand,
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Of foodstalls and fireplace,
Of long treks to Eke-ụtụtụ and back,
Of dried fish and Railway tango.
She knelt down in humility to dig up the yam harvest. Any wonder, her
harvest is so full?
Would Enugu and Abakaliki ever stop whispering these tales?
Her tears and midnight sorrows irrigated a son and five daughters. She
refused to tow the line of others, but in purity and peity kept her faith
alive- Abel di m! A torturous journey through the years. She heaved and
puffed, and alas, the kindle grew into blossoming families distilled with
her virtues all through. Indeed, a child instructed to catch the shrew with
bare palms shall have the spirits fetching water for hand cleasing. Truly,
"Eke-kere uwa" did not forget.
It is a tale of motherhood. A tale of mother- our Matriarch Ijeaku.
Mama, we celebrate you.
Happy birthday.
We love you." By - Uchenna Ezenwuba
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THE OFOMAS

Mama’s story continues
This is just a beginning
Share yours when you can

2015
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MAMA’S JOURNEY
MOVES TO
TOUCH LOVE
WORLDWIDE
TO THE ARENA OF
UNIVERSITY
OF
TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE

THE WORLD EMBRACES
MAMA
HER LOVE DISHES
HER LOVE PHILOSOPHY
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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CHAPTER UNIVERSITY OF TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE

“A flash back on the hospitality I did get on that day got tears flowing again.... Mama
made sure all I needed for the lectures to take off were intact... She appreciated my
meagre inputs in a mega way .. I am going to miss you Mama ...All your counsels
and Love ... You live on no doubt... Love to all now and always” – LOVEbearer
Okpokwasili Meshack
In the above picture are beloved LOVEbearers Meshack Okpokwasili, Peter, and
Chijioke Ọkpalaọka
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Mama is epitome of love. My encounter with her was an expansive voyage
through the Touch Love University. She went down memory lane to educate
me on the out of the world prospects the life of love holds for me and other
lovebeings and at the same time sounded a notable note of warning on the
danger of hate. That voyage no doubt has set my feet on a higher ground.
Love to Nneoma always. Love to all always – Meshack Okpokwasili
The love that transforms love from non-living thing to a living thing. The love that
equalizes, the love that assures security of all, the love that makes economic and
social atmospheres conducive for the world citizens to fully exploit their God given
potentials. That is the love that Mama Nneọma Harriet Ijeakụ Adịmọra represented.

Extensively, it was the love that begot the University of Touch Love Worldwide. The
Citadel that discovered the lasting antidote to the weakness of militarization or
constitutionalism in making the desired world government happen. A school that is of
the opinion that compliances and co-operations between the citizens and their
Governments could be achieved out of love as against fear or coercion . An
Encounter too many. My encounters with Mama were memorable and will remain
refreshingly memorable. The few memorable moments I shared with Ma Ijeaku repatterned my understanding of the Universe... Her counsels to me centered on
unalloyed love for one another. She told me that uncontaminated love for my fellow
human beings against all odds would always make way where there seems to be no
way... At the material time, the University of Touch love world wide sent me to Uga to
lecture Ụga Touch love students on the rudiments of the Citadals. At my every visit,
Mama would ensure that the books, computers and other materials necessary for my
work were in right states. She would serve sumptuous meal not to me alone but also
to my students. There was this one visit, Mama took her time to either prepare or
supervise the preparation of an out of the world Ofe-Onugbu with assorted anụ ewu
for me and my students. As we were at the meal, fruits were from Mama flowing to
our table. The Love in the hospitality i got from Mama tempted me to apply for Uga
citizenship. She was not just a preacher of love but also a paragon of love... She
epitomized a love that defies economic status, ethnic affiliation , race and religious
divides. She saw true love as a Pathfinder, No wonder she begot myriads of
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intellectual love generating and love spreading love beings that pinch their destined
tents across the globe.

Though, physically, Mama is no more, she lives on in her innumerable seeds which I
am now one of them by adoption. Hahahahahaha.. I told beloved Harriet Gore I was
going to visit Mama mid-January when i learnt she was back in Nigeria. I was getting
prepared to make good my promised when the shocking news of her demise got
leaked to me. It was painful hand still painful. I will particularly miss your lovely
counsels and uncommon hospitality, Mama Ijeakụ Harriet Adịmọra. As I relinquish all
to the hand of God, I promised that the love path you established for us will continue
to expand expansively...
Beloved Okpokwasili Meshack Onyeka
Lecturer, University of Touch LOVE Worldwide, Ụga

MAMA HARRIET ADIMORA – LOVE AND INDIA
India is a land of Dharma and Karma. Dharma is often confused with cult, is rather
Religion. Religion translates to "Relative to (particular) Region"

Region of India has certain climatic characteristics, certain biodiversity, certain
trades. Those decide traditions.

Religion basically throws light upon a path of life to be led. It is a rough idea about
roadmap of life, an insight that might shape life ahead, which, of course is ought to
be changed as insight develops deeper about life and love.

Religion is how to nurture, spread, and preserve Love among one and all around,
family, neighbourhood, citizen (villagers, town dwellers, Casbah dwellers or even
'Net'-izens now a days), Country people, Nationals and internationals equally.

Religion or Dharma is nothing but preaching Love by example. Learning Love by
example. So basically Dharma and Karma have their foundations in form of shaping
life through love and duties towards loved ones. This connects India with rest of the
world by two definite bridges. One, the inner guidance through traditions, other outer
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expressions, actions and arrangement of social fabric through keeping the love
intact.

India being one of the vanguards of the Touch LOVE Worldwide Movement initiative
and part of the University of Touch LOVE Worldwide, Mama was an irradiating bliss
to earth with full Love. While watching the video of her installation as the Chancellor
of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide, it is evident that she believes in blessing
children, young people and elders equally with her unconditional love. She was a
living example of a life of caring, sharing and flaring for love everywhere.

I just completed watching the video of installation of Mama as the Chancellor of
University of Touch LOVE Worldwide and what an energy! Pure Love 100%. 24
Caret Gold, all costumes especially special dress code of orange red golden one,
head scarfs similar to Pagadi or Safa in India usually worn by Men in India but in
Nigeria, it's a different world, ooooh not to forget zulu samba dance, inverted colour
umbrellas making it Love Studio. Waoooo all good luck.

Nigerian girls, few similar to Semitic Indian persona. One dancing with William for
long, one laughing, laughter, laughter joining laughter, divine smiles, all Gods of
Love radiating pure love, blessings from Mama and many elders. Small enthusiastic
children, the eyes of the children, full of love energy, eyes of all.

Waooo, and lovingly, sisters joining dance, food, music. That DJ party!

The presence of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide was very visible and very
established throughout. It made the whole arena alive, vibrant in true sense and that
mongolian (chinese?) like faced thin lady looks straight from Tutankhamen's or
Cleopatra's period.

The good luck money tradition being sprayed Mama on the video is similar to one in
India and the nectar of love symbolised by some drinks was equally blessed as well
as enjoyed by heart by her. Coconut juice? Or wine? The figure in a poster
resembled me about 10 years back, save gender.
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Heart of a mother is same throughout the world whether it is of Yashoda, Devki,
Yashodhara, Trishala or any other local one from tribal region of India.

Religion is Relative interpretation of path of life by people of diverse regions. Indian
scriptures are full of examples of love, love and love.
Mama was an irradiating bliss to earth with full Love.
May the light of Love be spread throughout the world.
Love to you always, Love to all always.
Thanking You,
Reechesh Chhaya
Rajkot City, Gujarat, India.

THE CHANCELLOR THAT I WAS DYING TO MEET BUT
UNFORTUNATELY I NEVER MET
Without turning any pages of our book, without reading any of our writings, I write
this with my heart and hope that I do justice to this amazing woman - “The
Chancellor that I’m dying to meet but unfortunately I never met”.
These words just randomly popped in my mind when I think of this amazing woman.
It has been 3 years since I have been in the Touch LOVE Worldwide movement. I
have seen her pictures and videos and I really felt her as a mother and a woman full
of wisdom. I never had the chance to meet her in person but it is like I have known
her for years, her words that are full of LOVE and understanding. When I think of
Harriet Gore, I feel the LOVING touch of this amazing Chancellor of University of
Touch LOVE Worldwide, how her influence of LOVE inspired Harriet to spread LOVE
to everyone around the world.
To our very own Chancellor, though you are not with us physically, may your LOVE,
wisdom and understanding continue to bless us, unite us and inspire us to
continually soak each one of us in LOVE through LOVE. May we let LOVE alone to
be the main source of our strength to gather and be one in spreading LOVE. May
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your LOVING presence guide us to stand in the name of fairness and equality, no
matter how and what we have in life. Hail to the true Queen. The Queen of LOVE.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

LOVEbearer Ma Citadel Cuales Jimenez
University of Touch LOVE Worldwide, The Philippines

HER LOVE - IT TOUCHED EVEN ME – JACQUELYN KNOWN - USA
Sending My Love To You All!!! Sending My Love To All Who Loved Mum And All
Who Read Of Mum's Love!

I Knew Her Daughter, My Friend! It Was Her Daughter Who First Shared Her Love
With Me! Her Name I Came To Know As MUM!! She Is So Loved And Her Love Was
Alive In All She Touched!

Her Love, It Touched Even Me...

The Love Mum Shared With Me Personally Was True, Energized And Never Ending!
It Was A Curious Love, She Was Curious Of Meeting Her Daughters Friends!
Friends She Was Told Were Extended Family! She Welcomed Us With Love! With
The Very LOVE She Gave HER FAMILY!

I Am So Thankful To Have Hugged Mum! To Have Laughed With Her, To Have
Made Her Food And Ate With Her. To Sit And Hear Just A Few Of Her Stories Of
Her Life, Her Home And Raising Her Family!

I Am Blessed To Have Heard Also Her Stories Of Being A Woman. A Dependent
And Independent Woman. The Story Of This Tree, It's Roots Run So Deep!

Her Family Is So Mighty!!! The Love And Beauty Of Her Mighty Family Is Breath
Taking!
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Meeting Mum Was An Adventure! An Adventure In My Story, In My Book. A Branch
On My Tree I Will Forever Water And Hold Near To Me.

Oh Tears Have Been Falling All While I Write Of Mum And Her Part In My Story. She
Traveled My Story And I Was A Part Of Hers Even Have A Branch On Her Very
Tree! I Believe Tears Are Truths. I Believe Tears Are Healing.

I Am Still Learning And Growing So Much. The Love Mum Brought My Soul Thru
FIRST Her Daughter Harriet Is Life Changing!

I Have Loved And Lost So Many Times In My Life And Am Amazed Even By The
Passing Of Mum's Body! She Left Her Body And Was Honored In Ways Of Love So
Different Than I've Seen Or Heard Before! Just As She Wanted And Just As A Love
Like Hers Deserved!

I've Seen Her Family And Heard Their Songs And I Am So Proud Of Each Of
Them!!! Mum Is So Proud Of Each Of Them Too,This I Know Is True.

She Was A Mighty Tree! Her Roots Ran So Deep. Her Knowledge So Deep So
Close To The Earth. Her Branches Are Each Of Her Children And Those Branches
Grew With Their Children And Their Children Too

What A Mighty Mighty Family Tree I Grew To Know.

I Am So Thankful To Meet Many Of These Branches Personally. The Love They
Shared Came From A Mighty Love Source. Her Mighty Love Source.

The Truth In The Earth That Each Tree Is Made With A Seed And That The Seed
Grows And From That Seed So Much More Grows...From Their Seeds It Continues
To GROW!

Her LOVE SEED It Proceeds.
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May Her Tree Continue To Grow. Her Family Tree! May They Always Remember To
Water And Honor Her Roots!

All My Love To You Harriet! All My Love To You Jean Ofoma! All My Love To Every
Branch Of Her Tree.

All My Love To All Who Know And LOVE Mum!!
May You Feel Her Always In Each Breath You Take, In Each Friend You Make And
In Every Season That Comes!

I Am Thankful For This Experience Expanding To Opening My Heart And Mind To
Understanding The Loss Of Body A Bit More.
My Heart Hurts For Times I Have Lost Bodies And Been So Attached To Body!!!
Her Family Understands The TRUTH! The Truth Within These Bodies Of Ours!
May God Bless Each Of You Every Single Day! Each Of Us, Each Of Hers In Every
Way....
Love To You Always! Love To All Always!
Jacquelyn Known, University of Touch LOVE Worldwide, USA
Dearest Harriet,
Please forgive me for missing this important news earlier. May she rest well and all
your family find consolation together. As a tribute to your mother, I share my little
story of how I met you. I hope you like it.
I first met Harriet entirely by chance. I was on holiday in London and I'd checked into
a 'hotel' in her street in Earl's Court. It was the worst place I'd stayed in on the whole
six week trip. The carpet may once have been green, but it looked like it had been
used as a game ground by Lilliputian sized rugby players.

I walked past Harriet's place every day on my way to the train and on my return from
London adventures. Depressed by the thought of my dingy room, I would slow my
steps as I passed, enjoying the greenery and the messages of peace in her
garden. I also had flowers in my room, which I'd made at a flower course I'd
attended at one of London's swankier florists. ( I was a student florist at the
time). The day came for me to fly home to Australia and I had that vase full of
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flowers. I didn't want to leave it for the 'hotel' so I decided on a whim to give it to the
anonymous lady who turned her front garden into a message of peace and love.

I wrote a note explaining, not expecting anyone to be at home. But as luck would
have it, she was home because the plumber was there. He went inside and said
something like 'there's an odd Australian woman out the front for you' and Harriet
came out. She was surprised, to say the least, but delighted to know that her
unusual garden had had the desired effect. For my part I was happy that my flowers
were becoming part of a message of love.

We've been distant friends ever since and I'm looking forward to deepening the
connection when I return.
Kylie Carman-Brown
Australia

FEW COMMENTS FROM FACEBOOK
…a great inspiration, that’s what everyone is supposed to engage and celebrate in,
thank you. This is a message of hope, let’s not stop here, this campaign should
touch everyone who feels mama has done a great thing to shape us to be the people
we are now - Gyoung Uganda Musinguzi
“Waw! I may not know Mama's history before reading this marvellous story but i do
know that her story happened so that mine can exist and my own history can take
place. She is a strong African Woman!.” – Dim Nathan Uche
African men are stronger in physique than women, while African women are strong &
kind in heart and never give up easily etc than men. This is really a great and
touching story. Not every women can be determined like her. Not every women can
endured what she endured. Not every women has the strong & large heart she had.
Lastly! not every women love their children the same way she did in the past and
presently. She really do believed in the great future of her children and with the
strong and genuine love she have, she was able to survive it despite all the
difficulties and challenges she faces then. Now her story has become a success
stories. All her years of sowing hardly and labour in tears never go in vain. She was
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able to achieved her goals in life. May she live long and have peace throughout her
entire life. Love to you always beloved. Love to all always. Am really for your
wonderful family. God bless all! Regards - Augustine Efe Ola

Sweet Mother ❤️
Mother, I saw you dancing and my heart danced with you, each and every step, your
blessed feet, walking where I cast rose petals, rainbow light dancing on sparking
sandals – LOVEbearer Marquita Garcia, Santa Crúz, California, USA
Thank you for accepting us as part of your family. What a beautiful day we shared.
Your beautiful mum even got to meet the mighty Miko. Thinking of you all. LOVE to
YOU always LOVE to All always ! – LOVEbearer Ajax, USA

I Love YOU Harriet Gore!!!! 💯
Tears Fall But Not For Mum For Myself! 💯
Your Families Tears, Songs,Photos And Love Is So Powerful So Strong!!
These Photos Shared Are Breath Taking As Are The Writings/Songs!
What An Amazing Life! Your Family Is So Beautiful, Thank You For Sharing With
Me! With Us All!
To Think That Mums Love Could Ever Expand Any More... My Lord It Is Just The
Beginning! Her Love Grows On Through You All And The Babies I See In The
Photos Have No Idea Just How Special They Will Truly Be With Such A Mighty
Seed/Love Within!!!
Songs For Mum Always! Xx – JK

SHE IS SEATED NEAR THE GLORY OF GOD, MY BELOVED ONE –
LOVEbearer Ambar Haim - Venezuela
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Harriet, how I wish I had your momma as my own! All these stories make me so
envious. Such a strong beautiful soul, one so loved and honored. This beautiful
mother did such an amazing job, leaving all this love, respect, and history for all to
share! Blessings to all who honor this blessed mother! –
LOVEbearer Crissy Muralles, USA

LOOKING UP FROM THE PAIN
" Mama de Mama. Mama appreciated love and happiness. On this picture during
Adaobi’s traditional Wedding Mama wore her best attire and danced with us after
which she posed on a group photo. MAMA DE MAMA. Your memories live for ever.

Mama on your last few days on earth we were always by your side, wishing you well
and waiting to hear your story and beautiful advice that always adds value to us
.Each time your pains went down and you looked up and saw us, you looked up with
that pain and ❤️❤️❤️ to all around you. Mama de Mama. May your light never
depart from all of us IJN. LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS. MAMA. RIP MAMA. LOVE TO
MAMA ALWAYS. LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS" –
Ifeoma Adimora (IFEDICHE IFEOMA ADIMORA as she fondly called me)

MAMA, THE CHANCELLOR OF UNIVERSITY OF TOUCH LOVE
WORLDWIDE RAINS LOVE, SHINES LOVE, RADIATES PEACE
I can see Mama de Mama with Ngo Ọfọma doing what she loved so much. Plucking
Vegetables in the farm. Helping Ngọ to direct on which best to pluck. This reminds
me of one of various advices to us IFEDICHE ANỊ NINILE ONYE JA AKỌYA?
Meaning. All these farm land who’ll work on it? She loved farming and kept
encouraging us to bend down and work in the farm land. Mama may your gentle
Soul Rest in peace. We love you and will Always cherish and appreciate you. Love
to you MAMA Always
Ifeọma Adịmọra (IFEDICHE IFEỌMA ADỊMỌRA as she fondly called me)
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For those who have met or know Nneọma Harriet, Ijeakụ Abel, Adịmọra, they will
testify that her inside glows more than her physical. She is full of kindness, care ,
generosity and always glowing, preaching and living out love. She went through a lot
of suffering, but joyously and solely raised and trained her 6 children to university
level after losing her darling husband, my father. Used the same wrapper (washed it
in the night and used it during the day) she mourned my father with for years,
because all her resources went to taking care of her children, Angus Adịmọra,
Chikeziri Adịmọra, Ngọzị Adịmọra, Edith Adịmọra, Azụka Adịmọra, and Harriet
Adịmọra which was her priority. Was involved in every legal trade no matter how
demeaning just to survive and foot the bills, including rent and school fees. Lovingly
accommodated other relatives and treated them the same as her own children. In
that tiny two rooms the atmosphere was that of peace, and pure love. Everyone felt
very much at home, and loved. Never missed organizing the 5 o'clock family
devotion, no matter the situation. I still cannot understand how she did it till this day.
Her parenting was exceptional. Still caring and loving. Up to date with the welfare of
all her children, grandchildren, great grandchildren . Calls every member of her clan
and lifts them in prayer. Never ceases to bless. Her popular saying is " Were ihe oma
merie ihe ojoo" Overcome evil with love. I love you Mama. May the Almighty God
continue to bless and increase you in good health and years.- Lady Ofoma

GLOBAL MAMA
...She was not deterred by the lack of funds for her children's school fees... Her goals
eventually bore her infirmities....Global MAMA;, love to you always...
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GODDESS OF LOVE
So sorry, Please take heart. God knows best. It is her time and we
cannot question God.
HRH Igwe Chidi Ezenwugo
Eze Ụga - The Obi of Ụga

WINGS OF LOVE
Flying across to you, from India, on the wings of love, are my heartfelt sympathies on
the earthly loss of your beloved mother. I say earthly because a mother never leaves
you even when there is no breath left in her.
In your case, your Mama, who was crowned Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE
Worldwide on 28 December 2015, lives on in your every breath of life and love.
Your Mama lives on in your inner and outer beauty, in your capacity to give and
receive love, in your joy of love and life, in your capacity to love others, in your ability
to forgive.
Your Mama lives on in the wonderful values of generosity, kindness, integrity,
honesty you have inherited from her and practice every day and she lives on in the
beauty, love and life you bequeathed to William!
While one part of you will surely feel the void she has left in your lives, the other, has
reason to rejoice in the wonderful legacy she has left behind!
You will not weep. You will smile and keep her legacy of love alive!
May Mama rest in peace and joy blanketed in love.
Ashu Lobo Desai - India
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FOOTPRINTS
By: Sam-Richards C. Ofodile
My ultimate thought was that I have been given a book to read, but really this
isn't a book but a personal introduction to a legend who makes you taste life twice; in
the moment and in retrospect.
The entrance into this is like entrance into a sanctum but all bound in human form.
It is the domain of mysticism, philosophy and I agree too that real mystics don't hide
mysteries, they reveal them. They set a thing up in broad daylight, and when you've
seen it, it's still a mystery. It is a mystery how the legend ever made it through the
tracks of time.
It is clear that I am on a quest of discovering and knowing Ijeakụ for myself, and
to achieve this, I have considered the 'little' details as I walk through these paths, and
one is that she was, still is a museum of life with a language - Love, a dialect - Igbo
and origin - Nigeria. She was a warrior that knew about the fangs of facts yet she
conquered with truth thus became a proof there's a God if the world ever needs a
reason. She survived!
"Mama became the first surviving daughter and the 9th birth of her parents."
The significance of the number 9. I was born on the 9th of a particular day of a
year so I'm fully aware of what I say; it appears 49 times in the Scriptures, and it
symbolizes divine completeness and translates the meaning of finality. Christ died at
the 9th hour of the day, to make the way of salvation open to everyone. 9 is also the
fruit basket of God's Holy Spirit, which are: Faithfulness, Gentleness, Goodness, Joy,
Kindness, Long suffering, Love, Peace and Self-control. So you see, Ijeakụ as I've
known within few margins was made for this and her journey through life began with
her name; "A wealthy journey".
In actual reality, making a journey costs more, it takes not just your finances but
your inner will to launch out, strength, patience; but to whom much is given, much is
expected. I've taken note of the footnotes lying on the sand as I surge through;
"Hold onto God as the climber clings tight to the tree", Beautiful family
relationship is something to which no salt is added but is very delicious ... They
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are precious words to live by. Now, that sprout a question in me, what's the greatest
gift?
In my attempt to climb up the peak of knowing Ijeakụ, I found the greatest gift
given is a name, for it is a mirror for those who can hear. A voice for those who can
see. I agree, a name is a responsibility in itself and like life, when someone has given
you this; it is only fair to live it, love it, own it! Ijeakụ did justice to the life given to her,
campaigning goodness with force and verve through her journey (Rom: 12:21) and
finding the coordinates to life's secrets - honesty and fair dealing.
I can almost hear her through every strung word here especially within these
lines:
"Pretty women wonder where my secret lies.
I’m not cute or built to suit a fashion model’s size
It’s in the reach of my arms,
And the joy in my feet.
I’m a woman
Phenomenally." – Maya Angelou
A man once said, during the first period of a man's life, the greatest danger is not
to take the risk and my understanding of Ijeakụ so far has been profound, she fears
nothing but not taking that risk. She is a school of thought all by herself, her
understanding sits outside the gates of intellect and her beauty mocks scholars who
try to transcribe it. She sees different and hears different, a true trait of a leader, a
warrior who surges forward veiled with courage. Only one who has lived can tell tales
of life, and you know this to be straight and true in her words: "Gụta ndụ" cryptic as it
sounds since all life offers is the hurt of pain but she encourages we who are left behind
to dive into life, no matter how many times we fall and fail she upholds; Nothing is
ever as it seems, "Nothing's ever dead when you look at it right" they say, so we
must strive to live a life better than great.
Faith without work is dead, she believed strongly in God which to me is ultimate
and she hid His words in her heart where no hand could reach, she "Kept to the end,
her tradition of fasting 6-12 every Friday and reciting her Bible verses and Chapters.
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Mama owned an Igbo Bible and despite not going to an academic institution was able
to read the Igbo Bible because her passion for the word moved her to teach herself
how to read the Bible. Mama was an epitome of virtue, a noble character and the
example of the virtuous woman described in the Bible Book of Proverb 31: 10-31."
Not everyone who lived actually lived, not everyone who set out made it to the
front door and not many who had a purpose found it. She found her purpose and gave
her whole heart and soul to it, her passion was to live and she lived even when the
struggles and pains were present every inch of the way; she planted good seeds on
her tracks so they could lead her back home. Youth is like wild unquenchable fire that
burns and burns, it is a time when the day never seem to end or you could say it's like
a song you can't sleep on, it goes on and on like a river flowing to the ocean's deep.
Forget the body, it will get old, but youth is mystic, it is planted in the soul and it
rejuvenates your mortal being.
It is a moment when your mind's on the lose and never wearing out like a fading
old tattoo. To me it is a bond you shouldn't break but then some let go of that bond
and confuse maturity with youthful exuberance. Forgetting the word YOUTH, they lose
their sense of humor and lose youthfulness but when you look at it right, you're never
old, only, when you say so. Youth goes on and on like a train bound to forever. She
loved life and cherished family and her teachings will never depart from us all because
even I who is far away have learned greatly from this gloriousness and it will go on.
It gives me great joy to be a part of this, it is an honor knowing you Ijeakụ from
my neck of the woods, through the eyes of love planted into Harriet, the one who
bears the burden of trekking through eight hundred plus pages, spreading the seeds
you first planted - Love on sheets.
I will never understand why you met with pain in your final moments, but I
understand that a warrior's path is webbed and only the warrior can find his answer to
the webbings of life.
I use to say I am a book with many pages, but how can I compete with you who
is a library written and stored in the memoirs of angels. Your life put electricity into the
marrows of a young girl who vowed to spread your seed living in her and today she's
done it!
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For your love, your heart and life, I join in saying thank you Lord for lending you
to us. Though it may not be understood by those who don't see the way you did, but
you have succeeded in gaining that life and youth which you so cherished. Like Frost,
I believe life can be summed up in three words; it goes on.
My words cannot reach the peak of how beautiful this piece is, but I say thank
you for making me a part of it. God bless you.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
Sam-Richards C. Ofodile

"HER LOVE WAS ENCOMPASSING AND DEFIED RACIAL, ETHNIC,
ECONOMIC, RELIGIOUS DIVIDES
We may physically not be in touch with beloved Chancellor Nneọma Mama Harriet
Adịmọra, however, her life's philosophy lives on....
She was an embodiment of love...
Her love was encompassing and defied racial, ethnic, economic and religious
divides.....
The path you established for us will never be overgrown by weeds.... Love to you
always...." –
LOVEbearer Okpokwasili Meshack – Awka
University of Touch LOVE Worldwide
Ụga
Anambra State
Nigeria
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THE INSTALLATION

Mama in Ụga being celebrated as the Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide

On 28 December 2015, in an elaborate ceremony preceded by a church
thanksgiving, Mama’s children, grandchildren, great grandchildren honoured,
appreciated and celebrated Mama and her words of wisdom. During this ceremony
Mama was formally invested as the Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE
Worldwide. It is significant that Mama who was born and grew up at a time when
classroom academic education of females was not encouraged or promoted and
who herself did not attend an academic university was and remains instrumental in
promoting academic education of not only males but also females, including her 5
daughters, her niece Chịdịnma Umeoke and many others. Mama’s children’s
academic qualifications are her own academic achievement. This point was openly
made during the 2015 celebration when Mama was donned and deservedly wore her
own daughter’s barrister’s wig and gown.
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PROFESSOR OF LOVE

University of Touch LOVE Worldwide recognises all places of education and
emphasises the importance of non-classroom based tuition such as the one Mama
delivered as being very important in shaping a people and a society. Educators such
as Mama are recognised and appreciated for the wealth of knowledge they are, for
the intelligence generated, produced, preserved and recycled. Mama was the first to
be so recognised by the University of Touch LOVE Worldwide and the university
remains honoured that Mama accepted the investiture even though it was a surprise.
Mama later advised that it may be in the best interest of the University for another
person such as her grandchild to be made the Chancellor so as to be the vanguard
that will move the object of the University further afield, but when the deep reason
why she was chosen was explained to her, Mama understood, directed her
productive energy to the work of the university and left no stone unturned in
empowering the movement with her wisdom and generosity, helping to manage the
library installed in her home and the university’s teaching equipment such as
computers. She welcomed students and lecturers to her home with open arms and
her unceasing generosity of spirit, smile, presence and presents. Her LOVE energy
made Mama, a Professor of LOVE at the University of Touch LOVE Worldwide.
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Mama and some of her grandchildren and great-grandchildren in 2015 when her wisdom was
celebrated in her home in Ụga with the array of colourful and beautiful umbrellas which gave her
added joy as she happily continued to give the umbrellas out to her visitors many weeks after the
event and well into 2016.

Videos of the event include: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mQtkfsXtDI
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The University is a concept with an online presence established to teach the
philosophy of Touch LOVE, worldwide. The philosophy of Touch LOVE encourages
people to explore the energy called LOVE and to connect to it and let it exercise and
expand their minds. A mind exercised and expanded by LOVE easily absorbs the
beauty around and becomes a connecting bridge of LOVE. The beauty around fills
minds with LOVE. A mind filled with LOVE easily embraces the salutary beauty and
awesomeness of living. Mama embraced this beauty of life and was always grateful.
The philosophy of Touch LOVE encourages people to research LOVE in a way they
have never done before and to think through LOVE and absorb the energy called
LOVE. The energy called LOVE is the only energy that resurrects spirits held down
by lack of LOVE and removes narrow-mindedness and close-mindedness which
destroy communities.
The university’s projects advance Touch LOVE Worldwide’s objectives which include
the creation of awareness into the destructive ideologies which have been taught by
past experiences. Projects advance LOVE-led connections which dissolve manmade destructive divides. Mama was at the forefront of this movement with her video
message aired on facebook (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQLWFt024Wg) where
she encouraged viewers to use good to defeat bad, to remember that we are all
children of one parent “Adam na Eve”, to LOVE everyone and not discriminate on
ground of colour or any other ground.
The university’s projects, as a way of building bridges of understanding and
promoting harmonious and peaceful co-living, encourage discussion of very difficult
subjects through the Theatre Of Conversation (TOC). Mama participated in a
Theatre Of Conversation project and starred in a Touch LOVE Worldwide film.
The philosophy of Touch LOVE celebrates diversity and variety of thoughts as one of
the beauties of the earth whilst promoting exchange of ideas. It recognises every
individual as a force of LOVE and a shape of LOVE energy, as powerful as the sun.
The university invests in inspiring every individual to develop insight which will help
unlock the full power of LOVE an individual is, unlock an individual’s full LOVE
potential, open the valve of LOVE within an individual, fully unblock the LOVE source
within an individual so that the LOVE force an individual is, will beam unrestrained,
shine out and create beauty worldwide.
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To touch LOVE is to reach deep within oneself to unlock this great power deep within
which each individual is, a force which transcends boundaries. The philosophy uses
the term ‘YoUniqueness’, to highlight originality and creativity as strengths. Mama’s
YoUniqueness has inspired so many creations including t-shirts which bear her
words and signature.

Mama’s signature t-shirt which will be released on 9 May 2019
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MAMA IS A LOVEbearer

Mama in America in 2018 being celebrated by family

A LOVEbearer bears LOVE, delivers LOVE, absorbs LOVE. What one is, is what
one gives. LOVEbearers are LOVE and bear and give LOVE. Mama is a rare breed,
a world class LOVEbearer and an open book whose tale generations cannot
exhaust. She has cultivated, sown, planted and rooted deep, the life of ‘LOVE
bearing’ in her 6 children. This LOVE continues to expand and Mama continues to
blossom in the LOVE she sowed in her children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren,
in-LOVEs, extended family members, friends, well-wishers, strangers, church and all
whom she touched.
Mama has left ample memories for all that know her including videos available on
facebook and YouTube. Her YouTube channel is called “Chancellor, University of
Touch LOVE Worldwide”.
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Mama is not a past tense. Mama LIVES ON because she is LOVE and LOVE is ever
present, never past tense and never dies.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

BUILDING BRIDGES OF LOVE ACROSS THE WORLD

University of Touch LOVE Worldwide is in the business of building bridges of LOVE
across the world. It recognises LOVE as the only right and the only wealth which
brings peace of mind, inner beauty and richness of spirit. It heals all kinds of ill-health
and opens people’s eyes to see the beauty around. LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS, summarises what Touch LOVE Worldwide movement is all
about. University of Touch LOVE Worldwide is part of the Touch LOVE Worldwide
movement. This book is being compiled by Touch LOVE Worldwide in honour of
Mama, the Chancellor of University of Touch LOVE Worldwide. The publishing name
Abel Ọkwaraụnanma Egbuemenwa Adịmọra Memorial Library honours Mama’s
husband and unites them once again as a couple on the book cover. The Abel
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Adịmọra memorial library was established in 2015 in the Ụga home Mama and her
husband built and inhabited with their 6 children.

Mama in the Abel
Ọkwaraunanma
Egbuemenwa Adịmọra
Memorial Library
located in her home.
She helped manage and
maintain the library.

Mama is a philosophy book which needs to be studied as a history textbook, the
exploration of LOVE, the LOVE in all things. Mama is an Ụga textbook which needs
to be studied as a guide, a guide to the intricacies in a name. Mama is a life-giving
book which needs to be studied as a textbook exploring motherhood, fatherhood,
childhood, sisterhood, brotherhood, everbodyhood, LOVEhood.

This compilation is a tribute to Mama and a monument to life and LOVE. It is a
tribute and monument to Mama’s contribution to education, to the Igbo language, to
world trade and economy, to LOVE in small letters and in capital letters.
LOVE legacy is Mama’s legacy. We are honoured for the privilege of compiling this
treatise on Mama. It will be added to our growing library of University of Touch LOVE
Worldwide textbooks. There is still more to be explored, more to be written on Mama
but for the very short time we have to produce this work, this is a good start which
we hope will inspire others to research and write more.
It is a great testament to Mama’s originality, openness, accessibility and diversity
that this work is made possible, commenced and completed within 4 months of
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Mama’s passing and at a time when her body was still being preserved in a mortuary
awaiting her interment. We thank everybody who sent in contribution, and
encouragement one way or another. Your contributions have enriched this book
beyond words. This is a life-giving book.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
LOVE-Honourable LOVEbearing LOVEbeing Harriet Nkechi Adịmọra Gore
Founder, Touch LOVE Worldwide
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CURIOSITY AND FEARLESSNESS
Mama is continuing to be recognised worldwide as a leading philosopher, educator
and lecturer by people associated with “Touch LOVE Worldwide” (TLW). TLW is a
worldwide movement which started life on facebook. Readers of TLW’s facebook
publications come from many countries of the world including the Philippines, United
Kingdom, India, United States of America, Australia, Pakistan, Gambia, Ghana,
Sierra Leone, Botswana, France, the Netherlands, Greece, Turkey and Nigeria.
Mama has contributed immensely to academic and non-academic education. She
was versatile, energetic, spiritual, innovative, resourceful, deeply philosophical,
curious, avant-garde and fearless. She was stylish, with great sense of colour, was
at the fore-front of fashion and set the pace. Mama was one of the few fearless
youths who chiselled their front teeth in accordance with the emerging fashion of the
time. She excelled in trade, motherhood, marriage, family and farming.
When she was only a child, Mama’s adventurous spirit moved her to investigate
happenings around her, seeking understanding of the spirits, the spirit world, the
masquerade, their origin and their world. Do masquerades really come out of tinier
than pin-size ant holes? Is it really the chanting of its members and the beating of
palm fronds on the ground that draw out masquerades from the tinier than pin-size
ant holes? Does their emergence from the ground make that ground sacred? Are
masquerades spirits? Spirits of ancestors?
Every curious child who heard that high and mighty imposing masquerades come
out from a tinier than pin-size ant hole, would have imagined and wondered all sorts
of things at one point or another. Where others of Mama’s age would wonder and
leave wonder at that, Mama will wonder and wander to do something about the
wonder. Where others of Mama’s age were afraid to look, Mama was moved to look,
to explore, to find, to research.
Mama’s passion was her spirit. If her spirit moved her to climb a tree and hide to
discover what she was curious about, she will do so. In seeking to feed her own spirit
knowledge and understanding, Mama took risks only passionate scientists and deep
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philosophers would dare. Mama was open-minded and welcomed LOVE-induced
change. She respected tradition and culture, held them sacred and emphasised what
she called “ntọ ala” (deep indigenous rooting, foundation, roots).
Mama promoted and encouraged the honouring of masquerades, the thriving of
traditional music, folktales, dance and the speaking of the Igbo language by all
people of Igbo origin including foreign born Igbo children.
Mama was exposed to foreign culture and was very accommodating of new trends
as she was respectful of indigenous culture and tradition. She valued the coexistence of the new and the old, the good aspects of the foreign and the good
aspects of the indigenous. Mama promoted the Christian values of LOVE. She
repeatedly said “Hụ mmadu ibeghị na anya dị ka onwe gị”46. Her signature tune is
“Were ihe ọma merie ihe ọjọọ”47
Mama enjoyed indigenous culture including dance, masquerades, films and theatre.
She promoted and helped to preserve the philosophy of re-incarnation and other
positive and educational indigenous custom, beliefs, arts and traditions. Her
Christian faith and practice did not oppress nor discriminate against good indigenous
values, roots and rooting. She spoke out against the destruction of the masquerade
tradition including her husband’s family’s masquerade the Ọkụ Ekwe and the
decimation of the Ikoro48. She expressed the view that the destruction of good
aspects of the indigenous culture such as the Ọkụ Ekwe masquerade is part of the
problem which holds back the society. Mama respected the land upon which she
trod.
One way Mama kept alive the indigenous philosophy of reincarnation was by fondly
referring to her LOVED ones by whoever they were said to have been in their
previous lives. She always called her daughter Edith ‘Nnedim’ (my husband’s
mother) as Edith is the reincarnation of Nwakụabịa Joanna Adịmọra, Mama’s
mother-in-LOVE who LOVED Mama so much and whom Mama cherished in both
the previous life and the present life.

46

LOVE fellow humans as you LOVE yourself
Use good to defeat bad
48
Ikoro is a large wooden gong which sounds only at special occasions
47
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Mama called her daughter Azụka (Nnennedim) (mother mother husband me
meaning my mother-in-LOVE’s mother) as Azụka in a previous life, was Udumaga
(Nwakụabịa’s mother).
Mama called Ngọzị her daughter Ada Adịmọha (daughter Adịmọha, and in this
context means the first daughter of Adịmọha) as Ngọzị in her previous life was Maria
Nwaọbịaeri Adịmọha, the sibling of Mama’s husband, so, Mama’s sister-in-LOVE.

Photo shows from left to right: Azụka (Udumaga), Mama, Ngọzị (Nwaọbịaeri
Maria Ọfọegbu née Adịmọra), Edith (Nwakụabịa Joanna Adịmọra née
Ọkpalaọka)
She told the tale of how her daughter Nkechi who was a descendant of Ezeukwu
came to be borne to Mama and her husband. As the story goes, Nkechi returned
back to life as a daughter of Mama and her husband so as to say ‘thank you’ to
Mama and Mama’s husband for the kindness Mama and her husband showed to her
in a previous life. This story has inspired and been made into a world class music
titled IJEAKỤ which will be released on 9 May 2019 in honour of Mama. Thereafter,
the music will be available for online downloading. The full story of the music as
inspired by Mama is in this book to be found towards the end of Chapter Nkechi.
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Mama told every single one of her 25 grandchildren a special tale about themselves.
She told some who they were in their previous life, calling them by the names and
association from that previous life. By so doing, Mama made each child feel
‘YoUnique’ and special, gave each child a story to own, a very special present
bestowed on the child within weeks of the child’s birth and from before the child
could talk, a gift which routed and rooted the child deeply and firmly into the family,
bonding the child with strong attachment to the Adịmọra lineage, with an inspiring
sense of belonging hemmed with confidence. The importance of stories in upbringing
cannot be over-emphasised but Mama topped this by monumentalising each birth in
a timeless space and spirit.
Where worldwide, some are traditionally said to complain about in-laws, in Mama’s
worldwide, Mama’s tradition was to honour in-LOVEs, praising them and keeping
their stories alive in perpetuity.
This is who Mama is but only a part of her. This is why her role as the Chancellor will
not be extinguished by her passing to ancestral level but will excel and outlive her
passing body. This is why Mama will remain the Chancellor of Touch LOVE
Worldwide in perpetuity and eternity. Her contribution to education spans eternity.
She is not just a Professor of the highest calling, but a life-giving book of all ages for
all ages.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

WATERS BROKE AT HOME
On 30 December 1997, my waters broke at home. Mama was in London and
together we went to Chelsea and Westminster hospital and stayed there until William
became born by caesarean section. I am the only child of Mama who delivered by
caesarean section. Mama gave William the name Samuel, dedicating her to LOVE,
to service of LOVE.
On 30 December 2018, I went to church in London and was the reader of both the
first reading and the second reading. The first reading came from the book of
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Samuel 1 from v.20 and is about Samuel. I called Ango on 30 Dec. 2018 and spoke
on speaker phone so that Mama could hear my voice.

On 30 December 2018, Mama's excruciating pain eventually stopped when her
breath broke but Mama's LOVE did not stop nor break but continues and expands.
Just as my waters broke on 30th December 1997, and the journey of birth continued
and saw the birth of William on 1st January, so did Mama's labour pain break on 30
December 2018 but her journey of LOVE continues to multiply in birthing new year,
in being new year, her energy, aura, personality form and touch.
May LOVE continue to break through to birth new.
LOVE filled year to you all my precious family in 2019.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

Mama in 2017 playing host and actress in a Touch LOVE Worldwide event in New Jersey.
On the table is the book MANY LOVERS BOOK 4267. Mama performed in the film from
extracts of the book. Here she stood to be part of the photo before hugging beloved
LOVEbearers Jacquelyn, Brenda and Allison goodbye as they return to Massachusetts.
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Mbe sị ọrụ ebere ebe agwụna”49
Professor Peter Ụzọegwu
Tortoise said work which is shared is finished

I learnt this saying in March 2019
In the course of compiling this treatise
Thanks so much Professor Ụzọegwu for enriching my Igbo so abundantly
Continuing where ancestors left off
Their spirits are infused within and is letting off their steam engine LOVE in words
and in letters of this saying and other sayings

The wisdom of ages
The attraction of humans to sayings by animals
The same attraction to sayings of spirits
To those whom we have elevated to the height of spirits
It is safe to quote a spirit or an animal
There is no competition with a spirit or an animal
You cannot compare yourself and feel inferior when a spirit performs miracle
because that is the nature of spirits
That is the attraction to Jesus
That is the reason for emphasising that Jesus is a spirit not a human
That is the attraction to distance rather than to near
The tortoise is right
This work is done
It is finished
At least for now
Division of labour makes work done quicker
Gets finished in no time
And more efficiently too
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS

49Ọrụ

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

ekere eke agwụna or Ọrụ ebere ebe agwụna, work that is divided or shared or cut is finished
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CHAPTER HEALTH
MAMA’S MESSAGE
Mama encouraged and supported Touch LOVE Worldwide movement in its diabetes
prevention programme initiative. Mama advised the movement to fund projects, give
out material gifts as well as mind-enriching messages. Mama explained that it is
important to match words with action and help to alleviate destructive lack. If people
are hungry and dying, they will not have energy to listen to words and if people are
without funds, that becomes a major need that will distract them from the message of
LOVE. The only thing that will have an impact at the point of that lack is to meet that
particular need.

Mama recognised the importance of giving words and spreading messages of LOVE
but for her that is not enough. She emphasised that instituting projects that will
prevent illnesses, reduce hunger and destitution must be at the centre of the work of
Touch LOVE Worldwide. When the movement instituted the Touch Ụga diabetes
prevention page on facebook, Mama encouraged the movement to take steps to
provide all necessary physical help and physical presence as this is the only way to
make the impact that will reduce incidents of diabetes.

Many lacks can be destructive, be it lack of funds, lack of LOVE, lack of wisdom, lack
of relationship. In Mama’s view, a movement of LOVE must engage at all levels not
restrict itself to just writing on facebook and spreading messages of LOVE
worldwide. Emotional healing is important. Physical healing is also important. All
needs are important and need to be met as far as it is possible to meet them.

LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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HEALTH NOT AGE
If you are in good health, you are young
If your health is not that good, it can get better
Life is about productivity and creativity
It is about giving and receiving
How you value your own contribution does not have to be defined by others
The earth is recycling itself through you and that is a great contribution
Through you, energy, air, manure, food are continuously recycled

Life is about productivity and creativity
It is about giving and receiving
You are valuable but your inner being needs to approve of your own worth
What you are looking for there is here
Ihe ịna achọ na uko elu dị na uko ala
What you are climbing the ladder to look for in the top cupboard is right here
within your reach in the bottom drawer
Where you are stressing to get to, you have already reached and passed
Be kind to yourself
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS – 11.11.2018

EMOTIONAL HEALTH
Looking after emotional health starts with what we eat 'emotionally', what we feed
'emotionally', what feeds us emotionally and the source of our emotional food
But what is emotional health?
It is a phrase which popped into my mind to replace the phrase mental health
Emotion is the register for all our overall health
The health of every part of us, our body, who we are, what we are, the location of our
mind, our intellectual location and where we are at every moment is clocked in,
logged in, uploaded, downloaded, registered in our emotions
Our emotions can be hard or fluid, resting or escaping, moving or still
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There can be emotional disability, emotional ability, emotional abuse, emotionally
damaged, emotionally undamaged, emotional pain, emotional lift
But is there a difference between mental health and emotional health?
Can something be wrong with the set-up of our emotions from birth?
Which part of the body houses our emotions?
Our hormones?
Our brains?
Our entire being - body, seen and unseen
How do I look after my emotions?
What causes healthy and unhealthy emotions?
Is there genetically engineered emotions?
Are there artificially created emotions?
At what age do I become emotionally responsible or emotionally irresponsible?
Emotions are so important
They are what make us us
We can keep emotions healthy if we know how to
Jealousy is an emotion which kills by perforating our minds and creating holes that
leak poisons which kill the internal and external organs of both the bearer and the
encountered
However, jealousy is one emotion some encourage with references to the phrase
“God is jealous” and made humans in His image
The effect of this is that humans use jealousy to measure some commitments
Many people in relationships 'own' jealousy and guard it with all they have
But LOVE does not promote jealousy
LOVE sees jealousy as a poison which kills all it touches
Anger is a healthy emotion which quickens the pace of actions but it is only healthy if
it results in inspiring the bearer to take actions which do not harm self and others
LOVE is not an emotion
LOVE is the energy we are made of
At times, we are LOVE in solid state
At times, we are LOVE in fluid state
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At times, we are LOVE in effervescent state, bubbling over in our euphoric state of
LOVE
Our emotions are looked after by LOVE
When LOVE is the energy maintaining our emotions, beauty is the product of our
emotions and actions
When LOVE is the source of our thoughts and actions, our internal and external
organs are kept healthy and functioning creatively to build beauty in us, around us
and across the world
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

CHAPTER AGE
A LOVE LETTER TO THE WORLD
Beloved All,
The society appears to have made many to think that it is acceptable to call or
address others as old. This chapter therefore addresses that emotional abuse used
to incapacitate many people. A person is entitled to call own self old but calling
another old can hurt the called and be an emotional abuse. Some people are afraid;
afraid of being consigned to history with the label of old. People want to remain
relevant. Dismissing someone as old can wreak negative emotional havoc and affect
confidence. People want to be people not old. No one wants to be treated as one
treats a product whose sell by date have long expired. No one wants to be treated in
a condescending way or as a burden to be pitied or a beggar to be given hand-out.
The major job the earth called humans to do is the job of recycling air and waste.
Breath is sacred, breath is not old. It is breath that makes us people and is available
to be inhaled to exhale and excel. From the moment we inhale that first breath after
exiting the womb, we become air, every one of us.

I write on behalf of all people who have been labelled old. It is true that it is culturally
accepted in many places of the world, and people who use their sacred breath to call
others old do not mean to hurt anyone’s feelings when they use the label old, but
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please know that it does hurt one or more of us to be addressed as old. We are not
old, we are more. More than what is seen and labelled as old. We are all in time and
time is not old.
Labelling can hurt. It is true that those called old can learn to get over it but is that
how to approach bullying. Name calling can hurt at any age not just at school age
when those who bully others call others hurtful names in school play grounds. Any
space on earth is a school playground and being addressed as old can hurt our
emotions.
We do get hurt when called names. You can think of an array of names including
ones which you may have been called and which hurt you. The society has accepted
name-calling as norm but have you ever stopped to think whether the person you
call old want to be labelled old. Many do not know it but it does hurt to be called old.
Some would say that it is true and truth should not hurt anyone. In actual fact, no
human is old. Mountains live to millions of human-created measure called years and
still, are young.
It is not always the first to appear on earth that leaves the earth first. There is no set
time to die, no set time to live. Being active depends on health and personality.
Everyone wants to stay healthy. It is bad health that incapacitates not age. That is
the wisdom from Mama. Depending on the state of health and circumstances, some
in their 80s are more productive than some in their 30s. People of all ages are
relevant; relevant in different ways. Some provide occupation of the mind and the
body to others by their very presentation and being. Some become a sight which
radiates LOVE and lifts spirits high.
Carers are wonderful people. If one is caring for someone, it is a privilege. A
privilege to have the opportunity to exercise LOVE, to have a ready recipient of the
LOVE energy generated. If one is receiving care, it is a privilege. A privilege to be
receiving LOVE energy. To give is to receive and to receive is to give. Both gestures
are important and reciprocally lifts the spirit.
The tone of voice that some people use when they refer to or point at people as they
say ‘old person’, can be demeaning to the speaker and hurtful to the listener. So I
plead with you all to reconsider this aspect of societal norm of labelling people old. It
is not age that incapacitates, it is the state of health and we need to be sensitive in
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all our relationships including with strangers. Life condition changes. Health condition
changes. Old is a label. People are people. People are more than what is labelled
old. People are sacred, sacred bearers of the sacred air. There are different states
and different conditions of being and each state and condition can change at any
time. The state of health can change at any time for anyone. Mama will say that it is
not age that is problem, it is bad health". If one has good health, one can do
anything. Please stop calling people old, everyone is young.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

THE LOVE LIFTING ALL TO LOVE
In bloom I can see the energy which is ground breaking
In bloom I can see the pain of expansion
The expansion from one people into another
The energy emerging from form to form
The LOVE lifting all to LOVE
Mama is LOVE
A consolation indeed
Thanks a million
From all of us
To all of you
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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YOU ARE
ENTERING
THE
ABODE OF
THE
SPIRITS
In this abode
What you choose to be, you become
Mama chose to be LOVE, and became LOVE
A LOVEbeing, Being LOVE, She is LOVE
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS - LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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DEGREE OF ANCESTORS
Mama has graduated to the degree
The degree of Ancestor
And radiates LOVE from there
Tears the rain
Which waters her seeds
Her seeds of LOVE

Those who planted LOVE
Never die
They live on
In the LOVE they planted
Their passing
Is never a passing away
But a passing of an exam

Some exams can be very painful
And yield a very great spirit
Passing the pain to a merit of award
An award of excellence
An honourable degree
Passing all boundaries to become all things
Permeating all physical to become indestructible
Becoming the Honourable ancestor
Who ignites smile and wisdom
To beam an aura

No, it is not a passing away
It is a passing award
Award of ancestral spirit
The greatest of all awards
The very centre
The very core of the earth
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The supporting fabric upon which all feet are rooted
And all bodies supported

Those who planted LOVE never die
They become ancestral spirit
And live on in the LOVE
The LOVE which they planted
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

AFTER 9 MAY 2019
After 9 May 2019
We may no longer see her body
But Mama was not just a body
Mama was and remains in the air she exhaled
The life she gave in the form of advice
Mama was and remains in the advice that she exhaled
The energy her body continues to emit to radiate worldwide
Mama was and remains that energy
The energy in form of the change she inspired
She was and remains the spirit
The spirit that is energy and passion
Mama was and remains the fresh air
That energy which connects to energise
To remind, to share, to lead
The voice we hear at every decision making
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A generous spirit, an incredible giver
Mama is not just a body but an expanse
Now radiating unbounded, across the entire
Her generous spirit healing all on her path, lifting spirits with her gratitude
We are grateful
We are thankful
Mama lives
LOVE lives
Mama is LOVE
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

I ONLY CLOSED MY EYES
Mama’s hearing, incredibly good
And a highly retentive memory
Mama would say “they thought I was sleeping”
But I only closed my eyes
I heard everything that they said”
Mama remains present at this moment
And knows everything going on
Absorbing all that is beautiful
Emitting the energy which empowers spirit
And lifts bodies to be light
To perform LOVE works
That make life beautiful
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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Enter the abode of spirits. The heaps of materials represent
choices. Each spirit makes a choice to become its choice.
Mama goes through the material choices until she finds LOVE,
chooses LOVE and becomes LOVE. In this philosophical
abode, you will find all sorts of states of being including the
cloth of patience which Mama always advises people to wear –
“Yiri efe ndidi”. Whatever you choose to wear, you become and
the choice is always yours.
From the film “The Sacred Breathing Space”
Written and directed by Harriet Gore
Photo by Chibuzọ Ọkụ
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This book is a tribute to Mama, a monument,
a sculpture, a statue, a structure, a foundation
The pdf copy can be obtained by emailing

touchloveworldwide@gmail.com
University of Touch LOVE Worldwide
http://www.touchloveworldwide.com/universityoftouchloveworldwide

LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS

MAMA SINGS IJEAKỤ SINGS
Gịnị ka m ga eji kele Jihovaa,
Onye ọma
Gịnị ka m ga eji kele Onye kere
ụwaaa
Gịnị ka me ga eji kele ọkakaa na
ngọzị nile ọgọziri moo na elu ụwa
Na iheọma nile omere moo na elu
ụwa
Na mmeso ọma nke omesoro
moo na elu ụwa
Na akụ nile nke onyere moo na
elu ụwa50
50

What will I use to thank Jehovah, the good One, What should I use to thank the Creator of the world/earth, What should I use
to thank the Greatest, for the blessings bestowed on me. on top of the world, for all the good things It did for me, on top of the
world, for the good treatment to me, on top of the world, for all the wealth bestowed on me, on top of the world
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You are cordially invited to join us in celebrating the life of our mother,
grandmother and great-grandmother as announced above.
Thanks
Sir, ANGUS ADIMORA for the family
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Mama in the USA coming back from church
Mama was given the name Ijeakụ at birth and she was indeed Ijeaku till the end
Creating wealth wherever she journeyed
You are cordially invited to celebrate life. Mama has honoured the invitation. She has
arrived, here and present, the celebration of LOVE continues.
LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS
LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS
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